Sono stati inseriti i segnalibri alla pagine attinenti Tivoli e la valle dell’Aniene.
La parte più interessante del volume è certamente l’accenno alla tentata vendita del
Tempio della Sibilla di Tivoli (quello rotondo) ad un Lord inglese e a questo
proposito alleghiamo di seguito (su concessione dell’autore) le pagine 245 e 246 del
volume ROBERTO BORGIA, Catalogo della Mostra “Le bellezze di Tivoli nelle
immagini e negli scritti del Grand Tour”, Tivoli. 2017.
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Figura 245 - Francesco Piranesi (1758-1810), Fianco del Tempio di Vesta in Tivoli,
[1780], acquaforte. Oltre ai bucrani e ai festoni, notare sull’architrave la scritta
[CVRANT]E L. GELLIO L. F. Se l’iscrizione era centrata sulla porta non poteva
avere più di 55 lettere. Anche le colonne sono leggermente rastremate in alto.
L’eleganza del Tempio si percepisce perfettamente in questa incisione. Non a tutti
noto il pericolo che la testimonianza più illustre di Tivoli fosse venduta ed espatriasse
come per la maggior parte delle opere d’arte già esistenti in Tivoli: «Verso la fine del
secolo passato Lord Bristols Inglese meditò di trasportare in Londra gli avvanzi di
questo tempio, e ne aprì trattativa col Proprietario della Locanda (Sig. Coccanari), il
quale si faceva pur Proprietario del Rudere; Si stabilì il prezzo, e se ne sarebbe senza
meno effettuato il trasporto, se il Governo di Roma che n’ebbe un sentore non lo
avesse tosto impedito. Se il pensiero del Barone di Bristols meriti lode, o biasimo, io
ne appello ad un di lui Nazionale, Sig. Eustace, il quale nel suo Viaggio classico in
Italia lo riprova altamente, anziché commendarlo».(Filippo Alessandro Sebastiani,
1828, citato, pag. 56, nota 8). Il sig. Eustace, al quale si riferisce Sebastiani, è il prete
cattolico irlandese John Chetwode Eustace (1762-1815), che ottenne un’improvvisa
celebrità pubblicando nel 1812 il suo A Tour through Italy, seguito poi da un’edizione
ampliata, sempre a Londra, intitolata A Classical Tour through Italy, an. MDCCCII,
in quattro volumi nel 1815. Così si esprime sul tentato acquisto: «Viene riferito che
un nobile inglese, ben noto in Italia per i suoi innumerevoli acquisti, abbia offerto una
notevole somma per questa rovina, con l’intenzione di trasportarla in Inghilterra, e
sistemarla nel suo parco. Si dice che la proposta sia stata accettata dal padrone della
Locanda, sulla cui proprietà si trova. Ma fortunatamente, quando stava per cominciare
il lavoro che avrebbe devastato certamente il monumento, vi fu un divieto del
Governo, con una dichiarazione in base alla quale le antichità sono di proprietà
(continua nella pagina successiva)
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pubblica e naturalmente non devono essere rimosse senza un’esplicita autorizzazione,
in quanto si tende a strappare dal paese dei monumenti la sua antica gloria, e di
conseguenza i suoi ornamenti più preziosi. Il Governo non poteva dare e non avrebbe
dato questa autorizzazione. Questo tentativo di trapianto (This attempt to transplant)
del tempio di Vesta dall’Italia in Inghilterra potrebbe forse fare onore al tardo
patriottismo di Lord Bristol, o alla sua magnificenza; ma non può essere considerata
un’indicazione di buon gusto o di giudizio.» (A Classical Tour through Italy, an.
MDCCCII, third edition revised and enlarged, vol. II, London, 1815, pag. 231 sg.)

Figura 246 - Francesco Piranesi (1758-1810), Dimostrazione in grande delle parti
del Tempio di Vesta, e di quello della Sibilla, [1780], acquaforte. Il capitello corinzio
del Tempio di Vesta presenta la fila inferiore di acanto di altezza doppia rispetto
all’ordine superiore e ciò contribuisce a dare compattezza al capitello. Le foglie sono
otto in entrambi gli ordini.
«Il capitello è alto poco meno del diametro della colonna, ed è uno dei più tozzi di
quanti si veggono di quest’ordine, ed alquanto pesante per la grossezza dell’abaco, che
è maggiore di quello voluto da Vitruvio, ma però di un lavoro, e maniera del tutto
nuova. Due ordini di foglie, otto per ordine, rassomiglianti piuttosto all’acanto, che
all’ulivo come qualcuno pretese, di una singolar frappatura, e lavoro, con incavi
incredibili, adornano la campana (calathum) di esso. Dal secondo ordine delle foglie
nascono senza caulicoli quattro volute maggiori doppie, con un solo listello in fuori, e
vanno a sostenere gli angoli dell’abaco, avvolgendosi al solito con tre giri sotto di
esso.» (Filippo Alessandro Sebastiani, 1828, citato, pag.47 sg.)
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MODERN ROME.
Its Population—Streets—Squares—Fountains—.
Tombs—Palaces.
The modern city, as the reader must have
already observed, possesses many features of
ancient Rome.
The same roads lead to her
gates from the extremities of Italy—the same
aqueducts pour the same streams into her foun
tains—the same great churches that received the
masters of the world under the Flavian and
Theodosian lines, are still open to their descend
ants—and the same venerable walls that enclosed
so many temples and palaces in the reign of
Aurelian, still lift their antique towers around
VOL. II.
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the same circumference. Within this circum
ference, " Modern Rome" lies extended prin
cipally on the plain, and scattered thinly over
the hills, bordered by villas, gardens, and vine
yards. Its population amounted to one hundred
and eighty, or perhaps tvyo hundred thousand
souls previous to the French invasion, which by
empoverishing the country, and severing from
the capital one of its richest provinces, is said to
have diminished the number of inhabitants by
twenty, or even thirty thousand. The streets
are well built and well paved, narrower in gene
ral than those in London, and wider than those
in Paris ; but (as the houses are not too high)
they are light and airy, often very long and
straight, and not unfrequently terminated by an
obelisk, a fountain, or a church. Such are the
three streets which diverge from the Porta, or
rather Piazza del Popolo ; the Corso, anciently
the Via Lata terminating at the foot of the
Capitol j the Strada del Babuino, ending in the
Piazza de Espayna, and the Strada de Ripetta,
anciently the Via Populi, leading to the Tiber ;
not to speak of the Strada Giulia, Strada della
Ijongara, and many others.

The houses are of stone but plastered as at
Vienna, Berlin, and other transalpine cities ; the
plaster, or stucco, is extremely hard, and in a
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climate so dry may equal stone in solidity and
duration. Hence its general use in Italy, and
its reputation even among the ancients, who
employed it not only in ordinary building's, but
even sometimes in porticos and temples ; as we
find in the temple of Fortuna Virilis at Rome
supposed by many to be a remnant of the Repub
lican era, though more probably erected, or
rather rebuilt, in the Augustan age. To us,
stucco, however excellent in its kind, seems only
a bad imitation of stone, and conveys an idea
of poverty incompatible with grandeur or beauty.
Before I enter into details, I shall premise, in
order to give the reader a general idea of Modern
Rome, that it contains forty-six squares, five
monumental pillars, ten obelisks, thirteen foun
tains, twenty-two mausoleums, one hundred and
fifty palaces, and three hundred and forty-six
churches!
Of these objects most have some
peculiar feature, some appropriate beauty, to
attract the attention of the traveller.

SQUARES.
Of the squares, the most remarkable for its
extent is the Piazza Navona, which gradually
rose on the ruins of the Circus Agonalis. It is
adorned by the handsome church of S. Agnes
and refreshed by three fountains decorated with
B 2
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statues.
One of these fountains (that in the
middle of the square) is much admired : it was
designed and erected by Bernini. Pour figures
representing four rivers, recline on a craggy
rock : on its top stands an Egyptian obelisk ;
from its hollow sides rushes a perpetual stream.
These three fountains are so managed during
the heats of August, as to inundate the whole
square on Saturdays and Sundays, and afford a
new and refreshing exhibition to the Roman
gentry, who parade along in their carriages,
and to the common people, who collect around
in crowds, to behold the brilliant and enlivening
scene.
. .
The Piazza d'Espagna, so called from the
palace of the Spanish embassy, is large, supplied
by a fountain, and adorned with several hand
some buildings, but particularly by the noble
flight of marble steps that ascends from it to the
obelisk, church, and square, Delia Trinila di
Monti.
From the balustrade that terminates
this staircase above and borders the latter square,
and indeed from the square itself which runs
along the brow of the Fincian hill, there opens a
delightful view of Rome, Monte Mario, and the
Janiculum.
. , ,
Of the Piazza Colonna I have already spoken ;
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that of 3Ionte Citorio communicates with it.
This square is extremely beautiful. Its principal
ornament is the Curia Innocenziana, a palace
erected by Innocent XII. for the accommoda
tion of the courts of justice and for the officers
belonging to them.
Its magnitude, materials,
and architecture, are equally admired.

OBELISKS.
Opposite the grand entrance of the Curia,
stands an Egyptian obelisk, remarkable for its
antiquity, its workmanship, and its destination.
It is said to have been erected by Sesostris at
Heliopolis ; it is covered where not damaged,
with hieroglyphics executed with uncommon
neatness, and was employed by Augustus as a
gnomon to an immense dial formed by his direc
tion, in the Campus Martius.
After having
been overturned, shattered, and buried in the
ruins, it was discovered repeatedly, and as often
neglected and forgotten ; till Benedict XIV.
rescued it from oblivion, and the late Pope,
Pius VI. repaired and placed it in its present
situation.
It is the third obelisk which that
pontiff had the satisfaction of re-erecting, to the
great ornament and glory of the city.
. These obelisks are peculiar to Rome, and
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seem to form* ornaments singularly appropriate,
as they connect its present beauty with its ancient
power and magnificence. When we recollect
that their antiquity precedes the origin of regular
history, and disappears in the obscurity of the
fabulous ages ; that they are of Egyptian work
manship, the trophies, and perhaps the records
of her ancient monarchs ; we cannot but look
upon them as so many acknowledgments of
homage, so many testimonials of submission to
the mistress of the Universe. When we are
informed that whatever their elevation or mag
nitude may be, they are of one solid block of
granite, and yet that they have been transported
e^rer'many hundred miles of land and of sea, we
are astonished at the combination of skill and
boldness that marks such ah undertaking, and
surpasses the powers of modern art, though ap.,
parently so much improved in mechanical opera
tions. It is then particularly incumbent on the
sovereign to preserve and to recover as many aa
possible of these illustrious monuments of Egyp^
tian skill and of Roman majesty.
How many obelisks adorned the city in the
ahcifent times, it would be difficult to determine.
Some confine the number to sixteen ; I should be
inclined to enlarge it. However if there were
Only sixteen, more than one-half have been re
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stored, as ten now stand in different squares of
the city. Another, which has been too much
shattered for re-erection, was employed in the
reparation of that which stands in the Piazza del
Monte Citorio. It is probable that others may
hereafter be discovered in the neighborhood of
an Imperial sepulchre, or amidst the ruins of a
circus ; in the decoration of which edifices they
seem to have been principally employed.
•f '' ' * r *
' '
' i * ' • 1
The most remarkable of the obelisks are, that
in the Piazza del Popoio, that in the centre of
the colonnade of S. Peter's, and that which
stands in the square of St. John. The one be
fore S. Peter's stood in the circus of Nero, that
is a few hundred paces from its present site, and
was removed from the side to the front of the
church by Sixtus Quintus. It is a single piece
of granite, about eighty feet in length, and with
its pedestal and the cross that tops it, rises to
the height of an hundred and thirty-six feet.
The two others anciently adorned the Circus
Maximus, and were thence transported by the
above-mentioned spirited pontiff to their present
situations. That in the Piazza del Popolo. is
ninety feet in height, including its cross and
pedestal. That erected near St. John Lateran
is the highest of the obelisks, and including the
ornaments of the fountain on which it reposes,

8
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it has an elevation of at least one hundred and
fifty feet above the level of the pavement. The
monument in London surpasses the obelisks in
elevation; but its shaft is not a single piece, nor
is it of Egyptian granite, nor is it inscribed with
hieroglyphics.

i

FOUNTAINS.
From the obelisks we pass to the fountains, be
cause they are generally employed in the deco
ration of the same squares, and sometimes united,
as in the Piazza Navona and at St. John Lateran,
to set each other off to more advantage. Three
only of the ancient aqueducts now remain to
supply modern Rome, and yet such is the quan
tity they convey, and so pure the sources whence
they derive it, that no city can boast of such a
profusion of clear and salubrious water. Arti
ficial fountains in general are little better than or
namented pumps, which sometimes squirt out a
scanty thread of water, and sometimes distil only
a few drops into a muddy basin. Those on a
greater scale now and then throw up a column, or
pour a torrent as occasion may require, on certain
state days, or for the amusement of some distin
guished personage ; and then subside till a fresh
supply enables them to renew the exhibition.
Such are in general the fountains and cascades
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that adorn public walks and palace gardens ; and
such the so much celebrated water-works of
St. Cloud, Marli, and Versailles; inventions
which can be considered only as pretty play-things
calculated, like a theatrical decoration, to act an
occasional part and to furnish a momentary
amusement; but too insignificant to be introduced
into the resorts of the public, or into the walks of
princes/ where we have reason to expect solid
magnificence founded on nature and reality.
:
. :.
.. . <
How far the ancient Romans carried this species
of magnificence we may easily judge, when we
consider that they had undoubtedly both the taste
and the materials requisite for it. Their aque
ducts which supplied them with water even to
prodigality, still remain striding across vallies,
penetrating mountains, and sweeping over im
mense plains, till they meet in the heart of the
city. The edifice where they united, and whence
they separated to water their destined quarters,
was called Castellum, and if we may judge by
that which remains (the Porta Maggiore) was
generally a fabric of great solidity and magnifi
cence, and, as appears from the ruins of one dis
covered near the church of St. Ignatius, sometimes
cased with marble and adorned with marble pil
lars. The number of these .towers anciently, as
well as of the fountains springing from them,
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must have been prodigious, as Agrippa alone if
we may believe Pliny,* erected one hundred and
thirty of the former, and opened one hundred
and five of the latter, and adorned them with
three hundred brass or marble statues. Strabo
says that such a quantity of water was introduced
into the city, that whole rivers seemed to flow
through the streets and down the sewers, so that
every house had its pipes and cisterns sufficient to
furnish a copious and perpetual supply. The
modern Romans though inferior in numbers and
opulence to their ancestors, have shewn equal
taste and spirit in this respect, and deserve a just
eulogium, not only for having procured an abund
ance of water, but fdr the splendid and truly
imperial style in which it is poured forth for pub
lic use in the different quarters of the city. Almost
every square has its fountains, and almost every
fountain has some particularity in its size, form,
or situation, to attract attention. The three prin
cipal however will suffice to give the reader an
idea of the variety and of the beauty of such edi
fices, especially as I have already described one
or two, and may hereafter call his attention to
others which are too intimately connected with
the objects around them to be taken as detached
pieces.

*Lib. xxxvi. 15.
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The Fontana Felice, in the Piazze dei Ter
mini ontheViminal Mount, deserves to be men
tioned first, because first erected.

It is supplied

by the Aqua Claudia drawn from the Alban or
rather Tusculan hills, and conveyed to Rome by
channels under, and aqueducts above ground;
some of which are ancient, some modern. It
discharges itself through a rock under an Ionic
arcade built of white stone, and faced with
marble. It is adorned by several gigantic statues,
the principal of which represents Moses striking
the rock whence the water issues. On the one
side, Aaron conducts the Israelites; on the other,
Gideon leads his chosen soldiers to the brink of
the torrent : below, four lions, two of marble and
two of basaltes ornamented with hieroglyphics,
hang over the vast basin as if in haste to slake
their thirst. The restoration of this noble fountain
and the ornaments which grace it, are owing to
the spirit of Sixtus Quintus, and it bears the name
of Aqua Felice, and is supposed to be now as an
ciently peculiarly wholesome.

Nearly opposite, but beyond the Tiber and on
the brow of the Janiculum, rises an arcade sup
ported by six pillars of granite. Three torrents
rushing from the summit of the hill, tumble
through the three principal arches of this areadfe,
and fill an immense marble basin with the purest
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water. They then roll down the side of the moun
tain,: turn several mills as they descend, and sup
ply numberless reservoirs in the plain along the
sides of the river, and even beyond it in the
Campus Martins. The lofty situation of this
fountain renders it a conspicuous object to all the
opposite hills. The trees that line its sides and
wave to the eye through its arches, shed an un
usual beauty around it; and the immense basin
which it replenishes gives it the appearance, not
of the contrivance of human ingenuity, but al
most the creation of enchantment.

In the Piazza di Trevi (in Triviis) on a rough
and broken rock, rises a palace adorned with
Corinthian pilasters, and supported in the centre
by Corinthian pillars. It is ornamented with
statues representing the salubrity and fertilizing
powers of the waters; the beneficent Naid herself
holds a conspicuous place among them, and seems
to behold with complacency the profusion of her
springs. In the middle of the edifice between the
columns, under a rich arch stands Neptune on his
car, in a majestic attitude as if commanding the
rocks to open before and the waters to swell around
him. Two sea-horses conducted by two Tritons
drag the chariot of the god, and emerging from
the caverns of the rock, shake the brine from their
manes; while the obedient , waves burst forth in
torrents on all sides, roar down the clefts of the
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crag, and form a sea around its base. In the
heats of summer they overflow their usual limits,
fill the whole marble concavity round the fountain,
and rise to a level with the square, where after
sun-set the inhabitants of the neighboring streets
assemble, to enjoy the united freshness of the
waters and of the evening.
Such is the celebrated Fontana di Trevi, the
noblest work of the kind in Rome, and probably
the most magnificent fountain in the world. The
basin itself is of white marble, and the vast en
closure around it, is flagged and lined with
marble of the same color. A flight of steps of
white marble leads down to this basin ; and to
prevent accidents, a chain supported by large
blocks of granite encloses the exterior border.
I kuow that the architectural part of the Fontana
di Trevi, and indeed of the Aqua Paola and
Aqua Felice, has been severely criticized ; and
in candor I must acknowledge that the criticism
is in many respects well founded : for instance, it
must be allowed that the elegance and lightness
of the Corinthian or Ionic is ill adapted to the
simplicity of a fountain where Doric would be
more appropriate, because plainer and more
solid.

It will be admitted also that these edifices

are broken and subdivided into too many little
parts ; a process in architecture, as in painting
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and in poetry, diametrically opposite to greatness
and to sublimity. In fine, it cannot be denied,
that the superstructure is in all three too massive
for the order, and too much encumbered with
coats of arms and other supernumerary decora
tions. Yet notwithstanding these faults, and they
are not inconsiderable, while the spectator sits on
the marble border of the basin, and contemplates
the elevation of the columns, the magnitude of
the edifices, the richness of the materials, the
workmanship of the statues, and above all, the
deluge of waters poured round him, the defects
are lost in the beauties and criticism subsides in
admiration.

TOMBS.
In ancient times the bodies of the deceased
were deposited without the walls, generally along
the most frequented roads, where their tombs
arose at intervals and under various forms, shaded
by cypresses and other funereal plants, and ex
hibited on both sides a long and melancholy
border of sorrow and of mortality. Few persons
were allowed the honor of being buried in the
city or in the Campus Martius, and of the few
tombs raised within its space during the republic,
one only remains in a narrow street, the Macello
di Corvi, near the Capitoline hill. It is of a
2
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solid but simple form, and inscribed with the name
of Caius Pnblicius Bibulus; and as the only one
of that name mentioned in history is distinguished
by no brilliant achievement, but only repre
sented as a popular tribune, it is difficult to dis
cover the reason of the honorable exception.
Under the Emperors, certain illustrious persons
were allowed tombs in the Campus Martiu9, or
in its neighborhood ; and these monumental edi
fices at length swelled into superb mausoleums,
and became some of the most majestic ornaments
of the city. Of these the two principal were the
sepulchres of Augustus and of Adrian, and al
though both belong to the ruins of ancient Rome
and have already been alluded to, yet as they
still form even though shattered and disfigured,
two very conspicuous features in the modern city,
the reader may expect a more detailed description
of them.
The best and indeed the only ancient Re
count of the former monument denominated by
way of eminence the Mausoleum, is given by
Strabo, who represents it as a pendent garden
raised on lofty arches of white stone, planted with
evergreen shrubs, and terminating in a point
crowned with the statue of Augustus. In the
vault beneath lay the remains of the Emperor and
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of his family; at the entrance stood two Egyptian
obelisks ; round, arose an extensive grove cut
into walks and alleys. Of this monument, the
two inner walls which supported the whole mass,
and the spacious vaults under which reposed the
imperial ashes, still remain; a work of great soli«
dity and elevation. Hence it is seen at a consi
derable distance and continues still a grand and
striking object. The platform on the top was for
a considerable time employed as a garden, and
covered as originally with shrubs and flowers.
It is now converted into a sort of amphitheatre
and surrounded with seats and benches, where
the spectators may enjoy in safety the favorite
amusement of bull-baiting. We attended at this
exhibition, in which not dogs only but men act
as assailants, and we thought it although con
ducted with as much precaution, and even hu
manity as it is susceptible of, too dangerous to
amuse persons not accustomed to contemplate
hair-breadth escapes. This edifice owes its pre
servation to its solidity. It has been stripped of
its marble, of its pilasters, and of its internal and
external decorations ; it has belonged successively
to numberless individuals, and is still I believe
private property. Such a monument, after having
escaped so many chances of ruin, ought not to be
neglected.
Government should purchase it,
should. disengage it from the petty buildings that
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crowd around it and conceal its form and magni
tude; should case it anew with Tiburtine stone
and devote it under some form or other to public
utility. Thus some portion of its former splendor
might be restored, and its future existence secured
as far as human foresight can extend its in
fluence.
The Emperor Hadrian who delighted in ar
chitecture and magnificence, determined to rival,
or more probably to surpass, the splendor of
Augustus's tomb, and erected a mausoleum
which from its size and solidity was called Moles
Hadriani. As the Campus Martius was already
crowned with tombs temples and theatres, he
selected for its site a spot on the opposite bank
of the river, at the foot of the Vatican Mount;
where on a vast quadrangular platform of solid
stone he raised a lofty circular edifice surrounded
by a Corinthian portico, supported by twentyfour pillars of a beautiful kind of white marble
tinged with purple. The tholus or continuation
of the inner wall formed a second story adorned
with Ionic pilasters ; a dome surmounted by a
cone of brass crowned the whole fabric and gave
to it the appearance of a most majestic temple.
To increase its splendor, four statues occupied
the four corners of the platform, twenty-four
adorned the portico and occupied the intervals
VOL. II.
C
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between the columns; an equal number rose
above the entablature ; and a proportional series
Occupied the niches of the second story between
the pilasters. It is superfluous to observe that
the whole fabric was cased with marble, or that
the statues were the works of the best masters;
and it is almost unnecessary to add that this
monument was considered as the noblest sepul
chral edifice ever erected, and one of the proudest
ornaments of Rome, even when she shone in aH
her imperial magnificence'
Yet the glory of this mausoleum was transi
tory; its matchless beauty claimed in vain 'the
attention of absent Emperors ; the genius of
Hadrian, the manes of the virtuous Antonini,
names so dear to the Roman world, pleaded in
vain for its preservation.
The hand of time
daily defaced its ornaments, the zeal of Honorius stripped it of its pillars, aud the military
skill of Belisarius turned it into a temporary
fortress. The necessity of such a protection
became from this period daily more visible.
Threatened first by the Lombards, then by the
German Emperors, and in the progress of time
by its own lawless nobles, the government saw
the necessity of securing a permanent post, and
found none more defensible by situation and by
structure than the Moles Hadriani, which com
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mands the river, and fr^m its internal solidity
might defy all the ancient means of assault. The
parts therefore that remain, are such as were
adapted to this purpose; that is part of its base
ment or platform and almost the whole of the
central circular building, though stripped of its
marbles, its pillars, its statues, and its cone. The
marbles disappeared at an early era, having been
employed in other buildings, or converted into
lime and used as mortar.
The pillars were
transported to St. Paul's fuori delle mura and
still adorn its nave ; the statues despised in a
barbarous age were tumbled to the ground,
wedged into the wall, or hurled as missile wea
pons against the assailants. Some few have been
discovered in the neighborhood ; the greater
part may possibly still lie buried amidst the ruins.
The brazen cone or pine-apple stands in a gar
den enclosed in one of the squares of the Vati
can palace; and the sarcophagus, in which the
allies of Hadrian were deposited, is said to be
one . of the two now placed in the Corsini
chapel of St. John Lateran. In the course of
time various bastions, ramparts, and outworks
have been added to the original building ; several
houses for soldiers, provisions, magazines, &c.
are raised around ; and some very considerable
edifices containing spacious apartments, have
been erected on the solid mass of the sepulchre
c2
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itself.
It takes its present name Castel S.
Anyelo from its destination (it is the citadel of
Rome) and from a bronze statue of an angel
standing with extended wings on its summit.
'
'
While speaking of these monuments of an
cient magnificence, it is impossible not to men
tion the Septizonium of Severus, and not to
regret its destruction ; as it had survived the dis
asters of Rome, and suffered less during the
barbarous ages than most other public edifices.
It stood at the foot of the Palatine Mount near
the Clivus Scauri, that is opposite Mount Celius,
and the spot where now stands the convent of St.
Gregory. It was built in the form of a pyra
mid, and consisted of seven porticos or temples
supported by pillars of the finest marbles, rising
above one another and towering to a prodigious
elevation. Three stories remained entire at so
late period as the reign of Sixtus Quintus,
who ordered the pillars to be conveyed to St.
Peter's, which he was then building, and the
remaining part of the structure to be demolished.
It would be unjust and ungrateful to accuse a
Pope, to whom the world owes the dome of St.
Peter's, of want of taste ; or to suspect a sove
reign, to whom modern Rome is indebted for
half her beauty, of indifference to her antiqui
ties ; yet we cannot but lament the loss of the
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Septizonium, which had resisted the agency of so
many destructive causes, and which whether en
tire or in ruins must have presented a most as
tonishing display of architectural grandeur.
But, alas ! all the monuments of Roman mag
nificence, all the remains of Grecian taste, so
dear to the artists, to the historian, to the anti
quary, all depend on the will of an arbitrary
sovereign, and that will is influenced too often
by interest or vanity, by a nephew, or a syco
phant. Is a new palace to be erected for the
reception of an upstart family ? The Coliseum
is stripped to furnish materials. Does a foreign
minister wish to adorn the bleak walls of a
northern castle with antiques ? The temples
of Theseus or Minerva must be dismantled, and
the works of Phidias or of Praxiteles torn from
the shattered frieze. That a decrepit uncle absorpt in the religious duties of his age and sta
tion, should listen to the suggestions of an in
terested nephew is natural, and that an oriental
despot should undervalue the master-pieces of
Grecian art is to be expected ; though in both
cases the consequences of such weakness are
much ' to be lamented ; but that the minister of
a nation famed for its knowledge of the language
and its veneration for the monuments of ancient
Greece, should have been the prompter and the
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instruction is almost incredible. Such rapacity
is : a crime against all ages and all generations ;
it deprives the past of the trophies of their
genius and the title deeds of their fame ; the
present of the strongest inducements to exertion,
the noblest exhibitions that curiosity can con
template; and the future of the master-pieces of
art, the models of imitation. To guard against
the repetition of such depredations is the wish
of every man of genius, the duty of every man
in power, and the common interest of every civi
lized nation.*
'
. .
•
i'
.
'
Of the tomb of Cestius I have already spoken,
and of some without the walls I may speak here
after. At present we shall pass from the tombs
of the ancient heroes of Rome to the palaces of
her modern nobles, which now rise thick around
i
•
.
* r
'
'
_t

i

,

,

* How much more honorable would it have been to the
English nation, if its minister at Constantinople had eraployed Jhe iufluence which he then enjoyed in protecting the
Athenian remains against the ignorance and the avarice of
the Turkish troops in the citadel, by procuring an order to
enclose and preserve these admired monuments : an order
whwh might have been procured with as much facility, and
enforced With as little expence as the permission to deface
'Mii;.:./::;

.:
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them on all sides, and almost eclipse their faded
splendor.
..

. ' '

.

rr:

\.\

PALACES.
In the first place the reader must observe, that
the appellation of palace in Rome, and indeed
in all the towns in Italy, is taken in a much
more extensive sense than that in which we are
accustomed to employ it,*and is applied not only
to the residence of the sovereign but to the man
sions of the rich and the noble of every descrip
tion. It follows that many edifices bear this
name, which in the eyes of an Englishman
would scarcely seem to deserve it, and of course
we may infer that many among these palaces of
Rome do not perhaps merit the trouble of a visit,
and much less the honor of a description. I will
venture to add that the far greatest part of these
mansions are less remarkable for their external
architecture, than for their size and interior de
corations; a remark which I think applicable,in
particular to the pontifical palaces of the Quirinal
(Monte Cavallo) and the Vatican.

The external

walls of these palaces are plastered, while the
window and doorcases with the angles and cor
nices only appear to be of stone. Even the orna
ments of the most splendid, such as the Barbertni Odescalehi and Farnesi, are confined to
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pilasters or half pillars; a mode of decoration
rich indeed and pleasing to the eye, but inferior
in grandeur to the detached column and the pillar
ed portico. Ornament it is true must be sub
servient to utility, and in streets where space is
wanting the open gallery and spacious colonnade
must be resigned, and their place supplied by
decorations more compact although less stately.
However the extent and elevation of the princi
pal palaces, may perhaps, be considered a com
pensation for the absence of grand architectural
ornaments, as they undoubtedly give them a
most princely and magnificent appearance. At
all events the spacious courts and porticos within,
the vast halls and lofty apartments with the pil
lars, the marbles, the statues, and the paintings
that furnish and adorn them in such profusion,
place many of the Roman palaces on a level or
rather raise them far above the royal residences
of the most powerful princes beyond the Alps.
Some of our English travellers complain of a
want of neatness and general cleanliness in these
palaces. This complaint may probably be well
founded, but it is applicable to most of the pa
laces on the continent, as well as to those in
Italy ; and we may range far and wide I believe,
before we discover that minute and perpetual at
tention to cleanliness in every apartment, and in
3
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every article of furniture, which prevails in every
mansion in England, from the palace to the cot
tage, and forms such a distinguishing feature of
the national character. In this respect, however,
the Romans are not inferior to the inhabitants of
Paris or of Vienna ; nor can a traveller without
fastidious delicacy find any very just cause of
complaint.
It has been again objected to Roman palaces,
that their magnificence is confined to the state
apartments, while the remaining rooms, even
those inhabited by the family itself, remain unfur
nished, neglected, and comfortless. To this it
may be answered that the words furniture and
comfort convey a very different meaning in
northern and southern climates ; in the former
the object is to retain heat ; in the latter to ex
clude it : the precautions taken for the one are
diametrically contrary to those employed for
the other ; and the carpeted floor, the soft sofa,
the well closed door, and the blazing fire, all so
essential to the comfort of an Englishman, excite
ideas of heat and oppression in the mind of an
Italian, who delights in brick or marble floors, in
cold seats, in windows and doors that admit a
circulation of air, and in chimnies formed rather
to ventilate than warm the apartment. Damask
tapestry, hangings, paintings, and statues are, it
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is true, confiued in Italy, as in most other coun
tries, to the state rooms ; but the other. parte of
their houses did not appear to me neglected ; and
I think I have seen in the third or fourth stories
of the. Braschi and Boryhe.se palaces, apartments
fitted up in a manner which even an Englishman
would call neat and almost elegant. Moreover,
several palaces are inhabited by families once
opulent, but now reduced, and consequently une
qual to the expence of keeping such vast edifices
in repair, and of supporting the magnificence Of
many princely apartments; The French inva
sion has considerably increased the number of
such distressed families j and occasioned the de
gradation of many a noble mansion. The neg
lected and ruinous appearances occasioned by
such causes we may lament but cannot censure.
i ' ; '.' ji.i '. i
. ;. '.'.i . ^it
To the cause of dilapidation just mentioned,
we may add another, perhaps more effectual, and
that is the absence and total indifference of the
proprietors. It 'is a misfortune that some of the
most noble palaces and villas in Rome belong to
families now raised to sovereign power. Thus
the Palazzo Farnese is the property of the King
of Naples, that of Medici of the Grand Duke of
Tuscany. Both these edifices, after having been
stripped of ail their valuable ornaments, their
marbles, their statues* their paintings, were aban
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doned to the care of a few half-starved servants,
and are now scarcely preserved from falling into
ruin.

The furniture of the Medicean palace or*

villa was conveyed to Florence, that of the Farnesian to Naples ; and they form in both places
the principal ornaments of the respective collec
tions. From the latter were taken the Hercules
and the celebrated groupe called the Toro Farnese ; from the former the Venus of Medicis.—I
need mention no more. It is not my intention,
nor is it conformable to my general plan, to de
scribe in detail the beauties of every palace. To
point out the principal features of a few of the
most celebrated edifices of this kind will be fully
sufficient. '
i
, ;; .
. i.. ;•. v '
* i• -' . • . i)
: : >
The JDoria palace in the Corso prefsetits three
vast fronts ; contains a spacious court adorned
with a public portico all around. The staircase
is supported by eight pillars of oriental granite,
and conducts to a magnificent gallery that occu
pies the four sides of the courts and with several
adjoining apartments is filled with pictures of the
highest estimation.
' > •*'»"

- /The Palazzo Ruspoli is remarkable fbi its
staircase, supposed to be the noblest in ftomc.^-It consists of four flights of thirty steps each;
each step consists of a single piece of marble tfear
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ten feet long, and more than two broad : it is
adorned with antique statues ; and the walls of
two noble galleries, to which it conducts, are co
vered with pictures.
' ,. :
•
....
The Orsini palace owes the elevation which
renders it remarkable to the theatre of Marcellus, on whose foundations, vaults, and collect
ed ruins, it rises on a lofty eminence.
Tho Palazzo Giustiniani stands on Nero's
baths, and is adorned with a profusion of statues
and columns extracted from their ruins. This
collection, once reported to contain above fifteen
hundred antique figures, has, I fear, been much
diminished since the commencement of the revo
lutionary war.
v

The Palazzo AUieri is a detached edifice
forming a square, and presenting four fronts, all
setoff with architectural decorations. Two courts,
a handsome portico, and several noble apart
ments, glowing with the rich tints of Claude Lorrain, embellish the interior.
'

The fantastic architecture of the palace of' Ciciaporci, in which Julio Romano seems to have
allowed his talent to amuse itself in singularity,
may deserve a transient visit.
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The residence of Christina Queen of Sweden
has given an additional lustre to the Corsini pa
lace remarkable in itself for its magnitude, furni
ture, gardens, and superb library. The library,
with the collection of prints annexed to it, is said
to have once contained nearfour hundred thou
sand volumes. The garden runs along, and al
most reaches the summit of the Janiculum. Both
the library and the garden are open to the pub
lic, who may range through the apartments of
the one ; and as they wander over the other may
enjoy a complete view of Rome extended over
the opposite hills ; a view as classical as it is
beautiful, because remarked and celebrated in
classic times.
Juli jugera pauca Martialis,
Hortis Hesperidum beatiora,
Longo Janiculi jugo recumhunt.
Lati collibus imminent recessus ;
Et planus modico tumore vertex
Coelo perfruitur sereniore :
Et, curvas nebula tegente valles,
Solus luce nitet peculiari :
,
Puris leniter admoventur astris
Celsae culmina delicata villae.
Hinc septem dominos videre montes, '
Et totam licet aestimare Romam.
Martial, lib. ii. ep. xlii.
Opposite is one of the Farnesian palaces which,
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though in the middle of the Strada Lungara, is
sometimes called Villa Famesiana. It has in
reality something of the appearance of 'a villa, as
its gardens are extensive, and border the banks
of the Tiber. The interior, though unfurnished
and neglected (it belongs to the King of Naples)
yet still interests and will continue to attract the
curious traveller, till the splendid scenes which
the genius of Raffaello has shed on the walls and
ceilings shall vanish, and the Loves and Graces
that now smile and sport on all sides, shall melt
away, and lose their airy forms in the damp Va
pors that too often brood around them.
i •

From the villa we naturally pass to the Palazzo
Farnese. This edifice occupies one side of a
handsome square adorned with two fountains. It
was planned and its construction directed by the
best architects, and principally by Michael Angelo : its apartments were painted by the first
artists, and chief! y: by Domemckitw and Annibal
Caracci. It is of immense size and elevation,
and on the whole is considered as the noblest pa
lace in Rome. Twelve massive pillars of Egyp
tian granite support the vestibule ; throe ranges
of arcades rise one above the other round a spa
cious court, and suites of noble apartments open
at every door, and follow each other in endless
succession. The traveller contemplates so much
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magnificence with surprise and delight, but he
learns with regret that it is founded upon wanton
depredation : the Farnesian palace shines with
the plundered fragments of the Coliseum.
The Palazzo Costaguti indifferent in every
other respect, has the walls of its apartments
adorned by the hands of the first masters; Albano, Domenichino, Guercino, &c. have all dis
played their matchless powers in its decorations,
and thus given it a reputation to which its size
and architecture could never have raised it.
Some share in a similar advantage added to
great magnitude, distinguishes the Palazzo
Mattel
The Palazzo Borghese is a superb edifice, re
markable for its extent, its porticos, its granite
columns, its long suite of apartments, its paint
ings and antiques; and stili more distinguished
by a certain well-supported magnificence that
pervades every part, and gives the whole man
sion from the ground floor to the attic, an ap
pearance of neatness, order, and opulence. It
may be added with justice, that the illustrious
family to which the palace belongs, has been
long and deservedly celebrated for taste, and for
magnificence directed by. -order and regularity.
—" Maneant ea fata Nepotes!"
.••■ i .
5
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In an antichamber of the Palazzo Spada,
stands the celebrated statue of Pompey ; at the
foot of which Caesar is supposed to have fallen.
The history of this statue deserves to be in
serted.
It was first placed during; Pompey's
life, in the senate house which he had erected ;
and when that edifice was shut up, it was raised
by order of Augustus on a double arch or gate
way of marble, opposite the grand entrance of
/ Pompey's theatre. It was thrown down, or fell,
during the convulsion of the Gothic, wars, and
for many ages it lay buried in the ruins. It
was at length discovered, I believe about the
beginning of the seventeenth century, in a par
tition wall between two houses.
After some
altercation, the proprietors of the two houses
agreed to cut the statue asunder, and to divide
the marble ; when fortunately the Cardinal de
Spada heard the circumstance, and by a timely
purchase prevented the accomplishment of the
barbarous agreement, and the destruction of one
of the most interesting remnants of Roman an
tiquity.
Another danger awaited Pompey's statue at
a much later period, and from an unexpected
quarter. While the French occupied Rome in
the years 1798-99, &c. they erected in the centre
of the Coliseum a temporary theatre, where they
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acted various republican pieces for the amuse
ment of the army, and for the improvement of
such Romans as might be disposed to fraternize
with them, and adopt their principles. Voltaire s
Brutus was a favorite tragedy, as may easily be
imagined ; and in order to give it more effect, it
was resolved to transport the very statue of
Pompey, at the feet of which the dictator had
fallen, to the Coliseum, and to erect it on the
stage. The colossal size of the statue, and its
extended arm, rendered it difficult to displace it;
the arm was therefore sawed off for the convey
ance, and put on again at the Coliseum ; and on
the second removal of the statue, it was again
taken off, and again replaced at the Palazzo de
Spada. So friendly to Pompey was the repub
lican enthusiasm of the French! So favorable to
the arts and antiquities of Rome is their Love
of Liberty !
The Palazzo Barberini, besides its paintings,
its statues, and its vast extent, possesses a noble
library, which, on certain days in every week,
is open to the public ; a species of patriotic mag
nificence which compensates whatsoever archi
tectural defects critics may discover in the ex
terior of this palace.
I shall conclude this enumeration of palaces
VOL. II.
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with the Palazzo Colonna, the residence of one
6f the most ancient and most distinguished fa
milies in Rome, ennobled by its heroic achieve
ments, and immortalized by the friendship and
the verses of Petrarca.

;

'

Gloriosa Colonna, in cui s'appoggia
Nostra speranza, e'l gran nome Latino,
Ch' ancor non torte dal vero camino
L' ira di Giove per ventosa pioggia.
v , Sotietto x.*
The exterior of this mansion is indifferent;

but its extent, its vast court, its gardens, and its
furtiitdre, are worthy the rank and dignity of its
proprietor.
Its library is spacious and well
filled ; its staircase is lined with statues ; and
its apartments are filled with paintings by the
first masters; but its principal and characteristic
feature is its hall, Or rather gallery, a most mag-

* The present Prince Colonna merits the title, and sup
ports the character of an old Roman Senator. He raised
and maintained a regiment against the invaders of his coun
try ; and when obliged to yield, he submitted with dignity,
Without descending to any mean compliance. Though al
most mined by the exactions of the French, and by the sub
sequent injustice of the Neapolitan Government, and
obliged to sell not only his pictures, but even the utensils
of his kitchen, he yet had the public spirit to present the
Pope with a state-coach and six horses, to enable him to
fctoter Rome with becoming dignity.
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nificent apartment, of more than two hundred
and twenty feet in length, and forty in breadth,
supported by Corinthian pillars, and pilasters of
beautiful yellow marble, (giallo antico) and
adorned on the sides, and vaulted cieling with
paintings and gildings intermingled ; so that it
presents, on the whole, a scene of splendor and
beauty seldom equalled even in Italy.*
* Of the Roman palaces, many of which have been erected
by the nephews or relations of different Popes, Gibbon
speaks with admiration, but with severe censure. " They
are," says he, (ch. 71), " the most costly monuments of ele*
gance and servitude ; the perfect arts of architecture, paint
ing, and sculpture, have been prostituted in their service,
and their galleries and gardens are decorated with the most
precious works of antiquity which taste or vanity has
prompted them to collect." The judgment of the historian
seems, on this occasion, as indeed on a few others, to be
biassed by the prejudices of the philosophist. To raise
and enrich favorites, whatever may be their recommendation
to the notice of the sovereign, at the expence of the country
is criminal, but unfortunately too common in all govern
ments ; in ours, free and republican as it is, as well as in
others conducted on more arbitrary and selfish principles.
Whether these favorites be the bastards of kings, or the
nephews of popes, is a matter of little consequence to the
public ; for though in the latter the scandal be les3, yet the
inconvenience and the expence are the same ; in point of
dignity, the former have no superiority to claim, and as for
talents, the nephews of different pontiffs may, I believe,
enter the lists against most royal favorites, without having
any reason to blush at the comparison.
D 2
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Pontifical Palaces : the Lateran—the Quirinal—
the Vatican.
We now proceed to the three pontifical pa
laces. The Lateran stands close to the patri
archal church of that name, and was appointed
for the residence of the Bishops of Rome, at the
same time as the adjoining Basilica was con
verted into a church by Constantine.* It had
fallen into ruin, and was rebuilt by Sixtus Quintus. A part only is uow reserved for the accom
modation of the Pontiff, when he comes to per
form service at St. John's. The main body of
the building was turned into an hospital for the
reception of two hundred and fifty orphans, by
Innocent XI. It presents three fronts, of great
extent and simplicity, and strikes the eye by its
magnitude and elevation.

*. Juvenal mentions egregias Lateranorum cedes, as sur
rounded by the bloody cohorts of Nero, who put the pro
prietor to death, confiscated his estates, and seized his pa
lace. It continued at the disposal of the Emperors till the
reign of Constantine.
....
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The Quirinal palace (Monte Cavallo) is be
come, from the loftiness and salubrity of its
situation, the ordinary, or at least, the summer
residence of the Roman pontiff. Its exterior
presents two long fronts, plain and unadorned ;
the court within is about three hundred and fifty
feet long, and near two hundred wide. A broad
and lofty portico runs along it on every side,
and terminates in a grand staircase, conducting
to the papal apartments, to the gallery, and the
chapel, all on a grand scale, and adorned with
fine paintings. In the furniture and other deco
rations, the style is simple and uniform, and
such as seems to become the grave unostentatious
character of a christian prelate. The adjoining
gardens are spacious, refreshed by several foun
tains, and shaded by groves of laurel, pine, ilex,
and poplar. In the recesses, arbors, and alleys,
are statues, urns, and other antique ornaments,
placed with much judgment, and producing a
very picturesque effect. Ip other respects, the
gardens are in the same style as the edifice, and
exhibit magnificence only in their extent.
..
i • - •
The square before this palace is remarkable
for an Egyptian obelisk erected in it by the
late Pope.
Two statues, representing each a
horse held by a young man, stand, one on each
side of the obelisk, and give the hill the appel
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lation of Monte Cavallo. They are of colossal
size and exquisite beauty ; are supposed to re
present Castor and Pollux, although the inscrip
tion says, Alexander and Bucephalus, and are
acknowledged to be the works of some great
Grecian master.
They were transported by
Constantine from Alexandria, and erected in his
baths which stood in the neighborhood ; and from
thence they were conveyed, by order of Sixtus
Quintus, to their present situation. The erection
of the obelisk between these groupes has been
censured by some, as taking from their effect,
and oppressing them by its mass : but, as it is
admitted that they were made not to stand in
sulated, but probably to adorn the side or angle
of some edifice, perhaps a mausoleum, and even,
as appears from the roughness of their back
parts, to touch the wall, and seem as if spring
ing from it, their connexion with the obelisk
must be considered as an improvement and an
approximation to their original attitudes and ac
companiments.
4
The Vatican hill retains its ancient appella
tion, and gives it to the palace and church which
adorn its summit and declivity. Whether this
appellation took its origin from the influence of
some local divinity, which was supposed to ma
nifest itself in omens and predictions, more fre
3
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quently on this spot than elsewhere, as Aulus
Gellius imagines ; or whether, as Varro asserts,
the god himself takes his title from the first ef
forts of the infant voice at articulation, over
which it seems he presided, is a matter of little
importance ; from which we pass to the recollec
tion of the pleasing imagery of Horace, so well
known to our early years :
, . • -,

- , -

:
Ut paterni
Fluminis ripse, simul et jocosa
Redderet laudes tibi Vaticani
• r
Montis imago.
Qd. xx. lib. i.

But I know not whether these sportive ideas
have not, in the minds of most of my readers,
given way to impressions less pleasing; and whe
ther the accents of the echo have not been
drowned in the thunders of the Vatican, that
have rolled through so many ages, and resounded
so long and so tremendously in every English
ear.
But be that as it may, the Vatican has
long ceased to be the forge of spiritual light
nings, the grand arsenal of ecclesiastical wea
pons,

, .,

.

i, , . i r i;i,, i . .

" Sacri armamentaria coeli," p • . •
and ages have now elapsed since the roar of its
thunders has disturbed the repose of the uni-
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verse, or with fear of change perplexed monarchs. '• ' '.

The Vatican is now the peaceful theatre of
some of the most majestic ceremonies of the
pontifical court; it is the i-epository of the re
cords' of ancient science, and the temple of the
arts of Greece and Rome. Under these three
heads it commands the attention of every tra
veller of curiosity, taste, and information. The
exterior, as I have already hinted when speak
ing of palaces in general, does not present any
grand display of architectural magnificence, nor
even of uniformity and symmetrical arrange
ment ; a circumstance easily accounted for,
when we consider that the Vatican was erected
by different architects at different seras, and for
very different purposes; and that it is rather an
assemblage of palaces than one regular palace.
It was begun about the end of the fifth, or the
beginning of the sixth century, and rebuilt, in
creased, repaired, and altered by various pontiffs,
from that period down to the latter years of the
reign of the late Pope, when the French inva
sion put an end, for some time at least, to aH
improvements,
All the great architects whom Rome has pro
duced were in their days employed, in some part
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or other of this edifice, and Bramante, Raffaello,
Fontana, Maderno, and Bernini, successively
displayed their talents in its augmentation or im
provement. Its extent is immense, and covers a
space of twelve hundred feet in length and a
thousand in breadth. Its elevation is propor
tionate, and the number of apartments it contains
almost incredible. Galleries and porticos sweep
around and through it in all directions, and open
an easy access to every quarter. Its halls and
saloons are all on a great scale, and by their
multitude and loftiness alone give an idea of
magnificence truly Roman. The walls are neither
wainscotted nor hung with tapestry : they are
adorned or rather animated by the genius of
Raffaello and Michael Angelo. The furniture
is plain and ought to be so : finery would be
misplaced in the Vatican, and would sink into
insignificance in the midst of the great, the vast,
the sublime, which are the predominating fea
tures or rather the very genii of the place.
The grand entrance is from the portico of St.
Peter's by the Scala Regia the most superb stair
case perhaps in the world, consisting of four
flights of marble steps adorned with;, a double
row of marble Ionic pillars. This staircase springs
from the equestrian ;statue of Constantine which
terminates the portico on one side ; and whether
seen thence, or viewed from the, gallery leading
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on the same side to the colonnade, forms a per
spective of singular beauty and grandeur.
The Scala Regia conducts to the Sala Regia
or Regal Hall, a room of great length and ele
vation which communicates by six large folding
doors with as many other apartments. The space
over and the intervals between the doors are oc
cupied by pictures in fresco representing various
events, considered as honorable or advantageous
to the Roman See. Though all these pieces are
the works of great masters, yet one only is pe
culiarly beautiful ; and that is the triumphal en
trance of Gregory XI. into Rome, after the long
absence of the pontiffs from the capital during
their residence at Avignon. This composition is
by Vasari, and is perhaps his master-piece. The
battle of Lepanto, in which the united fleet of
the Italian powers under the command of Don
John of Austria and under the auspices of Pius V.
defeated the Turks, and utterly broke their naval
power till then so terrible to Europe, is justly
ranked amongst the most glorious achievements
of the Roman pontiffs, and forms a most appro
priate ornament to the Sala Regia. Unfortunately
the skill of the artist was not equal to the subject,
and the grandeur and life of the action is lost in
undistinguishable confusion below, and above in
wild allegorical representations. The massacre
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of St. Bartholomew, if the memory of such an
atrocious and horrible event must be preserved,
would be better placed at Paris, where it was
perpetrated, than at Rome ; and in the palace of
the Louvre, where it was planned, than in the
Vatican.

.' :- "

Occidat ilia dies aevo, nec postera credant
Srecula : nos certe taceamus, et obruta multA
Nocte tegi nostra? patiamur crimina gentis.—Statius.
This was the patriotic and benevolent wish of a
worthy French magistrate (the chancellor L'Hopital) and in this wish every humane heart will
readily join. The humiliation of the Emperors
Henry IV. and Frederic Barbarosa, ought not
to be ranked among the trophies of the Holy See.
It reflects more disgrace on the insolent and do
mineering pontiffs, who exacted such marks of
submission, than on the degraded sovereigns who
found themselves obliged to give them. At all
events, it does not become the common father of
christians to rejoice in the' humiliation of his sons,
or to blazon the walls of his palace with the
monuments of their weakness or condescension.
ii
.1 . ■
; . '
At one end of the Sala Regia is the Cappella
Paolina, so called, because rebuilt by Paul III.
The altar is supported by porphyry pillars and
bears a tabernacle of rock crystal : the walls are
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adorned with various paintings filling the spaces
between the Corinthian pilasters. The whole
however though rich and magnificent, looks dark
and cumbersome.
Towards the other end of the hall, on the left,
a door opens into the Cappella Sistina built by
Sixtus IV. and celebrated for its paintings in
fresco by Michael Angelo and his scholars. These
paintings, which cover the walls and vaulted
ceilings, are its only ornaments. The famous
" Last Judgment" of Michael Angelo occupies
one end entirely. Its beauties and defects are
well known and may be comprised in one short
observation ; that its merit consists more in the
separate figures than in the arrangement or effecf
of the whole. The upper part glows with bright
ness, angels and glory : on the right, ascend the
elect ; on the : left, the wicked blasted with
lightning tumble in confused groups into the
flaming abyss. The Judge stands in the uppei;
part supported on the clouds and arrayed in the
splendor of heaven : he is in the act of uttering
the dreadful sentence, Go, ye accursed into ever
lasting fire; his arms are uplifted, his coun
tenance^ burns with indignation, and his eyes flash
lightning. . Such is the Messiah in Milton, when
he puts, forth his terrorp and hurls his bolts
again^t.the rebel angels ; and so is,he described
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by an eloquent French orator, when he exercises
his judgments on sinners at the last tremendous
day. ,
Similar representations either in prose or verse,
in language or in painting are sublime and af
fecting ; but I know not whether they be suitable
to the calm, the tranquil, the majestic character
of the awful person who is to judge the world in
truth and injustice. Nothing indeed is so diffi
cult as to pourtray the features, the attitudes and
the gestures of the Word incarnate. He was not
without feeling, but he was above passion. Joy
and sorrow, pain and pleasure, could reach his
soul, for he was a man ; but they could not
cloud its serenity, for he was God. Benevolence
brought him from heaven ; it was therefore his
prevailing sentiment, and may be supposed to
influence his countenance, and to shed over his
features a perpetual expression of benignity. To
obey or to suspend the laws of nature was to him
equally easy ; a miracle cost him no effort and
excited in him no surprise. To submit or to
command, to suffer or to triumph, to live or to
die, were alike welcome in their turns as the re
sult of reason and obedience. To do the will
of his Father was the object of his mission, and
every step that led to its accomplishment, whe
ther easy or arduous, was to him the same. What
2
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poet shall dare to describe such a character ?
What painter presume to trace its divine sem
blance ? No wonder then that the greatest
masters should have failed in the bold attempt ;
and that even Michael An gelo by transferring, like
Homer, the passions of the man to the divinity,
should have degraded the awful object, and pre
sented to the spectator the form, not of a God,
but of an irritated and vindictive monarch ! If
Michael Angelo has failed we can scarcely hope
that other painters can succeed ; and we find
few, very few representations of the Saviour, on
which the eye or the imagination can rest with
satisfaction. The divine infants of Carlo Dolce
are, it must be acknowledged, beings of a su
perior nature that seem to breathe the airs and
to enjoy at once the innocence and the bloom of
paradise ; and his Saviour of the World in the
act of consecrating the bread and wine is a most
divine figure, every feature of whose seraphic
face speaks compassion and mercy : ; . •

>. • -Love without end, and without measure grace,
i• •
Milton, hi. 142.

But love and mercy are not the only attributes
of this sacred Personage : justice and holiness
accompany his steps, and cast an awful majesty
as a, veil around him, and these grand accom
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paninients'of the Godhead are sought for in vain
in the mild, the soft, I had almost said the ef
feminate figures of Carlo Dolce. Four, I think,
I have seen of a happier touch and more elevated
description. One is in the King of Prussia's
gallery in Sans Souci and represents Christ in
the act of raising Lazarus ; and three were in
the Palazzo Justiniani at Rome. In one Christ
restores life to the son of the widow at Nairn ;
in another he multiplies the loaves in the desert ;
in the third he gives sight to a blind man. The
three last, I think, by Annibal Carracci. In all
these noble paintings, benevolence, compassion
and power unconscious of exertion, mark the
features and attitudes of the incarnate God, and
give at least a distant and feeble glimpse of his
majestic demeanor.
,

Opposite the Cappella Sistina folding doors
open into the Sala Ducale remarkable only for
its size and simplicity. Hence we pass to the
Loggie di Raffaello, a series of open galleries in
three stories, lining the three sides of the court
of St. Damasus.

These are called the galleries

of Raffaello, because painted by that great mas
ter, or by his scholars. The first gallery in the
middle story is the only one executed by Raffaello
himself, or to speak more correctly, partly by
him, and partly by his scholars under his inspec
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tion, and not unfrequently retouched and cor
rected by his hand. In the thirteen arcades that
compose this wing of the gallery is represented
the History of the Old and part of the New
Testament ; beginning with the Creation and
concluding with the Last Supper. The plan,
the arrangement, the ornaments of these cele
brated pieces, are in general great and beautiful ;
the fancy and expression oftentimes rise to the
grand and even to the sublime. Some critics
have ventured to find fault with the execution
in detail, and the coloring has been censured
frequently.
The first compartment represents the Eternal
Father with arms and feet expanded darting
into chaos, and reducing its distracted elements
into order merely by his motion. This repre
sentation is much admired, particularly by French
connoisseurs, and if we may credit tradition,
astonished Michael Angelo himself, who is said
to have accused Raftaello of having borrowed
the figure of the Eternal from the Sistine chapel ;
from this chapel the latter artist was then ex
cluded by the express direction of the former,
who it seems feared either his criticism or genius.
The figure of the Eternal thus represented may
be poetical and sublime, even as the Jupiter of
Homer, but (si verbo audacia cletur) it excites
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no admiration and deserves little praise. If it
be difficult to represent the Son of God, who
" became man" and " dwelt amongst us," with
out impairing the dignity of his sacred person,
and degrading his majestic form, what means can
the painter employ, what art can he call into
play, to pourtray with becoming magnificence
the Eternal himself, the model of beauty, the
grand archetype of perfection, " who dwelleth
in light inaccessible, whom no mortal hath seen
or can see ?"
'i ' .'. '•, ^ . ;
.
'f
It is true that the prophet Daniel has introduc
ed the Almighty in a visible form, and under the
emphatical appellation of the " Ancient of days"
ventured, with the guidance of the heavenly
spirit to trace a mysterious and obscure sketch of
the Eternal. " While I beheld," says the pro
phet, " thrones were placed : then the Ancient
of days took his seat: his garment was shining
as snow : the hair of his head as the purest
wool.
His throne was raging flames: his
wheels consuming fire. A torrent blazing and
impetuous rolled before him : thousands of thou
sands ministered unto him, and ten thousand
times ten thousand waited in his presence. He
sat as judge and the books were opened." In this
description one only circumstance connected with
the person of the divinity is mentioned. The
VOL. II.
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prophet seems to refrain with reverential awe
from such a subject, and expatiating on the gar
ments, the throne, the ministering spirits, he
leaves the indescribableform to the imagination,
or rather to the religious terror of the reader.
Painters and poets Would do well to imitate this
holy discretion, and to refrain from all attempts
to embody the Eternal mind, which by confining
the energies of pure spirit within a human form,
degrade omnipotence ; and disfigure the origi
nal of all that is lovely in the heavens and on
the earth, by marking it with the perishable fea
tures of human decrepitude. Besides, in the
picture now before us, it is not the Word of the
Creator that composes the disorder of chaos.
No ; his hands and feet are employed to sepa
rate the warring elements and confine them with
in their respective boundaries. This is an idea
bordering upon the burlesque and perfectly un
worthy the lofty conceptions of Raffaello. How
different the sentiment conveyed in the sublime
language of the Scripture. No effort, no action
even, Was requisite* Chaos stood ready to obey
his will and nature arose at his word. " He
said, let Light Be, and Light Was!—He spake
and they were made : he commanded and they
were Created." . i '
.'.i• ••' \
',•;'..i:'

s T.o the encomiums passed in general OH the''.
r.
.u .so t .
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decorations of these galleries, I need not add
that the intermediate ornaments, such as the
basso relievos which are supposed to be antiques
taken from the halls of the different thermae, and
the arabesques which separate and grace the dif
ferent compartments, are much and justly ad
mired. From one of the galleries a door opens
into the Camerede Raffaello^
'. •
i' '
'

' **
• *• *
The Camere de Raffaetto are a range of halls
totally unfurnished and uuinhabited.
As the
walls from the floor are covered with figures,
furniture could only conceal their beauties ; and
the busy hands of inhabitants, it is feared, might
damage the delicate tints or nicer features of
some of these invaluable compositions. They
are thei'efore accessible only to the visits of the
traveller and to the labors of the artist, and are
thus consecrated as a temple to the genius of
painting, and to the spirit of Hdffafillo.
They
have not however passed over three centuries
without losing some portion of their original
lustre, and paying tribute to the supreme decree
that dooms man and his works to decay and to
death. But their degradation is not to be attFibuied jtp^their innate frailty*, or to the unavoidable/depredatsojis:,of, time & but to folly and pervettsfty*; CTr^reKhep - to. ignorance .and stupidity.
Whenlthe. ftBoay 4*f jthe. Emperor 'Charles V. took
e2
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and plundered Rome, a guard was established
in these very halls, and fires were lighted in the
middle of each room for their accommodation.
The consequences of this deed, so characteristic
of the barbarian horde of the German Emperor,
are sufficient to account for the faded tints and
obscure shades of many of these celebrated
pieces, without the influence of dampness, which
cannot be supposed to exist on a site so elevated,
and in so dry a climate; or to the guilt of neg
ligence, so incompatible with that love of the
arts, and that princely encouragement of genius
which has so long been the predominant spirit of
the Roman government.

Two antichambers large and painted by great
masters, lead to the first hall called the Sola di
Costantine, because adorned with the grand
achievements of that christian hero ; and thence
to the second Camera, where the story of Heliodorus from the Maccabees, the interview of Pope
Leo and Attila, the miracle of Bolsena and
above all, the deliverance of St. Peter from pri
son, attract and charm the eye. Then follow
the third Camera with the School of the Philo
sophers, the Debate on the Holy Sacrament,
the Judgment of Solomon, and Parnassus with
its groves of bays, Apollo, the Muses, and the
poets whom they inspired : and the fourth with
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the Incendio del Borgo, the victory of Pope Leo
over the Saracens at Ostia, and the coronation
of Charlemagne. All these are the works of
Raffaello ; all master-pieces in their respective
kinds ; standards of good taste and grand exe
cution, and considered as the models of perfec
tion. They present all the different species of
painting, all the varied combinations of light and
shade, all the singularities of attitude, all the
secrets of anatomy ; in short all the difficulties
and all the triumphs of the art. Hence these
apartments are considered as the great school of
painters, who flock from all parts to contemplate
and to imitate the wonders of the pencil of Raf
faello, and to catch, if possible, in this sanctuary
of his genius, some spark of his creative soul,
some portion of his magic talent.
■

•.

• •\

It may perhaps be asked, to which of these
celebrated performances the preference is given.
The answer is difficult: for although these paint
ings have been so long the subject of considera
tion, and their merits so fully and so accurately
understood and defined, yet the masters of the art
have not been able to fix their relative excellence,
or pronounce on their respective superiority.
Each in fact has some peculiar beauty, some
characteristic charm, which gives it a partial ad
vantage but cannot entitle it to a general prefer
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ence. Besides, each nation has its propensities
and every profession its bias, which impercepti
bly influence the taste, even in the arts, and de
cide the opinion perhaps in painting itself.
Those who love to contemplate a crowd of
figures, all animated by strong emotions and en
gaged in the tumult without being lost in the
confusion of some grand event ; and those who
delight in forms strained by some unexpected
exertion and features distorted by some sudden
and imperious passion, will dwell with compla
cency, like the German, on the victory of Con*
stantine, or like the Frenchman, on the confla
gration of the Bergo.
The Englishman who delights in the calmer
expression, and the tranquil seenes of still life,
stands in silence before the school of Athens;
enjoys the easy and dignified attitudes and the
expressive but serene countenances of the dif
ferent philosophers.
The Italian, accustomed
to the wonders of art and habituated from his
infancy to early discrimination, admires the two
aerial youths that pursue Heliodorus and glide
over the pavement without seeming to tbucih its
surface ; dwells with rapture on the angelic form
that watches St. Peter and sheds a celestial light,
a beam of paradise, over the gloom of the dun
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geon—but like the Englishman he rests finally
on the architectural perspective, the varied but
orderly groups, the majestic figures, and all the
combined excellencies of the matchless School.
t
Yet notwithstanding the acknowledged supe
riority of this piece, the theologian will turn
with reyerence to the aw.ful assemblage of divine
and human beings ; the union of holiness and
learning in the saints of the Old and in the doc
tors of the New Testament ; in short, of glory
above and dignity below that fill the picture op
posite, and give a just representation of the sub
lime objects of his profession. The poet, on the
other hand, led by classical instinct, fixes his locks
en the haunts of his fancy, feeds his eyes with
the beauties of Parnassus, contemplates the im
mortal bloom of Apollo and the Muses, and
" holds high converse with the illustrious dead,."
" Pheebo digna locuti"

... ,,:JV,'.(

' '

•
.
.,•.':.
v ?:,. i
The traveller, while occupied in examining
the transcendent beauties of the grand, compo
sitions of which I have been speaking, is apt tOv
pass over unnoticed the minor ornaments that
cover the vaults and fill up the intervals between*
the greater pieces aud the floor or arch. Yet
many of these, and particularly the basso velievo?
and medallions of the three first apartments by
Q
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Caravaqgio, representing rural scenes and histo
rical subjects, are of exquisite beauty, and claim
alike the attention of the artist and of the spec
tator. To conclude my remarks, the Camere di
Ruffaello, like all works of superior excellence,
display their beauties gradually, and improve
on examination, in proportion to the frequency
of visits and the minuteness of inspection.
After having traversed the court of St. Damasus and its adjoining halls and chapels, which
may be considered as the state apartments of the
Vatican, the traveller passes to that part of the
palace which is called the Belvidere from its
elevation and prospect, and proceeding along an
immeasurable gallery comes to an iron door on
the left that opens into the library of the Vatican.
A large apartment for the two keepers, the secre
taries, or rather the interpreters seven in num
ber, who can speak the principal languages of
Europe and who attend for the convenience of
learned foreigners ; a double gallery of two hun
dred and twenty feet long opening into another
of eight hundred, with various rooms, cabinets,
and apartments annexed, form the receptacle of
this noble collection. These galleries and apart
ments are all vaulted and all painted with dif
ferent effect, by painters of different eras and
talents.

The paintings have all some reference
1
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to literature sacred or propliane, and take in a
vast scope of history and of mythology. The
books are kept in cases; and in the Vatican the
traveller seeks in vain for that pompous display of
volumes, which he may have seen and admired
in other libraries. Their number has never been
accurately stated, some confine it to two hundred
thousand, others raise it to four hundred thousand,
and many swell it to a million. The mean is
probably the most accurate.
But the superiority of this library arises not
from the quantity of printed books, but the mul
titude of its manuscripts which are said to amount
to more than fifty thousand. Some ot these ma
nuscripts of the highest antiquity, such as that of
Virgil of the fifth century, a Greek Bible of the
sixth, a Terence of the same date, &c. &c. were
taken by the French and sent to Paris. The
origin of this library is attributed by some to Pope
Hilarius in the fifth century; but although it is
probable, that long before that period, the Roman
church must have possessed a considerable stock
of books for the use of its clergy, yet the Popes
may be supposed to have been too much occupied
with the clangers and the difficulties of the times,
to have had leisure or means necessary for the
formation of the libraries. However, that several
▼.olumes had been collected at an early period
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seems certain; as it is equally so that Pope Zacharias augmented their number very consider
ably about the middle of the eighth century.
Nicholas V. established the library in the Vatican
and enlarged the collection; while Calixtus III.
is said to have enriched it with many volumes
saved from the libraries of Constantinople at. the
taking of that city. Prom this period it continued
in a regular progression, receiving almost every
year vast additions, sometimes even of whole li
braries (as those of the Elector Palatine, of the
Dukes of Urbino, of Queen Christina) owing
not only to the favor of the pontiff and various
princes, but to the well directed zeal of its libra
rians ; many of whom have been men both of
eminent talents and of high rank and extensive
influence. The French invasion which brought
with it so many evils, and like a blastfrom hell
checked the prosperity of Italy in every branch
and in every province, not only put a stop to the
increase of the Vatican library, but by plundering
it of some of its most valuable manuscripts, low
ered its reputation, and undid at once the labor
and exertion of ages.
'•
. .
... m
The galleries of the library open into various
apartments filled with antiques, medals, cameos,
Stc. One in particular is consecrated to the mo
numents of christian antiquity, and contains a
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singular and unparalleled collection of instruments
of torture employed in the first persecutions ; as
also the dyptics or registers of communion of the
great churches, monumental inscriptions, &c. a
collection highly interesting to the ecclesiastical
historian and the enlightened christian.

The grand gallery which leads to the library
terminates in the Museum Pio-Clementinuni.
Clement XVI. has the merit of having first con
ceived the idea of this museum and began to put
it in execution. The late Pope Pius VI. conti
nued it on a much larger scale, and gave it its
present extent and magnificence. It consists of
several apartments, galleries, halls, and temples,
some lined with marble, others paved with ancient
mosaics, and all filled with statues, vases, cande
labra, tombs, and altars. The size and propor
tion of these apartments, their rich materials and
furniture, the well managed light poured in upon
them, and the multiplicity of admirable articles
collected in them and disposed in the most judi
cious and striking arrangement, fill the mind of
the spectator with astonishment and delight, and
form the most magnificent and grand combina
tion that perhaps has been ever beheld or can al
most be imagined. Never were the divinities of
Greece and Rome honored with nobler temples ;
never did they stand on richer pedestals j never
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were more glorious domes spread over their
heads; or brighter pavements extended at their
feet. Seated each in a shrine of bronze or marble,
they seemed to look down on a crowd of votaries
and once more to challenge the homagfe of mankind; while kings and emperors, heroes and phi
losophers, drawn up in ranks before or around
them, increased their state and formed a majestic
and becoming retinue. To augment their num
ber, excavations were daily made and generally
attended with success; and many a statue buried
for ages under heaps of ruins, or lost in the ob
scurity of some unfrequented desert, was rescued
from the gloom of oblivion and. restored to the cu
riosity and admiration of the public.

But the joy of discovery was short, and the
triumph of taste transitory ! The French who in
every invasion have been the scourge of Italy and
have rivalled or rather surpassed the rapacity of
the Goths and Vandals, laid their sacrilegious
hands on the unparalleled collection of the Vati
can, tore its master-pieces from their pedestals*
and dragging them from their temples of marble,
transported them to Paris, and consigned them to
the dull sullen halls, or rather stables, of the
Louvre. But on this subject I may perhaps en
large hereafter. At present I shall proceed to
point out some of the most remarkable among the
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various apartments that constitute the Museum
Pio-Clementinum.
Three anti-chambers called, from their forms
or from the statues that occupy them, // Vestibolo
Quadrato, 11 Vestibolo liotondo, and La Camera
di Baccho, conduct the traveller to a court of more
than a hundred feet square, with a portico sup
ported by granite pillars and decorated by num
berless pieces of antiquity. Need I observe that
the principal among these were once the Apollo
of Belvidere, the Laocoon, and the Aniinous; or
that the celebrated Torso once adorned one of the
anti-chambers? They are now at Paris, and their
absence is not so much supplied as rendered re
markable by the casts that now occupy their
places.
Next to this court is the Sala degli Animali,
a noble gallery so called because furnished with
ancient statues of various animals. This hall
opens at one end into the Galleria delle Statue,
lined on both sides with exquisite statues both of
Greek and Roman sculpture, and terminated by
three apartments called the Stanze delle Buste.
The busts are placed on tables or stands of ancient
workmanship, and generally of the most beautiful
and curious marble. Towards the opposite end'
of the gallery is an apartment called // G'abinetlo,
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adorned with all the charms that the united arts
of painting, sculpture, and architecture could
bestow upon it. Eight pillars of alabaster sup
port its roof ; its floor is formed of an ancient
mosaic of the brightest colors, representing thea
trical exhibitions and rural scenery ; its ceiling is
painted and displays alternately historical events
and mythological fables. The spaces between
the columns are filled each with a statue, and the
walls are incrusted with ancient basso relievos
formed into pannels and placed in symmetrical
arrangement. Different antique seats, some of
which are formed of blocks of porphyry and sup
ported by feet of gilt brass, are ranged along the
sides.

An open gallery forms a communication be
tween this cabinet and the Stanze delle Buste on
one side, while on the other a small anti-chamber
opens into the Sali degli Animttli. Hence through
a noble pillared vestibule you enter the hall, or
rather the Temple of the Muses; an octagon Sup
ported by sixteen pillars of Carrara marble with
ancient capitals, paved with ancient mosaies, re-<
presenting in various compartments actors and
theatrical exhibitions separated and bordered by
mosaic. The vault above and the great divisions'
of the sides, are adorned with paintings of Apolk>:,
the Muses, Homer, and vajrious Poets; ef Mi
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nerva, Genii, and other figures adapted to the
general destination of the place. In the circum
ference below rose Apollo, Mnemosyne, and the
Muses in the most conspicuous stations, and oil
elevated and highly wrought ancient pedestals.
The most celebrated sages, poets, and orators of
Greece stood in order around, as waiting- on the
divinities which had inspired their immortal
strains:—a noble assembly that might have ho
nored the laurelled pinnacles of Parnassus and
not disgraced even the cloud capt summits of
Olympus. But this assembly is now dispersed.
The Muses have been dragged from the light and
splendor of the Vatican, and are now immured
in a sepulchral hall, where a single window sheds
through a massive wall a few scanty beams on
their gloomy niches.
Next to the Stanze delle Muse is the Sala Rotonda, a lofty dome supported by ten columns' of
Carrara marble, lighted from above, and paved
With the largest piece of ancient mosaic yet dis*
covered. In the middle is a vase of porphyry of
more than fifty feet in circumference : around are
colossal statues, and busts resting on half pillars
of porphyry of great magnitude. This hall in
deed is appropriated to colossal statues • ail - its
forms ami tivnaments partake in some degree of
their gigantic proportions.;
" -
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From this Botonda, which is considered as the
noblest hall in the Museum, a rich portal conducts
into the Sala a Croce Greca, supported by co
lumns, paved with ancient mosaic, furnished with
statues and lined with basso relievos. One object
here naturally attracts attention. It is a vast sar
cophagus formed with its lid of one block of red
porphyry, beautifully ornamented in basso re
lievo with little infant Cupids employed in the
vintage, and bordered with tendrils and arabes
ques. It once contained the ashes of Constantia
the daughter of Constantine the Great, and stood
for ages in her mausoleum near the church of St.
Agnes without the Porta Pia or Nomentana. At
length Alexander IV. converted the mausoleum
into a church, and ordered the body of the Prin
cess to be deposited, as that of a saint, under the
altar; a motive which removes all imputation of
guilt from the deed, though it would have been
more prudent, as well as more respectful, to allow
the body to remain undisturbed in the tomb to
which it had been consigned by the hands of a
father. The sarcophagus long remained an use
less ornament, and was lately transported to the
Museum.
The Sala a Croce Greca opens on a double
staircase, raised on twenty-two pillars of red
and white granite : its steps are marble, its.
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balustrade bronze. The middle flight conducts
down to the Vatican library : the two other lead
to the Galleria de Candelabri, a long gallery
divided into six compartments, separated from
each other by columns of rich marbles. The
furniture of this gallery consists in Candelabra
of different kinds, all of exquisite workmanship
and of the finest marbles, so numerous as to have
given to the place its peculiar denomination.
With these are intermingled vases, columns,
Egyptian figures, tablets, tombs, tripods, and
statues, which may have been discovered since
the other apartments were filled, or could not
perhaps be placed to advantage in any of the
other classes.
•
.
.
. .) . i.
At the end of this long suite of apartments a
door opens into the Galleria de' Quadri, con
taining a collection of pictures by the principal
masters of the different Italian schools. Though
several of these pieces have a considerable degree
of merit, yet they are inferior to a thousand
others in Rome, and can excite little or no
interest in the mind of a spectator who has just
passed through such a series of temples, and
has been feasting his eyes with the most perfect
specimens of ancient sculpture. To this disad
vantage another may be added, arising from the
immediate neighborhood of the unequalled perVOL. II.
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fonnances of Raffaello, before which most other
compositions, however great their merit or ex
tensive their fame, lose their splendor and sink
into obscurity. However a gallery of pictures,
though certainly not necessary in the Vatican,
may yet produce a good effect; as, under the
patronage and active encouragement of govern
ment, it may gradually unite on one spot the
fine specimens now dispersed over Italy, and by
bringing the rival powers of the two sister arts
of painting and sculpture into contact, it may
concentrate their influence, and eventually pro
mote their perfection.

As the traveller returns from these galleries he
finds on the left, before he descends the abovementioned staircase, a circular temple of marble
supported by Corinthian pillars and covered with
a dome. In the centre, on a large pedestal,
stands an antique chariot with two horses in
bronze. This temple though on a smaller scale
yet from its materials, form and proportions,
appeared to me one of the most beautiful apart
ments of the Museum and cannot fail to excite
admiration.
•:

Such is in part the celebrated Museum PicClementinum, which in the extent, multiplicity,
and beautiful disposition of its apartments, feu?
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surpasses etery edifice of the kind, eclipses the
splendor 6f the gallery of Florence once its rival,
ttnd scortts a comparison with the Parisian
Museum whose gloomy recesses have been de•
corated With its plunder. The design of this
Museum: Was first formed (as I have already
observed! atfd the court, porticoy and gallery
allotted to it) aflid fitted Hp i» part by Clement
XIV. (Gfaitganelli); but the ptan Was enlarged
and all the other halls and apartitoents were
erected and furnished by Pius VI. the late pontiff-.
It would therefore be unbecoming, and indeed
ungrateful, to turn from the Vatican without
paying a just tribute of praise to the memory of
these princes, who in the times of distress, when
their income was gradually diminishing, found
means to erect such a magnificent temple to
taste, to the genius of antiquity, and to the love
liest and most engaging of the arts.
They
deserve to have their statues erected at the
grand entrance of the Museum, and the lovers
of the Arts would readily agree in the propriety
of inscribing on the pedestal,
" Quique sui memores, alios fecere nierendo."
In this account of the Vatican I have pur
posely avoided details, and confined my obser
vations to a few of the principal and most pro
minent features, as my intention is not to give a
F 2
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full description of this celebrated palace, which
would form a separate volume; but merely to
awaken the curiosity and attention of the tra
veller. Of the pictures and statues I may per
haps speak hereafter. At present I shall con
tent myself with referring to the well-known
work of the Abate Winkelman, who speaks on
the subject of statues with the learning of an
antiquary, the penetration of an artist, and the
rapture of a poet.
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t'hurches— General Observations—St. Clement's
—St. Peter in Vineulis—St. Martin and St.
Sylvester—St. Laurence—St. John Lateran—
St. Paul and other Patriarchal Churches.
From the palaces we naturally pass to the
churches which form the peculiar glory of Modern
Rome, as the temples seem to have been the
principal ornaments of the ancient city.
On
this subject, as on the preceding article, I think
it best to begin by a few general observations,
the more necessary as the topic is of great extent
and much interest; for while the palaces of
Venice and Genoa have been compared, and
the latter not unfrequently preferred, to those
of Rome, the superior splendor and magnifi
cence of her churches stand unrivalled and un
disputed ; and in this respect, it is acknowledged
that still,
•i
Hate tantuoi alias inter caput extulit urbes,
Quantum leuta solent inter viburna cupressi. ,
, Virs. Ecl. i.
Addison observes, " that the christian anti-
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quities are so embroiled in fable and legend,
that one receives but little satisfaction from
searching into them." The portion of satisfac-i
tion to be derived from such researches, depends
upon the taste and views of the person who
makes them ; for as to fable and legend, I fancy
there is a sufficient stock in heathen as well as in
christian antiquity, to puzzle and embroil an
ordinary inquirer.
However, notwithstanding
the obscurity which ages and revolutions, igno
rance or folly, may have thrown over both these
species of antiquity, the traveller as he wanders
over the venerable regions of this wonderful city
so long the seat of Empire and Religion, will
find a, sufficient number of monuments, both
sacred and profane, to edify as well as to delight
an unprejudiced mind. Among the former the
churches without doubt occupy the first rank, as
pome few of them were erected in the asra of
Constantine, and many may ascribe their origin
to the zeal of that Emperor himself, or to that
of his sons and their immediate successors.

In these edifices the constituent and essential
parts remain the same as they were at the period
of erection, and even the more solid and per
manent ornaments still stand unaltered in their
respective places. From them therefore we may
learn with some certainty, the form of Christian
1
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churches in the early ages, the position of thd
altar, of the episcopal chair, and of the seats of
the clergy, together with the arrangement and
furniture of the chancel and the choir. More
over some of these churches had been temples*
and many were hasilicae or courts destined to
public meetings, and may therefore contribute
not a little to give us clearer ideas of the size and
proportions of such buildings, particularly of
the latt r, and of the order observed in the
assemblies held in them.
We may perhaps
from them be able to make some conjectures re
lative to the forms early established in Christian
churches, and to judge how far the ancients
may have thought proper to transfer the rules
observed in civil assemblies to religious congre
gations.
In the next place, in the churches principally
we may trace the decline and restoration of
architecture, and discover thence which branches
of that art were neglected, and which cultivated
during the barbarous ages. These edifices were
almost the only objects attended to and respected
during that long period, and as most of the
new were erected on the plans of the old, they
became the vehicles, if I may be allowed the
expression, by which some of the best prin
ciples of Roman architecture were tranfcnriittedi
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to us. It has been justly observed, that while
the symmetry, the proportion, the very con
stituent forms of the Greek and Roman orders
were abandoned and apparently forgotten, the
solidity, the magnitude, and what is more re
markable, the greatness of manner so much ad
mired in the interior of ancient buildings, were
retained and still appear in many churches
erected in the darkest intervals of the middle
ages.
From such fabrics we may therefore
infer, that magnificence and grandeur long sur
vived the fall of taste, and that some features
of the Roman character still continued to manifest
themselves in the works of their descendants, in
spite of the prevalency of foreign ignorance and
of transalpine barbarism, .

This observation relative to internal magni
ficence leads to another which must have struck
every traveller ; that in many churches the out
ward form and embellishments are far inferior
to the inward appearances. Whether the an
cients themselves did not always pay equal atten
tion to the outside ; or whether like the modem
Italians, they sometimes deferred the execution
of the whole plan for want of money or mate
rials ; or whether the hand of time or the more
destructive hand of war has torn away the mar
ble that covered these edifices ; but it must be
5
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owned that the outside of the Pantheon and of
Diocletian's baths by no means corresponds with
their internal magnificence. In succeeding ages
the disproportion became more striking, and no
thing can be more contemptible than the external
show of some of the noblest basilicae : as that of
St. Paul's for instance, of St. Laurence, and also
that of St. Sebastian, which exhibits more the ap
pearance of a neglected barn than of a patriar
chal church. The same remark might have been
applied to Santa Maria Maggiore till the reign of
Benedict XIV. who cased it with Tiburtine
stone, adorned it with a portico or a colonnade in
front, and gave it an exterior of some dignity,
though not perfect nor altogether worthy of its
grand and splendid interior.
Moreover, while the traveller expects, and not
without reason, to find some specimens of the best
taste and purest style of architecture among the
Roman churches, he must not be surprised if he
should frequently meet with instances of the very
reverse in both respects, and have reason too
often to lament that the finest materials have been
thrown away in the construction of shapeless
and deformed edifices. To explain this sin
gular combination of good and bad taste, the
reader has only to recollect, that in Rome, as in
other great cities, different fashions have prevail
ed at different periods, and that architects, even
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when above the ignorance or the prejudices of
their age, have yet been obliged to submit to
them, and conform to the caprice of their em
ployers. Besides, architects in modern times
have been too prone to indulge the fond hope of
excelling the ancients, by deviating from their
footsteps, and of discovering some new propor
tion, some form of beauty unknown to them, by
varying the outlines, and by trying the effects of
endless combinations.
Now in no city have architects been more
encouraged and employed than in Rome, and
in no city have they indulged their fond
ness for originality with more freedom and
more effect, to the great depravation of taste,
and perversion of the sound principles of an
cient architecture* Few have been entirely ex
empt from this weakness, but none have aban
doned themselves to its influence more entirely
than Borromini, w ho, although a man of genius,
talent, and information, has yet filled Rome with
some of the most deformed buildings that ever
disgraced the streets of a capital. Such devia
tions from the principles of the ancients must ap
pear extraordinary every-where, and particularly
at Rome, where so many superb monuments re
main to attract the attention of the artist, and
form his taste, while they excite his admiration.
In truth, while the portico of the,Pa^h^to stand*
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preserved, it would seem by the genius of ar
chitecture, as a model for the imitation of future
generations ; while it meets the architect in every
morning- walk, and challenges his homage as he
passes, it must appear extraordinary indeed that
he should abandon its simple yet majestic style,
to substitute in its stead a confused and heavy
mass of rich materials, which may astonish but
can never please even the rudest observer. Surely
4he double or triple range of columns, the unin
terrupted entablature, the regular pediment un
broken and unencumbered, delight the eye more
by their uniform grandeur, than pillars crowded
into groups, cornices sharpened into angles, and
pediments twisted into curves and flourishes,
which break one grand into many petty objects,
and can neither fix the sight, nor arrest the at
tention. Yet, while the former, exemplified in
the Pantheon, is coldly admired and neglected,
the latter is become the prevailing style in eccle
siastical architecture at Rome, and of conse
quence over all Italy.
'

.

. •

.i'

Again, churches, like most places of public re
sort, have their day of favor and of fashion when
they are much frequented, and of course repaired
and decorated with care and magnificence. Not
unfreqnently some cardinal or rich prelate, or
perhaps tbfe reigning pontiff himself, may con
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ceive a particular attachment to some church or
other, and in that case we may conclude, that all
the powers of art will be employed in repairing,
adorning-, and furnishing the favored edifice.
But this sunshine of popularity may pass away,
and man)• a noble pile has been abandoned for
ages to the care of an impoverished chapter, of a
needy incumbent, or of a parish thinned by emi
gration. In such circumstances, only so much
attention is paid to the edifice as is necessary to
protect it against the inclemency of the weather
or the injuries of time, and this care is generally
confined to the exterior, while the interior is
abandoned to solitude, dampness, and decay.—
Unfortunately some of the most ancient and vene
rable churches in Rome are in this latter situa
tion ; whether it be that they stand in quarters
once populous but now deserted, or that churches
erected in modern times, or dedicated to modern
saints, engross a greater share of public atten
tion, I know not ; but those of St. Paul, St. Lau
rence, St. Stephen, St. Agnes, and even the Pan
theon itself, the glory of Rome, and the boast of
architecture, owe little or nothing to modern mu
nificence.
j .
.
,
I
But notwithstanding these disadvantages and
defects, there are few, very few churches in
Rome, which do not present, either in their size
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or their proportions, in their architecture or their
materials, in their external or internal decoration,
something that deserves the attention of the tra
veller and excites his just admiration. He there
fore who delights in halls of an immense size and
exact proportion, in lengthening colonnades and
vast pillars of one solid block of porphyry, of gra
nite, of Parian or Egyptian marble ; in pave
ments that glow with all the tints of the rainbow,
and roofs that blaze with brass or gold ; in can
vas warm as life itself, and statues ready to de
scend from the tombs on which they recline ; will
range round the churches of Rome, and find in
them an inexhaustible source of instructive and
rational amusement, such as no modern capital
can furnish, and such as might be equalled or sur
passed by the glories of ancient Rome alone.
I shall now proceed to some particular churches,
and without pretending to enter into very minute
details, mention only such circumstances as seem
calculated to excite peculiar interest.
The church of St. Clement, in the great street
that leads to St. John Lateran, is the most an
cient church in Rome. It was built on the site,
and was probably at first one of the great apart
ments of the house of the holy bishop whose name
it bears. It is mentioned as ancient by authors
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of the fourth century (St. Jerome, Pope Zozw
mus, &c.) and is justly considered as One of the
best models that now exist of the Original form
of Christian churches. It has frequently been
repaired and decorated, but always with a reli
gious respect for its primitive shape arnd fashion.
In front of it is a court with gafferies, supported
by eighteen granite pillareand paved with pieces
of shattered marbles, among which I observedi
several fragments of beautiful Verde ahitico. rtfie
portico of the church is formed of torn'' columns
of the same materials as the pillars of the gallery,
and its interior is divided into a nave and aisles
by twenty pillars of various marWeS. The choir
commences about the centre of the nave, and ex
tends to the steps of the sanctuary; there are twtr
pulpits, called anciently Ambones, one on eacft
side of the choir. A flight of steps leads to the
sanctuary or chancel, which is terminated by a
semicircle, in the middle of which stands the epis
copal chair, and on each side of it two marble
ranges of seats border the walls for the accom
modation of the priests ; the inferior clergy with
the singers occupied the choir. In front of the
episcopal throne, and between it and the choir,
just above the steps of 'the sanctuary, rises the al
tar unencumbered by screens and conspicuous on
aJPsides. The aisles terminated in two semicir
cles, now used as chapels called' anciently Exedrae
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or Cella?, and appropriated to private devotion in
prayer or meditation. Such is the form of St.
Clement's,which though not originally a hasilica,
isevideutly modelled upon such buildings.; as may
be seen not only by the description given of them
by Vitruvius, but also by several other churches
in Rome which having actually been basilicae,
still retain their original form with slight modifi
cations. The same form has been retained or
imitated in all the great Roman churches, and
indeed in almost all the cathedral and abbey
churches in Italy ; a form without doubt far bet
ter calculated both for the. beauty of perspective
and for the convenience of public worship than
the arrangement, of Gothic fabrics, divided by
screens, insulated by partitions, and terminating
in gloomy chapels.*
..
lofl iaahun ad| "I bsikjqu
S. Pietro in Vinqoli, so called from the chains
with which St. Peter was bound both in Rome.
. • [ . I.I .I

,
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1

• I recommend to my readers the account of ancientchurches and their ornaments given by the judicious and:
learned Flmry. The work, which captains it, with many ca
rious details and interesting observations, is entitled Zee,
Meeurs des Chretiens. The perusal.of it will give the traveller
a very accurate notion of the subject at large, and en
able him, not only to comprehend what he finds written
upon it, but also to pronounce with sem« precision- on- tJte
form and ornamen;ts of sueh churches as he, may, hereafter
visit. (See chapters 35. et seq.)
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and at Jerusalem, now preserved, as is believed,
under the altar, was erected about the year 420,
and after frequent reparations presents now to
the eye a noble hall, supported by twenty Doric
pillars of Parian marble, open on all sides, adorn
ed with some beautiful tombs, and terminating in
a semicircle behind the altar. It is pity that the
taste of the age in which this edifice was erected
should have been perpetuated through so many
successive reparations, and the arches carried
from pillar to pillar still suffered to appear ; while
an entablature, like that of St. Maria Maggiore,
would have concealed the defect and rendered the
order perfect. The pillars are too thin for Doric
proportions, and too far from each other ; very
different in this respect from the Doric models
still remaining at Athens. But the proportions
applied by the ancient Romans to this order, ren
dered it in fact a distinct order, and made it al
most an invention of their own. Among the mo
numents the traveller will not fail to observe a
sarcophagus of black marble and of exquisite
form, on the left hand ; and on the right, the tomb
of Julius II. indifferent in itself, but ennobled by
the celebrated figure of Moses, supposed to be
the master-piece of Michael Angelo, and one of
the most beautiful statues in the world.*

* The ode or sonnet of Zappi inspired by the contempla-
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Not far from S. Pietro in Vincoli is the church
of S. Martino and S. Silvestro, formed out of a
part of the ruins of the neighboring baths of Ti
tus, and, as far as regards the Crypta or subter
raneous church, as ancient as the times of St.
Sylvester and Constantine. the Great. It has, as
will easily be imagined, undergone various re
pairs, and is at present one of the most beautiful
edifices in Rome. It is supported by Corinthian
columns of the finest marbles, bearing not arches
but an entablature irregular indeed as to orna
ment, but of great imd pleasing effect. The
walls of the aisles are adorned with paintings by
the two Poussins and much admired by connois
seurs. The tribuna or sanctuary is raised seve
ral steps above, the body of the church ; the
high altar which stands immediately above the
steps is of the most beautiful form and of the
richest materials. The paintings on the walls
and the roof are colored in the brightest yet soft
est tints imaginable, and seem to shed over the
whole church a celestial lustre. Under the altar
a door opens upon a marble staircase leading to
a subterraneous chapel lined with stucco, nearly
resembling marble, and. adorned"—.
with numerous
;——

tion of this wonderful statue, is well known, and may be found
in Roscoe's late excellent work, the Lift of Leo the Tenth,
with a very accurate translation.
)v i'::'.
VOL. II.
O
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pillars in a very pleasing style of architecture.
Thence you pass into the ancient church, which,
from the increase of the ruins around, is now
become almost subterranean : it is a large vaulted
hall, once paved with mosaic, and seems from
the remains, to have been well furnished with
marble and paintings ; it is now the receptacle
of damp unwholesome vapors, that tinge the
walls, and hover round the solitary tombs. A
few purple hats with their rich tassels, the in
signia of the dignity of Cardinal, suspended from
the vaults, and tarnished with time and humidity,
cast a feeble unavailing ray of splendor on the
monuments of their departed possessors.
The
spectator, cautioned by the chilness of the place
not to prolong his stay, contents himself with
casting a transient glance on the sullen scenery,
and returns to the splendid exhibition of the
temple above.
The church of St. Andrea in Monte Ctmallo,
by Bernini, though so small as to deserve the
name of chapel Only, is so highly finished and
so richly decorated that I should recommend it
to the attention of the traveller as peculiarly
beautiful. It was formerly, with the annexed
convent, the property of the Jesuits, who seldom
wanted eithey £ht jaqansv or the inclination to
impart splendor and magnificence to their estab*
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lishments. Unfortunately they hdve often dis
played more riches than taste, and given their
churches the decorations and glare of a theatre,
instead of adhering to the golden rule in reli
gious architecture, that of disposing the best
materials in the simplest order. The neglect of
this maxim renders the grerit church of the Je
suits (the Giesu) though confessedly one of the
richest, yet in my opinion one of the ugliest, be
cause one of the most gaudy in ^Bome.
•:' -!•.'•
'::n " ' • .').' v .;'
• ':
St. Cecilia in Trastevere has great antiquity
and much magnificence to recommend it. It is
supposed to have been the house of that virgin
martyr, and they shew a bath annexed to it in
which they pretend that she was beheaded.
Over the tomb is a fine statue, exactly repre
senting the attitude and the drapery of the body
as it was discovered in the tomb in the year
821 ; such at least is the purport of the inscrip
tion. The saint is represented as reclining on
her side, her garments spread in easy folds
around her, and her neck and head covered
with a veil of so delicate a texture, as to allow
the spectator almost to discover the outlines of
the countenance. The posture and drapery are
natural as well as graceful, and the whole form
wrought with such exquisite art, that we seem
to behold the martyred virgin, not looked in the
G 2
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slumbers of death, but in the repose of inno
cence, awaiting the call of the morning.
A
court and portico, according to the ancient cus
tom, lead to this church, and pillars of fine mar
ble divide and adorn it ; but it labors under the
defect alluded to above, and, like many other
churches, is encumbered with its own magnifi
cence.
'
f .''.
, "

8. Pietro in Montorio, or Monte Aureo, a very
ancient church, was once remarkable for its
sculpture and paintings, furnished by the first
masters in these two branches ; but many of the
former have, been broken or displaced, and some
of the latter carried off by the French during
the late predatory invasion.
Among these is
the famous Transfiguration, generally supposed
to be the first painting in the world. It was
said to have been in a bad light in its original
situation but it must be recollected, that Raffaello designed it for that very light; besides, I
do not believe that the French are likely to
place it in a better.*
.' in.,

* When I was at Paris in the year 1802, it had been
withdrawn from the gallery, and was intended for the cha
pel of one of the first consul's palaces. If in that of Ver
sailles the Ught be not too strong, the Transfiguration may
appear to advantage, as the architecture and decorations of
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In the middle of the little square, formed by
the cloister of the convent belonging to the
church of St. Pietro in Montorio, is a -chapel in
the form of an ancient temple ; round, supported
by sixteen pillars, and crowned with a dome.
It is the work of Bramante, and much admired.
It would, methinks, have been more beautiful
if the architect had copied the Greek models, or
adopted the proportions of the temple of Tivoli
of a similar form.
Besides the lantern that
crowns the dome, or rather terminates the cella,
is by much too large for the edifice, and seems
to crush it by its weight. Yet the colonnade,
•such is the effect of pillars, gives this little tem
ple, with all its defects, an antique and noble
appearance.* A :'. . .
.. . . ' ..• ■ .:

Santa Maria in Trastevere, or Basilica Calixti, is a very ancient church, supposed to have
been originally built by Pope Calixtus,: about
the year 220. It was rebuilt by Julius I. in the
\.v, .• Aw i .r..v
.. , •
. '•. . '. V,

the chapel, the best 1 have seen beyond the Alps, are not
perhaps altogether unworthy of contributing to display the
beauties of such a masterpiece.
* This edifice is introduced into the Cartoon that repre
sents St. Paul preaching at Athens, and is given- with consi
derable accuracy.
.. .- .,. '•. ,ii . :•.

\
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year 340, and has since undergone various re
pairs, and received of course many improve
ments. Its bold portico and its nave are sup
ported by ancient pillars, some of red, some of
black granite, all of different orders and differ
ent dimensions ; the entablature also is composed
of the shattered remains of various ancient cor
nices; and indeed the whole edifice seems an
extraordinary assemblage of orders, proportions,
and materials. However, it exhibits a certain
greatness of manner in the whole, that never fails
to cover defects in the detail, and its general
appearance is bold and majestic. Its vault and
chapels are adorned with several beautiful paint
ings by Dominichino, and other great masters.
The square before this church is watered by a
handsome fountain, perhaps the most ancient in
Rome, as it was opened by Adrian I. about the
year 79c, and restored and ornamented by Cle
ment XII.
,
S. Grisogono, a very ancient church, ascribed
originally to Consfantihe, Ts Temarkable for the
numerous columns of granite, porphyry, and
alabaster, that support its nave and choir.
S, Giovanni e Paolo is equally ancient, and
still more splendidly furnished with pillars and
antique ornaments.

.- - .
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S. Gregorio Magw is remarkable because
erected by the celebrated pontiff, whose name
it bears, on the very site of his own house, the
residence of the Anician family. The church,
with the convent adjoining, was by its founder
dedicated under the title of St. Andrew, a title
which was gradually lost, and replaced by that
of St. Gregory. This fabric has undergone se
veral changes, and though rich in materials, has,
from the bad taste with which those changes
have been conducted, but little claim to our ad
miration. There are three chapels within the
precincts of the convent, or rather annexed to
the church, one of which is ennobled by the rival
exertions of Ghiido and Dominichino, who have
here brought their productions into contact, and
(eft the delighted connoisseur to admire, and if
he dare, to decide the point of pre-eminence.
As these paintings are on the walls of the chapel,
they remain ; but every article that could possi
bly be removed from the church and its depend
ent chapels, were carried off by the Polish ler
gion, which, during the French invasion, was
stationed in the convent. So far indeed did
this regular banditti carry their love of plunder,
as to tear away the iron bars inserted in the
walls of the church and cloisters, in order to
strengthen them and to counteract the action of
the vaults ; so that it was considered as danger-
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bus to walk in them, as their fall was expected
every hdur/
. •'
.' '
."' ..r
••.
. |.i 'jim . : .
;,,i .
The classical reader would not pardon a tra
veller who should pass over in silence the church
where the ashes of Tasso repose. This poet, the
next in I'ank and in fame to Virgil, died in the
convent of St. Onqfrio, was buried without pomp,
and lay for many years among the vulgar dead,
without a monument or even an inscription over
his remains. Few poets have received monu
mental honors immediately on their demise.
Their fame has seldom taken its full ran^re, or
surmounted the difficulties which envy throws in
its way during their lifetime ; to pay due homage
to their genius, and give to their memory all that
man can give to the illustrious dead, sepulchral
distinction, is generally the task of an impartial
and grateful posterity. Upon this occasion how
ever it was neither envy nor indifference, but
friendship alone that deprived the Italian poet
of the honors due to his merit. Immediately
after his death, the fathers of the convent of
St. Onofrio, and many persons of distinction,
particularly the celebrated Manso, the friend and
panegyrist of Milton, pressed forward with ge
nerous emulation to execute the honorable work :
but the Cardinal Cinthio Medici, the patron of
the.poet in his latter days, considered the erec

Vol. *JESg
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tion of a becoming monument as a duty and an
honor peculiarly appropriated to himself, and
though he. found himself obliged to defer the dis
charge of the friendly office year after year, yet
he never could be induced to allow any other
person to fulfil it in his stead. Death however
deprived him of the honor of erecting a tomb to
Tasso ; and to the Cardinal Bevilacqua alone,
is the public indebted for the present monument
rather decent than magnificent, with a short in
scription. Every English traveller who feels the
sublimity of Milton, and knows how much the
British bard owes to the Tuscan poet, will hasten
to the church of St. Onofrio, and at the tomb of
Torquato Tasso, hail the muse that inspired their
rival strains.

Che di caduchi allori
Non circonda la fronte in Helicona ;
Ma su ne Cielo infra i beati chori ,
Ha di stelle immortali aurea corona I .

S. Sebastiano, a church erected by Constantine
in memory of the celebrated martyr whose name
it bears, has a handsome portico and contains
some good pictures and paintings. It is how
ever more remarkable for being the principal
entrance iflto the catacombs which li;e^ip, jjts
neighborhood.

;,.

,.r.

:•

«ft
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The catacombs are subterranean streets or gal
leries from four to eight feet in height, from two
to five in breadth, extending to an immense and
almost unknown length, and branching out into
various walks. The confusion occasioned by the
intersection of these galleries resembles that of a
labyrinth, and renders it difficult, and without great
precaution, dangerous to penetrate far into their
recesses. The catacombs were originally exca<vated in order to find that earth or sand called
at present puzzolana, and supposed to form the
best and most lasting cement. They followed
the direction of the vein of sand, and were aban
doned when that was exhausted, and oftentimes
totally forgotten. Such lone, unfrequented ca
verns afforded a most commodious retreat to the
christians, during the persecutions of the three first
centuries. In them therefore they held their
assemblies, celebrated the holy mysteries, and
deposited the remains of their martyred brethren.
For the latter purpose they employed niches in
the sides of the wall, placed there the body with
a vial filled with the blood of the martyr, or
perhaps some of the instruments of his execution,
and closed up the mouth of the niche with thin
bricks or tiles. Sometimes the name was in
scribed with a word or two importing the belief
and hopes of the deceased; at other times a cross
or the initials of the titles of our Saviour inter
3
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woven, were the only marks employed to certify
that the body enclosed belonged to a christian.
Several bodies have been found without any in
scription, mark, or indication of name or pro
fession. Such may have belonged to Pagans, as
it is highly probable that these cavities were
used as burial places * before as well as during
the age of persecutions. It is impossible to
range over these vast repositories of the dead,
these walks of horror and desolation, without
sentiments of awe, veneration, and almost of
terror. We seemed on entering to descend into
the regions of the departed, wrapped up in the
impenetrable gloom of the grave.

Marcentes intus tenebrep, pallensque sub antris,
Loaga nocte situs m. ...—. •>,• —-—.— quo
Nod metuunt emittere manes.

Independent of these imaginary terrors, the
damp air and fe#4 e^halajipus warn the curious
,.. i." .>; .' 'iini iiuua Hinl.) iiliiiim
* A Jewish cemetery was discovered oh the Via Portuensis :
it was ornamented with various paintings, in one of which
was seen the golden candlestick exactly in the same form
as that in the Arch of Titus. An inscription containing the
word CYNArXir •••• seems to show that it had been
employed as a place of worship.
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traveller to abridge his stay and hasten to the
precincts of day *v :i•i i . i .' ''• '.. '! , ;

,. The church of Madonna del Sole is the an'J : // c i '

..i:.'••

.

.i

.: . '.

. * The arenaria extra Portam Esquilinam are mentioned
by Cicero (Pro Cluentio 13) as the scene of a horrible mur
der, the circumstances of which he relates ; and Nero it
'seems was advised to conceal himself for a time in one
of the arenaria, but refused to go ' under ground while alxvi.
(Suetonius : Nero 48) Eusebins represents the Emperor Con.
stantine as alluding to. them, and frequent mention is made
of them in the writers of the fourth and fifth century. Pru.
dentius describes them with great accuracy and minuteness.
Haud procul extremo culta ad pomeria vallo
Mersa latebrosis crypta patet foveis'
,.i
Hujus in occultum gradibus via prona reflexis
Ire per anfractus luce latente docet; ' .v.v. if.
Primas namque fores summo tenus intrat hiatu,
Illustratque dies limina vestibuli.
Inde ubi progressu facili nigrescere visa est
Nox obscura loci per specus ambiguum,' '"'
Occurrunt celsis immensa foramina tectis,
<Juae jaciunt claros antra super radios.
Quamlibet ancipites texant hinc inde recessus,
• /„
Arcta sub umbrosis atria porticibus: ,,[ , „.; / ,
Attamen excisi subter cava viscera montis
... . . Crebra terebrato fornice lux penetrat;
,,
'i ,&ic datur absentis per.subterranea solis
'i . ; • '| ,
Cernere.fulgorem luminibusque frui.
Peri Steyh •' De Sancto Hippolito,
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cie'nt temple of Vesta, stripped of its whole en-i
tablature, curtailed of its full height by the
raising of the ground which covers the lower
part of the pillars, and disfigured by a most pre-

The lively account which St. Jerom gives of these ce
meteries is not less minute. Dum essem Romas piier et
liberalibus studiis erudirer, solebam cum caiteris ejusdem
aetatis et propositi, diebus dbminicis sepulcra apostolorum
eVmartyrum circumire, crebroque cryptas ingredi, qua; in
terrarum profundo defossae, ex utraque parte ingredientiuin
per parietes habent corpora sepultorura ; et ita obscura sunt
omnia ut propemodum illud propheticum compleatur : de
scendant in infernum vivetttes : et raro desuper lumen admissUm horrorem temperet tenebrarum, ut non tam'fenestram
quam foramen demissi luminisputes ; rursumque pedetentim
accedittir, et cava nocte circumdatis illud Virgilianum proponitur.'
. . ■.
, [•. :i.
'
.,• ■i •t
..••:. I »
. .. i .:
Horror ubique animos simul ipsa silentia terreirf. ;
.V .'i .; i;v ... '' •. . :• ! .
a.-- . Si HkrWtiih Ezech. '
a .. "i ..
': . .-; - ... b'■i
A '.■.-. i.- .i.•.;!
The number of the cemeteries or catacombs is very great,
as there are more than, thirty known and distinguished by
particular appellations, such as Cemeterkm Calixti—Lucinae
—Felicia et Adaucti, &c.—In several, the balls or opener
spaces are painted. Daniel in the Lion's Den—Jonas
emerging from the Jaws of the Whale-^and the Good Shep
herd bearing a Lamb on his shoulders, seem to have been
the favorite subjects. The latter recurs oftener than any
other, and generally occupies the most conspicuous place.
Some of these, decorations are interesting and give a pleasing
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posterotis roof. The cell and pillars of white
marble remain, but the latter are almost lebt in
a wall drawn from column to cohimn, and fillingup the whole intermediate space.

It is much to

picture of the manners of the times, while others occasionally
exhibit an affecting representation of the sufferings of the
Christians. Of the former kind is a painting on a vaulted
ceiling in the cemetery of Pontianus; in a circle in the
centre appears the Good Shepherd—in the corners four
figures of Angels—on the sides the four Seasons. Winter is
represented by a youth holding some sticks in his right hand
and extending it towards a vase with a flame rising, from it:'
ia his left he bears a lighted torch : a withered tree stands in
the back ground. Spring is signified by a boy on one knee,
as if he had just taken up a lamb which he supports with
one hand ; in the other he holds a lily : the scene is a garden
laid out in regular walks : near the border of one of these •
walks stands a tree in full foliage. Summer appears as a
man in a tunic, with a round hat on his head in the act of
reaping ; the sickle is of the same form as that used in Eng
land. Autumn is depicted as a youth applying a ladder to a
tree, round which twines a luxuriant vine. . ' All' these com
portments are divided by garlands and arabesques. Of the
latter species of representation, we have an instance id a
painting which presents a human figure immersed up to the
middle in a boiling caldron, with his hands joined before his
breast, and his eyes raised to heaven as if in ardent supplica
tion. The three children in the flames occur frequentry, and
probably allude to the same subject. An inscription placed
over one ofthese scenes of martyrdom is affecting. O tempera
inrausta, quibss inter sacra et voteue in caverais <juiden»
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be lamented that when this edifice was fitted up
for a church, it was not restored to its original
form and beauty ; which might have been done
with less expense and difficulty, than were ne
cessary to erect the wall and raise the roof w hich
I have just censured. It is indeed highly pro
bable that the materials requisite for such tl
restoration, that is the fragments of the frieze,
architrave, and cornice* might be found round
the bases of the pillars, as they may form part
of the mass of ruins which has raised the pre
sent so much above the level of the ancient
pavement. But this singular want of taste ap
pears, if possible, more conspicuous in two other
rnstaneesi - :
Mf.'ff n,., I.

1

j

1

.

,,f,J

salvari possumus .
Quid miserius vita , . . quid mortc
cum ab amicis et parentibus sepeliri nequeant.—
Several words are obliterated. Besides these representations'
there are many detached figures, all alluding to religious"
and Christian feelings, such as anchors, palms, vases exhaling
incense, ships, and portraits of different apostles. The dresses
are often curious, and border upon some ornaments still in
use in Italy, such as the cap of the Doge of Venice ; the
tunica and trowsers so common in the south, &c. &c. The
language of the inscriptions is probably the colloquial Latin
of the times, at least in many instances, and sometimes ap
proaches very near to modern Italian.
:,,J ... ■ , s:
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The temple of Fortuna Virilis *, now the
church of Santa Maria Egiziaca, is one of the
few monuments that still remain of the aera of
the Roman Republic. It is of the Ionic order,
and its proportions and form are justly admired.
Its portico was originally supported by four pil-i
lars, and its sides adorned with twice as many
half columns. It was converted into a church in
the ninth century, and long retained a consi
derable share of its primitive beauty. When it
was reduced to its present degraded state I can
not precisely determine, but I believe about the
middle of the seventeeth century. It is said to
have been, when repaired, in a ruinous state :
though that were the case, it was less difficult to
preserve than to alter its principal features. The
latter however has been done. The wall that
separated the Cella from the Vestibule was re
moved, and rebuilt between the pillars of the
portico, and windows we£e opened between the
half columns on one of the ;sides. By these
means a small space was added and more light
was given to the interior* but the proportions and
beauty were not a littld'impaired.
■tT
•/ . .
.,
.. . .
. ...I !•*.-. ■ ,i
•. . .;. ,

.
.;

* Ttoere are doubts as to the real appellation of this
temple, but all agree in its antiquity.
, .
• ,, .. .
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S. Lorenzo in Miranda. The name of this
church, placed as it is in the Forum, and situated
amidst a most wonderful display of Roman gran
deur, is alone a sufficient recommendation to the
attention of the traveller ; but this recommend
ation acquires double weight when we learn that
it stands on the ruins of the temple of Antoninus
and Faustina. The portico of the temple, ex
cepting the pediment and part of the walls, re
mains. The order is Corinthian; and the whole
might have been restored without difficulty to its
original form. But instead of following this pro
cess which the state of the ruin almost forced
upon the architect, he has erected a frontispiece
behind the pillars, of proportions, size, and order
totally different; of two stories so contrived, that
the cornice of the first does not reach even the
capitals of the pillars before it, while the second
rises far above them, and exhibits on high, as if
in triumph over good taste, its barbarous twisted
pediment.
[.
Such instances of ignorance or stupidity, such
preposterous and misshapen edifices, would sur
prize us even at Constantinople where almost
every monument of ancient magnificence has long
since perished, and every recollection of ancient
taste is obliterated ; but in Rome, where so many
superb models still present themselves to our COnVOI.. II.
H
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sideration, where all the arts and particularly ar
chitecture are honored and cultivated with so
much success, we behold them with astonishment
and almost with horror. But neither censure,
nor experience, nor disappointment can deter
vain and inconsiderate architects from fruitless
attempts to improve upon the works of the an
cients, or cure them of their partiality to capri
cious combinations that have hitherto invariably
terminated in deformity. Torriani, for he I be
lieve was the mason who built the modern part of
the church of St. Lorenzo in Miranda, probably
imagined that his new frontispiece, with its two
contracted stories, its petty pilasters, and its
grotesque entablature, would fix the attention of
the public at once, and totally eclipse the simple
majesty of the colonnade before it. Vain hopes!
The stately portico of Antoninus still attracts
every eye and challenges universal admiration ;
while the modern addition is condemned as often
as noticed and ranked among the monuments of
a tasteless and semi-barbarous age.
m

..

. • .

'

It is not my intention at present to describe the
churches beyond the walls : and of several within,
which bear the names or are supposed to be
formed of the ruins of ancient temples, I shall
say but little, as they do not exhibit the least ves
tige of antiquity. Such is Ara CceM, on the
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Capitoline hill supposed by many authors to oc
cupy the site of the temple of Jupiter Cap^itolinus :
such also is Santa Maria sopra Minerva, reported
to have been formerly the temple of that goddess ;
neither of which have a particular claim, unless
their titles be considered as sucfy tb 6iir attention.*
We shall noW therefore proceed \x> the greater
churches, under which appellation I include the
Pantheon and the Seven Patriarchal Bd'sikcfe, so
called because they are the cathfetir'als bf tile' sove
reign pontiff who officiates in them ort certain
festivals, and reserves the high altar entirely to
himself. These seven churches are, St. Laurence
(fuori delle riiurd) St. Sebastian; Santa Croce,
Santa Maria Maggiore or the Basilica Liberidna,
St. Paul (fuori delle inurti) St. Jdnn Lu'terun or
the Basilica LaterdhenSis, St. Peter or the Ba
silica Vdticdnd. These temples are all of great
antiquity, and if we except St. Sebastian, of

* The traveller should visit the churches that belong to
particular nations and orders, and are considered as their re
spective mother churches ; because not only French^
Spaniards, Germans, but Greeks, Armenians, Cophts or
Egyptians, and even East Indians and Chinese have, their
colleges and churches. The same may be said of all the re
ligious orders. Several interesting particularities that indi
cate the character of these nations and bodies, may be ob
served in their respective establishment?.
H2
66029
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But to begin with the
;

The square of the Pantheon, or Piazza della
Rotonda, is adorned with a fountain and an
obelisk, and terminated by the portico of Agrippa.
This noble colonnade consists of a double range
of Corinthian pillars of red granite. Between
the middle columns, which are a little farther re
moved from each other than the others, a passage
opens to the brazen portals which, as they unfold,
expose to view a circular hall of immense extent,
crowned with a lofty dome, and lighted solely
from above. It is paved and lined with marble.
Its cornice of white marble is supported by six
teen columns and as many pilasters of Giallo
antico; in the circumference there are eight niches,
and between these niches are eight altars adorned
each with two pillars of less size but of the same
materials. The niches were anciently occupied
by statues of the great deities ; the intermediate
altars served as pedestals for the inferior powers.
The proportions of this temple are admirable for
the effect intended to be produced; its height
being equal to its diameter, and its dome not an
oval but an exact hemisphere. •

Such is the Pantheon, the most noble and per
fect specimen of Roman art and magnificence
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that time has spared, or the ancients could have
wished to transmit to posterity. It has served
in fact as a lesson and a model to succeeding ge
nerations; and to it Constantinople is indebted
for Santa Sophia, and to it Rome or rather the
World owes the unrivalled dome of the Vatican.
I need not inform my reader that the body of the
Pantheon is supposed by many antiquaries to be
of republican architecture, and of course more
ancient than the portico which, as its inscription
imports, was erected by Agrippa about thirty
years before the Christian aera. But whether the
temple was built at the same time, or perhaps one
hundred years before its portico, is a matter of
little consequence, as it is on the whole the most
ancient edifice that now remains in a state of full
and almost perfect preservation. It has, it is true,
undergone various changes from pillage and re
parations; but these changes have been confined
entirely to the decorations. It was first altered
by Domitian and afterwards repaired by Severus.
The pillars, pilasters, and marble lining remain
nearly as they were placed by the latter. It was
plundered of part of its bronze ornaments, among
which some authors rank its brazen doors, by
Genseric the Vandal monarch of Africa, and af
terwards more completely stripped of all its metal
decorations by Constantine, the grandson of Heracliusj in the seventh century.
This semi
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barbarian Emperor is represented by indignant
jantiqMarj#s ps the greatest scourge that ever vi
sited Home, and is said to have committed more
excesses, and done more mischief to the city during
a short stay of seven days, than the Goths or
Vandals during their repeated hostile approaches
or long established dominion.
The Pantheon was converted into a church by
Pope Boniface IV. about the year
and has
#iece that period attracted the attention and en
joyed the patronage of various pontiffs. But
though much has been done for the support and
embellishment of this edifice, yet much is still
/Wanting in order to restore to it ail its glory. The
ipauvemeut should be repaired, the marble lining
of the attic replaced, and above all, the pannels
of the dome gilt or edged with bronze. The
want of some such decoration gives it a white,
naked appearance, very, opposite to the mellow
tints of. the various marbles that cast so. rich a
glow over the lower part. Yet let not the traveller
complain, if even in this magnificeut monument
he shall find, that his expectations surpass the
reality, and that his fancy has thrown around the
Pantheon an. imaginary splendor. He must not
expect to find in it the freshness of youths Years
pass not in vain over man or his Works ; they may
sometimes spare proportion and symmetry, but
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beauty and grace, whether in the marble portico
or in the human form, soon yield to their touch and
vanish. Twenty ages have now rolled over the
Pantheon, and if they have not crushed its dome
in their passage, they have at least imprinted their
traces in sullen grandeur on its wa'ls ; they have
left to it all its primeval proportions, but they have
gradually stript it of its ornaments, its leaves of
acanthus and its glossy colors. Perhaps these
marks of antiquity and this venerable tint whicb
time alone can shed over edifices, rather increase
than diminish its majesty by adding to its justly
admired form, that which no architect can bestow,
the charms of recollection, and the united in
terest of age and disaster. '
;- •.■••■; .
t n
.•••.I:,.

.

■

' . " . .-.-'. : . '- ',"

Though the Pantheon probably owes its pre
servation to the circumstance of its having been
converted into a church, yet I know not whether
it be altogether well calculated for that purpose,
A circular hall, if consecrated to the offices ofl
religion, requires that the altar should be in the.
centre, a position which it cannot occupy iri the:
Pantheon, owing to the aperture perpendicularly
over it. A round temple is not, even when ar
ranged to the best advantage, nearly so suitable
or commodious for a christian assembly as the
Basilica, with its corresponding aisles, elevated
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chancel, and semi-circular termination. Leavingtherefore to the Pantheon its principal character
of a temple, I would set it apart as a mausoleum
sacred to the memory and remains of persons
eminently distinguished by great talents and
splendid public virtues ; of that class of worthies
whom Virgil places in Elysium and ranks among
demigods and heroes. In the centre might arise,
on a lofty pedestal of steps, an altar of black
marble destined solely for the service of the dead
supporting a cross of alabaster half veiled in
brazen drapery. At the corners of the altar four
antique candelabra might pour a stream of solemn
light on the funereal scene around. The monu
ments might occupy the niches, line the wall, and
when numerous, rise in circles around the centre.
However as the number of personages who de
serve the honor of a public funeral is small, a
length of time would elapse, perhaps many cen
turies, before the niches would be filled, or the
pavement encumbered with sarcophagi. The
arrangement here described is only an extension
of that which has actually taken place, as the
Pantheon contains at present the tombs or rather
the busts of several distinguished characters,
among which are the celebrated antiquary .Winckelman, Melastasio, Mengs, Fousin, Hannibal
Carracci, and Raffaallo himself. Two musicians
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On the other side, a bold semicircular front
adorned with pilasters and crowned .with two
domes, fills the eye and raises the expectation.
Before it, on a pedestal of more than twenty
feet in height, stands an Egyptian obelisk of a
single piece of granite of sixty, terminating in a
cross of bronze. These accompaniments on each
aide, give the Basilica an air of unusual grandeur,
and it must be allowed that the interior is by
no means unworthy of this external magni
ficence.

.

if',!
. I. ;
The principal entrance is, as usual in all the
ancient churches, through a portico; this portico
is supported by eight pillars of granite, and
adorned with corresponding marble pilasters.
The traveller on his entrance is instantly struck
with the two magnificent colonnades that line the
nave and separate it from the aisles. w They are
supported each by more than twenty pillars, of
which eighteen on each side are of white marble.
The order is Ionic with its regular entablature,
the elevation of the pillars is thirty-eight feet, the
length of the colonnade about two hundred and
fifty. The sanctuary forms a semicircle behind the
altar.
The altar is a large slab of marble
covering an ancient sarcophagus of porphyry, in
which the body of the founder formerly reposed.
It is overshadowed by a canopy of bronze, sup
1
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ported by four lofty Corinthian pillars of porphyry.
This canopy, though perhaps of too great a
magnitude for its situation as it nearly touches
the roof, is the most beautiful and best propor
tioned ornament of the kind which I ever be
held. The side walls supported by the pillars
are divided by pilasters, between which are al
ternately windows and mosaics ; the pavement
is variegated, and the ceiling divided into square
pannels, doubly gilt and rich in the extreme.
There is no transept, but instead of it two noble
chapels open on either side. The one on the
right as you advance from the great entrance to
wards the altar, was built by Sixtus Quintus, and
contains his tomb : it would be considered as
rich and beautiful, were it not infinitely surpassed
in both these respects by the opposite chapel be
longing to the Borghese family, erected by Paul
V. Both these chapels are adorned with domes
and decorated with nearly the same architectural
ornaments. But in the latter, the spectator is.
astonished at the profusion with which not bronze
and marble only, but lapis lazuli, jasper, and the
more precious stones are employed on all sides, so
that the walls seem to blaze around, and almost
dazzle the eyes with their lustre. He may per
haps feel himself inclined to wish that those
splendid materials had been employed with more
economy, and conceive that a judicious arrange
-
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ment might have produced a better effect with
less prodigality. These two chapels, whatever
their magnificence or peculiar beauty may be,
have prejudiced the internal appearance of the
church, and occasioned the only material defor
mity which even the eye of a critic can discover:
I mean the break occasioned by the arcades
formed on both sides, to serve as entrances to
these oratories. The colonnade, so beautiful even
in its present state, would have been matchless
were it not interrupted by these misplaced arches,
which after all do not produce the effect intend
ed by giving a grand entrance into these chapels,
as the view is obstructed by the arch of the aisles,
and by the intervention of the brazen portals.
But be the defects what they may, I know not
whether any architectural exhibition surpasses
or even equals the Basilica Liber iana.
The
simplicity of the plan, the correctness of the ex•
ecution, the richness of the materials and the
decorations of the parts, the length of the colon
nades and the elevation of the canopy, form al
together one of the noblest and most pleasing ex
hibitions that the eye can behold. As we ad
vance along the ample nave, we are rather pleas
ed than astonished with the scenery around us ;
we easily familiarize ourselves with the calm
grandeur of the place, and at the end retire with
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an impression, not of awe, but of delight and
tranquillity. -,■-\ -,\ . • .... • .

From the Basilica Liberiana a long. and wide
street leads to the Basiliia, Lateranensis. This
church is the regular cathedral of the bishop of
Rome, and as such assumes the ' priority of all
others, and the pompous title of the Parent
and Mother of all Churche^, '^Ecclesiarum
Urbis et Orbis Mater et Caput." It was founded
by Constantine, but it has been burnt, ruined,
rebuilt, and frequently repajred•sincethat period.
Its magnitude correspond^ with its rank and
antiquity, and the richness of its decorations are
equal to both. The Basilica, like that of Santa
Maria Maggiore, has two porticos. That which
presents itself to the traveller coming from the
latter church, consists of a double gallery one
above ;the other, adorned with pilasters; the
lower range Doric, the higher Corinthian. On
the square before this portico rises a noble
obelisk, the most elevated of its kind. From its
pedestal bursts an abundant stream, that sup
plies all the neighboring streets with water.
The principal portico faces the south ; it consists
of four lofty columns and six pilasters. The
order is Composite ; the attic is adorned with a
balustrade, and that balustrade with statues.

A
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double order is introduced in the intervals and
behind this frontispiece, to support the gallery
destined to receive the pontiff when he gives his
solemn benediction ; though it is formed of very
beautiful pillars, yet it breaks the symmetry
and weakens the effect of the whole. Other de
fects have been observed in this front, and the
height of the pedestals, the heavy attic with its
balustrade, and the colossal statues that encum
ber it, have been frequently and justly criticised.
Yet with all these defects it presents a very noble
and majestic appearance.

The vestibulum is a long and lofty gallery.
It is paved and adorned with various marbles.
Five doors open from it into the church, the
body of which is divided into a nave, and two
aisles on each side.
The nave is intersected
by a transept, and terminated as is usual by a
semicircular sanctuary. There are no rails nor
partitions ; all is open, and a few steps form the
only division between the clergy and the people :
thus the size and proportions of this noble hall
appear to the best advantage. Its decorations
are rich in the extreme, and scattered with pro
fusion, but unfortunately with little taste. The
nave was renewed or repaired by Borromini,
and is disfigured by endless breaks and curves,
as well as overloaded with cumbersome masses.
VOL. II.
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The church was anciently supported by more
than, three hundred: antique pillars, and had the
same plan of decoration been adopted in its
reparation as was afterwards employed at Santa
Mqri# Maggfart, it would probably have ex
hibited the grandest display of pillared scenery
now m existence. But the architect it seems
bad, an, antipathy to pillars ; he walled them up
in the buttresses, and adorned the buttresses with
groups of pilasters : he raised the windows, andi
in order to crown
the architrave and
cornice : he made
them with crowns

them with pediments, broke
frieze, and eyen removed the
niches for statues and topped
and pediments, of every con

torted, foWi in short he has broken every
straight, line. in. the edifice, and filled' it with semi
circles, spirals and triangles. The roof formed'
of wood, though adorned with gilding in pro
fusion, yet from too many and dissimilar com
partments appears heavy and confused. The
altar, is small and covered with a, Gothic sort 06
tpweivsaid\to be very rich, and certainly very ugly*
The. sta&ies ofithe twelve apostles, that occupy the.
niches on each. side, of the nave with their grace
ful pilaus of Verde antico, are much admiredi
There are several columns also that merit par
ticular attention ; among these we may rank the
antique bronze fluted pillars that support the
canopy oven -the altar in the chapel of the Santis
5;
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simo Sacramento.
Some suppose -that these
pillars belonged to the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus; others fancy that they were brought
from the temple of Jerusalem : be these con
jectures as they may the columns are extremely
beautiful.
The various chapels of this church deserve
attention, either for their form or for their em
bellishments ; but the Corsini chapel is entitled
to particular consideration, and may be regarded
as one of the mosit perfect buildings of the kind
existing. Inferior perhaps in size, and more so
in splendor to the Borghese ehapel, it has more
simplicity in its form and more purity in its
decoration.
This chapel is in the form of a
Greek Cross. The entrance occupies the lower,
the altar the upper part; a superb mausoleum
terminates each end of the transept ; the rail that
separates the chapel' from the aisle of the church
i« gilt brass the pavement is the finest marble ;
the walls are incrusted with alabaster and jasper,
and adorned with basso relievos ; six pillars
adorn the recesses, the two on each side of the
altar are Verde antico; the four others are por
phyry, their bases and capitals are burnished
bronze. The picture over the altar is a mosaic,
the original by Guido. The tombs with their
statues are much admired, particularly that of
% 1
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Clement XII. the Corsini pontiff, whose body
reposes in a large and finely proportioned antique
sarcophagus of porphyry.* Four corresponding
niches are occupied by us many statues, repre
senting the Cardinal virtues, and over each
niche is an appropriate basso relievo. The dome
that canopies this chapel, in itself airy and well
lighted, receives an additional lustre from its
golden pannels, aud sheds a soft but rich glow
on the marble scenery beneath it. On the whole,
though the Corsini chapel has not escaped
criticism, yet it struck me as the most beautiful
edifice of the kind ; splendid without gaudiness;
the valuable materials that form its pavement
line its walls and adorn its vaults, are so disposed
as to mix together their varied hues into soft
and delicate tints; while the size and symmetry
of its form enable the eye to contain it with ease,
and contemplate its unity, its proportions, and
its ornaments without effort, f

* This sarcophagus was taken from the portico of the
Pantheon, and is supposed by some antiquaries to have con
tained the ashes of Agrippa.

too tame, and deficient in boldness and relievo. Its size is
not, I believe, susceptible of more ; the defect, if it exist,
is scarcely perceptible.
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The Baptistery of St. John Lateran, which
according to the custom of the early ages stiff
observed in almost all the cathedrals of Italy,
though near is yet detached from the church, is
called S. Giovanni in Fonte, and is the most
ancient of the kind in the Christian world. It
was erected by Constantine, and is at the same
time a monument of the magnificence of that
Emperor and the bad taste of the age. A small
portico leads into an octagonal edifice, in the
centre of which there is a large basin about
three feet deep, lined and paved with marble.
This basin is of the same form as the building
itself ; at its corners stand eight beautiful pillars,
which support eight others of white marble, and
these latter bear an attic crowned with a dome.
These pillars, with their entablature, were pro
bably taken from various buildings as they differ
in order, size, and proportion. The attic is
painted in fresco, as is the gallery around the
pillars below ; the former represents several
Gospel histories, the latter some of the principal
events of the reign of Constantine. The modern
font, a large vase of green basaltes, stands in
the centre of the basin raised on some steps of
marble. Anciently the basin itself was the font
into which the Catechumen descended by the
four steps which still remain for that purpose.
There are two chapels, one on each side of the
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Baptistery, formerly destined for the instruction
and accommodation of the catechumens. In this
chapel only, and onjy upon the eves of Easter
and Pentecost, was public baptism administered
anciently in Rome ; many magnificent ceremo
nies which occupied the whole night accompa
nied this solemnity, and rendered it more delight
ful to the fervent christians of that period than the
most brilliant exhibitions of the day.
The view from the steps of the principal por
tico of St. John Lateran is extensive and interest
ing. It presents a grove before j on one side the
venerable walls of the city : the lofty arches of an
aqueduct on the other ; the church of Santa Croce
in front, and beyond it the desolate Campagna
bounded by the Alban Mount, tinged with blue
and purple, and checkered with woods, towns
and villages.

A wide and straight road leads through the soli
tary grove which I have just mentioned, to the
Basilica di SantQ Croce in Gierusalemme, an
other patriarchal church erected by Constat! tine on
the ruins of a temple of Venus destroyed by bis
orders. This church derives its name from some
pieces of the holy cross, and from a quantity of
earth taken from Mount Calvary and deposited
in it by St. Helena, Constantine's mother.

It
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is remarkable only for its antique shape, and for
the eight noble columns of granite that support its
nave.

Its front is modertij of rich materials, but

of very indifferent architecture. The semicircular
vault of the sanctuary is adorned with paintings
in fresco which, though very defective in the es
sential parts, yet charm the eye by the beauty of
some of the figures and the exquisite freshness of
the coloring. The lonely situation of this antique
basilica amidst groves, gardens and vineyards,
and the number of mouldering monuments and
tottering arches that surround it, give it a solemn
and affecting appearance.
The patriarchal Basilica of St. Paul, called S.
Paolo fuori delle Murd, at some distance from
the Porta (htimsis, is one of the grandest tem
ples erected by the first Christian Emperor. It
was finished by Theodosius and his son Honorius,
and afterwards when shattered by earthquakes
and time, it was repaired first by Leo III. and
again after a long interval by Sixtus Quintus.
Such was the respect which the public enter
tained for this church, and so great the crowds
that flocked to it, that the Eniperors above-men
tioned thought it necessary (if we may believe
Procopius) to build a portico from the gate td the
Basilica, a distance of near a mile. The magni
ficence of this portico seems to have equalled the
most celebrated works of the ancient Romans, as
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it was supported by marble pillars and covered
with gilt copper. But whatsoever may have
been its former glory, it has long since yielded to
the depredations of age or barbarism, and sunk
into dust without leaving even a trace to ascertain
its former existence. The road is now unfre
quented, and the church itself with the adjoining
abbey belonging to the Benedictine monks; is al
most abandoned during the summer months on
account of the real or imaginary unwholesomeness of the air.
The exterior of this edifice, like that of the
Pantheon, being of ancient brick looks dismal
and ruinous. The portico is supported by twelve
pillars, and forms a gallery or vestibulum lofty
and spacious. The, principal door is of bronze ;
the nave and double aisles are supported by four
rows of Corinthian pillars, amounting in all to the
number of eighty. , Of these columns, four-andtwenty of that beautiful marble called pavonazzo
(because white tinged with a delicate purple) and
the most exquisite workmanship and proportions,
were taken from the tomb of Adrian (Castel S.
Angelo.) The transept or rather the walls and
arches of, the sanctuary rest upon ten other co
lumns, and thirty more are employed in the deco
ration of the tomb of the Apostle and of the al
tars. These pillars are in general of porphyry,
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and the four that support the central arches are
of vast magnitude. Two flights of marble steps
lead from the nave to the sanctuary : the pave
ment of this latter part is of fine marble ; that of
the former of shattered fragments of ancient
tombs marked with inscriptions.
The altar
stands under a canopy terminated by an awk
ward Gothic pyramid ; the circumference of the
sanctuary is adorned with some very ancient mo
saics. The walls of the nave and centre rest on
arches carried from pillar to pillar ; those of the
nave are high and covered with faded paintings.
The length of the church is about three hundred
feet, its breadth about one hundred and fifty, and
from its magnitude, proportions and materials, it
undoubtedly furnishes all the means requisite if
properly managed, of rendering it one of the most
noble, and perhaps one of the most beautiful
churches in the world. As it is, it presents a very
exact copy of its ancient state, for it seems to
have suffered considerable damage almost as soon
as finished, from the wars, alarms and devasta
tions that commenced in the reign of Honorius^
and continued during several successive centu
ries.
. :'-. : • <
• •. '• :* "i

Although many popes, and particularly Sixtus
Quintus and Benedict XIV. have repaired or or
namented this venerable fabric, yet it still retains
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an unfinished, forlorn and almost ruinous appear
ance. The pavement is, as has been observed
above, made up of broken remnants; the an
cient pictures that adorned the walls are nearly
effaced by damp vapors ; the beams and rafters
of the roof form the only covering of the body of
the church ; and the whole Basilica, excepting
the sanctuary, presents the aspect of a neglected
and melancholy monument. The Benedictine
monks are, in all countries where the Order exists
but particularly in Italy, both rich and public
spirited, that it is a subject of surprise, and just re
proach, that while so many superb edifices have
been erected by them in different towns and coun
tries, one of the most ancient and celebrated tem
ples in the Christian world should even in the ca
pital itself, and under the eye of the pontiff, be
allowed to moulder away and sink almost unno
ticed into ruin. The expences requisite for the
reparation and embellishment of such an edifice
would be great without doubt ; but to an opulent
and religious society, money when employed for
such a purpose cannot be an object of considera
tion, especially as the work might be carried on
gradually, and with all due regard to economy.*

* This roof is much admired for its mechanism and fe
vered for its antiquity ; but however curious or venerable it
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The arches from pillar to pillar introduced by
the bad taste of the age of Diocletian, might be
covered as in Santa Maria Magyiore by a regu
lar entablature ; and as in all the other Basilicae, the
floor might be flagged and the walls lined with
marble. The paintings might then be restored
with perfect security, and the work of reparation
finished by removing the present Gothic obelisk
that encumbers the tomb of the Apostle, and by
employing the beautiful columns that now seem
to groan under its weight in supporting a light
and well-proportioned canopy. I have already
said that S. Paolo might be made one of the most
beautiful churches in the world, and the changes
here pointed out would I think accomplish that

may be in these respects, it forms, as all mere carpentry
must form, a very dull and unappropriate ceiliug to a marble
temple. The beams were originally lined with gold, and in
deed the whole edifice was most splendidly decorated as we
are assured by Petronius who visited it in its first glory.
Regia pompa loci est, princeps bonus has sacravit arces
Lusitque magnis ambitum talentis.
Bracteolas trabibus sublevit, ut omnis aurulenta
Lux esset intus, ceu jubar sub ortu.
Subdidit et Parias fulvis laquearibus columnas,
Distinguit illic quas quaternus ordo:
Tum Camyros hyalo insigni varie cucurrit arcus,
' Sic prata vernis floribus renident.
Passio Beat. Apost.
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object, and give it all the splendor of which it is
susceptible. It already indeed exhibits the no
blest collection of pillars now existing, and if
these were set off to advantage by an appropriate
cornice and corresponding decorations around, its
colonnades would form a scene inferior in extent
indeed, but equal if not superior in regular archi
tectural beauty even to the magnificent arcades of
the Vatican.

Gh. IV.
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CHAP. IV.

rfhe Basilica Vaticana, or St. Peter's.

To the Vatican we shall now turn and close our
account of Roman churches, by a faint and im
perfect description of some of the glories of this
unrivalled fabric, the boast of modern skill and
trophy of the united arts of painting, sculpture,
and architecture. The Basilica of St. Peter was
the first and noblest religious edifice erected by
Constantine. It stood on part of the circus of
Nero, and was supposed to occupy a spot conse
crated by the blood of numberless martyrs ex
posed or slaughtered in that place of public
amusement by order of the tyrant.* But its
.

—

;

—y n-;

• This supposition is far from being groundless; Us ap'-.
pears from the words of Tacitus speaking of the persecu
tions of Nero. Ergo abolendo rumori (jussum incendium
Roma;) Nero subdidit reos et quaesitissimis paeuis adfecit,
quos per flagitia invisos, vulgus Christianos appellabat.
. .'•
Et pereuntibus addita ludibria, ut ferarum tergis contecti'laniatu canum interirant aut crucibus affixi, aut flammandi,
atque ubi defecisset dies, in usumnocturni lumiuis urerentur.
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principal and exclusive advantage was the pos
session of the body of St. Peter; a circumstance
which raised it in credit and consideration above
the Basilica Lateranensis, dignified its threshold
with the honorable appellation of the Limina
Apostolorum, and secured to it the first place in
the affection and reverence of the Christian world.
Not only monks and bishops but princes and em
perors visited its sanctuary with devotion, and
even kissed as they approached the marble steps
that led to its portal. Nor was this reverence
confined to the orthodox monarchs who sat on
the throne of the founder; it extended to barba
rians and more than once converted a cruel. in
vader into a suppliant votary. The vandal Genseric whose heart seldom felt emotions of mercy,
while he plundered every house and temple with
unrelenting fury, spared the treasures deposited
under the roof of the Vatican Basilica, and even
allowed the plate of the churches to be carried in
solemn pomp to its inviolable altars. Totila, who
in a moment of vengeance had sworn that he
would bury the glory and the memory of Rome
in its ashes, listened to the admonitions of the

Hortos suose'i spectaculo Nero obtulerat etcircense ludicrum
edebat babitu aurigae permixtus plebi, vel curricblo insis
tent)
,
• .
Taciitu Ann. xv. 44.
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pontiff, and resigned bis fury at the tomb of the
Apostles.
Every age, as it passed over the Vatican,
seemed to add to its holiness and its dignity ;
and the coronation of an Emperor, or the instal
lation of a Pope, the deposition; of the remains
of a prince, or the enshrinement of the reliques
of a saint, appeared as so many tributes paid to
its supereminence, and gave it so many new
claims to the veneration of the Christian world.
At length, however, after eleven centuries of
glory, the walls of the ancient Basilica began
to give' way, and symptoms of approaching ruia
were become so visible about the year 1450, that
Nicolas V. conceived the project of taking down
the old church, and erecting in its stead a new
and more extensive structure. However, though,
the work was begun, yet it was carried on with,
feebleness, and uncertainty during more than,
half a century,, till Julius XI. ascended the papal
throne, and resumed the great undertaking with
that spirit and decision which distinguished all
the: measures of his active, pontificate. Great
princes generally find or create the talents re
quisite for their purposes, and Julius discovered
in Bramante, an architect capable of compre
hending and executing hi* grandest conceptions.
Apian was, presented and approved. The walls
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of the ancient Basilica were taken down, and on
the eighteenth of April 1508, the foundation
stone of one of the vast pillars that support the
dome, was laid by Julius with all the pomp and
ceremony that became such an interesting oc
currence.

From that period the work, though

carried on with ardor and perseverance, yet con
tinued during the space of one hundred years,
to occupy the attention and absorb the income
of eighteen pontiffs. I might have augmented
this number by the addition of the names of
Urban VIII. Alexander VII. and their succes
sors down to Benedict XIII. who all contributed
to the erection, embellishment, and completion,
of the superb colonnade that opens before the
church, and adds so much to its majesty. The
popes who have since followed have not been
entirely inactive, but have endeavored, each ac
cording to his ability, to acquire a share in" the
glory and duration of this edifice by some deco
ration or improvement. In fine> the late Pius VI.
built the sacristy, and by this necessary ap
pendage, which had till then been wanting; may
be considered as having accomplished the grand
undertaking, and given the Basilica 'Vaticana
its full perfection. •••.;.; J
]
; >.
.-•t
:■ip
•. \\. . i '..i ;>s ..! -i . ii;;
m
On the whole, it would not be Exaggeration
to assert, that nearly three hundred years elapsed
3
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and five and thirty pontiffs reigned, from the pe
riod of the commencement to that of the termi
nation of this stupendous fabric. The most ce
lebrated architects of modern times had an op
portunity of displaying their talents and immor
talizing their names in the prosecution of the
work, and Bramante, Raffaello, San Gallo, Mir
cJiael Angelo, Viynola, Carlo Maderno, and Ber
nini, not to speak of others of less reputation,
labored successively in its promotion or consum
mation.
.
; • •
• •
. ' •
:
.. • r
To calculate the expense with any great pre
cision would be difficult, but from the best in
formation that has been collected on the subject,
we may venture to state, that however enormous
the sum may appear, the expenditure must have
amounted to at least twelve millions sterling;
and when we consider that the marbles, bronze,
and other valuable materials employed in its de
coration, are not only uncommon, but scarcely
known out of Rome, we may add that it would
require three times as much to raise a similar
edifice in any other capital. From the latter
observation we may infer, that if a convulsion
of nature, or what is still more to be dreaded,
an explosion of Jiuman malignity, should shatter
or destroy this admirable fabric, many ages must
elapse, and numberless generations pass away,
' VOL. XL
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before means could be collected, or talents found
to restore it, or to erect another of equal magni
ficence.
What then will be the astonishment, or rather
the horror, of my reader, when I inform him
that this unrivalled temple, the triumph and
master-piece of modern skill, the noblest speci
men of the genius and the powers of man, was,
during the late French invasion, made an object
of rapacious speculation, and doomed to ruin.
Yet such is the fact. When the exhausted in
come of the state, and the plunder of all the
public establishments were found unequal to the
avarice of the generals, and to the increasing
wants of the soldiers, the French committee
turned its attention to St. Peter's, and employed
a company of Jews to estimate and purchase the
gold, silver, and bronze, that adorn the inside of
the edifice, as well as the copper that covers the
vaults and dome on the outside. The interior
ornaments might perhaps have been removed
without any essential or irreparable damage to
the body of the fabric ; but to strip it of its ex
ternal covering was to expose it to the injuries
of the weather, and to devote it to certain de
struction ; especially as the papal government,
when restored, had not the means of repairing
the mischief. But Providence interposed, and
2
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the hand of the Omnipotent was extended to
protect his temple. Before the work of sacrilege
and barbarism could be commenced, the French
army, alarmed by the approach of the allies, re
tired with precipitation, and St. Peter's stands !
From the bridge and Castel de St. Angelo, a
wide street conducts in a direct line to a square,
and that square presents at once the court or
portico, and part of the Basilica.* When the
spectator approaches the entrance of this court,
he views four rows of lofty pillars, sweeping off
to the right and left in a bold semicircle. In
the centre of the area formed by this immense
colonnade,f an Egyptian obelisk, of one solid

* The late pope had some thoughts of widening this
street, and giving it throughout an expansion equal to the
entrance of the portico, so that the colonnade, fountains,
obelisk, and church, would thus burst at once upon the eye
of the spectator, when he turned from the bridge. Though
the approach to St. Peter's is already sufficiently noble, yet
this alteration would, without doubt, have added much to
its magnificence. The invasion of the French, and the con
sequent distressing events, suspended the execution of this
and many similar plans of improvement.
t This colonnade, with its entablature, balustrade, and
statues, is severity feet in height.
K 2
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piece of granite, ascends to the height of one
hundred and thirty feet ; two perpetual fountains,
One on each side, play in the air, and fall in
sheets round the basins of porphyry that receive
them. Before him, raised on three successive
flights of marble steps, extending four hundred
feet in length, and towering to the elevation of
one hundred and eighty, he beholds the majestic
front of the Basilica itself. This front is sup
ported by a single row of Corinthian pillars and
pilasters, and adorned with an attic, a balus
trade, and thirteen colossal statues. Far behind
and above it rises the matchless Dome, the justly
celebrated wonder of Rome and of the world.
The colonnade of coupled pillars that surround
and strengthen its vast base, the graceful attic
that surmounts this colonnade, the bold and ex
pansive swell of the dome itself, and the pyra
mid seated on a cluster of columns, and bearing
the ball and cross to the skies, all perfect in their
kind, form the most magnificent and singular
exhibition that the human eye perhaps ever con
templated. Two less cupolas, one on each side,
partake of the state, and add nojt, a little to the
majesty of the principal dome. ; . ,.

The interior corresponds perfectly with the
grandeur of the exterior, and fully answers the
expectations, however great, which such an ap
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proach must naturally have raised.* Five lofty
portals open into the portico or vestibulum, a
gallery in dimensions and decorations equal to
the most spacious cathedrals. It is four hun
dred feet in length, seventy in height, and fifty
in breadth, paved with variegated marble, co
vered with a gilt vault, adorned with pillars,
pilasters, mosaic and basso relievos, and termi
nated at both ends by equestrian statues, one of
Constantine, the other of Charlemagne. A foun
tain at each extremity supplies a stream suffi
cient to keep a reservoir always full, in order to
carry off every unseemly object, and perpetually
refresh and purify the air and the pavement.
Opposite the five portals of the vestibule are the
five doors of the church ; three are adorned with
pillars of the finest marble ; that in the middle
has valves of bronze.
As you enter, you behold the most extensive
hall ever constructed by human art, expanded

* Ad Basilicae Vaticanae vestibulum subsistimus ; neque,
audemus tarn divina? fabrics majestatem rudi calamo vio.
lare. Sunt enim nonnulla, quae nullo melius modo, quam
stupore et silentio laudantur, says the learned Mabillon:
Iter Italicum.
" I saw St. Peter's," says Gray, " and was struck dumb
with astonishment",
i'
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in magnificent perspective before you ; advanc
ing up the nave, you are delighted with the
beauty of the variegated marble under your feet,
and with the splendor of the golden vault over
your head. The lofty Corinthian pilasters with
their bold entablature, the intermediate niches
•with their statues, the arcades with the graceful
figures that recline on the curves of their arches,
charm your eye in succession as you pass along.
But how great your astonishment when you
reach the foot of the altar, and standing in the
centre of the church, contemplate the four su
perb vistas that open around you ; and then raise
your eyes to the dome, at the prodigious eleva
tion of four hundred feet, extended like a firma
ment over your head, and presenting, in glowing
mosaic, the companies of the just, the choirs of
celestial spirits, and the whole hierarchy of hea
ven arrayed in the presence of the Eternal, whose
** throne high raised above all height" crowns
the awful scene.
When you have feasted your eye with the
grandeur of this unparalleled exhibition in the
whole, you will turn to the parts, the ornaments,
and the furniture, which you will find perfectly
corresponding with the magnificent form of the
temple itself. Around the dome rise four other
cupolas, small indeed when compared to its stu
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pendous magnitude, but of great boldness when
considered separately : six more, three on either
side, cover the different divisions of the aisles,
and six more of greater dimensions canopy as
many chapels, or, to speak more properly, as
many churches. All these inferior cupolas are
like the grand dome itself, lined with mosaics,
many indeed of the master-pieces of painting
which formerly graced this edifice, have been
removed and replaced by mosaics which retain
all the tints and beauties of the originals, im
pressed on a more solid and durable substance.
The aisles and altars are adorned with number
less antique pillars, that border the church all
around, and form a secondary and subservient
order.
The variegated walls are, in many
places, ornamented with festoons, wreaths, an
gels, tiaras, crosses, and medallions, representing
the effigies of different pontiffs. These decora
tions are of the most beautiful and rarest species
of marble, and often of excellent workmanship.
Various monuments rise in different parts of the
church ; but, in their size and accompaniments,
so much attention has been paid to general as
well as local effect, that they appear rather as
parts of the original plan, than posterior addi
tions. Some of these are much admired for
their groups and exquisite sculpture, and form
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very conspicuous features in the ornamental part
of this noble temple.
The high altar stands under the dome, and
thus as it is the most important so it becomes the
most striking object. In order to add to its.
relief and give it all its majesty, according to
the ancient custom still retaiued in the patriarchal
churches at Rome and in most of the cathedrals
in Italy, a lofty canopy rises above it, and forms
an intermediate break or repose for the eye be
tween it and the immensity of the dome above.
The form, materials and magnitude of this de
coration are equally astonishing.
Below the
steps of the altar and of course some distance
from it, at the corners on four massive pedestals,
rise four twisted pillars fifty feet in height, and
support an entablature which bears the canopy
itself topped with a cross. The whole soars to
the elevation of one hundred and thirty-two feet
from the pavement, and excepting the pedestals
is of Corinthian brass! the most lofty massive
work of that or of any other metal now known.
But this brazen edifice, for so it may be called,
notwithstanding its magnitude, is so disposed as
not to obstruct the view by concealing the chan
cel and veiling the Cathedral or Chair of St.
Peter. This ornament is also of bronze, and
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consists of a group of four gigantic figures, re
presenting the four principal Doctors of the
Greek and Latin Churches, supporting the pa
triarchal chair of St. Peter. The chair is a lofty
throne elevated to the height of seventy feet
from the pavement; a circular window tinged
with yellow throws from above a mild splendor
around it, so that the whole not unfitly represents
the pre-eminence of the apostolic See, and is
acknowledged to form a most becoming and
majestic termination to the first of Christian
temples.
When I have added that every part and every
ornament is kept in the most perfect repair ; that
the most exact neatness and cleanliness is ob
servable on all sides ; that the windows are so
managed as to throw over the whole a light,
clear and distinct, yet soft and gentle, I shall
leave the reader to imagine what an impression
the contemplation of an edifice so glorious must
make on the mind of a youthful or enthusiastic
traveller.
. . ..
Under the high altar of St. Peter's is the tomb
of that apostle, formerly called the Confession of
St. Peter, an appellation which it has communi
cated to the altar and its canopy. The descent
to it is before, that is to the west of the altar
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where a large open space leaves room for a
double flight of steps, and for an area before two
brass folding doors that admit into a vault, whose
grated floor is directly over the tomb. The rails
that surround this space above are adorned with
one hundred and twelve bronze cornucopiae,
which serve as supporters to as many silver lamps
that burn perpetually in honor of ' the Apostle.
The staircase with its balustrade, the pavement
of the little area, and the walls around, are all
lined with alabaster, lapis lazuli, verde antico,
and other kinds of the most beautiful marble.
The pavement of the area is upon a level with
the Sacre yrotte, though the regular entrance into
those subterraneous recesses is under one of the
great pillars that support the dome.
The Sacre grotte are the remains of the ancient
church built by Constantine, the pavement of
which was respected and preserved with all
possible care during the demolition of the old
and the construction of the new Basilica. They
consist of several long winding galleries extend
ing in various directions under the present
building. They are venerable for • their anti
quity and contents ; and if Addison never visited
Westminster Abbey, or trod its gloomy cloisters
without strong impressions of religious awe, I
may be pardoned when I acknowledge that I
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felt myself penetrated with holy terror, while
conducted by a priest in his surplice with a lighted
torch in his hand, I ranged through these dor
mitories of the dead, lined with the urns of em
perors and pontiffs, and almost paved with the
remains of saints and martyrs. The intrepid
Otho, the turbulent Alexander, and the polished
Christina, lie mouldering near the hallowed ashes
of the apostles Peter and Paul, of the holy pon
tiffs Linus, Silvester and Adrian. The low vault
closes over their porphyry tombs, and silence and
darkness brood uninterrupted around them.
My awe increased as I approached the monu
ment of the apostles themselves. Others may
behold the mausoleum of an emperor or of a
a consul, of a poet, or of an orator, with enthu
siasm ; for my part, I contemplated the sepulchre
of these Christian heroes with heart-felt venera
tion. What, if a bold achievement, an useful
invention, a well-fought battle, or a well-told
tale, can entitle a man to the admiration of
posterity, and shed a blaze of glory over his re
mains, surely the courage, the constancy, the
cruel sufferings, the triumphant death of these
holy champions, must excite our admiration and
our gratitude, ennoble the spot where their relics
repose, and sanctify the very dust that imbibed
their sacred blood. By sacrificing their lives to
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the propagation of truth, and to the reformation
of mankind, they are become the patriots of the
world at large, the common benefactors of their
species, and in the truest and noblest sense,
heroes and conquerors. How natural then for
a christian not only to cherish their names but to
extend his grateful attention to their ashes and
his veneration even to their tombs.
Superba sordeht Caesares cadavera
Queis urbs litabat itopii cultus ferax :
Apostolorum gloriatur ossibus
Fixamque adorat collibus suis crucem.
Nunc, O cruore purpurata nobili
Novisque felix Roma conditoribus
Horum tropaeis aucta quanto verius
Regina fulges orbe toto civitas ! ! * Brev. Par.

* St. John Chrysostom makes an eloquent allusion to this
tomb, when speaking of the last day he exclaims—ExaQcv
xpirxyrimrxi ITauAo?, cxtiQiv Tlerpo^ .' ' Ei/K)ii<rfl!T£, x«i '
tppifcxri, oiov o^/irxi Qia.fji.oi Titian rov HxvXov e%ai$n.i{
xmi;rxy.tvov ' xtto rns 9wik fXEiio;f fi'irx Unpis, x«i Xipo[/.CVOV £l{ T»K XWXVTr]<rUI T8 Kvpiov.
:.
.
'
' 'i )
And again, Eyw xxi ryv Pupnv Six tsto piAw' xxi roi
yt xvrnv xxi trcpuiSev lyuv nrxwuv, xx\ xiro ts (AtyeSisf,;
xxi xiro Ttif xpyxiortT^, xxi xtto tis xxXXzf, xxi xtto tyis
SvVXrtiXS, XXI XTTO T» WASTS, XXI XTTO TUV XXTOgS(*)[JlXTUli
Tuv iv BroAE^taf xXXa zjxvtx rxvrx xipiK, Stx tsts xvrriii
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The vestry or sacristy of St. Peter's is a most
magnificent edifice, connected with the church
by a long gallery and adorned with numberless
pillars, statues, paintings and mosaics. It is in
reality a large and spacious church, covered with
a dome in the centre, and surrounded with va
rious chapels, recesses and apartments adapted
to the devotion and the accommodation of the

pxxxpil^w, ot• (ilauA^) xxi £wv x\)T0if typxpt, xxi
eiiTMC auTSj iQiXh, xxi zrxpav xvtoi; SieXepfiri, xxi rov
(3iov exu xxTiXvct' Sio xxi (Trump®* ri .sroAif tvnvStv
[■lxXXov, n xtto ruv xXXuv xwxvtuv—Six rxvrx $xvfAX^u tw txoXiv, a Six tov fflvvov tov nyoXvv, 8 Six raj
xiovxt, a Six tw xXXw Qxvrxvixv.—Tif poi vvv iSwxe
srspi^u^wxi ru <ru[/.XTi IlauAa, xxi zrpo<rnXco$-wxi tw
TXtpU, XXI TW XOVIV iSilV T8 O-WjWCtT©^ IXllVH J TW XOVIV
T8 ropXT@>,—Si eu cXxXti ivxvTiot fixT■XlUV, XXI 8X
wxyvtro ;—Tvpxviw; nriropure,—tw oixupivw tw ©EH
.srpoo-riyxyi'
tw xoviv rns xxpSut;, if 8TW tvXxthx
W to? x«i sroXci; oXoxXnpsq Siy^eoS'xi, xxi Sti/Ax;' xxi
&vv—tw xxpSixv extivw Tsvp^yivw xx(£ exxrov run
cnroXXvfAivuv,—tw xxivw Crivxirxv tuw, 8 txvtw tw
npiTtpxv. Zw yxg sxiti cyco, £ii Se tv tpoi, $r>a-iv, o
XPI2T02.—E(3sAoji*?)K tw xoviv iStiv tuV %tipuv, ruv tv
tiXwei,—SI uv txutx rx ypxpfi.XTX typxiptTo'—tw
xoviv ruv zroSwv tuv utpiSpxuovrav tw ohw/acvW} xxi f*n
xxpvovTuv,

**********
Hom : in Epist : ad Rom.
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pontiff, the dean of St. Peter's, and the members
of its chapter. It was erected by the orders of
the late Pope Pius VI. at an immense expense ;
and though in many respects liable to criticism
yet it is on the whole entitled to admiration.
From the lower part of the Basilica, we pass
to the roof by a well lighted staircase, winding
round with an ascent so gentle that beasts of
burthen go up without inconvenience. When
you reach the platform of the roof you are asto
nished with the number of cupolas and domes
and pinnacles that rise around you; with the
galleries that spread on all sides, and the many
apartments and staircases that appear in every
quarter. Crowds of workmen are to be seen
passing and repassing in every direction, and the
whole has rather the form of a town than that of
the roof of an edifice.
Here the traveller has an opportunity of ex
amining closely and minutely the wonderful
construction of the dome, and of discovering
the skill and precision with which every part
has been planned and executed.
The vast
platform of stone on which it reposes as on a
solid rock ; the lofty colonnade that rises on this
platform, and by its resistance counteracts, as a
continued buttress, the horizontal pressure of the
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dome, all of stone of such prodigious swell and
circumference; the lantern which like a lofty
temple sits on its towering summit ; these are
objects which must excite the astonishment of
every spectator, but can be perfectly understood
and properly described by none but by a skilful
architect thoroughly acquainted with the dif
ficulties and the resources of his art.* The ac
cess to every part, and the ascent even to the
inside of the ball, is perfectly safe and commo
dious. Those who wish to reach the cross on the
outside, as some bold adventurers are said to
have done, are exposed to considerable danger
without attaining any advantage to justify their
rashness, f

* The dome of St. Paul's is not calculated to give a just
idea of that of St. Peter's. The inner dome of the former
is of brick, and in shape not very unlike the conical form
of a glass house ; the dome to which the edifice owes all its
external grandeur is a mere wooden roof raised over the
other at a considerable distance, and covered with copper
which conceals the poverty of its materials. Both the
domes of the latter are of stone; they runup a consider
able way together, and when they separate, they merely
leave room enough for a narrow staircase between them, so
that the traveller as he ascends touches both the domes
with his elbows. They unite again at the top and conjoint
ly support the weight of the lantern.
t Some of the midshipmen of the Medusa frigate per-
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After having thus examined the upper parts,
the interior and the subterraneous apartments of
this edifice, the traveller will range round the
putside and take a view of the external walls
and termination. A large open space surrounds
it, and affords room enough even for perspective.
The order of the portico with its attic is carried
in pilasters round the outside of the church, and
gives it all the greatness and majesty that result
from unbroken unity. The only defect is the
clusters of half or quarter pilasters, with their
imperfect capitals and angular entablature crowd
ed together in the corners.

There are architects

I know who consider these groups as ornamen
tal or at least as necessary, and of course as not
incurring the appellation of defects. But, with
out discussing the principles of the art, they cer-

forraed this feat with their usual spirit and agility.

But

this is not surprising in young tars.
" Prodiga gens ultro lucis animaeque capaces
Mortis!"
Mr. de la Lande talks of a French lady who some year*
before scrambled up the inclined ladder, mounted the ball and
leaned on the cross, and did all this " avec une souplesse et
une grace inconcevable." I hope no English lady will ever
emulate such inconceivable grace.
A
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tainly offer too many angles, and consequently
too many breaks to the sight, and may justly be
termed,'if not -defects, at least deformities.
• I have thus presented a general picture of this
celebrated edifice, and dwelt with complacency
on its unrivalled beauties. I may now be allow
ed to examine it with the eye of a critic and
venture to point out those parts which may be
deemed liable to censure or capable of improve
ment. To begin with the colonnade. Every
spectator of taste while he contemplates and ad
mires this most extensive and magnificent scene
,of pillars, regrets that Bernini, influenced without. doubt by the love of novelty so fatal to the
beauty of edifices and to the reputation of archi
tects, instead of a simple : and . perfect, order,
should have employed a (composite of his own
invention. Surely the pure Doric of the Par
thenon, the Ionic of the temple of Fortuna ;Y~ij?ilis, and the Corinthian of the Pantheon might
have; 'been adopted with more propriety and
effect, than a fanciful combination of irregular
Doric pillars and an Ionic entablature ? To this
.defect Bernini has added another, by introduc
ing too many pilasters, or to speak more proper
ly massive piles that break the line unnecessarily,
and increase the apparent weight without aug
menting the solidity of the building.
VOL. II.
I.

m
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The front of St. Peter's has been censured
as having more of the appearance of a palace
than of a church ; it is pierced with so many
windows, divided into so many parts, and sup
ported by so many half pillars and pilasters.
This deformity which is common to all the
patriarchal churches in Rome, is in a great degree
owing- to the necessity which architects areuhder
of providing a gallery for the ceremony of papal
benediction, and thus of dividing the intercoIumniation into arches and apartments.

What

a pity that such an extensive and magnificent
front should be sacrificed to such an insignificant
motive ; especially as the ceremony in question
might be performed with equal if not more effect
from the grand entrance of the church itself, : ft
is indeed much to be lamented that the original
designs of Bramante and Michael Angelo Were
not executed, and the portico of St. Peter's
built on the plan of that of the Pantheon; a
plan that united simplicity with grahdeor ^ni
would have given to the Vatican a beartty and
a majesty unblemished and unparalleled. But
it is the fate of great architects to be counter
acted :by ig'norant employers, arid not unfrequently obliged to sacrifice :their sublime conceptions
•to the bad taste, ■to the prejudice or to the ob
stinacy of -their contemporaries. The architect
of St. Paul's shared the'fateiof that of St. Peter's,
.
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and bad the mortification to see his bold and mas
terly designs tamed and disfigured by duluess
aud parsimony. The inscription on the frieze
ought I think to be corrected as below the dig
nity and destination of snch a temple erected by
the common father of all christians, in their name
and at their expense. Thus instead of " In honorem principis Apostolorum Paulus BoryhesiuS
Romanns," it should read, " Deo optima maximo in honorem principis Apostolorum Ecclesid
Catholica ,•" an inscription more worthy a tem
ple which may justly be considered as the com
mon property of the christian world.
.
, .
.
• .1 ' . )i :.,•, -u • :
In traversing the nave one is tempted to wish,
notwithstanding the beauty of the arcades, that
pillars had been employed in their stead, a sup
port more graceful as well as more majestic.
What a superb colonnade would two such long
and lofty rows of pillars have formed ! how much
above all modern magnificence ! and even how
superior to the proudest monument that remains
of ancient grandeur !
,,.
}
"
'-,1
It has been justly observed, that no statues
ought to have been admitted into St. Peter'4
but such as represent the most distinguished be
nefactors of the christian church, whose services
have been generally felt, and whose names- are
X. 2
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held in universal veneration; such as the apos
tles, the principal martyrs, the doctors of the first
ages, and the most celebrated bishops.
The
forms of these ancient worthies, these " our fa
thers and masters in the faith" so well entitled
to the roost honorable places in every christian
temple, might have occupied the niches of the
nave and the transept with much dignity, and
would have been contemplated by every specta
tor with interest and reverence. But though
these holy personages are not excluded, yet many
a :Conspicuous niche is occupied by a saint of
dubious origin- or obscure name, whose existence
may be questioned by many, and is unknown to
most, and whose virtues at the best had but a
local and temporary, that is a very confined and
Y$$y transient, influence. Thus of the four most
reniarkable nich^ jn .the whole church, of those
which are formed in the piles ■tbat support the
dome and which of course face the altar* two
^refilled by saints whose very names exist only
jn a Jegeudary tale, I mean St. Veronica and
St. Longinus; and a third is .appropriated to St.
Helen, the mother of Constantine the Great,
who, though. a princess of great virtue and emipen$ piety, might stand with more propriety in
the porch near the statue 0f her son. ^ ,iiur- iud
iii\ , : ic; n-f •v /. ',rrb
iii i a til to . to I Wl ).J
3:i^Jfebe&S«<l<tfs of religiDHSjflrders, such as
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St Dominic, St Frandis, St. ighatiusj ?St.
Bruno, &fc. my •differeut readers will: entertain
very different opinions, according as ; they may
approve or disapprove of such institutions. Some
will th.ink them worthy of every honor even of a
statue in the Vatican ; others will • conceive that
they might be stationed without disrespect in the
porch or colonnade; ; and without pretending* to
derogate from the merit of these extraordinary
personages I am inclined to favor this ' opinion.
In reality the statues of men of tried and acknow
ledged virtue and learning might guard the ap
proaches and grace the porticos of the augitst
temple • but patriarchs, prophets, apostles,0' arid
martyrs alone should be admitted into the interior;
they should line the sanctuary, and form an awful
assembly round the throne of the victim Lamb.
Statues so placed might edify the catholic, and
could not displease the sensible protesta'tW.'' ^ ~> *«J
\u .,
- \\ \ "w >c• \^ wi • yM\iVs ,..;-»-vr,^«
The. doves, tiaras, medallions, &c. with wliieto
the sides of the arcades are inerusted, have been
censured by many as ornaments- too insignificant
for, the .magnitude, and too gaudy for the solen£
nity of the place. This criticism nmay be wfefl
founded; yet they give a variety and richness 'to
the picture, so that the eye excuses -whiMi•fll8|:
judgment points out the defect; aaonabbnioo ad*
i, ■. ' /iMiOjtii'■ adi ,-.iiicaoiq bni- aitf-ndi arit i9V09
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The pictufes may be objected to on the same
ground as the statues, as many of them represent
persons and events totally unconnected with the
sacred records, and sometimes not to be met with
•even in the annals of authentic history. The
candid and judicious Erasmus would have the
subjects of all the pictures exhibited in churches
taken exclusively from the holy scriptures, while
the histories of saints, when authentic, he thinks
might furnish decorations for porticos, halls, and
cloisters. It is a pity that this opinion, so con
formable to good taste and to sound piety, has not
been adopted and followed as a general role in
the embellishment of churches; as it would have
banished from the sacred place many useless,
Some absurd, and a few profane representations.
I do not pretend to hint that any of the mosaics
above alluded to merit such severe epithets, hot
the christian when he enters St. Peter's, the most
magnificent edifice ever devoted to the purposes of
religion, may justly expect to find delineated on
its walls the whole history of his faith from the
opening to the closing of the inspired volumes;
to see pourtrayed in succession, as he advances,
the mysterious transactions, the figures, the pre
dictions, the allusions of the Old with the corres
ponding events, the realities, the accomplishments,
the coincidences of the New Testament; to dis
cover the threats and promises, the discourses and
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parables, of his divine master embodied, in living
colors before him, and thus us he casts his eyes
around, to contemplate in this noble temple a
faithful transcript of the Holy Book, speaking to
his eyes in the most brilliant and impressive cha
racters, combining and displaying in one glorious
prospect before him the past and the future, the
dispensations and the designs of Providence; in
short, all that is grand and terrible, and all that
is mild and engaging in his religion.
.n,:.. i; y
■ ,■..•:
. . . .

.

;. ,

.,

These or similar expectations will not certainly
be entirely disappointed; as the mosaic deco
rations of the numberless cupolas and chapels are
in general selected and applied with wonderful
judgment and felicity : but I regret that such ex
cellent choice and arrangement do not prevail
throughout the whole fabric ; that an intermixture
of representations, if not fabulous at least contro
vertible, should break the succession of scripture
events ; and while they add nothing to the incom
parable beauty of the edifice, should take much
away from the purity and correctness of its deco
rations, j*juch are the defects, real or imaginary,
which critical observers have discovered in this
wonderful pile; defects which confined to orna
mental or accessary parts leave the grandeur and
naagnificewee of the wboje undiminished, and
5
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only prove that the proudest works of man are
stamped with his characteristic imperfection. .•
Td conclude*—In magnitude, elevation, opu
lence, and beauty, the church of St. Peter has no
rival, and bears no comparison: in neatness,
cleanliness, and convenience, so necessary to the
advantageous display of magnificence, if any
where equalled, it can no where be surpassed.
It is cool in summer, and in winter dry and warm :
its portals are ever open, and every visitant
whether attracted by devotion or by curiosity' may
range over it at leisure, and without being mo
lested or even noticed, either contemplate its
beauties or pour out his prayers before its altars.
Thus the > Basilica Vaticana unites the perfection
bf 'art ; With the beauty of holiness, and may justly
claim the affection and reverence of the traveller,
both as the temple of taste and the sanctuary of
religion.
,if . i . .•
... . •

OBSERVATIONS.

The only church which' has been compared with
St. Peter's is St. Paul's in London. If the latter
be, as iii many respects it is, the second church in
the world, yet it is far mferior tb the former, and
cannot without absurdity be put upon a parallel
with it, as the impartial traveller who has exa
3
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mined -both: will readily acknowledge. In. fact,
'{the size> proportions, and materials of the two
edifices when put in opposition, shew at one view
;how; ill-founded saisha comparison must be. .. .'h
.ill.
'i
O ■..
:o
i: !
'•,;].;., ..',.! I
9fl' i•:HT,.nW*|'|. .;.-•-.-i•, »ii)

ST.yAtli/^'.'

r- jLengtbi•;w .t.... 700,feet e
. .i.>..500 feet
^/I^nsept . ... ....500
.250
. Height
,.. . .440
840
Breadth of the nave 90
60 '
" Height of the nave 1 54
.... . . .
. 120
h;\l o) 'yiii•... ' i- '. ; : 'n-'v.;: \u- ? r.t- . - •. ' \ ',,\..:\<i
,,oilPb'e Portland stone of which St. Paul's is built
though in itself of a very beautiful color, is yet
'inferior in appearanee to the " Travertino of St.
Peter's; especially as the latter retains its riicfh
'yellow glow uninjured, while the delicate: white
of the former is in most parts of- the cathedral
turned into a sooty black. • "The cold dark stone
walk, the naked vaults, the faded paintings of
the dome of St. Paul's chill the spectator, and al
most extinguish all sense of beauty and all emo
tions 6f admiration. ' The marble 'linings, the
gilded arches, the- splendid-mosaics that emblazon
St. Petri 's naturally dilate the mind, and awakdh
detatiments of wonder and 'deli ghtv '" i ' , 1 ^'ii .t i i<j
-/ • D'ift •O'.-i i;,ii :.•:.i '!.: i )jil•ui !-n[ i; *. ?i• :: ;rA
V! The fronts of both these churches are disfi
gured by too many divisions, which 'by breaking
one large mass into many small parts destroy all
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greatness of manner, and. impair in no small de
gree the general grandeur arad effect. Which of
the two fronts is most deficient in this respect it is
difficult to determine ; on the defects of the Vatican
I have expatiated above ; those of St. Paul's are
the double gallery, the coupled pillars, and the
composite cornice. The colonnade that surrounds
the dome of St. Paul's, though liable in its form,
proportions, capitals, &c. to much criticism, is
yet the noblest ornament of the edifice, and con
sidered by many as superior in appearance to the
nrpupled columns that occupy a similar situation
in S(. Peter's. It happens however unfortunately,
that the decoration which contributes so much to
the majesty of the exterior should take away from
fa? ,beauty of the interior, and by masking the
•windows deprive the dome of the light requisite
$o shew off its concavity to advantage. ,,Yet, I^e
the defects of St. Paul's even greater and more
numerous than I have stated, it is on the whole a
most extensive and stately edifipe: it fixes the
eye ofthe spectator as he passes by, and challenges
jbis admiration : and even as next to the Vatican,
though longo proximum, intervallo, it claims su
periority over all the transalpine churches, and
furnishes a just subject of national pride and ex
ultation.

I take' this opportunity of expressing

|he public indignation at the manner in which
'this cathedral i£ kept, the dirt collected ow the
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pavement and on the statues, the penurious spirit^
that while it leaves the decoration of the dome to
rot and peel off through damp and negligence,
stations guards at the doors to tax the curiosity of
strangers.

.

" ■'..

The church of St. Genevieve at Paris was ex
pected to surpass St. Paul's and rival St. Peter's,
as the best French architects were employed, and
many years were consumed in forming the plan
and preparing the materials. But the expectations
of the Parisian public had been raised too high,
and were totally disappointed, when this edifice
which was to have eclipsed the most splendid
fabrics of modern times, and put French archi
tecture upon a level with that of Greece and Rome,
was cleared of the scaffolding and exhibited' to
public view. Some of the defects attributed to
the two great churches above-mentioned have
been avoided, particularly in the portieo which
is built upon the model of that of the Pantheon,
but very different from it in effect, as it wants
boldness, mass and elevation.

The inside is in

the shape of a Greek cross crowned with a dome
in the centre. This figure is by many deemed
the most perfect, because it expands better to the
eye, and enables the spectator to take in its dif
ferent parts at one view. However, this advan
tage is wanting in St, Genevieve ewing to the
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protrusion iof the walls .that support the dome,
which protrusion, by detaching the parts from
the centre, breaks the unity of design, and gives
the nav e, choir, ,aud transept, the appearance of
so many great halls opening into a common area,
rather than that of the component members of
one great edifice. Besides, there are too many
subdivisions, especially over the cornice, where
apparently to .support the great vault numberless
little arches arise in forms so airy and unsubstan
tial as almost to border on arabesque. To these
and rqther minute defects which we pass over we
must add one of a much more important der
scriptiou, . that is. waot of. sqlidity ; : a defect so
extensively ,'fjelt in the year. 1802, as to excite
serious apprehensions and suspend, at least for a
tune,, the, works necessary for, completing the
bui}diug. When the traveller peruses the inscrip
tion; that.still. remains. on the frieze, Aux grands
homines la Patrie, rtconnoismnte, and, recollects
that the, counixy here meant was the bloody
faction ;.of, the jacobins, , and the Cheat men al?
luded to were Jthe writers who i prepared, or, the
assassins who accomplished the revolution, Fo?f
taire. and ftqusoem, Mirabeaa and Marat, he
SjvjlLnpti regret that a church thus profaned and
turned into a Pandeemonium should tumble ,to the
ground,^ ajul crush in its fall the impure carcases
that are still allowed to putrefy in its vaults.
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. .After aH, in materials, in' boldness of concep
tion.and ini skill ! of execution, tke cathedral of
Florence is perhapsi ;the 'edificie .^bat borders
nearest upon St.' Peter's. It is also cased with
marble, it is of the same form, arid cowered with a
lofty doriie of solid stone, : and ?of such admirable
construction as , to ,'have furnished, if we may
believe some authors, the ide^a and .model of that
of, the Vatican.; It was indeed finished long be
fore, the. latter was begun, and was justly: consi
dered during the fifteenth centuryas the noblest
edifice of the kind in the world. But in beauty,
in. symmetry, and in graceful architecture, it: is
far inferior not to St. Peter's only but to number
less churches, in. Italy, and particularly in Rome,
Venice and Padua.
'• oti 'rii nr
.'kit '. f i

•

:

7

•.

>

'''

. , Santo Sophia of Constantinople may be con
sidered as forming a link between ancient and
modern architecture. , It is true that in pure and
cprr,e,c]t, .taste, the boast of the eastern capitabhas
lifctle ;n common with either, yet.it was erected
by a Roman Emperor, and may be considered as
the last effort of the art exerted under the influ
ence of Roman greatness. Justinian, the founder
of ,t}iis,,cliurch ,is said to havebeeu so proud of hi*
work, that he thanked God in the exultation of
his heart, for having enabled him to raise a temple
more magnificent than that of Solomon, and far
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transcending in splendor all the fanes of the
(Jetitile divinities. * This celebrated edifice al
though stripped of its christian ornaments and
degraded into a Turkish Mosque, still retains its
original form and essential architectural features.
The elevation of the dome is one hundred and
eighty feet, the length of the church is two hun
dred and sixty-nine, and its breadth two hundred
and forty-three. These dimensions bear no pro
portion, I will not say to the Vatican, but to se
veral other churches. The materials and orna
ments seem indeed to have been splendid, but the
want of taste in their application and arrange
ment, must have considerably diminished their
effect. Before we leave Constantinople, whither
we have been transported by our subject, we may
be allowed to express a wish and even a hope,
that the present generation may behold the cross
restored to its ancient pre-eminence, the savage
superstition of Mahomet banished from the verge
of Christendom, and Santa Sophia restored to
the pure worship of the Eternal Wisdom to whom
it was originally dedicated.
- : ..
:...•''.
•
i
The temple of Jerusalem as rebuilt by Herod,
was without doubt one of the most noble edifices
.. . .
•
J '. i ' l ' . i
'.'')'
'f y ,.
--J—
,
.
_
r)V , i-
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themselves, though accustomed to the wonders
of the imperial city, viewed it with astonishment,
and Titus resolved to' exempt its stately fabric
from the general sentence of devastation. But
man cannot save when God devotes to ruin ; and
Titus and Julian were the reluctant instruments
employed by Providence, in fulfilling, to the
letter, that dreadful prediction, a stone shall not
be left upon a sione.
Although the account given by Josephus * be
obscure, and evidently influenced by the national
and professional feelings of the writer, yet We
may learn from it a sufficient number of circum
stances to ascertain, not indeed the precise form
but the general grandeur of the edifice. Accord
ing to this author, the platform on which it stood
was a square of a stadium, or about six hundred
and twenty feet in every direction ; this plat
form was raised on immense substructions en
closing Mount Moria on all sides j the court
which surrounded the temple was adorned with
a triple portico, each portico six hundred j(nd
twenty feet long, thirty feet wide, tfnd fifty high,
. .A Jf-'^

!
.
- ii-i ..
i
o . ;
.„ i. ; -,\ .• ■i :\ . f,v\.ti i. .
: /
«! Ant. iud. Ub.im wdp.ii4.-~ir* tello Jodaico,
cap. 5.
'•

;

,
\r-.-.
lib. v.
.•" -*- n
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excepting the middle portico, which with the
same length had double the breadth and eleva
tion of the other two: in fine, the front of the
temple itself resembled a magnificent palace.
From this statement we may conclude, that the
substruction and colonnades were the principal
and most striking features of this, fabric. The
former were of great elevation * as they rose
from the bottom of the valley, and of prodigious
solidity as they were formed of blocks of stone
sixty feet long, nine thick, and ten broad.f
The latter \vere supported by one hundred and
sixty-two. pillars, forty-five feet in height, be
tween four and five in diameter, fluted Corin
thian, and each of one single block of white
marble. Of the rich furniture of the temple^ .of
its gates, some of which were bronze and some
Covered with plates of gold, and of its orna
ments, hi general, I make no mention as its
' . : : ™ ... ' .. ,t.
. ft''• • .•'., b'^.
: ;:;':; im-> " ij.it.'.
\,na

IVO.' . '* '. i'J'.'.r.
<u ';' .•i,l .... oIT ^:ir J'3
* Four hundred and fifty feet.
•
• • •
j■i^ To these astonishing masses, allusion seem* toibe made
in the two first ;verse& of the thirteenth chafer pf;S$..Mark.
" And as he was going out of the temple, one of his disci
plesjaid untoJiin^ Master, look what stones and what build
ings ! And Jesus answering said ; Beholdest thou these great
buildings ? there shall not be left stone upon stone that shall
not be destroyed."
.i} qs:
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architectural beauty awd magnitude are the only
objects of my present observations. Now the
whole extent of the platform on which the tem
ple stood, with aW its surrounding porticos, is
scarcely equal to the space covered by the church
of St. Peter itself, and inferior to the circular
part alone of the portico before it,• which is
seven hundred and seventy feet in its greatest,
and six hundred in its least diameter. It is sup
ported by two hundred and eighty pillars, fortyfive feet high, and with its entablature and
statues it rises to the elevation of seventy. Thus
in extent, height, and number of columns it
surpasses the Jewish portico, which enclosed the
temple and all its edifices. Now if we consider
that this colonnade is: a part only of the portico
of St. Peter's, and if we add to it' the galleries
that connect it! with the church, and enclose a
space of three htiiidred and thirty feet by three
hundred and eighty, and if to' this vast field of
architectural grandeur we superadd the foun
tains and the pyramids, we shall find that the
appendages to the temple of Jerusalem must
yield in greatness to those of the Roman Basilica.
As to the front of the temple itself, and its simi
litude to that' of1 a palace ; iri this respect St.
Peter's unfortunately reseiribles it tbo much;
but in extent it far exceeds it, as- the former was
VOL. 11.
M
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scarcely one hundred and sixty feet in length,
.while the latter is four hundred.*
Among pagan temples not one can be put in
competition with the Vatican for grandeur and
magnitude.
The two most famous were the
temple of Diana at Ephesus, and that of Jupiter
Capitolinus. Pliny the Elder has given us the
dimensions of the formerf. According to him
it was four hundred and twenty-five feet in length
and two hundred and twenty in breadth; it
was supported by one hundred and twenty-seven
pillars, sixty feet high, the elevation of the
edifice to the top of the pediment, was of course
eighty feet. The number of columns, without
doubt of the richest materials, as each was the
present of a king, and also disposed in the best
order, must have produced a very noble effect,
but this edifice was in all its dimensions far infe
rior to the Roman Basilica.

* The learned reader will perceive that in the elevation
of the pillars, 1 have followed not perhaps the very words
of Josephus, which are evidently incorrect, but the regular
proportion of the Corinthian order, which was a constant
and almost invariable standard, at least in the reign of
Herod, when it was the prevailing and favorite order.
t Lib. xxxvi. cap. 14.
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The temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was nearly
a square of two hundred feet, with a triple row
of pillars in front, that is towards the Forum,
and a double row on the sides. Here again,
notwithstanding the splendor of such an assem
blage of columns rising on such a site, the
dimensions will admit of no comparison*. In
fact, every edifice, whether in existence or on
record, of whatsoever denomination, falls far
short, in some respect or other, of the Basilica
Vaticana, the grand temple of the Christian
church ; to render which as worthy as possible
of its high destination, human ingenuity seems to
have strained its powers, and art to have ex
hausted its resources.

* The temple of Olympic Jupiter, at Agrigentum, the
ruins of which still remain, was certainly on a gigantic scale
but inferior in dimensions to the temple of Ephesus, and
consequently not comparable to the Vatican. (See Swin
burne on this Temple.)—I quote this traveller with pleasure,
because my own observations enable me to bear testimony
of his accuracy.

M 2
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Pontifical Service^—Papal Benediction— Cere
monies in the Holy Week — Observations —
Original, form of Chwches.
having thus given a general, account
of.Ht. Peter's, and endeavoured, to sketch out its
extent and beauty, I may be expected, to de
scribe the magnificent ceremonies of which it ifi
the theatre, and picture to the reader the pomp
and circumstance of public worship, grand in all
cathedrals, but peculiarly majestic in this first
and noblest of christian temples. In fact, the
same unwearied attention which has regulated
the mpst rninute details of the architecture and
decorations, extends itself to every part of divine,
service, and takes in even all the minutiae of
ritual observance. The ancient Romans loved
parade and public shews, and introduced pro
cessions, rich habits, and stately ceremonies into
all the branches of public administration, whether
civil, military, or religious. This taste so na
tural and so useful, because calculated, while it
feasts the eye and the imagination, to cover the
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taakedriess arid littlen'ess "of man,,:finei tb clothe
the individual with the dignity and the grandeur
of the aggregate bod}7, was inflised into 'Christi
anity as sooii as Christianity became the religion
of the etnpire, and with it has beeri transmitted *
unaltered to the moderns. When therefore a
traveller enters a Roman church he rtiust con
sider himself a-s transported back to aricieh't
times, and expect to hear the language, arid see
the habits, and the stately manners of the
Romans of the' four first centuries. Some may
find faitlt with tlie ceremonies, and bthers may
feel sortie surprize at the dresses; but not to
speak 6f the clairti whith' their antiquity has to
i'eneratto'h, they Both pbssess. a grace arid dig
nity that not rtttfrequently tfrirtrinand the respfefct
arid admiratibri even of (He mdst iridiffererit.
The daily service of St. Peters is performed
iti a large arid noble chapfef; that might withbrtt
jftfproprifety, be dignified with the appellation
6f a church, by a, choir' consisting of a'n arch
priest, thirty-eight prebendaries, fifty riiino'r
t&htini :6r- eh apMftiri's, besides' clerks,-' choristers
arid bfeatWeS.' The grand' altar uridef the dome
is reserved for the use 6f the pontiff, who on
such occasions is always attended by the college
of cardinals with their chaplains, the prelates
attached to the court, and- the papal choir or

•
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musicians, who form what is called the pontiff's
chapel, or capella papale. As there is no re
gular chancel in St. Peter's, a temporary one is
fitted up for such occasions behind the altar, of
a semicircular form covered with purple and
adorned with rich drapery. In the middle raised
on several steps stands the pontifical chair. The
seats of the cardinals and prelates form a curve
on each side.

:,

I must here observe, that the seat of the
bishop in the ancient and patriarchal churches
at Rome is raised very little above those of the
clergy. That the bishops sometimes sat on a
more elevated chair even at a very early period
is clear from a canon of the fourth council of
Carthage,* which expressly orders that bishops
in the church and in the assemblies of the clergy
should enjoy that distinction ; but that it was
not a general custom is equally evident from the
practice of St. Martin, and the offence which
the introduction of it into Gaul gave to Sulpicius
Severus.
" In ecclesia," says this historian
speaking of St. Martin, " nemo unquam ilium
sedere conspexit ; sicut quemdam nuper (testor
Dominum) non sine meo pudore vidi, sublimi

* An. 390.
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solio quasi regio tribunali, celsa sede residentem*;" However in spite of the example of St.
Martin and the censure of his disciple, the episco
pal chair still continued to rise till it acquired the
name, the elevation and more than the usual splen
dor of a throne. It does not indeed seem to have
reached its full magnificence till the middle of
the last century, when it appears to have arrived
at its acme, not in Rome, as the reader may na
turally imagine, but in the cathedral of Durham,
where the lord bishop sits enthroned in far more
than papal eminence, and looks down upon the
choir,.the congregation, the altar, and the pulpit.
When the pope celebrates divine service, as on
Easter Sunday, Christmas Day, Whit Sunday,
St. Peter and St. Paul, &c. the great or middle
doors of the church are thrown open at ten, and
the procession formed of all the persons mention
ed above, preceded by a beadle carrying the pa
pal cross, and two others bearing lighted torches,
enters and advances slowly in two long lines be
tween two ranks of soldiers up the nave. This
majestic procession is closed by the pontiff him
self seated in a chair of state supported by twenty
valets half concealed in the drapery that falls in

* De Virt. B. Martini Dial. II.
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loose folds from the throne ; he is crowned with
his tiara, and bestows his benediction on the
crowds that kneel on all sides as he is borne along.
When arrived at the foot of the altar he descends,
resigns his tiara, kneels, and assuming the com
mon mitre seats himself in the episcopal chair on
the right side of the altar, and joins in the psalms
and prayers that precede the solemn service.
Towards the conclusion of these preparatory deyotions his immediate attendants form a circle
around him, clothe him in his pontifical robes,
and place the tiara on his head : after which, ac
companied by two deacons and two sub-deacons,
he advances to the foot of the altar, and bowing
reverently makes the usual confession. He then
proceeds in great pomp through the chancel and
ascends the pontifical throne, while the choir sing
the Introitus or psalm of entrance, the Kyrie
Eleison and Gloria in excelsis, when the pontiff
lays aside his tiara and after having saluted the
congregation in the usual foi'm, the Lord be with
you, reads the collect in an elevated tone of voice,
with a degree of inflexion just sufficient to distin
guish it from an ordinary lecture. The epistle
is then read, first in Latin then in Greek ; and
after it some select verses from the psalms, inter
mingled with Alleluias, are sung to elevate the
tnind and prepare it for the gospel.
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The pontiff then rises, gives his benediction to
the two deacons that kneel at his feet with the
book of the gospels, and resigning his tiara,
stands while the gospel is sung in Latin and in
Greek ; after which he commences the Nicene
creed which is continued in music by the choir.
When the creed and the psalm that follows it are
over, he descends from his throne, and approach
ing the altar with the same attendants and the
same pomp as in the commencement of the ser
vice, he receives and offers up the usual oblations,
fumes the altar with frankincense from a golden
censer, and then washes his hands ; a ceremony
implying purity of mind and body. He then
turns to the people, and in an humble and affec
tionate address begs their prayers; and shortly
after commences that sublime form of adoration
and praise called (i the preface," because it is an
introduction to the most solemn part of the liturgy,
and he chaunts it in a tone supposed to be bor
rowed from the ancient tragic declamation and
very noble and impressive. The last words,
(i Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of armies," &e.
are uttered in a posture of profound adoration,
and sung by the choir in notes of deep and so
lemn intonation.
AU music then ceases,, all
sounds are hushed,, and ant awfuJi silence reigns
around, while in a low tone the pontiff recites
that most ancient and venerable invocation which
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precedes, accompanies and follows the consecra
tion, and concludes with great propriety in the
Lord's prayer chaunted with a few emphatical
inflections.
Shortly after the conclusion of this prayer, the
pontiff salutes the people in the ancient form,
" May the peace of the Lord be always with
you," and returns to his throne, while the choir
sing thrice the devout address to the Saviour,
taken from the gospel, " Lamb of God who
takest away the sins of the world, have mercy
upon us." When he is seated, the two deacons
bring the holy sacrament, which he first reveres
humbly on his knees, and then receives in a sit
ting posture* : the deacons and sub-deacons then
receive the communion under both kinds, the an
them after communion is sung, a collect follows,
and the deacon dismisses the assembly.

* This is the only instance that exists, I believe, in the
whole catholic church of receiving the holy sacrament sit
ting ; it is a remnant of the primitive custom, but as that
custom was suppressed at a very early period, perhaps even
in the apostolic age itself, I see no reason for retaining it in
one solitary occasion. Benedict XIII. could never be pre
vailed upon to conform to it, but always remained standing at
the altar, according to the usual practice.
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The pope then offers up his devotions on his
knees at the foot of the altar, and borne along in
the same state as when he entered, passes down
the nave of the church, and ascends by the Scala
Regia to the grand gallery in the middle of the
front of St. Peter's. His immediate attendants
surround his person, the rest of the procession
draws up on each side. The immense area and
colonnade before the church are lined with troops
and crowded with thousands of spectators. All
eyes are fixed on the gallery ; the chaunt of the
choir is heard at a distance ; the blaze of num
berless torches plays round the columns j and the
pontiff appears elevated on his chair of state un
der the middle arch. Instantly the whole multi
tude below fall on their knees ; the c^annons of
St. Angelo give a general discharge, while rising
slowly from his throne, he lifts his hands to hea
ven, stretches forth his arm, and thrice gives his
benediction to the crowd, to the city and to all
mankind ; a solemn pause follows, another dis
charge is heard, the crowd rises, and the pomp
gradually disappears.
The ceremony is without doubt very grand,
and considered by most travellers as a noble and
becoming conclusion to the majestic service that
precedes it. Every thing concurs to render it in
teresting ; the venerable character of the pontiff
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himself, the first bishop of the Christian church,
issuing from the sanctuary of the noblest temple
in the world bearing the holiness of the myste
ries, which he has just participated, imprinted on
his countenance, offering up his supplication ih
behalf of his flock, his subjects, his brethren, his
fellow Creatures, to the Father of all, through the
Saviour and Mediator of all. Surely such a scene
is both edifying and impressive.

The chaunt of music used by the papal choir,
and indeed in most catholic cathedrals and abbey
churches is, excepting in some instances, ancient.
Gregory the Great, though not the author of it*
Collected it into a body and gave it the form in
.which it now appears. The chaunt of the psalms
is simple and affecting, composed of Lydian,
Phrygian, and other Greek and Roman tunes,
without many notes, but with a sufficient inflexion
to render them soft and plaintive or bold and ani
mating. St. Aug.ustin, who was a good judge of
music, represents himself as melted into tears by
the psalms as then sung in the church of Milan
under the direction of St. Ambrose, and seems to
apprehend that the emotions produced by such
harmonious airs might be too tender for the vi
gorous and manfy spirit of Christian devo
tion.*
As the transition from song to bfdi-

* Confess, lib. ix. cap. 6. 7.

Lib. x. cap. 33.
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nary reading is flat and insipid, ife cannot
ly*t take off much of the effect of the lecture -%
and; moreover, as the common tone of vtoice is
inadequate to the purposes of divine service: in a*
large church, the ancients introduced a few mo
dulations into the prayers and lectures jus;t suffi
cient to raise and support the voice, to extend it*
reach, and to soften its cadences. These were
taken from the different species of Roman decla
mations, and vary in number and solemnity ac
cording to the nature and the importance of, the■
lecture. In the lessons and epistles, the interro
gations, exclamations, and periods only are
marked by a corresponding rise or fall : the gos-p
pel has. its variations, more numerous and more
dignified : the preface is rich in full melodious
and, solemn swells borrowed, as;it is, supposed,
from the stately accents of Roman tragedy. The
psalms, or to use an expression more appropriate,
the anthems that commence the service* precede
the gospel, usher in the offertory and follow the
communion, together with the Gloria in excelsis
and creed, were set, to more; complicated and;
more laboured notes, but yet with,all due regard,
to the sanctity of the place, the import of the
words;and:the capacity of the hearers . who, were
accustomed, to join the song and to accompany,
the choir- . .
-i • .
. •
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This ancient music, which has long been
known by the name of the Gregorian chaunt, so
well adapted to the gravity of divine service, has
been mflch disfigured in process of time by the
bad taste of the middle and the false refinements
of the latter ages. The first encumbered it with
an endless succession of dull unmeaning notes,
dragging their slow length along, and burthening
the ear with a dead weight of sound ; the other
infected it with the melting airs, the labored exe
cution, the effeminate graces of the orchestra, use
less, to say the least, even in the theatre, but pro
fane and almost sacrilegious in the church. Such
care seems to have been taken to avoid these de
fects, in the papal choir. The general style and
spirit of the ancient and primitive music have
been retained, and some modern compositions of
known and acknowledged merit, introduced on
stated days and in certain circumstances. Of
musical instruments, the organ only is admitted
into St. Peter's or rather into the papal chapel,
and even that not always ; voices alone are em
ployed in general, and as those voices are nume
rous, perfect in their kind, and in thorough uni
son with each other, and as the singers themselves
are concealed from view, the effect is enchanting,
and brings to mind The celestial voices in full
harmonic number joined, that sometimes reached
3
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the ears of our first parents in Paradise, and lifted
their thoughts to heaven.
Of all the Roman ceremonies the pontifical ser
vice at St. Peter's is without doubt the most ma
jestic ; and if we add to it the procession on Cor
pus Christi, in which the pope bears the holy sa
crament in solemn pomp along the colonnade
then hung according to the ancient fashion with
tapestry and graced with garlands, we shall have
mentioned the two most splendid exhibitions per
haps to be seen in the Universe. But besides
these there are others, particularly during the
last week of Lent, which cannot fail to excite at
tention and interest. The procession with psalms,
and the affecting chaunt of the Passion on Sun
day ; the evening service called Tenebree in the
Sixtine Chapel on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday ; the morning service on the two latter
' days, particularly the Mandatum, so called from
the first word of the anthem sung while the pope
washes the feet of thirteen pilgrims, &c. are all
rites which it is difficult to behold without edifica
tion and perhaps emotion. . ..•
i .

I must not pass over the well known exhibition
that takes place in St. Peter's on the night of
Good Friday, when the hundred lamps that burn
over the tomb of the apostle are extinguished,
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and a stupendous cross of light appears suspended
from the dome, between the altar and the rave,
shedding over the whole edifice a soft lustre de
lightful to the eye and highly favourable to pic
turesque representations.
This exhibition is
supposed' to have originated ib■ the sublime ima
gination of Michael Angelo, and he who beholds
it will acknowledge that it is not unworthy of
the inventor. The magnitude of the cross hang
ing as if self-supported, and' like a meteor stream-*
ing in the air ; the blaze that it pours forth' ; the
mixture of light and shade cast on- the pillars,
arches, statues and altars ; the crowd of specta
tors placed in all the different attitudes of cu
riosity, wonder and devotion ; the processions
with their banners and crosses gliding suc
cessively in silence along the nave and kneeling
around the altar ; the penitents of all nations and
dresses collected in groupes near the confessionals
of their respective languages; a cardinal occa
sionally advancing through the crowd, and as he
kneels humbly bending his head; to the pave
ment ; in fine, the pontiff himself, without pomp
or pageantry, prostrate before the altar, offering
up his adorations in silence, form a scene singu
larly striking, by a happy mixture of tranquillity
and 'animation, of darkness and light, of simplicity
and majesty.
. •. ... . .
5i
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All these ceremonies of the Roman church
are set off by every concomitant circumstance
that can contribute to their splendor or magnifi
cence. As indeed no people are better acquainted
with the mode of conducting and managingpublic exhibitions than the Romans, they are
performed with the utmost precision and dignity,
with every attention to the effects of perspective,
and to all the graces of drapery. Every person
knows his place a"nd the part he has to act in
the solemnity : the dresses are adapted to the
situation as well as to the rank of the wearers,
who, whether they be sitting, standing or moving,
contrive that they should fall into easy and ma
jestic folds.
The persons themselves are the
pope, the cardinals, the chief magistrates of the
city, the principal officers of state, and various
prelates, presidents, and judges of the principal
tribunals, all men either of high birth or great
talents, and venerable for their age, their virtues,
or their dignity. The theatres moreover (if such
an expression may be applied to such an object)
in which these sacred pomps are exhibited, are
either the vast and lofty halls of the Vatican
palace adorned with all the wonders of painting;
or else the church of St. Peter, whose immense
area, while it affords ample room for the cere
mony itself, can contain countless multitudes
without press or disorder. If therefore, as WarVOIi. II.

N
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burton observes, " it be difficult to attend at a
high mass performed by a good choir in any
great church without sentiments of awe, if not
of devotion ;" it is not surprising that the same
sacred service performed by such persons, with
snch accompaniments, and amid such scenes of
grandeur and holiness, should impress the same
sentiments with double force and effect.

These pompous offices at the Vatican only
take place on the great festivals of Easter, Whit
suntide and Christmas, to which we may add
St. Peter's day, and perhaps one or two more
occasional solemnities. On the other Sundays,
and during the far greater part of the year, the
altar stands a grand but neglected object, and
the dome rises in silent majesty, unaccustomed
to re-echo with the voice of exultation and with
the notes ofpraise. The service of the cathedral
is performed in a distant chapel, and private
masses, it is true, are said at the different altars
around, but the great body of the church seems
deserted by its ministers, and like Sion' of /©Ul•
to complain that none cometkia. the solenmity• .;..•
It may perhaps be a matter of jilst surprise to
every thinking observer, that in the tlwee noblest
cathedrals existing,; the service of, thet . church
should be performed, not in ithej regular; choir
.r-

.11 ..l:■*
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but in a side chapel, and that the pope should
prefer the secrecy of his own oratory to the grand
and majestic scenery of such noble temple*. The
pious Christian, as he ranges over these glorious
fabries, longs to see the genuine forms of the
primitive church revived, and the spacious area
filled with a crowded but orderly congregation ;
the men on the right, the women on the left, the
youth drawn up on each side of the altar ; the
choir in double rows before it, with a pulpit for
the readers on each side : behind it> the pontiff
surrounded by his clergy, performing himself
every Sunday the solemn duties of his station,
presiding in person over the assembly, instructing
his flock, like the Leos and the Gregorys of an
cient times, with his own voice, and with his own
hands administering to them the bread of life and
the cup of salvation. Such was a christian con
gregation during the early ages, and such the re
gularity of ancient times. How grand would such
an assembly now be in a temple like the Vatican !
How awful and how -affecting such a spectacle !
How like an assembly of the blessed, ana how
conformable to the sublime description of the
Revelations! —Barbarism, ignorance, and indif
ference have long since disturbed this admirable
order, and in most places nearly erased its re
collection ; but the Roman pontiff, and he only,
possesses influence sufficient to restore it, and to
n2
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spread it ovar the Christian w" rl 1. If in re
viving this part of primitive disci] line, he would
also exercise the power which the council of
Trent has entrusted to him, and would admit, as
I have hinteil above, the laity to the cup (so
solemn and impressive a part of the sacred rite)
and if at the same time he would communicate
to every nation the comfort of singing the praises
of God in their own language, he would render
to the church of Christ a most important and
ever memorable service *.
I would not be understood as meaning by this
latter observation to censure the use of ancient
idioms in the liturgy, or to recommend in toto
the introduction of modern dialects. The two
great ancient languages which contain not only
the principles and models of science and litera
ture, but what is still more valuable, the very
title-deeds and proofs of divine revelation, owe
their existence to the liturgies of the Greek and
Latin churches, and however widely diffused
they may appear to be at present, it is difficult to
say whether in the course of countless ages per
haps still to come, they may not again be indebted
to the same means for their continuation. A
. .•

.i '„
* Cone. Trid. Sess. xxii. ,:
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<leadly blow is now actually aimed at them by
the pride or the policy of the French government;
and extensive as the influence of that government
is, it may succeed in its barbaric attempt, unless
counteracted by the still more extensive and
almost universal influence of the Catholic church.
It is not my intention to interfere with the con
troversial part of this question, " Dii meliora
piis
but I own I should be sorry to see the
divine dialect of Plato and of St. Paul, the ful^
the majestic tones of Cicero and of St. Leo en
tirely banished from the altars, and replaced by
the meaner sounds of Romaic, or even by the
more musical accents of Italian *. Nothing can
be more delightful to the ear, and if I may judge
from my own feelings, more impressive, than the
Latin service when chanted iu a full choir, sup
ported, not by the organ only, but by the united
voices of a crowded congregation, raised from
every corner and re-echoed from every vault of
an immense cathedral.
But with all the respect, due to the prescriptive
pre-eminence of the two sacred dialects, hal-

* If, as a well known proverb says, Spanish is from its
gravity well adapted to prayer, how muc'.i better is the
dignity of Latin calculated for 4'hat solemn duty 1
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lowed by the writings of the Apostles, Fathers,
and primitive martyrs, I may venture to recomr
mend the use of modern languages at certain
parts of the service, and the introduction of lec
tures and hymns adapted to the particular objects
of the liturgy, when the officiating priest is oc
cupied in silent adoration, and the ordinary
chant of the choir is suspended. Such is the
practice all over Catholic Germany, and through
out the vast extent of the Austrian dominions,
where, if the traveller enters into any parochial
, church during service, he finds it filled with a
numerous congregation all joining in chorus
with a zeal and ardour truly edifying. I was
peculiarly struck with the good effect of this
custom in the churches of Bohemia, where the
people are remarkable for a just and musical ear,
and sing with admirable precision; but still more
so in the cathedral of Vienna, where the voices
of some thousands chanting in full unison the
celebrated hymn, " Holy, holy, holy," cannot
fail to elevate the mind, and inflame the coldest
heart with devotion. This practice, sanctioned
by the authority of so considerable a portion of
the catholic church, has many good effects, as it
contributes to the comfort and edification of the
poople, who always delight in hymns and spiri
tual songs ; as it amuses the ear with melody
and attaches the hearers to the holy sentiments
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and doctrines which it conveys and as it may
thus act as a preservative from the infidelity of
the times, not only by securing the assent, but
by engaging the affections, on the side of reli
gion. In fine, it tends to consecrate all languages
to the praise of the Father Almighty, and to the
propagation of the gospel of his adorable Son.
** Nihil sublimius," says Leo the Great, in an
ancient preface for Whit- Sunday, " collatum
Ecclesiae tuae exordiis, quam ut evangelii tui
praeconia linguis omnium, credentium ora loquerentur, . . . et vocum varietas edificationi Ecclesiasticae non difficultatem faceret, sed augeret
potius unitatem." , ;i
.,

. ,

.

, . r

Before I close this chapter, I think it necessary
to make a few additional remarks for the in
formation of my readers in general, little ac*
customed to the scenes described, and perhaps
totally unacquainted with many of the subjects
alluded to. To such the following particulars
may not be unacceptable. The Mass is the
communion service, or consecration and admi
nistration of the holy sacrament. High mass
is the same service, accompanied by all the ce^
remonies which custom and authority have ani
nexfid to its celebration. These ceremonies are
in general very ancient, and may be traced as
far back as the second or third century. The

m
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language is that which prevailed at the period
of the introduction of Christianity ; the dresses
are nearly of the same era. The surplice, called
in Latin alba, was probably borrowed from the
linen ephod worn by the Levites in their functions
under the old law. The other vestments are
Roman. The Stola, called originally Ovarium or
Sudari&tn, was a long stripe of linen worn roun£
the neck by , persons of distinction, and particu
larly by magistrates or public speakers ; it was
intended, as its primitive name imports, for the
same purposes as a handkerchief. The Manipulus or Mappula was a handkerchief to replace
the Stola, when the latter in process of time had
become an ornament only. The upper vestment,
called Casibulum or Planeta, was originally a
garment of a circular form, with an opening in
the centre for the head, so that, when put on,
it hung down to the ground on all sides, and
entirely covered the body. It was raised when
the action of the arms was necessary, and some
times tied up with ribands and tassels; it is
particularly appropriated to the bishop or priest
who officiates at the altar, and is used at mass
only. On other occasions, the bishop or priest
who presides wears the Cope, the ancient Toga,
bordered on each side by the Latus Clavus. This
robe is the ordinary dress of the Pope in church,
and on occasions of ceremony. The Dalmatica
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and Tunica are the distinctive; dresses of the
deacon and subdeacon. These garments, which
naturally derive grace and beauty from their form
and drapery, are ennobled by their antiquity,
and sanctified by their appropriation to the al
tar. They combine decency and majesty ; they
distinguish the public man from the individual ;
and like the robes of kings and of magis
trates they garnish the exercise of office, and
teach the minister to respect himself, and both
the minister and the people to reverence the
sacred charge of public function.
The use of torches and of incense is supposed
to have beeu introduced into the church in the
third century ; it originated in the east, but soon
became general : it was founded on figurative
reasons.
The former were borne before the
Book of the Gospels, and reminded the faithful
of the light diffused over the universe by the
promulgation of the sacred volume, and of tlmt
true light that enliyhteneth every man that cometh
into this- world*. The latter had been expressly
commanded in the Old Law, and was considered
in the New as a fit accompaniment to be offered

* St. John, i.

-
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with the prayers of the saints itpon the golden
altar before the throne.*
.
.•; -. . ;.
The most solemn part of the service is recited
in a low tone, audible only to those who sur
round the altar; a circumstance which sur
prises protestants, and has frequentl} been cen
sured with severity. However, this custom is
almost coeval with the liturgy itself, and seems
to have commenced almost immediately after the
apostolic age. It was in all probability a mea
sure of precaution. One of the most sacred rites
of Christianity, that of Baptism, had been ex
posed to public ridicule on the stage, and to pre
vent the recurrence of a similar profanation, in
a more awful institution, it was thought prudent
to confine the knowledge of the Eucharistic
prayer to the clerical order. When a custom is
once established reasons are never wanting to
justify its continuance; and the secrecy which
the fear of profanation rendered necessary is
times of persecution was continued from motives
of respect in the days of Christian prosperity.
Every person acquainted with ecclesiastical an
tiquity knows with what extreme delicacy1 'the
Fathers of the fourth century speak of the mys-

* Rev. tiii!
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teries, and of course will not wonder that the
Roman church, which glories in its adherence to
antiquity, should continue the same practice.
Besides, it is considered as more conformable to
the nature of the mysterious institution, and more
favorable to the indulgence of devotion, both
in the priest and in the congregation, than the
most emphatic and solemn recitation. Impressed
with this idea, the Greeks have from time imme
morial drawn curtains, and in the later ages
raised a screen before the altar, that conceals
the priest from public view, and environs him as
the Hio'h Priest of old when he entered the
Holy of Holies, with the awful solitude of the
sanctuary.*
The rites which I have described are pure and
holy ; they inspire sentiments of order and de
cency; they detach the mind from the ordinary
pursuits of life, and by raising it above its ordi
nary level, they qualify it to appear with due hu
mility and recollection before the Throne of the
Lamb,—the Mercy Seat of Jehovah !
The Roman Basilica excepting St. Peter's,

* The laity at present lose nothing by this silence, as they
have the form of consecration, and indeed the whole service
translated in their prayer-books.
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are the most ancient now existing, and erected
as they were in the earliest ages of Christianity,
ffive ns a clear and precise idea of the notions of
the Christians of that period with regard to the
form and the arrangement of churches. In the
first place, as not one of these churches bears
any resemblance to a cross, we may conclude
that Mr. Gibbon was mistaken, when he attri
buted to the first christians a partiality to that
figure in the construction of their oratories, and
an unwillingness to convert pagan temples into
churches, because not erected in that form.
Many temples from their narrow limits were, as
I have already remarked, totally incapable of
holding a christian congregation. Several of
greater magnitude were actually converted into
churches, and are to this day used as such ; and
if Constantino could in prudence, at a time when
the Roman senate was still pagan, have offered
the splendid seat of pagan worship to the bishop
of Rome, the offer would have been readily ac
cepted, and the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus,
though not in the form of a cross, would like the
Pantheon have been sanctified by Christian
rites, and might probably still have remained a
noble monument of ancient magnificence. It
is difficult to determine -at what precise period
the figure of the cross was introduced, but it
seems to have been about the end of the fifth
1
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century, as the church of St. Sophia, erected in
the sixth, is in that form ; but, whenever intro
duced, its adoption need not be regretted, as it
very happily combines variety with Unity, and
beauty with convenience.
We cannot pass the same encomium upon
those partitions, called screens, which divide the
chancel from the nave, and by concealing the
most ornamented part of the church from the
view, and veiling the principal object, the altar,
break the perspective, deprive the edifice of a
proper termination, and apparently reduce its
dimensions to half its real magnitude. When
and why these screens were introduced it may
be difficult to determine, but as they are only
found in Saxon and Gothic churches we may
suppose that they are coeval with those build
ings, and were from the beginning considered
as constituent parts of them. Their utility is
not very perceptible. Some suppose them ne
cessary in northern climates, in order to shelter ,
the congregation from the cold winds that pene
trate and chill the open parts of such vast edi
fices as cathedrals; but this reason, which mayappear satisfactory when confined to countries
in which the congregation is seldom so numerous
as to fill the choir of a cathedral, is totally inscpplicablc to places where service is attended by
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the populace, and where the congregations 'are
regularly sufficient to crowd every part of the
church, not excepting even the aisles and tran
septs. I am therefore inclined to suspect, that
the propensity of the northern nations to mystic
allusions, and perhaps a wish to increase the re
verence due to the altar, by removing it to a
greater distance from the laity, might have sug
gested the idea of a screen to the architects of
the middle ages.
.•
.'. n't
There is, it must be admitted, something very
impressive in the distant view of a Gothic altar,
seen from the arched entrance of the choir,
through a long and double line of clergy in sur
plice, faintly lighted by the beams that drop from
the painted windows above, or by the lamps and
tapers that gleam around, encircled by minis
tering priests, and half lost in clouds of incense ;
there is, I say, something in such solemn scenery
that seizes the imagination, and excites emotions
of awe and religious melancholy.*
But al-

* How far the altar ought to be ornamented is a question
which has been debated with much warmth since the re
formation. The Latins, Greeks, and even the Lutherans
are accustomed to adorn it with more or less splendor or
gaudiness, according to their taste and opulence. The
church of England, when not overawed by the clamors of
2
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though these dispositions are good and suitable
to the place and occasion, yet the means em
ployed to produce them, the dim perspective, and
the artificial gloom border upon theatrical illu
sion, and seem better adapted to the sullen su
perstition of the Druids than to the plain and
majestic forms of Christian worship. How dif
ferent the effects of arrangement in a Roman
Basilica, where, in a semicircle behind the altar,
the bishop and his clergy form a venerable tri-

the sectaries that assail her on all sides, is inclined to favor
this practice ; while the Calvinistic school of Geneva, hos
tile to every thing that delights the eye or flatters the feel
ings of a polished mind, have either cast the table of the
Lord-out of the church, or stripped it of all its decent ac
companiments, and abandoned it in a corner to dust and
cobwebs. But whatever a man's opinion may be upon this
subject, he must be very morose indeed if he find much to
blame in the Roman altars ; I mean those of the Basillcm ;
which unencumbered with tabernacles, reliquaries, statues
or flower-pots, support a cross and six candlesticks ; furni
ture, which is sufficient without doubt for all the purposes of
solemnity, and yet may be endured even by a puritan. The
other ornaments, or rather superfluities which are too often
observed to load the altars of catholic churches, owe their
introduction to the fond devotion of nuns or nun-like friars,
and may be tolerated in their conventual oratories, as the
toys and playthings of that harmless race, but ought never
to be allowed to disfigure the simplicity of parochial churches
and cathedrals.
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Initial ; where the people before, ranged accord
ing to sex and age, exhibit an orderly multitude -y
and the altar itself in the middle displays in full
light the sacred volume and the emblems of re
demption ? An assembly thus combining sim
plicity, order and dignity, naturally elevates the
soul, and inspires sentiments not of terror but of
admiration, not of fictitiousness but of real solid
devotion. It recalls, to mind the glorious vision
of the Revelations*, and almost brings before
our eyes the elders sitting clothed in white, the
lamps burning before the throne, the lamb stand
ing us if slain, and the nmltitudes which no man
could number, of all nations and kindreds, and
people and tongues.
• .i •
•
. .• .. .
i

* Chap. iv. v, -v it.
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Villas—the Tiber—the Mausoleum of Cecilia
Melella—Egerian Grotto and Fountain—
Church of St. Constantia—Mons Sacer.
THE various villas that encircle Modern Rome
form one of its characteristic beauties, as well
as one of the principal features of its resem
blance to the ancient city, which seems to have
been environed with gardens, and almost stud
ded with groves and shady retirements. Thus,
Julius Caesar had a spacious garden on the banks
of the Tiber, at the foot of the Janiculum,
which he bequeathed to the Roman people :
Maecenas enclosed and converted into a pleasure
ground, a considerable part of the Esquiline
Hill, which before had been the common burial
place of the lower classes, and the resort of
thieves and vagabonds; an alteration which Horace mentions with complacency in his eighth sa
tire. To these we may add the Horti Lucullani and Serviliani, incidently mentibned by: Ta
citus, and particularly the celebrated retreat of
the. historian Sallust, adorned with so much magvol. it.
o
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liificence and luxury that it became the favorite
resort of successive Emperors. This garden oc
cupied the extremities of the Viminal and Pincian Hill, and enclosed in its precincts, a palace,
a temple and a circus. The palace was con
sumed by fire on the fatal night when Alaric
entered the city : the temple of singular beauty,
sacred to Venus (Veneri Felici Saenim) was dis
covered about the middle of the sixteenth cen
tury, and destroyed for the sale of the materials :
of the circus little remains but masses of walls
that merely indicate its site, while statues and
marbles found occasionally continue to furnish
proofs of its magnificence.
The gardens of Lucullus are supposed to have
bordered on those of Sallust, and with several
other delicious retreats, which covered the sum
mit and brow of the Pincian Mount, gave it its
ancient appellation of Collis Hortulorum. To
the intermingled graces of town and country
that adorned these fashionable mansions of the
rich and luxurious Romans, Horace alludes
when addressing Fuscus Aristius, he says
Nempe inter varias nutritur sylva columnas—
as in the verse immediately following
Laudaturque domus tangos qnsc prospicit agios.
, . • •
Hor, Ep, i. 10.
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he evidently hints at the extensive views which
might be enjoyed from the lofty apartments,
erected expressly for the purpose of command
ing a wide range of country.
The villas of Modern Rome often occupy the
same ground, share some portion of the splendor,
and enjoy all the picturesque advantages of the
gardens of the ancient city. In point of per
spective beauty, Rome has, indeed, at all times
possessed peculiar felicities. It covers a consi
derable extent of country, encloses several hills
within its ramparts, and affords a great variety
of views, sometimes confined to its interior, and
sometimes extending to the surrounding country
and the distant mountains. It is true that the
ancient Roman might contemplate from his
garden, towering in or near distant perspective,
one or more of those stupendous edifices which
then adorned the city, and were deservedly
ranked among the wonders of the world; but
I know not whether, in the melancholy spectacle
of the same majestic edifices now scattered on
the ground and overgrown with cypresses, the
modern villa does not exhibit a sight more aw
ful and more affecting. If the traveller wishes
to be convinced of the truth of this remark, let
him from the terrace of the Villa Borghese, fis
his eyes on the dome of St. Peter'6, expanded
o 2
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in all its splendor and all its perfection before
him ; and then let him ascend the Palatine
Mount, and from the cypress groves of the
Villa Farnesiana look down upon the shattered
mass of the Coliseum spread beneath him in
broken pomp, half covered with weeds and
brambles.
O champs de l'Italie, O campagnes de Rome,
Ou dans tout sou orgueil git le néant de l'homme !
C'est la que des aspects fameux par de grands noms,
Pleins de grands souvenirs, et de hautes leçons,
Vous offrent ces objets, tresors des paysages.
Voyez de toutes parts comment le cours des ages
Dispersant, déchirant de precieux lambeaux,
Jetant temple sur temple, et tombeaux sur tombeaux
De Rome étale au loin la ruine immortelle; —
Ces portiques, ces arcs, ou la pierre fidèle
Garde du peuple roi les exploits éclatants:
Leur masse indestructible a fatigué le temps.
Des fleuves suspendus ici mugissait l'onde;
Sous ces portes passoient les dépouilles du monde ;
Par tout confusément dans la poussière epars,
Les thermes, les palais, les tombeaux des Cresars !
Abbé de Lille, Jardins. Chant, iv.
)•
No villa presents a greater numher of the
local felicities, immortal ruins, divine remains,
big with grand recollections and awful instruc
tion, so well described in these verses as the
Orti Farnesi. The gardens cover the greater
part ofi the Palatine Mount, and spead over the
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vast substructions and scattered vestiges of the
imperial palace. They front the Capitol, com
mand the Forum, and look down upon the
neighboring Coliseum; thus exhibiting in dif
ferent points of view, and successively, the no
blest remains of Roman magnificence now ex
isting.
They were formerly cultivated with
care, and adorned with a great variety of an
tique vases, busts, and statues; but having un
fortunately fallen by inheritance to the royal fa
mily of Naples, the ancient ornaments have been
transported to that capital, and the place, not
withstanding its exquisite beauties, has been al
most entirely neglected. .

The Villa Spada, or Brunati (for these villas
change their names with their proprietors) oc
cupies, on a much smaller scale, a part of the
Palatine Hill and of the imperial palace, and
enjoys some of the advantages of the Orti Farr
nesiani.
The ruins of the palace cover tb,e
greater part of it, and on one side look down ou
the valley that separates the Palatine from the
Aventine Mount; from a gallery in a recess still
remaining, the Emperor might behold the games
of the Circus Maximus, which occupied the
greater part of that valley.i ;

;

ir,

£
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*
On the summit of Mount Celius stands the
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Villa Matthei, once famous for the beauty and
number of its antiques, and though now like the
Orti Farnesi, forsaken and neglected, it is still
interesting for its groves, its verdure, its pros
pects, and its solitudes.
Villa Negroni, once the favorite retreat of
Sixtus Quintus, encloses an immense space of
ground on the Esquiline and Viminal Hills, co
vered with groves, and opening upon various
beautiful prospects. It contains two handsome
and spacious buildings. Its numerous antiqui
ties have been removed. The celebrated Agger
Tarquinii, or rampart, raised by Tarquinius
Priscus, intersects this garden, and claims the
attention due to its age and origin.
The Villa Aldobrandini is small and ill-fur
nished, but celebrated for one remarkable object,
the Nozze Aldobrandine, an ancient painting,
which represents, as every reader knows, the
nuptial ceremony in graceful figures, easy dra
pery, and charming groupes.
The Villa Ludovizi is a part only of the gar
dens of Sallust, and as it stands on the summit
of the Pincian Hill, it necessarily commands
some very beautiful prospects.
Its delicious
walks are shaded with ilex, cypress, and bay,
t
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of the noblest growth, and of the most luxuriant
foliage ; and it has the singular advantage of
being enclosed in a great degree by the venera
ble walls of the city. The elevated Casino, or
summer-house in the centre, affords from its bat
tlements an extensive view of the Campagna,
and the mountains that form its boundaries, par
ticularly of those of Albano and Sabina. On a
ceiling in this Casino is the Aurora of Guercino,
much admired by all connoisseurs, and by those
of the French school preferred to that of Guido.
It certainly has more contrast, and more bustle ;
but what can equal the grace, the freshness, the
celestial glory of that matchless performance,
which combines in one splendid vision all the
beautiful features and accompaniments ascribed
to the morning by the poets; Homer and Virgil
seem to have presided over the work, and
Ovid and Tasso given the picture its finishingtouches.
The Strada Pinciana separates this villa from
the gardens of the Villa Medici, once the resi
dence of the cardinal of that family, and from
its lofty situation, superb collection of statues,
pillars, and marbles, as well as from the beauty
of its gardens, well entitled to the attention and
favor of those patrons of the arts. Bnt it has
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the misfortune to belong now to a sovereign; its
antiquities have therefore been transported to his
capital, Florence ; its noble apartments are neg
lected, and its gardens alone remain the resort
and the delight of every serious traveller.
The Orti JBarberini rises to the south of the
court of St. Peter's, and while it commands from
its terrace a full view of one side of the colon
nade, it presents to the eye of those who are
coming towards the Vatican a beautiful back
ground for the other side, and spreads its pines
and cypresses in such a manner as to form in
appearance an aerial garden suspended over the
pillars, and shading the statues.
The gardens belonging to the Corsini palace
have acquired some celebrity from the meetings
of the Academy of the Quirini. A similar cir
cumstance throws a still greater lustre over the
Bosco Parrhasio, a rural theatre where the Ar
cadians meet to hear and examine the poetical
effusions of their associates. The Arcadian Aca
demy is known to be one of the principal literary
societies in Rome, instituted towards the end of
the seventeenth century, for the- promotion of
classical knowledge, and composed of some of
the first scholars in that Capital, and indeed in
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all Europe.* One of its principal objects was
to correct the bad taste then prevalent, and to"
turn the attention of youth from the glare, con
ceit, and over refinements of false, to the ease,
and unaffected graces of true wit. They took
their name from a people celebrated for the sim
plicity of their manners ; and as the love of rural
scenery is inseparable from true taste, they chose
a grove for the place of their assembly, and gave
it the name of Panhasian. The Bosco Parrhasio is situated on the side of the Janiculum.
•
*
i
All the gardens and villas hitherto mentioned,
ate within the ancient walls of the city, and may
be considered as constituent parts of it, contri
buting much to its beauty, its coolness, and its
magnificence : but besides these, many others
lie in the suburbs and neighborhood, and give
the immediate environs of Rome an uncommon
share of amenity and interest.
To begin by the Porta S. Pancrasio, that
nearest the Janiculum, anciently the Porta Aurelia ; proceeding along the Via Aurelia about
a mile from the gate, we arrive at the Villa

* The French having degraded this academy by the ab
surd appellation of the arcades, which some English trans
lators have wisely converted into arches.
2
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Pamfili or Belrespiro. This country seat, which
now belongs to the Prince Doria, is supposed to
occupy the same ground as the gardens of the
Emperor Galba, and is remarkable for its edifices,
its waters, its woods, its antiquities of every de
scription, its great extent, and its general magni
ficence. It is moreover well supported both with
regard to the house, the ornamental buildings,
and the gardens. The disposition and arrange
ment of the plantations, as well as the form and
destination of the water, are stiff and formal, ac
cording to the obsolete mode of French garden
ing*; yet the growth and luxuriancy of the one,
and the extent and profusion of the other, almost
hide the defect and catch and delight the eye, in
spite of unnatural art and misplaced symmetry.
One of the most conspicuous objects in the im
mediate neighborhood of Rome is the Monte
Mario, anciently Clivus Cinnae, a bold eminence
lying about a mile north-west from the Porta
Angelica, clothed with vineyards and crowned
with groves of cypress and poplar. On its sum?

* I might with greater propriety have said Italian garden
ing, as the French, in this respect as in most others, onlycopied the Italians. The latter again imitated their ances
tors.—See Pliny's wcll-knoicn Description of his Luurentiu
and Tuscan villas.
Lib. 11. Ep. 17. v. Ep. 0.
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mit rises the Villa Mellini, remarkable for the
noble view that lies expanded under its terrace.
The Tiber intersecting the city and winding
through rich meadows; the Prata Quintia and
Prata Mutia, fields still bearing in their names
the trophies of Roman virtue and Roman heroism :
the Pons Milvius with its tower, and the plains
consecrated by the victory of Constantine; the
Vatican paface with its courts and gardens ; the
Basilica of St. Peter with its portico, its obelisk,
and its fountains; the Campus Martius covered
with the churches, squares and palaces of the
modern city; the seven hills strewed with the
ruins of the ancient; the walls with their towers
and galleries ; the desert Campagna, with Mount
Soracte rising apparently in the centre; and the
semi-circular sweep of mountains tinged with
blue or purple, now bright with the sun, now dark
in the shade, and generally gleaming with snow
—sufth is the varied and magnificent scene spread
before the traveller, while reposing on the shaded
terrace of the Villa Mellini.
5
,
Ki■•'
The same prospect may be enjoyed, but with
less advantage, from the Villa Madama, which
lies further on the side of the hill towards Ponte
Milvio. In the gardens of this villa is a rural
theatre formed bv the natural winding- of a little
dell, and shaded by a whole forest of beautiful
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In the golden days of the Medici

(for this villa was erected and its gardens were
laid out by a cardinal of that family) this sylvan
scene was crowded by the polished Romans of the
times, assembled to listen to the compositions of
rival poets, and to decide the priority of contesting
orators. After this literary exhibition the spec
tators were regaled in lofty halls planned by
JRaffaello and painted by Giulio Romano, with
all the delicacies of the orchard, and with all the
charms of music and conversation. But these
days are now no more; the Medicean line is ex
tinct; and ancient fame and surviving beauty,
and the architecture of Raffaello and the pencil
of Giulio plead in vain in behalf of this superb
villa. It belongs to the King of Naples and is,
as it has long been, entirely neglected.

On the opposite side of the city, a little way
from the Porta Salara stands the Villa Albani,
till lately one of the best supported and best fur
nished seats in the neighborhood of Rome, or
indeed in Europe. The palace is magnificent,
and was adorned as were the gardens with a con
siderable and chosen collection of antiquities, to
the number nearly it is said of eight hundred.
To these may be added two hundred' and sixty
pillars of granite, porphyry, and marble, which
supported and adorned the villja and the galleries. i
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a species of grandeur that exists only in Rome
and its vicinity. But the Alban villa has been
striptof all its ornaments. The cardinal Albani,
its proprietor, had the misfortune to incur the
displeasure of the French, by the zeal and acti
vity with which he opposed the intrigues of their
agents previous to the invasion of the ecclesiastical
state, and was punished on their entrance into the
city by the pillage and devastation of his palaces
and gardens.
We shall now proceed to the Villa Borghese,
or Villa Pinciana (so called from the proximity
of the Porta Pinciana now shut up) which, from
the space it occupies (supposed to be about four
miles in circumference) its noble vistas, frequent
fountains, ornamental buildings, superb palace,
and almost innumerable antiquities, is justly con
sidered as the first of the Roman villas, and worthy
of being put into competition with the splendid
retreats of Sallust or of Lucullus. It stands upon
a continuation of the Pincian Hill, at a little dis
tance from the walls of the city, about half a
mile from the Porta Flaminia or del Popolu. It
covers the brow of the hill, and from the terrace
has a noble view of the city, and of the Vatican.
The gardens are laid out with some regard both
for the new and for the okl system ; for though
symmetry prevails in general, and long alleys
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appear intersecting each other, lined with statues
and refreshed by cascades, yet here and there a
winding path allures you into a wilderness formed
of plants abandoned to their native luxuriancy,
and watered by streamlets murmuring through
their own artless channels. The ornamental
buildings are, as usually happens to such edifices,
deficient in correctness and purity of architecture.
The temple of Diana is encumbered with too
many ornaments. The Ionic temple in the little
island is indeed graceful, but rather too narrow
for its elevation, a defect increased by the statues
placed upon the pediment. One of these orna
mental buildings contains a considerable collec
tion of statues, &c. found on the site of Gabii
(for ruins there are none) the territory of which
now belongs to this family.
The Casino or palace itself is of great extent,
but though erected on the plans and under the
inspection of the principal architects of the age,
and though built of the finest stone, yet it neither
astonishes nor pleases. The reason of this failure
of effect is evident ; the ornaments are so numer
ous and the parts so subdivided as to distract the
eye, and to leave no room for any one predomi
nant impression. The basso relievos, and statues
scattered with such prodigality over the exterior
of this Casino are sufficient, if disposed with
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judgment and effect, to adorn the three largest
palaces in Europe. The interior consists of se
veral large saloons and apartments, and a gallery ;
all of which, particularly the latter, are lined
and inlaid with the richest marbles, and sup
ported by the noblest pillars, intermingled with
bronze and gilding, and adorned with the best
specimens of ancient art in sculpture and in paint
ing. Such indeed is the value of this collection,
and such the splendor of the apartments in which
it is displayed, that no sovereign in Europe can
boast of so rich a gallery or of a residence so truly
imperial. This villa with its valuable collection
and furniture escaped undamaged during the
French invasion, owing to the apparent partiality
which one of the princes of the family is supposed
to have manifested towards the republican
system.*
Its gardens are always open to the public, who,
in a Latin inscription by no means inelegant, are
welcomed or rather invited to the free enjoyment
of all the beauties of the place, and at the same
time intreated to spare the shrubs and flowers,

* This prince has since married a sister of Bonaparte, and
made over to him his unparalleled collection ; he has in re
turn, obtained his contempt.
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and to respect the more valuable ornaments, the
urns, statues and marbles.
The Romans ac
cordingly profit by the invitation, and resort in
crowds to the Villa Borghese, particularly on
Sundays; when the walls present a very lively
and varied scene, composed of persons of all
descriptions and ranks, moving in all directions
through the groves and alleys, or reposing in
groupes in the temples or near the fountains.
This liberal mode of indulging the public in free
access to palaces and gardens, and thus sharing
with them, in some degree, the advantages and
pleasures of luxury, a mode so common in Italy,
merits much praise, and may be recommended as
an example that deserves to be imitated by the
proprietors of parks and pleasure grounds, par
ticularly in the neighborhood of great towns and
cities.

The reader will perceive that, out of the many
villas that adorn Rome and its vicinity, I have se
lected a few only, as folly sufficient to give him a
satisfactory idea of the nature and the decorations
of these celebrated suburban retirements. How
soever indeed they may differ in extent and mag
nificence, their principal features are nearly the
same; the same with regard to artificial ornaments
as well as natural graces. Some ancient remains
are to be found in all, and several in most, and
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they are all adorned with the same evergreens,
and present upon a greater or less scale the same
Italian and ancient scenery. They are in ge
neral, it is true, much neglected, but for that
reason the more rural. The plants now aban
doned to their native forms cover the walks with a
luxuriant shade, break the long straight vistas by
theirfantastic branches, and turn the alleys and
quincunxes into devious paths and tangled thickets.
They furnish a delightful variety of rides and
walks ; and, as they are interspersed throughout
the ancient city and round its suburbs, they give
the traveller fatigued with his researches, or op
pressed with the summer heats, a frequent oppor
tunity of reposing himself on the margin of a
fountain under the classical shade of the ilex, the
pine, and the poplar.
Qua pinus ingens, albaque populus
Umbrara liospitalem consociare amant
Ramis, et obliquo laborat
Lympha fugax trepidare rivo.
Hor.
From the villas we pass by a very natural tran
sition to the grand or beautiful objects that lie in
the neighborhood of the city, and within the com
pass of a walk from its gates. To specify all these
objects would be an undertaking too extensive
for the bounds of the present work ; I shall thereVOL. II.

P
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fore confine myself to a few only, and point out
to the reader such excursions as appear most
interesting.
The banks of the Tiber cannot fail to attract
tho frequent steps of the classic traveller; the
Tiber, Deo gratissimus amnis, a river more dis
tinguished in the history of mankind than the
Nile or the Thames, the Rhine or the Danube.
Hence some travellers measuring its mass of
waters by its bulk of fame, and finding its appear
ance inferior to their preconceptions, have repre
sented it as a mere rill, a petty and insignificant
streamlet. However, though far inferior in
breadth to all the great rivers, yet, as it is gene
rally from a few miles above Rome to the sea
about three hundred feet wide upon an average,
it cannot with justice be considered as a contemp
tible rill.

Above and a little below the city it

runs through groves and gardens, and waters the
villas and retreats of the richer Romans; but be
yond Ponte Molle it rolls through along tract of
plains and hills, fertile and green, but unculti
vated and deserted. Yet these very banks, now
all silence and solitude, were once, like those of
the Thames, covered with life, activity, and rural
beauty, lined with villages, and not unfrequently
decorated with palaces. " Pluribus prope solus,"
says Pliny, " quam ceteri in omnibus terris amnes,
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accolitur, aspiciturque villis." *
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Such was the

glory of the Tiber, not only in the golden days
of Augustus and Trajan, but even in the iron
age of Valentinian and Honorius, after Italy had
long been the seat of civil war, and more than
once the theatre of barbarian fury and of Gothic
devastation. f Below the city, when it has passed
the Villa Malliana, once the seat of Leo and of
the Latin muses J, it falls again into a wilder
ness, and
through the desert plain
Winds its waste stores, and sullen sweeps along.
Thompson's Liberty, P. 1.
The traveller may commence his next excursion

* Lib. iii. 5.
t " The Gaul," says Claudian, " may erect new mansions
on the banks of the Rhine."
— et saevum gentibus amnem
Tibridis in morem domibus praevelet amoenis.
De Laud. Stilich. 11.
| Strada lays at this villa the scene of the beautiful alle
gory in which he designates the character of the different
Latin poets by their occupation in the machinery of an ar
tificial mountain. An allegory introduced by Addison into
the Guardian.
P 2
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from the Capitol, and crossing part of the Forum,
turn towards the Palatine Mount. On his left, he
will notice the solid wall of the Rostra; the tem
ple of Romulus raised on the spot where the twin
brothers were exposed; and a spring, called by
some antiquaries the fountain of Juturna, burstingfrom a deep cleft in the rock. On his right he
will observe the Cloaca Maxima with its solid
arches, a stupendous work of Tarquiuius Priscus.
l ie will next pass under the arch of Janus, cross
a corner of the Forum Boarium, and turning to
the left advance along the Palatine on one side,
and the Circus Maxiuius on the other. He then
enters the street that leads with a gentle sweep
between the Clivus Scauri and Mount Celius on
the left, and on the right the Thermae Antonini
and Mount Aventine, to the Porta Capena. As
he proceeds on the Via Appia he will pass the
ancient Basilica of St. Sebastian, and shortly
after come to the Circus of Caracalla.

This circus, about two miles from the gates of
Rome, presents such remnants of its ancient
walls as enable us to form a clear notion of the
different parts and arrangements of a circus. A
considerable portion of the exterior, and in many
places the vault that supported the seats, remain.
The foundation of the two obelisks that, terminated
the spina (a sort of separation that ran length
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ways through the circus) and formed the goals,
still exists. Near the principal goal on one side,
behind the benches, stands a sort of tower where
the judges sat. One of the extremities supported
a gallery which contained a band of musicians,
and is flanked by two towers, whence the signal
for starting was given. Its length is one thousand
six hundred and two feet, its breadth two hundred
and sixty : the length of the spina is nine hundred
and twenty-two. The distance from the career
or end whence they started to the first meta or
goal was five hundred and fifty feet. There were
seven ranges of seats, which contained about
twenty-seven thousand spectators. As jostling
and every exertion of skill, strength or cunning
were allowed, the chariots were occasionally
overturned, and as the drivers had the reins tied
round their bodies, several melancholy accidents
took place. To remove the bodies of charioteers
bruised or killed in such exertions, a large gate
was open in the side of the circus near the first
meta, where snch accidents were likeliest to take
place on account of the narrowness of the space ;
and this precaution was necessary, as the ancients
deemed it a most portentous omen to go through
a gate defiled by the passage of a dead body. On
the eud opposite the career was a triumphal arch
or grand gate, through which the victorious cha
rioteer drove amidst the shouts and acclamations
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There were originally four

sets of drivers, named from the colors which they
wore, Albati, Russati, Prasini, and Veneti. To
these four Domitian added two more, Aurei and
Purpurei*. Each color drove five rounds with
fresh horses. There are stables, therefore, close
to the circus ; and in the centre of these stables
a circular fabric of at least seventy-two feet dia
meter, with an open space around enclosed by a
high wall.

This building was probably a riding

school, and is supposed to have been crowned
with a temple. Indeed, such is the solidity of the
walls and vault that they seem calculated to sup
port a higher edifice than the mere roof ; and
such, at the same time, was the magnificence of
the Romans, that they seldom left a public edi
fice without a becoming termination : besides,
some very beautiful blocks of marble, forming
part of a Corinthian cornice with other fragments
found cn the spot, authorize this conjecture, and
give it a great degree of probability.
A little beyond the circus of Caracalla, and in
full view from it, rises the mausoleum of Cecilia
Metella, a beautiful circular edifice, built by Crassus, in honor of that Roman matron his wife, and

* Suet. Domit. 7.
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daughter to Quintus Metellus Creticus. It is of
considerable height and great thickness : in the
centre is a hollow space reaching from the pave
ment to the top of the building. In this conca
vity was deposited the body in a marble sarco
phagus, which in the time of Paul III. was re
moved to the court of the Farnesian palace. The
solidity and simplicity of this monument are wor
thy of the. republican era in which it was erected,
and have enabled it to resist the incidents and
survive the lapse of two thousand years.

A celebrated antiquary attributes to the archi
tectural formation of this edifice, the singular ef
fect of re-echoing clearly and distinctly such
words as were uttered within a certain distance
of its circumference ; so that at the funeral of
Metella the cries and lamentations of the attend
ants were repeated so often, and in such soft and
plaintive accents, that the spirits of the dead,
and even the infernal divinities themselves, seem
ed to partake the general sorrow, and to murmur
back the sighs and groans of the mourners. As
this fiction is poetical, and does some credit to
the author, it is but fair to present it to the reader
in his own words. " Quodque in eo maxime mirandum est, artificio tarn singulari composita est
ea moles, ut Echo loquentium voces septies et octies distincte et articulate referat ; ut in exequiis
5
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et funere quod Crassus uxori solemniter celebrabat, ejulatus plorantium multiplicaretur in immensum, non secus ac si Dii Manes et omnes inferorum animae fatuin Caecilise illius commiserati
ex imo terrae continuis plangerent ploratibus,
suumque dolorem tcstarentur communein, quem
lachrymis viventium conjnnctuni esse vellent*."—
Contiguous to this mausoleum rise the remains of
ramparts, houses, and churches erected in the
middle ages, and presenting in their actual state
a melancholy scene of utter desolation.f
The traveller on his return may traverse the
circus of Caracalla, now a luxuriant meadow, pass
under its time-worn gate, and crossing the road,
descend into a pleasant dell where he will find a
grotto and a fountain with a few trees scattered
around them. The grotto is covered with a solid
arch and lined with walls. The niches on both
sides were probably occupied in ancient times by
the divinities of the place ; over the fountain a

* Boissard.
+ At the lawless period when the Roman nobles defied the
feeble authority of the Popes, and the shadowy privileges of
the people, and passed their days in perpetual warfare with
each other, the family of the Gaietani turned this sepulchre
into a fortress, and erected the battlements that still disfigure
its summit,
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statue rather disfig ured by time appears in a re
clining posture. Various evergreen shrubs hang
v er the fountain, play around the statue, and
wind and flourish through the grotto and over its
entrance.
The statue represents the Nymph
Egeria ; and the grotto, the fountain, and the
grove that once shaded it, were consecrated by
Numa, to the same nymph and to the muses.
" Lucus erat," says Titus Livius, "quern, me
dium ex opaco specu fons perenni rigabat aqua,
quo quia se persaepe Numa sine arbitris, velut ad
congressum dece, inferebat, Camcenis eum lucum
feacravit ; quod earum ibi consilia cum conjuge
sua Egeria essent*." A streamlet, pure limpid
and wholesome, flows from the fountain and wa
ters the little valley. Juvenal complains of the
marble ornaments and artificial decorations of
this fountain, and wishes that it had been aban
doned to its ancient simplicity, to its grassy mar
gin and to its native rockf. His wishes are now

* I. 21.
t In vallerp Egeria; descendimus et speluncas
Dissimiles veris. Quanto praestantius esset
Numen aquae, viridi si inargine clauderet undas
Herba, nec ingenuum viularent marniora lophum?
Juv. iii.
The metamorphosis of Egeria iuto a fountain, so prettily
related by Ovid, took place in the vale of Aricia.
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nearly accomplished ; the vault indeed remains,
but the marble lining, the pillars, the statues have
disappeared and probably lie buried under the
mud that covers the pavement of the grotto. The
mendicant crowd that frequented the grove in
that poet's day are also vanished, and the solitude
of the place is as deep and undisturbed as when
it was the nightly resort of the Roman legis
lator.
Conjuge qui felix nympha ducibusque Camxnis
Saciificos docuit ritus ; gentenique feroci
Assuetam bello, pacis traduxit ad artes.
Ovid Met.
On the brow of the hill that borders the Egerian valley on the south stands the little church
of St. Urban, formerly a temple of Bacchus, or,
as it is with more appearance of truth, denomi
nated by others, the temple of the Muses, looking
down upon the valley and the groves sacred to
these goddesses. As the portico was taken in to
enlarge the cella, and adapt it better for the pur
poses of a church, the four marble pillars of fluted
Corinthian are now incased in the wall.
A little further on is a brick temple, small in-

Nam conjux urbe relicta
Vallis Aricinae delists Iatet abdita sylvis.
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deed, but well-proportioned and adorned with pi
lasters and a regular cornice. Antiquarians dif
fer with regard to its aopellation. Some suppose
it to be sacred to the God Rediculus, who prompt
ed Annibal, when encamped there, to return and
withdraw from the city. But as Annibal was
encamped, not on this but on the opposite side of
the city, beyond the Anio and three miles from
the Porta Colliqa, and as Livius makes no men
tion of any such temple, this opinion seems to be
ill-grounded. Others suppose it to be the temple
erected to Fortuna Muliebris on the retreat of
Coriolanus. Such a temple was indeed erected
and perhaps on this spot, though Coriolanus was
not encamped here, but three or four miles fur
ther from the city at the Fossa? Cluiliae. At all
events, a temple erected by public authority, even
in that age of simplicity, would probably have
been built not of brick, but of stone, so that af
ter all it may possibly have been one of the many
sepulchres which bordered the Via Latina, and
almost covered the space between it and the Via
Appia*. The traveller then turns again towards

Experiar quid concedatur in illos
Quorum FlaminiA tegitur cinis atque LatinA. Juv. Sat. i.
Cui per mediam uolis occurrere noctem
Clivosa veneris dum per monumenta Latins.

Sat. v.
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the Via Appia, recrosses the river Almo (Lubrieus Almo) and re-enters by the Porta Capena.
Upon another day the traveller may go out by
the Porta Nomentana (now Pia) and proceeding
about a mile, visit the church of St. Agnes re
markable for its antiquity (having been erected
by Constantine) for the double row of marble
pillars one above the other that support its roof,
and for the porphyry and alabaster columns
which adorn its altar and its tabernacle. Its
form is the same as that of other churches of the
same era.
Near this edifice stands the church of St. Constantia (the daughter of Constantine) formerly
her mausoleum, and supposed to have been at a
still earlier period, a temple of Bacchus. It is of
a circular form, supported by a row of coupled
columns and crowned with a dome. Behind the
pillars runs a gallery, the vaulted roof of which is
incrusted with ancient mosaics, representing little
genii playing with clusters of grapes amidst
the curling tendrils of the vine. I have spoken
elsewhere of the tomb of the saint, a vast porphyry
vase ornamented with various figures, and, ob
served that as the body had been deposited many
years ago under the altar, the sarcophagus was.
transported to the museum of the Vatican.
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About two miles farther the traveller will find
the Ponte Lamentano, anciently Pons Nomentanus, a bridge over the Anio ; and a little beyond
it, he may ascend the Mons Sacer, twice digni
fied by the retreat, and by the temperate but de
termined resistance, of an oppressed and gene
rous people. This hill although of no great ele
vation is steep and in the form of a rampart* to
wards the river, and it runs along decreasing as it
advances towards the Ponte Sularo. It is now
a lonely eminence, covered with luxuriant grass,
but destitute of shade, ornament, or memorial.
Yet few places seem better entitled to distinction,
as few incidents are recorded in history more ho
norable to the Roman people than the transac
tions which took place on the Mons Sacer, where
they displayed in such a conspicuous manner the
three grand virtues that constitute the Roman
character—firmness, moderation and magnani
mity.
About two miles northward of the Pons Nomentanus is the Pons Salarius (Ponte Salaro) re
markable for the well known combat between
Manlius Torquatus and the gigantic Gaul ; as

* This form it probably owes to the occasion : —VaHo,
fossaque communitis castris.—Liv. lib. ii. 32.
1
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also for the neighboring encampment of Annibal, when he approached the city, and by threat
ening Rome itself hoped to terrify the Consuls
and induce them to raise the siege of Capua.
The traveller may then return by the Via Salaria
and re-enter the city by the gate of the same
name.
Besides these walks, as it is not my intention
to specify all, it will be sufficient to observe that
every gate possesses its attractions, presenting on
the roads and paths which it opens to the steps of
the traveller, its views of rural beauty or its re
mains of ancient grandeur ; its churches sancti
fied by the memory of the Good, its fields conse
crated by the struggles of the Brave, and its se
pulchres ennobled by the ashes of the Great.
Wheresoever he-directs his observation he finds
himself surrounded by the wonders of modern
art, and by the monuments of ancient splendor ;
so that his eye is gratified by noble exhibitions,
and his mind elevated by grand an awful recollec
tions. A certain inexpressible solemnity peculiar
to the place reigns all around : the genius of
Rome and the spirits of the illustrious dead still
seem to hover over the ruins, to guard the walls,
and to superintend the destinies of the " Eternal
City."
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CHAP. VII.

Tibur—Horaces Villa.
After having passed five delightful weeks in
a first and rapid survey of the ancient ruins and
of the modern magnificence of Rome, we turn
ed oar attention to the neighboring country, and
hastened to visit some of the classical retreats of
the Sabine and Alban mountains. Accordingly
on Thursday the thirteenth of May, we made
an excursion to Tivoli, the aneient Tibur, and
proceeding along the Via Tiburtina, again visited
the aneient patriarchal Basilica of St. Laurence,
about one mile from the gate. This is not the
only church that bears the title of St. Laurence,
as there are three others at least in Rome that
enjoy it also ; but it is the most ancient, and at
the same time it has the honor of possessing the
martyr's remains. As I approached his shrine
with reverence I recollected the beautiful lines of
Vida.
Adveniet lustris mundo labentibus aetas
Quum domus Mneae praestans Romana propago
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Insonti juvcni rlammis extrema scquuto
Centum aras, centum magnis penetralia templis
Eriget, et tumulo divinum imponet honorem.

About two miles further on we passed the
Ponte Mamolo over the Anio or Teverone. This
bridge is said to have been built by Mammea
mother of Alexander Severus. The Campagna,
extending thence to the mountains of Sabina,
is flat but fertile and covered either with rich
grass or promising corn. Woods surrounding
distant villas or farms appeared here and there
covering the summits of little hills.

About eight miles from the above-mentioned
bridge we crossed the little green streamlet, call
ed from its sulphureous exhalations the Solfatara.
The lake or pool from which it rises is about a
short mile from the road, somewhat less than a
mile in circumference, and near two hundred feet
deep. Its waters are of an iron grey, and its
surface is frequently spotted with a bituminous
matter, which mixing with weeds and vegetable
substances gradually coagulates, and forms what
may be called a floating island. There were ten
or twelve of these little green masses when we
visited the lake, and being carried by the wind
to the side, they remained united and motionless
till we separated and set some of them afloat.
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As they continually increase in number, so they
gradually diminish the surface of the lake, and
will probably in time cover it over entirely. It
was formerly much larger than it is at present,
and used occasionally to overflow the neighbor
ing plains ; to prevent this inconvenience the
little canal which intersects the road was cut by
the orders of the Cardinal <£E$te, to give an Out
let to the increasing waters and carry them to
the Anio. This lake was in high repute among
the ancients, and much frequented on account of
the oracle of Faunus, whose temple surrounded
by a sacred grove stood on its bank. Hence
Virgil, who consecrates the usages established in
his time by referring them to remote antiquity, or
by ascribing their origin to the interference of
the gods, represents tatinus as consulting the
oracle of Faunus on this spot, and as receiving
during the night a mysterious answer. The sul
phureous exhalations of the lake, the celebrity of
the temple, and the singular method of consult
ing the oracle, are all finely described in these
lines.
At rex sollicitus monstris, oracula Fauni
Fatidici genitoris adit, lucosque sub alt&
Consulit Albunea, nemorum qua: maxuraa sacro
Fonte sonat sxvumque exhalat opaca mephitim.
Hinc Italas gentes, oranisque ■Enotria tellus,
vol. ii.
a
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In dubiis responsa petunt. Hue dona sacerdos
Quum tulit, et c■csarum ovium sub nocte silenti
Pellibus incubuit stratis, somnosque petivit ;
Multa modis simulacra videt volitantia miris,
Et varias audit voces, fruiturque Deorum
Colloquio, atque imis Acherontaadfatur Avernis.
JEneid. vii. 81.

At present the oracle is forgotten ; the sacred
grove whence the voices issued has been long
rooted up ; and the very situation of the temple
itself is a matter of mere conjecture. Bitumi
nous exhalations indeed still impregnate the air
to a considerable distance, and the lake exists
though its extent is much diminished. The sur
face of the surrounding fields is an incrustation
gradually formed over the water, and the hollow
sound which it yields to the tread of horses evi
dently betrays the existence of an abyss be
neath.
The Poiite Lugano, a bridge over the Anio,
presents itself about a mile and a half farther on,
This bridge is said to have taken its name from
the Lucanians, who were here defeated by the
Romans ; it is remarkable for a tomb of the
Plautian family, a round tower built of large
blocks of Tiburtine stone, resembling the sepul
chre of Cecilia Metella, both in its original form
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and its subsequent appropriation. It was em
ployed as a military station during the middle
ages, and surmounted by a battlement ; a cir
cumstance barbarous in point of taste, yet not to
be regretted in the present instance, as it pre
served the remains of these two monuments.

•

About two miles farther a road turns off to
the villa of Adrian.
This imperial residence
stood on a hill, with the extensive vale of Latium on one side, and a little deep glade called'
Tempe on the other. It commanded a delight
ful view of the Sabine mountains with Tibur
here, and there a prospect of the Alban hills with
their towers and forests; behind, the vale lost
itself in distant mountains; in front, appeared
Rome itself extended over its seven hills, and
reflecting from all its palaces the beams of an
evening sun. The sides of the hill are every
where rather steep, and the rock itself aided a
little by art forms an excellent barrier, enclosing
a long narrow space of at least seven miles in
circumference. As we are assured by an ancient
author that Adrian, after having travelled over
the whole empire, determined to collect around
him on this spot the most remarkable edifices
that lay dispersed over the Roman world, the
reader will no longer wonder at the number of
buildings constituting this villa, nor feel any un
a 2
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usual astonishment in perusing a catalogue em
bracing the following objects : the imperial pa
lace ; quarters for the legionary soldiers, cavalry
and infantry, and others for the invalids ; three
theatres ; a naumachia j a hyppodrome ; temples
of Apollo and the Muses, of Diana, of Venus, of
Serapis ; halls and habitations for the different
sects of philosophers ; a library ; a Peecile, re
sembling that at Athens; and porticos almost
without number, together with various edifices,
the names and objects of which are now undiscoverable. Statues, columns, and marbles of the
rarest kinds, have been, and are continually,
discovered when excavations are made amidst
the ruins of these amazing fabrics ; while briars
and brambles fill the halls and stuccoed apart
ments, and a mixed confusion of orchards and
gardens, forest and fruit trees, vineyards and
corn waving over them, present a strange and
melancholy contrast.
Returning to the road, we began and con
tinued for some time to ascend the high hill
on which Tivoli stands, passing through groves
of olives till we reached the summit ; when after
having examined the noble site of the house of
the Jesuits, and the Villa de Santa firoce, we
entered Tivoli. This town, the Tibur of the
ancients, boasts of high antiquity, and what is

•
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much better, still possesses a considerable po
pulation, amounting, it is said, to ten thousand
inhabitants. The town itself is not handsome,
though it contains some very fine houses and
stands in a delightful situation, sheltered on one
side by Monte Catili, and a semicircular range
of Sabine mountains, and commanding on the
other an extensive view over the Campagna
bounded by the sea, Rome, Mount Soracte and
the pyramidal hills of Monlicelli, and Monte Ro
lando the ancient Eretum. But the pride and
ornament of Tivoli are still as anciently the fall
and the windings of the Anio, now Teverone.
This river, having meandered from its source
through the vales of Sabina, glides gently through
Tivoli till coming to the brink of a rock it pre
cipitates itself in one mass down the steep, and
then boiling for an instant in its narrow channel
rushes headlong through a chasm in the rock into
the caverns below.
The first fall may be seen from the windows
of the inn or from the temple ; but it appears to
the greatest advantage from the bridge thrown
over the narrow channel a little below it. From
this bridge also you may look down into the
shattered rock, and observe far beneath the
writhings and agitation of the stream struggling
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through its rocky prison. To view the second
fall, or descent into the cavern, we went down
through a garden by a winding path into the
narrow dell, through which the river flows after
the cascade, and placing ourselves in front of the
cavern beheld the Anio in two immense sheets
tumbling through two different apertures, shak
ing the mountain in its fall, and filling all the
cavities around with spray and uproar. Though
the rock rises to the height of two hundred feet
in a narrow semicircular form, clothed on one
side with shrubs and foliage, yet a sufficient light
breaks upon the cavern to shew its pendent rocks,
agitated waters and craggy borders. Such is
the residence of the Naiad : Domus Albuneee resonantis ; .... pendentia pumice tecta.
About an hundred paces from the grotto, a
natural bridge, formed by the water working
through the rock, enables the spectator to pass
the river, and to take another view of the cas
cade, less distinct with regard to the cavern but
more enlarged, as it includes a greater portion
of the superincumbent rock in front, with the
shagged banks on both sides. The rock imme
diately above and on the left is perpendicular
and crowned with houses, while from an aperture
in its side at a considerable height gushes a rill,
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too small to add either by its sound or size to the
magnificence of the scenery.
The bank on the opposite side is steep and
shaggy, but leaves room for little gardens and
vineyards. On its summit stands the celebrated
temple commonly called of the Sybil, though by
many antiquarians supposed to belong to Vesta.
This beautiful pile is so well known that it is
almost unnecessary to inform the reader that it
is circular (as all the temples of Vesta) of the
Corinthian order, built in the reign of Augustus,
and admired not for its size but for its propor
tions and situation. It stands in the court of the
inn, exposed to the weather without any roof or
covering ; but its own solidity seems to be
a sufficient protection. Of its eighteen pillars
ten only remain with their entablature. An
English nobleman, well known in Italy for his
numberless purchases, is reported to have offered
a considerable sum for this ruin, with an inten
tion of transporting it to England, and re-erecting
it in his park. The proposal, it is said, was ac
cepted by the innkeeper, on whose property it
stands ; but fortunately, before the work of de
vastation was begun, a prohibition was issued
by government, grounded upon a declaration
that ruins are public property, and of course not
to be defaced or removed without express per3
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mission, which as it tended to strip the country
of the monuments of its ancient glory, and con
sequently of its most valuable ornaments, the
government could not and would not give. This
attempt to transplant the temple of Vesta from
Italy to England may perhaps do honour to the
late Lord Bristol's patriotism or to his maguificence ; but it cannot be considered as an hit
dication of either taste or judgment.
The temple of Tivoli derives it is true much
intrinsic merit from its size and proportions, but
it is not architectural merit alone which gives
it its principal interest. Placed on the verge of
a rocky bank it is suspended over the preeceps
Anio, and the echoing abode of the Naiads ; it
has beheld Augustus and Maecenas, Virgil and
Horace, repose under its columns ; it has sur
vived the empire and even the language of its
founders; and after eighteen hundred years of
storms and tempests, of revolutions, and bar
barism, it still exhibits its fair proportioned form
to the eye of the traveller, and claims at once his.
applause and his veneration,
Near the- temple of Vesta, stand the remains
of another temple supposed to be that of the
Sybil, consisting of four pillars, and now forming
a part of the wall of the parish church of St,
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George. Besides these, scarce any other vestige
remains of ancient Tibur, though considering its
antiquity, its population, and its salubrity, it
must have possessed a considerable share of
magnificence.
But if its artificial ornaments
have perished, and if its temples and its villas
have long since crumbled into dust, the unalter
able graces which nature has conferred upon it
still remain, and its orchards, its gardens, and
its cool recesses bloom and flourish in unfadingbeauty. If Horace, who so often and so fondly
celebrates the charms of Tibur, were to revive,
he would still find the grove, the irriguous garden,
the ever-varying rill, the genial soil ; in short all
the well known features of his beloved retreat.
To enjoy this delicious scenery to advantage,
the traveller must cross the bridge and follow the
road which runs' at the foot of the classic Monte
Catillo, and winds along the banks of the Anio,
rolling after its fall through the valley in a deep
dell. As he advances, he will have on his left
the steep banks covered with trees, shrubs, and
gardens ; and on his right, the bold but varying
swells of the hills shaded with groves of olives.
These sunny declivities were anciently inter
spersed with splendid villas, the favorite abodes
of the most luxurious and the most refined Ro
mans. They are now replaced by two solitary
convents, lifting each its white tower above the
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dark green mass of olives. Their site, often
conjectural or traditionary, is sometimes marked
by some scanty vestiges of ruin, and now and then
by the more probable resemblance of a name.
Thus several subterraneous apartments and gal
leries near San Antonio are supposed to be the
remains of the seat of Vopiscus, celebrated by
Statins. That of Propertius
Candida qua geminas ostendunt culmina terres
Et cadit in patulos lyrapha Aniens lacus
is supposed to have stood on the site of the other
convent St. Angelo ; while the villa of Quintilius
Varus, or rather its foundations still retain the
kindred appellation of Quintiliolo. But the
house of Vopiscus, as must appear evident to any
reader who thinks proper to consult the poet
alluded to, must have been in the dell, and have
actually hung over the river, as it occupied both
the banks and saw its surrounding shades, re
flected from the surface of the water*.
The fond attachment of Horace to Tibur,

*
Neroora alta citatis
Incubuere vadis, fallax responsat imago
Frondibus, et longas eadem fugit unda per umbras
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united to the testimony of Suetonius, has induced
many antiquaries to imagine, that at some period
or other of his life he possessed a little villa in
its neighborhood, and tradition accordingly en
nobles a few scattered fragments of walls and
arches with the interesting appellation of Horace's
villa. The site is indeed worthy the poet, where,
defended by a semicircular range of wooded
mountains from every cold blustering wind, he
might look down on the playful windings of the
Anio below, discover numerous rills gleaming
through the thickets as they glided down the
opposite bank, enjoy a full view of the splendid
mansion of his friend Maecenas rising directly
before him, and catch a distant perspective of
Aurea Roma, of the golden towers of the Ca
pitol soaring majestic on its distant mount. But
whatever his wishes might be, it is not probable
that his moderate income permitted him to en
joy such a luxurious residence in a place so much
frequented, and consequently so very expensive ;
and indeed the very manner in which those
wishes are expressed seems to imply but slight
hopes of ever being able to realize them. " Tiburt

Littus utrumque domi : nec te mitissimus amnis
Dividit, alteraas servant praetoria ripas,
Non externa sibi, fluviumve obstare queruntur.
Staiiut Syl. i. 3.
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ire. sit^—utinam—Unde si—Parcae prohibent iniquee." If Horace actually possessed a villa
there, the wish was unnecessary, as the event
lay in his own power. The authority of Sue
tonius seems indeed positive, but it is possible
that the same place may be alluded to under the
double appellation of his Sabine or Tiburtine
seat *. The poet, it is true, often represents
himself as meditating his compositions while he
wandered along the plains and through the
groves of Tibur;
Circa Dermis, uvidique
Tiburis ripas operosa parvus
Carmiaa fingo.
But as he was probably a frequent companion
of Maecenas in his excursions to his villa at Tibur,
he may in those lines allude to his solitary rambles
and poetical reveries. Catullus, a Roman knighf,
had. fortune sufficient to indulge himself in such

* That villas in the vicinity ofTibur sometimes took their
name from the town, and sometimes from the territory, is
evident from Catullus.
O Funde noster, seu Sabine, seu Tibur
Nam te esse Tiburtem autumant quibus non est
Cordi Catullum laedere ; at quibus cordi est
Quovis Sabinum pignore esse contendunt.
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an expensive residence, and accordingly speaks
with much complacency of his Tiburtine retreat,
which on account of its proximity to the town,
be calls suburbana.
Menatius Plancus also
possessed a villa at Tibur apparently of great
beauty.
To this the poet alludes in that
ode * where, in enlarging on the charms of the
place, he recommends indirectly and with much
delicacy to his friend, who in a moment of de
spondency had resolved upon a voluntary exile,
his delightful seat at Tibur as a retirement far
preferable to Rhodes and Mitylene, places in
those times much frequented by disaffected or
banished Romans.
But to abandon these aerial charms, spread
indeed like flitting shades over every grove and
every meadow, but perceptible only to the eye
of imagination, let us turn to the visible beauties
that line our walk and appear in new forms at
every turning. As the traveller, following the
bend of the hill, comes to the side of the road op
posite to the town, he catches first aside glimpse,

*

Seu te fulgentia signis
Castra tenent, seu densa tenebit
Tiburis umbra tiii.
Carm. Lib. i. Od. .1
.
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and shortly after a full view of the Cascatelli, or
lesser cascades, inferior in mass and grandeur,
but equal in beauty to the great fall in the town.
They are formed by a branch of the Anio turned
off from the main body of the river, before it
reaches the precipice, for the uses of the inhabit
ants, and after it has crossed the town bursting
from a wood on the summit of the hill, and then
tumbling from its brow in one great and several
lesser streams, first down one and then another
declivity, through thickets and brambles, spangled
with dew drops or lighted up with a rainbow.
The elevation and mass of these cascades ; the
colors and broken masses of the rocks down
which they tumble ; the shrubs, plants and brambles
that hang over the channel and sometimes bathe
themselves in the current; the river below
fretting through a narrow pass under a natural
arch ; the olives that shade that arch, and the
vines that wave around it; the bold bendings
and easy sweeps of the surrounding mountains ;
and the towers of the town rising on the top of
the hill beyond the cascade, with the ruins of
Maecenas's villa on its shelving side, form one
of the most delicious pictures for softness and
beauty, wildness and animation, that can be
imagined. The traveller is usually conducted
by his guide to a sort of natural stage, formed
by the rock projecting boldly over the river, just
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opposite the cascade. Here he may seat him
self on the grass under the shade of a tufted
olive-tree, enjoy at leisure the delightful sight,
nor wonder that Horace, when surrounded by
such scenery, should feel the full influence of
inspiration.
r. Qua; Tibur aquae fertile prscfluunt
Et spissae nemorum comae
Fingent JEolio carmine oobilem.
iv. Od. 3.
However, a side view is considered as the best,
because it augments the apparent mass of wa
ters ; and this we enjoyed as we continued our
walk along the road ; while before us the opening
valley exhibited a distant perspective over the
Campagna to the seven hills and the towers of
Rome, and the Mediterranean closing or rather
bordering the picture with a gleam of purple.
We passed Quintiliolo, and the pond once
probably the receptacle of those favorite fish
which as Cicero sarcastically observes, seem to
have occupied so much of the time and thoughts
of their indolent proprietors. At the foot of the
hill in a meadow called Campo Limpido, near the
road, springs a fountain which some travellers
have thought proper to dignify with the appella
tion of Bandusia ; but though ks source be
abundant, its waters pure, and its appearance
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picturesque, yet it is far remote from the classi
cal fountain of that denomination. After having
passed the bridge, and ascended part of the de
clivity towards the town, we entered a field, in
order to visit a circular edifice of brick with a
vaulted roof, resembling, though of a smaller
size, the temple of Minerva Medica, supposed
by some to be the Fanum Tussis, by others a
sepulchre ; the situation seems more appropriate
to the latter, the form better calculated for the
former. It has several niches for statues, is of
excellent proportions, and though stripped long
since of all its ornaments, is yet in good pre
servation.*
Maecenas's villa stands at the extremity of the
town on the brow of the hill, and hangs over
several streamlets which fall down the steep. It
commands a noble view of the Anio and its vale
beneath, the hills of Albano aud Monticelli, the
Campagna, and Rome itself rising on the borders
of the horizon. It still presents several traces
of its former magnificence, such as a triple row
of arches, seventeen below and fourteen above,
forming a suite of apartments spacious enough

* Some antiquaries are of opinion, that it was a bath ; but
its situation on a declivity and at a distance from the town,
seems unfavorable to such a destination.
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for all the purposes. of private luxury:'' I The ac
tive Cardinal Ruffo during'the *eigtt"of the late
pontiff, turned it into a foundery, after having
stripped the walls and the roof of the ivy, and
effaced the venerable marks of ruin which the
hand of time had. shed over them. A branch of
the river pours through- the arched gallery and
vaulted cellars, and shaking the edifice as lit
passes along, rushes in several sheets down the
declivity.
The ancient magnificence of this
villa is probably equalled by that of the modern
Villa Estense, erected by a Cardinal of . that
name in the sixteenth century, in a lofty situa
tion, surrounded with terraces, water-falls,' groves
of cedars, cypresses, and orange trees, and adorn
ed with statues, vases, and marbles. . The gar
dens are laid out in the old style, and not con
formable to our ideas of rural beauty, and the
whole is in a . most lamentable state of decay.
Very different was its condition when described
by Strada, who lays the scene of two of)ihis
Prolusions in its gardens.
. • I -I-.; '. : .u.ii .
, iinA
nr.'t 1.4
There are in the town or immediate neighbor-'
hood of Tivoli, other villas of great extent and
so^e magnificence,! enjoying in: proportion simi
lar advantages of situation and of prospect, and
perhaps no spot in the universe affords more of
either; but unfortunately the modern Romans,
vol. U.
R
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like the Italians aad the continental nations in
general, are not partial to country residence.
They may enjoy the description,: or commend
the representation of rural scenes, and occupa
tions in books and pictures, but they feel not
the beauties of nature, and cannot relish the
calm, die solitary charms of a country life.
Hence the delicious retreats of Tibiur, and the
rival beauties of the Al ban Mount, scenes that
delighted the philosopher and enchanted the
poet in ancient days, are now beheld with in
difference, and perhaps honored once a year,
during the Viihggiatura, with a short and im
patient visit.
., •i',•• i .Ivijr.
i' ,n

Englishmen who are generally educated in
the country, and are attached by all the ties of
custom and of inclination to rural scenery, may
appreciate the beauties of Tibur, and do justice
to the description of the poet. While they be
hold the hills, the woods, the streams, i; ;
<
Et praeeeps Anio, et Tiburni lucus, et uda
. . i' Mobiiibus pomaria rivis,
1 Od. 6.
•"

.'

,

• ,'' "1. .^'.d

which so often inspired the Roman Lyrist ; they
may conceive, and even share his enthusiasm,
and did not a better sentiment suppress the wish,,
they might exclaim with him, .

= t n! :

:Vi!ki
Tibiir Argeo poMtnm bbtonope't *tlT *rrrfifc[
. ';:' . .i' Pit mete sedes utinam senfcctte^, fl ^t^n'' unit
Sit jnodu? lasso maris, eV^rai^,,,., }
!f1
,'. ..h

i'' ^''In^'id; nr. slt.rr.' b*>mr i *

May 15tbV We! rdse about three iW ft* mbrfti
afigi and although 'ihe 'W fearer' appeared rather
lowering;5 'We mounted' 'atti fdtnS and forming' i
parly ' of nine, proceeded 'on' our road towards
the Sabine mountains, 1ft order" ^ visit Horace^
villa.' "'• 1:11
'* '' '!:i',iH H^ ^°
i'!'/n >ril
b'i>!n.i! '• • ,ini i !r
i '- *idi 'ii'v: f .i'^lfffcil ano
The Via Valeria is, Without doom,' the'shottesfc
road; to Ttco Yard, but ' we^ toot" bne'Wiclj?
though very bad and somewhat {dirger',' g&Ve' hs
an opportunity of seeing more of the county/
As #e Were winding along the mils, we saW the'
river' meandering beneath' us through a'b^autifut*
dell, and forming a variety of pleasing sce'n,e's^'
especially near a spot where the ruins of two
aqneduCts throw their arches over the road, and
form a sort of frame for the towers of Tivol^
and its tteighbbrihg mountains. An ar£is| wh<j
Was in company witli us took a sketcn ,o'n 'the'
sp6t, atid has' since made a very fine drawfng of
iV The at(ii^dhcts' frequently re-appeared dur
ing the course 'bf the day,' 'sometimes rising fifc'e
masses of brown rock on the hills, and sometimes
sWeepirig $ri a1 'succession bf lofty arches over the
r 2
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plains. The face of the country was here wooded
and there naked, but always 'b6M, and in gene
ral very fertile. Its mosKi striding features were,
a ruined castle on the bank of the river, distant
towns lodged in the high recesses of the moun
tains, particularly St., Polo far on the left, and
Castel Madama just opposite. The latter is said
to be extremely healthy, ion account of its airy
situation;; it affords a fine view of the valley, of
the river, and of the mountains, with their vari
ous hamlets. From the side of the hill we looked
down upon VicpYaro, whose churches and walls
of. white stone appeared to much advantage.
This town, nearly. retains. its ancjeut name, and
is the Variae mentioned by Horace, as the prin
cipal municipality where, it seems, representa
tives from the circumjacent; villages used to

.Quinqiie bonos solitum Variam demittere patres.
!/ii'
. t
i ' - ) '0:. i'^ . ' . ;
iMi i* Epist. 14.
j'-fl \ riyffii.
l.? )'• ' '1 \
i
It stands on a hill close to the Anio, has consi
derable remains of its wall, composed of, vast
stones, like those employed in the Coliseum, and
though not large,; must have, been opulent, if we
may' judge from .such a magnificent rampart. ,

From Vico Faro we proceeded along the river
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about two miles, to' a bridge remarkable for the
remains of a lofty arch, formed to conduct the
Claudian aqueduct over the Anio. Only 'a small
part of the arch is standing, while the channel
opened through the rock on the opposite side,
near a mill, is still perfect. The banks here are
extremely , bold, particularly on' the northern
side of the , river, where they rise to a great ele
vation, and seem to hang over the mill and the
stream. The, rock is hollowed out by nature
into a variety of grottos, said, tqj have been for
some time the retreat of St. Benedict, the patri
arch of the western monks. On the top of the
rock stands the Franciscan convent of S. Cosimato, a neat and convenient building, with a
very clean church. Hither we repaired, in or
der to take shelter from a very heavy shower,
and were. received by the good fathers with cor
diality, and treated in a very hospitable and po
lite manner. About one o'clock we sallied forth,
and returning; back some little way, took a path
leading directly northward.
I must observe,
that from the convent, and indeed some little
time before you reach it, you discover towards
the north two villages beautifully situated on the
summit of a woody and well cultivated hill, sup
ported by a range of mountains behind j one of
these villages is called Canta Jjubo, the other

ate
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^r^a. JUg latter, lis Mandela, which, on account, of its high situation, Horace represents as
suffering mach .frq.in the effects of the coldl ! '
1'i.w.i'vj, J.iJ u'ii'ft .Vuibi: .' '' m v... '.iit
hi ;
.,i',.
Rugos"* frigo" pagus, :. ,(, ,
As We Advanced, we found ourselves iri a fine
valley, with beautiful hills rising close ort : out
left, while on our right} ' hi the midst of fertile
meadoWs bounded on 'the opposite side by the
hill of Wandda, and a ridge of successive moun
tains, glided the Licenza, anciently the Bigentia,
the favorite stream of Horace!' ' ' ' ' "
:i.•'!••'•
9i,i ?•i
•
.. '
i '' '•'
i•""
'i '"'
Me
quoties
reficit
gelidus
Digentia
rivus.
.,,,,0 .< ii. U ' ;.
: • i : .'I . .'i. .« '
Its bed is wide, stony, and shallow in summer.
We had not proceeded far, when to the left, on
the brow of a craggy steep, we perceived the
Fanum Vacunee,* whence the poet dated one of
his philosophic epistles ; it tvas almost in tains
in his: time, and probably sunk under tbe' pres'snre of age not long after : a village has ' risen
,yi",'f<''"
1
.: .'i'.ii.i'I
ilvi'|lj.
:i.
Ami
i. ih,\': h:
M i Mii. ' 'iilt
it ii: 'j
i( . , * Hoc; tibi dictabam po^t templum, putre Vacunae.
y^cw^a jiyas tlae' Minerva, or perhaps the Victory of the Sa'
bj^es. jj ipifi.Jepiple here alluded to, or one to ,Vjictorj on
the same site, was repaired by Vespasian. This goddess
Jii 'iIiJ ' i>i Uil V, r il:f: . ii :J. 'if !ii T'.'fii', I '0':i " 'J'-'il.
bad another temple, or at least a grove, near Reate and the
^k^liiP^M. ifo'Mpi 12."
i;7
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upon its site, and assumed the name of Roeoet
Giomhe. Near the path which leadft up to this
village issues a spring, called by some writers,
the fountain of Bandusia.
The road then ran at the foot of Mount Lucretilis, and a more beautiful mountain has rarely;
been discovered by a traveller or celebrated by
a poet, it rises in a gentle but irregular swells
forming several hills of different shapes as it
ascends, and leading the eye through several
easy gradations to it* summit. Rocks and pre
cipices frequently breafc its lines, and open
various caverns and grottos in its sides and on
its declivities. Its lower regions are divided
into corn fields and vineyards ; groves of olives
and of chestnuts interspersed with forest trees'
thrown negligently about, sometimes single
sometimes in clumps, and now and then in
Woods wave round its middle : its upper parts
areheathy pasture, and in many places covered
with brambles, shrubs and forests. Herds may
be seen ranging through the meadows, and
flocks of goats spread.over the wilds and brow
sing on the precipices.
Arcadia itself could
scarcely have exhibited more beautiful scenes,
or opened more' delightful recesses ; so that Lucretilis, without being indebted to poetical ex
aggeration for, the compliment, might easily be
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supposed to have attracted the attention of the
rural divinities, and allured them to its delicious
\rilderues8.*
!:• 'u.'i .-. • •
•••.i"

About a mile and a half beyond the road
which leads to Rocca Giovane we turned up a
pathway, and crossing a vineyard found our
selves on the spot where Horace's villa is sup
posed to have stood. A part of a wall rising in
the middle of brambles and some mosaic pave
ments, are the only traces that now remain of
the poet's mansion. It was probably remarka
ble neither for its. size nor its decorationsf ; neat
ness and convenience it must have possessed.
Mundaque parvo sub lare Ceenee. Its situation
is extremely beautiful. Placed in a little plain
or valley in the windings of Mount Lucretilis, it
is sheltered on the north side by hills rising gra
dually bm very boldly ; while towards the south
a long ; hillock covered with a grove, protects it
from the scorching, blasts of that quarter. Being
. ': ; '• i
. ':'
'
.' .'

,

* Velox amcenum srepe Lucretilem
Mutal Lyceo Faunus, et igneam
Defendit aestatem capellis i
Usque meis pluviosque ventos.
t Non ebur, neque aureum
••.'•''!. Mea renidet iu domo lacunar.
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opened to the east and west it gives a full view
of Rocca Giovane, formerly Fanum Vacunee,
on one side : on the other, two towns the nearest
of which is Digentiathe farthest CiviteUa, perch
ed each on the pointed summit of a hill pre
sent themselves to view ; below, and forming a!
sort of basis to these eminences, Ustica speckled
with olives and spangled with little shining rocks,
stretches its recumbent form.*
. n v
i. f .'.•:. . .. . ..;!.!
i.,n .-. .1 .
•!
Behind the house a path leading through a
grove of olives and rows of vines, conducts to an
abundant rill descending from Fonte Hello (per
haps anciently the Bandusia) a fountain in the
higher regions of the mountain. It is collected
in its fall from an artificial cascade into a sort of
basin whence it escapes, pours down the hill
and glides through the valley, under the name
of Digentia, now Licenza. This rill, if I may
judge by its freshness, still possesses the good
qualities Horace ascribed to it and still seems to
flow so cool and so clear, .
Ut aec. „
.; ,
Frigidior Thracam nec purior ambiat Hebrus.

• Utcunque dulci, Tyndari, fistula t,
Valles et Usticte cubanti*
. '
Lenta personuere tiaxa.
Lib. i. Od. 17.
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, \ must indeed here observe, that the whole
tract of ' country which we have just traversed
corresponds in every particular with the. descrip
tion which Horace gave of it two thousand
years • ago.
Not only the grand and charac
teristic features*—the continued chain of moun
tains-—the shady valley—-the winding dell—the
abundant fountain—the savage rocks—features
which a general convulsion of nature only cantotally efface, not these alone remain, but the
less and more perishable beauties—the little rills
- . "the moss-lined stones—the frequent groves—
the arbutus half., concealed in the thickets—the
occasional pina— the oak and the ilex suspended
over the grotto—these meet the traveller at every
turn, and rise around' him as so many monu
ments of the judgment and of the accuracy of the■
poet.f •j;' •.)!i.. i. ,v...ii':/ o.-'
•,:~)};
i■nr.
7■;.'ii i h Jin 'iiiY .nc... v•.t . i■(i ,y.:;c: •i.:fk t';
boo■: ;•'!! ,.• ..'>.'.u:. ., { ".'.- .r.
V- - i ~p •
ot '*liC*«itiiidrrtdtterfnttl dissociehtar «pWi •''.:';:!
Valle
.
.
.,••..■ •'.1.'-": l--.^ 0< t^r ,
Hie in reducta valle caniculae
Vitabis sestus '.' '. .". '
Fcibs euam riVo dare nomen idoneus 'l ". . ' .
inhospita tesqua . .
Rnris amsni.
t Rivos et musco circumlita sasa, aemuaque
Impune totem per nemiis arbutos
SI .bO .1 .^Qttsrunt latentes-*-<'
■ aV: I
3
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We were less fortunate in this our poetical
pilgrimag-e than usual, as a heavy railibegaa
'."„'■': '
r !':" . .
'.••.'.•:i•).;i r.i: n- \-ti,

Quid si rubicunda benigne
Corna vepres et pruna ferunt, sr quercus ti itet i 11 i0,t
! - Multa fruge pecus, multi dominum juvat tmbra^ioi .
, ImnineBs villa pinus ,.
. ,,\\ v,nu{fi
.; I- .v.,,:-,'.,
ty.nif^BV^fPm :r
i , , •'. Saxis
• > • '/(I
. . .ivxnft'il.
]i,.i: '■:,,;•;.,;'• ii;ili
. tri als
Cluverius concludes that Horaee h»d * view of Mount
Soracte from his Sabine villa, because he commences an ;qdje
with the words.
7 \
ii'i.'l' 'Ii:
■
c
.) /Vides utalti stetnive candidnti : ; ,:;.•,) ."(
'•
Seracte.,, .....j. .,.„• .
i\ , :i ■, ■:)ii'lno )
But this is not the case, as Mount Lucretilis iitterp'oscs m
that direction and obstructs all view, ' excepting that of its
own varied ridge. The ode alluded to was probably conposed at Rome, as the amusements which Horace recom
mends in the last stanza but one, were peculiar to the city,
nunc et campus et arete, fyc. The learned geographer also
insists upon Ustica's being a valley, on account of the epithet
cubantis, which he maintains could not be ascribed to a
hill. Most of my readers will probably think otherwise,
and conceive that such an epithet is applicable to hills only,
and this opinion is confirmed by the name which a hill in the
neighborhood of Mount Lucretilis still bears. Its form is
long and rises gradually, as that of a person leaning on his
elbow: its surface is marked by a number of white smooth
stones ; and it is always pointed out as the Ustica alluded to
by Horace.
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about twelve o'clock in^the dayy and accom
panied by strong gusts of wind continued pour
ing in an incessant torrent till twelve at night.
It soon penetrated our clothes ; the tardiness of
our mules gave it full tjme to operate ; so that
notwithstanding our enthusiasm and a few occa
sional bursts of merriment we paced slowly
along the Via Valeria, wet and benighted till
we reached Tivoli about ten o'clock. Thus we
learned by experience, that Horace had some
reason to thank the rural divinities for protecting
his flocks from the inclemencies of the moun
tains, and from the rainy winds, whose effects
he seems to have felt and dreaded. The wind
continued high and chill during the whole of the
following day (Sunday).
On Monday the
weather resumed its usual serenity, and we retnrned to Rome. • >••' .• •
• ■••■ .•• . .1 .•• s- ii,>. .''."• • .1 i ■;,i-•.! ;i,,.i'.
.-.i.. i..]... . 't . .•
I., i- ,•''.•> ■!H (ii
■: i ; iv .
I ;d .•.,., ).; „
, •..•.;
'^..i.,'.. itt'm
1.•; .
. : ...u•. I -. !' ., ') . .-.
t ni,"'i . ''i !.i'.• . . . :i
■ i' -. i
' 1 • J i: ..[.. i .
. "'I ii i i i' . . •.l '. i !i • s r\
,., ,• . ,! ii .\ .: ,.\',.v»'
,
.v-\r }.:{ ,, .. ',!...',:•; '.{../ ,-.') . .• ,
J .■'. .'.'i
,, i•in . i'lil i,?
' ii; . -i 1-•, i - ..• !
...i I--:,
• ill in ii:' i; .! ".
. i:
:r. ; f . t\ n ,i,:.ii' -ii, b,-"
i-i■;i",i ;!] .--i'i'I il'U ii.,'•!••.' ) w.l'. l.i iio,, 1 ■.i,i:,.;i
m\ ttn «m',■i\ :•, : u; i: 'iu ' ' ,.. •/!!..•• .,• • > •, ; ( ; •
i
• £ 1 : - - - ; , ? 'iii'. 7/ "i ••;.•,.:.,:• . i: • ;
't,,;. .,i ;; &i,
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! fly '.i ' • ;;

,'i:l;'u 'i'?fi; «, : ioi! i il; >! iol!ii! 'jili ''.'•• •ihir. ',\\l
.'..i0r •! i:J; i 1 iv»;jiy.i t
si.'''''j (i: 'ino ri{I i:'J
'i:.'!i'ir ' ' •.'i 1"
CHAP VIM'' ' "'
u*
.'::'}'
''Ii( '.Il i:i .,.'.f/.j •; i'/ :V''.ni -ii:.'fn
'v:'r.\ • ! . i
. {..'i• :~7TTi, :!t -i; L'ii; . 'iiffi. i
Alban Mount and Lake— Tusculum and
Cicero's Villa—Aricia, and the Ghrove and
Temple of Diana— The Lake of Nemi, and
Palace of' Trajan — Antium — Forests and
Plains of Laureritum— Ostia—Mouth of the
Tiber,"',
: ... .'•v.in
. :! i
i .,
THE Alban Mount, which forms such a con
spicuous and majestic feature of Roman land
scape, and presents itself so often to the reader's
notice in Roman history and literature, next
attracted our attention and furnished an object
for a second excursion. The road to it is the
Via Appia, which begins at the Porta Capena,
crosses the A Imone flowing near the wnlls ; and
as it traverses the Campagna presents aqueducts
and sepulchres that border its sides with ruins.
Quandoquidem data sunt ipsis quoque fata sepulchris.
The Fossa' Cluillia, ;!' < ' *
Horatiorum qua viret sacer campus ;
the" theatre of the combat between the Horatii
and Curiatii lies, between five and six miles fromi
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the gate on the right. Several tombs stand on
the side of the hillock that borders these fields,
but no one in particular is pointed out as belong
ing to the unhappy, champions. Their monu
ments however existed in the time of Titus
Livius*, and as their forms and materials were
probably very plain and very solid, they mast
have remained for many ages after, and may be
some of the many mounds that still stand in
clusters about the very place where they fell.
The multiplicity of the tombs that line the road
is so great, that when entire, and surrounded, as
several of them anciently were, with cypresses
and ornamental enclosures, they must almost
have touched each other, and formed a funereal
street. This circumstance affords a strong argu
ment, that the environs of the city, at least on
this side, could not have been so thickly inha
bited as is usually ' imagined. Besides Cicero,
in one of his Efjistles, alludes to the danger of
6eing robbed in broad day on the road to
Atbanof, a circumstance which implies solitude,
and gives the plain extending at the foot of the
Alban Mount, a reputation similar to that
attached not long ago to the predatory districts
of Blackheath or Hounslow.
r'noll of It

—*

rnoit v^/f/gar1

1

1—- . .>.•',.-> >i v■
t Ad. Att. vfr. 9r' - .*

mmU\
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Oh tbe: side \©f> the . hill, on or near the site o£
the ancient Bovillae, stands a tavern, the very
same if we may credit tradition into which
Clodius retired when wounded, and from which
he was afterwards. dragged by Milo's attendants;
JJear the gate of Albatio on the side of the road
rises an ancient tomb, the .sepulchre (as it is
called by the people) of Ascanius; but in the
opinion of antiquaries that of Clodius himself.
It is entirely stripped of its ornaments and ex
ternal coating, and has no other claim, to the
traveller's attention than its antiquity.

. t i,:. *

?•: v.'J'i'l? -iin ..i :iih'
' ■ .;;
!• . •
iiili
; The town of Albano consists almost totally of
one long street, in general well built and airy;
but its chief advantage is its lofty situation; and
its, ornaments are the beautiful country bouses
and walks that surround it on all sides. The
principal villa belongs to a Roman Duke, and
occupies part of the site ef Pompey's Albanum,
and its gardens laid out in the best modern style
wind delightfully amidst the ruins. Its views
open on the sea coast, and command the whole
of ,that classic ground which Virgil has . made
the scene of the last six. books of the Eneid ; the
seven hills and the humble capital of Evander •
the mouth of t lie Tiber where Eneas landed;
Laurentium wfthits surrounding forests ; the lake
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of Turnus ; the Vctda Sacra Nttmici, and all the
Rutilian territory. -' A- :.■ •-• .,
',
.'•!.•!
-i
i . i;'" •> .
. .-.
A fine road shaded with double rows of ilex
leads from Albano to Castel Gandolfo and the
Alban Lake. This well-known lake is seven
miles in circumference, and surrounded with a
high shelving shore, which is covered with gar
dens and orchards. The immediate borders of
the lake are lined with trees that bathe their
branches in its waters. It is clear as crystal, is
said to be almost unfathomable in some places,
and is supposed to be contained in the crater of
an extinguished volcano. An emissarius or out
let was formed at so early a period as the year
of Rome 358, to prevent the sudden and mis
chievous swells of the lake which had then re
cently occasioned considerable alarm.
The
immediate occasion of this undertaking was a
Command of the Delphic oracle. The work still
remains a singular instance of the industry and
superstition of the Romans. It is bored through
the body of the mountain or rather through the
solid rock, and runs somewhat more than a mile
under-ground : going out of the lake it first
passes through a court or apartment formed of
huge masses of Tiburtine stone, shaded above by
a large and spreading ilex: it then enters the

Oft."VIII.-
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narrow channel which diminishes in height as it
advances, but in all places leaves room for the
purposes of repairing and cleansing.*
On the highest, that is, the southern bank of
the lake, stood Alba Longa, a city known only
in Roman story, for not a vestige of it remains ;
dignified while it stood by its contest with infant
Rome, and when it fell, by the short but elo
quent description which Titus Livius gives of it*
destruction'}'. Nothing can be more delightful
than the walks around the lake, sometimes ap
proaching the edge of the steep banks and look
ing down upon the glassy surface extended be^
low, and at other times traversing the thickets'
and woods that rise all around, and refresh the
traveller as he passes under their vast contiguity
of shade.
Another utnbrayeous alley, partly
through woods, leads to Marino, a very pretty
town ; the approach to it with the rocky dell,
the fountain in the midst, the town on the emi..••,*
. i' •
I 'i
;.i
• ' ..' ! •; iHj /

• Vide Liv. L. v. c. 16. Cic. De Di». lib. i. 44. Val.
Max. cap. vi. This work was finished in less than a year.
The Emperor Claudius began a similar emissarius to let out
the waters of the Lacus Fucinus, and employed in it thirty
thousand men for eleven years.
- ' •«!•'' "
' ' '''
'-• • •
t Lib:i.2S>.
..:i' I n. ;
X'OL. IX.
8
i.
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pence above, the woods below and on the side of
the road, might furnish an excellent subject for
a landscape.*
'.•.i .;..•'•

The same alley continues to Grotta Ferrata,
once the favorite villa of Cicero, and now an
abbey of Greek monks. It stands on one of the
Tumuli or beautiful hills grouped together in the
Alhan Mount. It is bounded on the south by a
deep dell, with a streamlet that falls, from the
rock, and having turned a mill meanders through
the recess and disappears in its windings : this
stream, now the Marana, was anciently called
Aqua Cmbra, and is alluded to by Cicero.
Eastward rises a lofty eminence once crowned
with Tusculum; westward the view descends,
and passing over the Campagna, fixes on Borne
and the distant mountains beyond it: on the
south, a gentle swell presents a succession of
vineyards and orchards, and behind it, towers
the summit of the Alban Mount once crowned
with the-temple of Jupiter Latiaris.
Thus
Cicero, from his portico, enjoyed the noblest and
most interesting view that could be imagined to
iuh ;al ur \i}\'\,'vw\
y in.i'-l
" i .; '• \—' ^'i'.:'J '.,']'
w1'.t:::ni bi^J^.sj K. .
,.''..••.• i . i i ..; i '•* .'. ..ii
• The fountain is supposed to be the source of the. Aqua
Ferentina, and Marino the Caput Aqua? Ferentina?, so often
mentioned in Roman history.
2
.iii."
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a Roman and a Consul ; the temple of the tute
lary divinity of the empire, the seat of victory
and of triumph, and the theatre of his glorious
labors, the capital of the World,
'
' • ' '
f
''' '

'

Rtrum pulcherrima Roma !
''
'
. ! \1

.

i

. f

That Cicero's Tusculum was extensive, highly
finished, and richly adorned with columns, mar
bles, and statues, there can be no doubt, as he
had both the desire and the means of fitting" it up
according to his own taste and the luxury of
the times. That all his villas were remarkable
♦for their beauty we may learn from one of his
epistles, where he calls them the brightest orna
ments or rather the Very eyes of Italy, and it is
highly probable that Tusculum surpassed them
all in magnificence, as it was his favorite retreat,
owing to its proximity to Home, which enabled
him to enjoy the leisure and liberty of solitude
without removing to too great a distance from
the business and engagements of the city. More
over, this villa had belonged to Sylla the Dictator
who was not inclined to spare any expense in its
embellishments, and it had been purchased by
Cicero at an enormous price, and by him en
larged and furnished with additional ornaments.
Among the statues we find, that his library was
adorned with those of the muses, and his academy
«?2
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with an liermathena ; as he expresses a particu
lar partiality for pictures we may conclude that
such decorations were not wanting. Annexed
to it were a lyceum, a portico, a gymnasium, a
palaestra, a library, and an academy for literary
discourses and philosophical declamations during
the winter ; the thick groves which surrounded
it, afforded the orator and his learned friends a
cooler and more rural retreat during the heats
of summer. The scenes of several of his phi
losophical dialogues, as for instance, of that De
Divinatione, and of his Tusculan Questions, are
laid, as every reader knows, on this classic spot,
and their recollection connected with the me-,
mory of our early years naturally increases the
interest and reverence with which we tread this
sacred ground*
. ./'' ;• . ., .' .;.'
?-r :M
v '-vji'-:
: ,• •
■i •.;:. ' i ;
Rura nemusque sacrum dilectaque jugera musis.

* I am well aware that some antiquaries of reputation
maintain that Cicero's villa was seated on the very ridge of
the mountain, and ground their opinion not only on some
Roman bricks inscribed with his name, found in that site,
but on the positive statement of an old commentator on
Horace. But in the first place, in the plunder of Cicero's
villa, which took place in consequence of his exile, the bricks
and materials might have been carried off as well as the
frees and plants themselves ; and in the second place the
name and age of the commentator, as well as the sources of
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The reader will probably expect a descrip
tion of the ruins of this villa, which Dr. Middleton and Mr. Melmoth represent as still ex
isting ; but in opposition to such respectable au
thorities, I am sorry to observe, that not even a
trace of ruins is now discoverable. The princi
pal, perhaps the whole of the buildings, still stood
at the end of the tenth century, when St. Nilus
a Greek monk from Calabria fixed himself on
the spot, and after having demolished what re
mained of the villa, erected on its site, and pro
bably with its materials, his monastery, which in
process of time became a rich abbey, and as it
was first founded, so it is still inhabited by Greek
monks of the' . prder. . of St, Basil. At each end
of the portico is fixed in the wall a fragment of

. '• : J'i. .•'i.:.«. i .' ''
' ' 'nil '
his information are all unknown, and consequently bis au
thority cannot be very great. The statues which 1 have
mentioned above, of the muses and the hermathena, were
found at Grotta Ftrrata, though the discovery of those
statues, or of any others, cau afford but little strength to an
opinion, as such articles seldom remain very long in the same
place, and are so easily transferable. The principal argu
ment in favor of the common opinion is the constant tradi
tion of the country down to the beginning of the eleventh
century, when as it is related by contemporary writers St.
Nilus erected his monastery on the ruins of Cicero's Tuscu.
lanum.
" ,' ,n (
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basso reliet© ; one represents a philosopher sit
ting with a scroll in his hand, in a thinking pos
ture; in the other, are four figures supporting
the feet of a fifth of a colossal size supposed to
represent Ajax. These, with the beautiful pil
lars that support the church, are the only rem
nants of the decorations and furniture of the
ancient villa. Conjiciant, says an inscription,
quee et quantafuerint*.

The plane tree, which Cicero in the person of
Sceevola notices with so much complacency in
the introduction to the first book De Oratore,
still seems to love the soil, and blooms and flou
rishes in peculiar perfection all aroundf. One in

* The church contains little remarkable excepting the
chapel of St. Nilus, painted by Domimchino in a masterly
style. The wall is separated into compartments, and in each
Compartment is represented one of the principal actions of
the patron saint. The Demoniac boy near the altar, and St.
Nilus praying near the end of the chapel, are supposed to be
the two best.
•f- Me haec tua platanus admonuit, quae non minus ad opacandum hunc locum patulis est diffusa ramis, quam ilia cujus
umbram secutus est Socrates, qua; mihi videtur non tam ipsa
aquula, quae describitur quam Platonis oratione crevisse. D*
Qrat. i. 7.
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particular, bending over an abundant' fountain,
spreads such a loxdriancy of foliage, and forms
a shade so thick and impenetrable as would have
justified Plato's partiality and Scaevola's enco
miums'.' .! .
'.Jl 'i:t ' r,,Vf
'';i:;:. ''''l
, . / .i.l.'i li ' « Vi::.. V i1
I -.!*
From Chotta Ferrata we proceeded to the hills
that hang over Frescati, the summit of Which
was once crowned with Tnsculum, Whose eleva
tion and edifices of white stone made it a beau
tiful and striking object in Roman landscape*,
and communicated its name to all the rural re
treats (and there were many) in its neighborhood.
This town survived the hostilities of the barba
rians, and was doomed to fall in a civil contest by
the hands of the Romans themselves, about the
year 1 190. Its ruins remain scattered in long
lines of wall, and of shattered arches, inter
mingled with shrubs and bushes, over the sum
mit and along the sides of the mountain. The
i
• '.
••;•!I .- ,.i;•!i;
' T
, lj
!> ,r!>. ,
',.» *,'! I'*f».'
''f ir
The scene of these Dialogtres is laid in Crassus's Tusculan villa, the same, if I mistake not, whicn waS afterwatds
Sylla's and then Cicero's.
* Superni villa candens Tusculi. .
r .>:•-.'•: o
'
' '' ' '
Horace here appropriates to the villa of his friend a qua
lity, which it possessed in common with the town, and all
tlife great buildings in th£ same situation
.:
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view is extensive in every direction, but particu
larly interesting . towards the north-east, where
immediately under the eye appear Monte Catone
and, the Prata Porcia once the property of Cato,
whose family name they still bear; farther on,
the Lake Regillus. well known for the appari
tion of Castor and Pollux ; a little towards the
south, Mount Algidus, and the whole Latin vale
extended below ; Preneste seated on a lofty
eminence ; and Tjbur embpsomed in the distant
mountains.

, ..,,.,.>■ i

. ,i i ; :i: -, ! [ii. ;•:
. i *-i i :
..- ' 1
The modern town of Fresmti stands on the
side of the hill much lower down than the an
cient city, but yet in an elevated and airy situa-?
tipn. \t is surrounded with villas, many of which
are of great beauty and magnificence. Its in
terior contains nothing remarkable,
, •. . -.. i
-a: . . .' I•
'•i ' •
""
•' ■.'
•
The next day we bent our course southward.
The first object that struck us out of the gate
was the ancient tomb, called by the people the se
pulchre of the Horatiiand Curiatii. This monu
ment is of great magnitude, and of a bold and
striking form. It was originally adorned with
five obelisks ; of which two only remain. A
variety of shrubs grow from its crevices, wave in
garlands round its shattered pyramids, and hang
in long wreaths to the ground. The melancholy
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interest which such an appearance awakens will
be increased, when the traveller learns that the
venerable pile before him may possibly CQ$eriih&
remains of Cneius Pompeias, nobile nec victam
faiis capntK I say possibly, and am willing' to
adopt this opinion, which' is not' without autho
rity ; yet if it really were true, as Plutarch, re*
lates, that Cornelia had her husband's ashes con':
veyed to Italy, and deposited in his Alban villa
(which it is to be recollected had been seized by
Antony) how are we, $9 explain the indignant
complaint of Lucan, —,,
v.', ,., .jn
: '.♦ * ..?
' vv i'.♦' •; .1 ; i; i\ ''}
Tu quoque cum saevo dederas jam templa tyranno,
Nondum Pompeii cineres, O Roma, petisti
Exul adhuc jacet umbra ducjs !
Lib. viii. 835.
' ; '.
;.i\.; 'rr 'i,'|}
froiJf""''; ',5 orfT
We may at least infer, that no such event had
taken place before Lucan's time, or that it was
then unknown, and of course that no mausoleum
had been raised on the occasion. If therefore
this monument be in honor of that celebrated
Roman, it must have been a mere cenotaph
erected at a later period.
About a mile farther on at the end of a finely
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shaded avenue stands Aricia, where Horace
passed the first night of his journey to Brundusium.
Egressum magua me excepit Aricia Roma
Hospitio modico
Whatever mode of travelling the poet employed,
whether he walked, rode, or drove, he could not
have fatigued himself with the length of his
stages, as that of the first day was only fourteen
miles, and those of the following days very
nearly in the same proportion. He has reason
therefore to use the word repimus. But of this
classic tour more perhaps hereafter.
The application of the modern article, and a
consequent mistake in the spelling very common
in the beginning of Italian names, has changed
the ancient appellation of this little town into La
Riccia. It is extremely well built and pretty,
particularly about the square which is adorned
with a handsome church on one side, and on the
other, with a palace or rather a villa. It stands
on the summit of a hill and is surrounded with
groves and gardens. Of the ancient town situ
ated at the foot of the same hill in the valley,
there remain only some arches, a circular edifice
once perhaps a temple, and a few scattered sub
structions. The immense foundations of the Via
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Appia, formed of blocks of stone, rising from the
old town up the side of the hill, in general about
twenty-four feet in breadth and sometimes almost
sixty feet in elevation, are perhaps one of the
most striking monuments that now remain of
Roman enterprize and workmanship. This
ascent was called Clivus Virbii * from Hippolytus, who assumed that name when restored tq
|ife by Diana.
.• : ' .
i if '..
;.'
•. ; ,:i '
At Trivia Hippolitum secretis alma recondit
Sedibus et nymphae Egerke, nemorique relegat ;
Solus ubi in sylvis ltalis iguobilis aevum
Exigeret, versoque ubi nomine Virbius esset.
Virgil Ma. vii.
About a mile farther, on an eminence stands a
phurch, called Madonna di Galloro, a very pic
turesque object at a little distance ; aiid two miles
thence rises the town of Gensano, beautiful in
its regular streets, in its woody environs, and in
the neighboring lake of Nemi.
This lake derives its modern name from the
Nemus Dianee, the sacred groves that shaded its

*Tbis place is alluded to by Juvenal and Persius as
famous for beggars, full as common and as troublesome in
ancient as in modem Italy.
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banks : like that of Albam it occupies a deep
hollow in the mountain, but it is much inferior
to it in extent, and fills only a part of the amphi
theatre formed by the crater. The remaining
part with the high banks is covered with gardens
and orchards well fenced and thickly planted,
forming an enchanting scene of fertility and cul
tivation. The castle and the town of Nemi stand
on the eastern side, on a high rock hanging over
the water. The upper terrace of the Capucins
gives the best view. Opposite to it lies Gensano
stretched along a wooded bank, shelving gently
to the verge of the lake; behind rises Monte Giove
(Mons Jovis) and beyond extend the plains and
woods that border the sea shore : towards the
south-east rises the Monte Artemisia, derived as
every reader knows from Diana, whose temple
anciently formed a conspicuous feature in the
scenery and the history of this territory. Diana
was a divinity of mixed character, more inclined
however to cruelty t;han to tenderness; and
though she delighted principally in the slaughter
of wild beasts, yet she now and then betrayed a
latent partiality for human victims. Hence,
though Roman manners would not allow the god
dess to indulge her taste freely, yet she contrived
by the mode established in the appointment of
her priests to catch an occasional repast. That
mode was singular. The priest was always a
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fugitivej perhaps an outlaw or a criminal ; he ob
tained the honor by attacking and slaying his pre
decessor, and kept it by the same tenure, that is,
till another ruffian stronger or more active dispos
sessed him in the same manner.
! '!'•••., : r:.f,.(1
Regna teaent mauibusque fortes, pedibusque fugaces
Et petit exemplo postmodo quisque suo.
Ovid, Fast. iii.
i•:- 1 .•:
A >r>)
This priest enjoyed the title of Rex Nemorensis
and always appeared in public brandishing a
drawn sword, in order to repel a sudden attack.
Yet such a cruel goddess and such a bloody priest
seem ill placed in a scene so soft and so lovely,
destined by nature for the abode of health and
pleasure, for the haunt of Fauns and Dryads,
with all the sportive band of rural divinities.
i,v.i
.;. ... •
i . .....
.rff
The fable of the restoration of Hippolytus and
his concealment in this forest, is much better adap^
ted to its scenery :
.
' Ml.* V
.: '•:!;i!
hi
Vallis Aricinae sylvft procinctus opacft i v.n;: i 'iii i
Est lacus antiqua religione sacer,
' '
:'',[
Hie latet Hippolytus, furiis direptus equorum.
..
. . ..
Ovid.
From the base of the rock on which the town
'A 'i ..
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of Nemi stands, gushes the fountain of Egeria *
(for this nymph had a fountain and a grove here
as well as at Rome) alluded to by Ovid in the
following verses:
Defluit incerto lapidosus murmure rivus
Saepe sed exiguis haustibus inde bibes :
Egeria est quae prsebet aquas, Dea grata Camaenis
Me Numa; conjux, consiliumque fuit.
Ovid. Fast iii. v 268•
•ifiiiW
'io 'iliii ±Ai iiHvi'iiia lasn<Y anil
The fountain is abundant and is one of the sour
ces of the lake. The woods still remain and give
the whole scene an inexpressible freshness and
beauty in the eye of a traveller fainting under the
heat of July, and panting for the coolness of the
forest.
The Roman Emperors delighted as may natu
rally be supposed in this delicious spot, and
Trajan in particular, who erected in the centre
of the lake a palace (for it can scarce be called a
ship) of very singular form and construction.
This edifice was more than five hundred feet in
length, about two hundred and seventy in breadth,

* I need not remind the reader of the transformation of the
Nymph into this very fountain, and Ovid's pretty account
of it.
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and sixty in height, or perhaps mora correctly
in depth. It was built of the most solid wood
fastened with brass and iron nails, and covered
with plates of lead which were double in places
exposed to the action of the water. Within, it
was Hned and paved with marble or a composition
resembling marble; its ceilings were supported
by beams of brass ; and the whole was adorned
and fitted up in a style truly imperial. It was
supplied by pipes with abundance of the purest
water from the fountain of Egeria, not only for
the use of the table, but even for the ornament of
the courts and apartments. This wonderful vessel
was moored in the centre of the lake, which
thus encircled it like a wide moat round a Gothic,
I might almost say, an enchanted castle ; and to
prevent the swelling of the water an outlet was
opened through the mountain like that of the
Alban Lake, of less magnificence indeed, but of
greater length. On the borders of the lake various
walks were traced out, and alleys opened, not
only as beautiful accompaniments to the edifice,
but as accommodations for the curious who might

Montisque jaceos radicibus imis
Liquitur in. lactumas—donee pietate dolentis
Mota soror Pbcebi, gelidum de corpore fontem
Fecit et aeternas artus tcnuavit in undas.
i.
' .' '
Ovid. Met.
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flock to see such a singularly splendid exKiMronti
'!<
' ^
i 1
7
yI
1 '
When this watery palace sunk we know not,
but it is probable that it was neglected, and had
disappeared before the invasion of the barbarians,
as may be conjectured from the quantity of brass
that remained in it according to the account of
Marchi, a learned and ingenious Roman, who in
the year 1535 descended in a diving machine, and
made such observations as enabled him to give a
long and satisfactory description, from whence
the particulars stated above have been extracted*.
It is much to be lamented, that some method has
not been taken to raise this singular fabric, as it
would probably contribute from its structure and
furniture to give us a much greater insight into
the stale of the arts at that period than any rem
nant of antiquity which has hitherto been dis
covered. „ '

.

:„'. '

.ui ..'I; ,.; '

The traveller returning may wind through the
delightful woods that flourish between the two
lakes and enter Albano by the abbey of S. Paolo,
or rather by the fine avenue of Castle Gandolfo.
On the following day we ascended the highest

* See Brotier's Tacitus, Supp. App. and Notes on Trajan.

,
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pinnacle of the Alban Mount.

The road which

we took (for there are several) leads along the
Alban Lake, and climbs up the declivity to,a
little town or rather village, called Rocca del
Papa. Above that village extends a plain called
Campo cTAnnibale, because that General is said,
I know not upon what authority, to have been
encamped there for some days. The hollow sweep
formed in the mountain beyond this plain has
given it its modern appellation of Monte Cavo,
Above this plain we proceeded through the woods
that clothe the upper region of the mountain,
" Albani tumuli atque Zwci," and sometimes on
the ancient pavement of the Via TriumpJiali$
that led to its summit. From this grove came
the Voice that commanded the continuation of
the Alban rites ; and on this summit stood the
temple of Jupiter Latiaris, where all the Latin
tribes with the Romans at their head used to as
semble once a year, and offer common sacrifice
to the tutelar Deity of the nation. Hither the
Roman generals were wont to repair at the head
of their armies after a triumph; and here in the
midst of military pomp and splendor they pre
sented their grateful acknowledgments to the
Latin Jupiter. To this temple Cicero turned his
eyes and raised his hand, when he burst forth in
that noble apostrophe, " Tuque ex tuo edito
Monte Latiaris Sancte Jupiter cujus ille lacus
VOL. II.
T
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nemora finesque," &c. We may safely conclude
that a temple of such repute and such importance
most have been magnificent ; and accordingly we
find that Augustus appointed a regular corps of
troops to guard it and its treasures.

The effect

of this superb edifice raised on such a lofty pe
destal, and towering above the sacred groves,
must have been unusually grand, not only in the
towns and villages at the foot of the mountain
but in Rome itself, and over all the surrounding
country. The view, as may be supposed, is ex
tensive and varied, taking in the two lakes with
all the towns around them, and in the various re
cesses of the mountain; the hills and town of
Tusculum, Mount Algidus, and the AlbanVale;
the Campagna, with Socrate and Rome; the sea
coast with Ostia, Antium, Nettuno; the woods
and plains that border the coast, and the island of
Pontia (the prison of so many illustrious exiles)
rising like a mist out of the waters.
But the most interesting object by far in this
prospect is the truly classic plain expanded im
mediately below, the theatre of the last six books •
of the Eneid, and once adorned with Ardea, Laviniunv, and Laurentum. The forest in which
Virgil laid the scene of the achievements and of
the fall of the two youthful heroes Euryalus and
Nisus ; the Tiber winding through the plain, and
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the groves that shade its banks and delighted the
Trojan hero on his arrival ; all these are displayed clear and distinct beneath the traveller, who
while seated on the substructions of the temple,
may consider them at leisure, and compare theni
with the description of the poet. The Alban
Mount is, indeed, in the Eneid what Mount Ida
is in the Iliad, the commanding station whence
the superintending divinities contemplated the
armies, the city, the camp, and all the motions and
vicissitudes of the war. :' ' ,: "
• •••l• .
•. •.
.
•. . .
At Juno ex summo qui nunc Albanus habetur
(Tunc neque nomen erat neque honos aut gloria monti)
Prospiciens tumulo, campum spectabat et ambas
Laurentum Troumque acies, urbemque Latini.
Mn. xii. 133.
Of the temple nothing remains but parts of the
foundations, too insignificant to enable the ob
server to form any conjecture of the extent or
form of the superstructure. The ground is now
occupied by a church and a convent, remarkable
for nothing but the situation ; but it is highly pro* bable that some vestiges of the temple, some pil
lars or fragments of pillars, of friezes and cornices
might with very little trouble be discovered ; and
the capital of one pillar would be sufficient to fix
the elevation of the whole structure.
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The air on the Alban and Tusculan hills is al
ways pure and wholesome ; the soil is extremely
fertile, and in some places, remarkable as it was
anciently for excellent wine. The best now bears
the name, as it grows in the neighborhood, of
Gensano, anciently Cynthianum.
'.
ANTIUM.
As Albano is not above ten miles distant from
the coast, we took an opportunity of making an
excursion thither and visiting Antium, the capi
tal of the Volsci, often mentioned in Roman an
nals. The road to it runs along the Alban hills,
then over the Campagna, and through a forest
bordering the sea coast for many miles. It con
tains some very fine trees, though the far greater
part were cut down and sold to the French some
time before the revolution. The fall of so much
wood, though at the distance of thirty miles from
Rome, is said to have affected the air of that city,
by exposing it to the winds that blow from the
marshes on the shore, and thus rendered some of
the hills formerly remarkably salubrious, now
subject to agues and fevers. * The wood consists
of young oak, ilex, myrtle, and box, and is pecu
liarly refreshing, not by its shade only but by the
perfumes that exhale on all sides from its odo
riferous shrubs. This pleasure however is consi
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derably diminished by the apprehension of rob
bers ; an apprehension not altogether ill-ground
ed, as all the criminals who escape from Rome
and its neighborhood betake themselves to this
forest, and lurk for years in its recesses. Its ex
tent is great, as with little interruption it runs
along the coast sometimes five, sometimes ten
miles in breadth, from the mouth of the Tiber to
Circe's promontory. The ground it covers is
low and occasionally swampy.
Antium was once a considerable port, improv
ed, augmented, and embellished by Nero, and
much resorted to by the higher classes of the Ro
mans who adorned it with many magnificent vil
las ; it was however more remarkable for the
Temple ot Fortune alluded to by Horace, and
for a long time in high celebrity*. Of this tem
ple, and of the structures raised by Nero, nothing
now remains but subterraneous arches and vast
foundations. The port has been repaired and
fortified by some of the late pontiffs, but though
capable of admitting large vessels it is totally unfrequentedf. A few straggling houses alone re-

* O Diva gratnm quae regis Antium.

Lib. i. Od.

t The town of Nettuno, near Antium, seems to be the re
mains of its ancient port.
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roam of the town, though some handsome villas
sfcew that the beauty and coolness of the situation
deserve more attention and a belter fate*. Antiwn, situated on the point of a little promontory,
- •
. i . • .
..i,..,!:.....!• .;•
* There is 110 inn at Nettunoi and we sat down to a cold
repast under the. shade of a spreading ilex pear the sea ; in the
mean time we sent a servant to the town to procure lodgings for
the night, which was approaching. He returned very soon,
and having fortunately met Mr. Fagan, a gentleman to whom
most English travellers who were at Rome about the same
period have to acknowledge obligations, brought from him a
present of two flaggons of excellent Albano wine, and at the
same time an assurance that lodgings should be provided
for us without delay. After having enjoyed the cooluess of
the evening on the beach we proceeded to the town, and
were conducted first to the shop, and then to the house of
an hospitable apothecary. ' The house was large, and appear
ed,^ same parts totally uninhabited ; but there were two
rooms, one of which was- very spacious, fitted up with to
lerable convenience, considering the climate and the customs
of the country.. Into these we were introduced. The supfwer'was served up late : it was abundant,' and though cook
ed, in the Italian style, to which we were not partial, suppjkid a very good meal ta persons not absurdly fastidious.
Tlje master and mistress of the house now made their aj>
pearance, and were prevailed upon with great difficulty to sit
down. Their behaviour was easy, unaffected, I might almost
say, graceful. They were very young, and both of expres
sive and animated countenances ; the woman was beautiful,
and uqitetl, as the younger part of the sex are supposed■tOido
in Autium and its vicinity, the dark eyes and air of the cqun.
3
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sheltered by woods behind and washed by the
sea before, and commanding an extensive, vie.w
of the Roman coast to Ostia and the mouth of
the Tiber on one side, and to Astrnxt, and Circe's
promontory on the other, might attract the eye of
a man of taste and opulence.

.

:

, • .
. .
r
i'i ' ,.r
Astura is an island and promontory about six
miles by sea from Antium ; it once belonged to
Cicero, and seems to have been a favorite retreat ;
he hastened to it from his Tusculan villa with his
brother, on receiving intelligence of the proscrip
tion, and sailed from it to his Formian.
He
passed a considerable part of his time here while

try with the freshness and the bloom of more northern regions.
One of the party noticed their youth, and hinted some sur
prise at an union which appeared almost premature : upon
which the husband gave us their history ; spoke of the inti
macy of their respective parents ; of their own early and fond
attachment; of the opposition of their families, on account
of their youth ; of their clandestine marriage, and of the mi
sery occasioned by the resentment of their fathers. He add
ed, that the latter had at length relented, and had received
them a few weeks before with all the indulgence of tender
and affectionate parents ; and that as God had also blessed
their industry, they now hoped to pass a long and happy life
in each other's embraces. This interesting narrative was
, given with the utmost frankness, and at the same time with
great feeling ; and was not a little improved by the fond and
approving smiles which the young lady cast occasionally at
her husband.
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death of his daughter Tullia, and
fixed upon it as the site of the tem
had resolved to erect to her me
hie," says he, " quidem locus amae-

nus et hi mari ipso, qui et Antio et Circeeis aspici
possit*,'' and expresses a wish to secure that mo
nument of his parental tenderness against the
consequences of a change of proprietors, and the
vicissitudes of all succeeding ages^ Fond wishes!
vain precautions ! Wherever the intended tem
ple may have been erected it has long since dis
appeared, without leaving a single vestige behind
to enable even the inquisitive traveller to trace
its existence. Some doubt indeed may be en
tertained about its erection : though as Cicero
had seen and approved a plan, and even autho
rized Atticus to enter into an agreement with a
Chian artist for the pillars, it is highly probable
that it was erected ; and if we may judge from
-the expression above quoted, at Astura, where I
have no doubt some remains might if properly
sought for, be discovered.

The next day we again amused ourselves in
ranging through the groves that overshadow the
ruins of Pompey's villa, and the woods that bor• .

,

* Ad.Att. xii. 10.

i
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der the lakes, and flourish in the middle regions
of the mountain.

OST1A.
A few days after our return to Rome, we de
termined to visit Ostia, once the port of that
capital, and great mart of the Mediterranean.
It is fifteen miles from it ; the road at first runs
through two ridges of hills, and afterwards over
a fertile plain bounded by the same ridges, and
forming a sort of wide verdant amphitheatre, in
tersected by the Tiber. The face of the country
the whole way is fertile and green, and varied
by several gentle swells, but deficient in wood,
and consequently in beauty. The sea coast, how
ever, even at the distance of four or five miles,
is bordered with a wood of ilex, and various
shrubs intermixed with large trees, and entan
gled with underwood, forming a forest, which
lies, poetically speaking, near the spot where
the unfortunate Euryalus bewildered himself; it
accurately answers the description of it given
by Virgil.
Sylva fuit late dumis atque ilice nigra . ; . ., . ,.,■..
Horrida, quam densi complerant undique sentes; y
Rara per occultos lucebat semita calles.
Euryalum tenebrae ramorum onerosaque praeda , • , ^
Impediunt, fallitque \iuior regione viarum : ,. , ,, . ^
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Nisus abit; jamque imprudans cvascrat bostcs
Atque lacus qui post Albae de nomine dicti
Albani ; tum rex stabula alta Latinus habebat.
Lib. ix. 381.

I have said poetically speaking, as it will ap
pear to the most negligent reader that Virgil
did not mean to adhere to the letter in his topo
graphical descriptions ; otherwise we shall be
reduced to the necessity of supposing, that in
the space of a few minutes, or of an hour at the
utmost, Nisus left his friend not far from the
camp on the banks of the Tiber, reached the
Alban hill and lake fifteen miles off, and re
turned back again.
•.

Jn this forest are several large shallow pools,
whose stagnant waters are supposed to infect the
air., and contribute not a little to its unwholesomeness. The Tiber is rapid and muddy; its
banks are shaded with a variety of shrubs and
flowery plants, and are perhaps beautiful enough
to justify the description of Virgil :
.ii ;• .'.
Atque hie ■Eneas ingentem ex aequore lucum
Prospicit. Hunc inter fluvio Tiberinus amaeno
Vorticibus rapidis et multa flavus arena '
In mare prorumpit. Variae eircumque sapraque
Adsuetae ripis roiaeres, et fluminis alveo
JEthera mulcebant eantu, loeoque volabant.
JEn. vii.
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The stream, though divided into brandies) is yet
considerable. The southern branch into which
iEneas entered is not navigable.
>
,;: :
.I • -.!/
•)!
Lsevus inaccessis fluvius vitatur arenis ,
ii
. .'• . . .' * *
Hospitis ^Eueae gloria sola manet.
Rutil.
, .' '
f . : to
. :
The largest is called Fiumecino : on its northern
bank stands Porto, the ancient Portiis Romanus,
projected by Julius Caesar, begun by Augustus,
finished by Claudius, and repaired by Trajari.
To form a solid foundation for part of the mole,
Claudius ordered the ship, or raft, constructed
under his predecessor Caligula, in order to con
vey the Vatican obelisk from Egypt to Rome*
to be sunk. Such was its vast bulk, that it oc
cupied nearly one side of the port. Of this port,
scarce a trace remains: the town is insignifi
cant, though a bishopric. The island formed by
the two branches of the river was called Insula
Sacra.
'• . ...
> '..!...'! ;
• .-.J', i
!i.•.: ifM
The present town of Ostia is a miserable for
tified village, containing scarcely fifty sickly in
habitants. Such is the badness of the air, real,
or supposed, that none but malefactors and ban
ditti will inhabit it. The ancient town lay nearep
the sea, as appears by the inside or brick walls
of some temples, vaults of baths, mosaics, &<hExcavations have been made, and statues, pillars,
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and the most precious marbles found in abun
dance, and many more will probably be disco
vered if the excavations be continued. One of
the party, while looking for pieces of marble
amidst the heaps of rubbish, found a small Torso
of the Venus of Medicis, about four inches in
length. It was white and fresh, as if just come
from the hands of the artist. This town was
anciently of considerable size and importance.
It seems to have been three or four miles in cir
cumference, and the residence of opulence and
luxury, if we may judge by the number of tem
ples and aqueducts (one of which lines the road
from Rome) and by the rich materials found
among its ruins. . , .

'.

.

From the account which I have given of the
country bordering on the coast, it will be found
to present nearly the same features as in the
time of Pliny, who thus describes the view along
the road that crossed it in one of his letters :—
" Varia kmc et inde fades. Nam modo occurrentibus sylvis via coarctatur, modo latissimis
pratis diffunditur et patescit : multi greyes ovium,
multa ibi equorum boumque armenta." * This
appearance of the country extends all along the
coast, and even over the Pomptine marshes.
-•••.; ; .

.

',

SEpist. 17.

. .■w
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......... turres et tecta Latini
Ardua,
stood on the coast, about six miles from Ostia,
on the spot now occupied by a village, or rather
a solitary tower, called Paterno. No vestiges
remain of its former magnificence, excepting an
aqueduct; a circumstance not surprising, as it
probably owed all that magnificence to the ima
gination of the poet. A little higher up, and
nearer the Alban hills, rises Prattica, the old
Lavinium. Between these towns flows, from the
Lacus Tumi, a streamlet that still bears the
hero's name, and is called Rivo di Torno. Ardea, the capital of the Rutilians, is still farther
on, on the banks of the Numicus. The forest
around was called the Laurentia Sylva, as also
Laurentia Palus, from the many pools inter
spersed about it, as I have already remarked,
and then as now, the resort of swine, though
that breed seems considerably diminished.
Ac veluti ille canum raorsu de montibus altis
Actus aper, multos Vesulus quem pinifer annos
Defendit, multosque palus Laurentia sylvd
Pastus arundinea.
JEn. x.
The whole of this coast, now so lonely and
abandoned, was anciently covered with seats,
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resembling villages, or rather little towns, form
ing an almost uninterrupted line along the shore,
and covering it with life, animation, and beauty.
" Littus ornant varietate gratissima, nunc continua, nunc intermissa tecta villarum quee preestant
multarum urhium fuciem " says Pliny in the
letter already eked. It seems even to have been
considered as healthy, for Herodian informs us
that, during the plague which ravaged Rome
and the empire under Commodus, the Emperor
retired to Laurentum, as the sea air, perfumed
by the odor of the numerous laurels that flou
rished along the coast, was considered as a pow
erful antidote against the effects of the pestilen
tial vapors.*
.;
• " i / i . ; , '••
-3

Hi :

, ,. .
. * Herodian, lib. i. 39.'
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CHAP. IX.

Journey to Naples— Velletri—Pomptine Marshes
—Feronia— Terracina, Anxur—Fondi and its
Lake — Mount Ceecubus — Gaieta — Cicero's
Villa and Tomb—Liris—Mount Massicus—
Falemus Ager—Naples.
SHORTLY after our return from the coast,
we prepared for our journey to Naples, and set
out accordingly on Friday the twenty-seventh of
May, about three o'clock in the afternoon. The
clouds had been gathering the whole morning,
and we had scarcely time to pass the Porta Capena, when the storm burst over us with tremen
dous fury ; it was the first we had experienced
in Italy, and remarkable for the livid glare of
the lightning, and the sudden and rapid peals of
thunder, resembling the explosion of artillery.
The re-echo from the mountains round, gradually
losing itself in the Apennines, added much to the
grand effect. On the Campagna there was no
shelter ; our drivers therefore only hastened their
pace, and whirled us along with amazing ra
pidity.

However, the storm was as short as it
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was violent ; it had diminished when we reached
the stage called the Torre de Mezzavia, an
ciently Ad Mediam, and after changing horses,
we drove on to Albano. From Albano the road
winds at present, or at least winded when we
passed it, round the beautiful little valley of
Aricia, formed by some of the lower ramifica
tions of the Alban Mount, and presented on the
left a fine view of Albano, Aricia, Galaura,
Monte Giove, Gensano, all gilded by the rays
of the sun, just then bursting from the skirts of
the storm, and taking his farewell sweet. These
glowing tints were set off to great advantage by
the dark back ground, formed by the groves and
evergreen forests that clothe the higher regions
of the mountain. Night shortly after closed
upon us, and deprived us of several iuteresting
views which we might have enjoyed from the
lofty situation of the road, that still continued to
run along the side of the hill. Among other ob
jects, we lost on our left the view of Lavinia,
anciently Lanuvium, so often mentioned by Ci
cero as connected with Milo,* and alluded to by
Horace as infested by wolves, f
We arrrived about twelve o'clock at Velletri,
'

•i .

• Cic. Pro. Mil.)
A

—

:

;

.

- -

........ ab agro
Rava decurrens lupa Lanuvino.

Lib. iii. 27.
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an ancient town of the Volsci, that still retains
its former name and consideration. It became a
Roman colony at a very early period, and was the
seat of the Octavian family and the birth-place
of Augustus. Though it contains some consi
derable edifices, particularly palaces, yet it ap>
pears ill-built and gloomy. Its situation however
is very fine. Placed on the southern extremity
of the Alban hills, it commands on one side, over
a deep valley, a view of Cora and the Volscian
mountains ; and on the other, of a fertile plain,
late the Pomptine marshes, bounded by the sea
and Circe's promontory. The country through
the two next stages is extremely green and fertile,
presenting rich meadows adorned with forest
scenery whose mild beauties form a striking con
trast with the harsh features of the bordering
mountains. The village of Cisternal probably on
the site of the Tres Tabernee, is lively and pleas
ing.
At Torre de ire Ponii, the ancient Tripuntium, several military stones, columns, &c.
dug up on the Appian road when repaired by the
late Pope, will attract the attention of the tra
veller. Near it stood Forum Appii, built at the
time the road was made, and inhabited by inn
keepers and the boatmen who plied on the canal
that crossed the marshes*.
'.

* Differtum uautis, caupooibus atquc malignis.
VOL. II.

V

Hot.
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Here commence the famous Pomptine marshes,
and at the same time the excellent road formed
through them on the substructions of the Appian
by the same pontiff. This road runs on an exact
level, and in a strait line for thirty miles. It is
bordered on both sides by a canal, and shaded by
double rows of elms and poplars. It is crossed
by two rivers, the Ufens and the Amasenus, which
still retain their ancient appellations, and remind
the traveller of some beautiful descriptions, and
particularly of the affecting adventure of Metabus,
so well told by Virgil.
The Pomptinee Paludes derive their appellation
from Pometium, a considerable town of the
Volsci. Though this city was so opulent as to
enable Tarquin to build the Capitol with its
plunder, yet it had totally disappeared even be
fore the time of Pliny. It is difficult to discover
the precise date of the origin of these marshes.
Homer, and after him Virgil, represent the
abode of Circe as an island, and Pliny alluding
to Homer quotes this opinion, and confirms it by
the testimony of Theophrastus, who, in the year
of Rome 440, gives this island a circumference
of eighty stadia or about ten miles. It is not
improbable that this vast plain, even now so little
raised above the level of the sea, may, like the
territory of Ravenna on the eastern coast, have
1
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once been covered by the waves. Whatever may
have been its state in fabulous times,, the, same
Pliny relates, on the authority of a more ancient
Latin writer, that at an early period of the Roman
republic, the tract of country afterwards in
cluded in the marshes contained thirty-three
cities, all of which gradually disappeared before
the ravages of war, or the still more destructive
influence of the increasing fens. These fens are
occasioned by the quantity of water carried into
the plain by numberless streams that rise at the
foot of, the neighboring mountains, and for want
of sufficient declivity creep sluggishly over the
level space, and sometimes stagnate in pools, or
lose themselves in the sands. The principal of
these streams are, the Astura, the Nymfa, the
Teppia, the Aqua Puzza, in the upper ; and the
Amasenus and Ufens in the lower marshes *. The
pools or lakes line the coast, and extend from the
neighborhood of the mouth of the Astura to the
promontory of Circe. The flat and swampy tract
spread from these lakes to the foot of the Volscian
mountains, and covered an extent of eight , miles

* Qua Saturae jacet atra palus, geliclusque per imas
Quaerit iter valles, atque in mare conditur Ufens.
Vvf&.JEh. vii.
U 2
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in breadth and thirty in length, with mud and in
fection. The loss of so much fertile land, and
the exhalations arising from such a vast tract, of .
swamp, carried, not unfrequently to the Capital
itself by southerly winds, must have attracted the
attention of a people so active and industrious as
the ancient Romans.
Appius Claudius, about three hundred years
before the Christian era, when employed in car
rying his celebrated road across these marshes,
made the first attempt to drain them, and his ex
ample was, at long intervals, followed by various
consuls, emperors, and kings, down to the Gothic
Theodoric inclusively. The wars that followed
the death of this prince, the devastation of Italy,
and the weakness and unsettled state of the Ro
man government, withdrew its attention from
cultivation and left the waters of the Paludes to
their natural operation. The Popes, however,
when their sovereignty was established and their
attention no longer distracted by the piratical
visits of distant or the inroads of neighboring bar
barians, turned their thoughts to the amelioration
of the inundated territory; and we find accord
ingly that from Boniface VIII. down to the late
pontiff Pius VI. no less than fifteen Popes have
attempted this grand undertaking. Most of these
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efforts were attended with partial, none with full
success. Wether the failure is to be ascribed to
the deficiency of the means employed at the be
ginning, or to the neglect of repairs and the want
of continuul attention afterwards, it is difficult to
determine ; though considering the skill and opu
lence of the Romans, it is more natural to attri
bute the defect either to the nature of the evil in
itself irremediable, or to the distracting circum
stances of the intervening times.

Of the methods employed by Appius, and af
terwards by the Cousul Cethegus, we know little;
though not the road only but the traces of certain
channels dug to draw the water from it, and
mounds raised to protect it from sudden swells of
water, are traditionally ascribed to the former.
J ulins Caesar is said to have revolved in his mighty
mind a design worthy of himself, of turning the
course of the Tiber from Ostia, and carrying it
through the Pomptine territory and marshes to
the sea at Terracina. This grand project which
existed only in the mind of the Dictator perished
with him, and gave way to the more moderate
but more practicable plan of Augustus, who en
deavoured to carry off the superfluous waters by
opening a canal all along the Via Appia from
Forum Appii to the grove of Feronia. It was
customary to embark on this canal at night time.
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as Strabo relates and Horace practised * ; be
cause the vapors that arise from the swamps are
Jess noxious during the coolness of the night
than in the heat of the day. Many of the in
conveniences of the marshes still continued to
be felt, as appears from Horace's complaints^,
and from the epithet applied by Lucan to the
Via Appia.
Et qua Pomptinas Via dividit Uda paludes.

L. iii.

However the canal opened by Augustus still re
mains, and is called the Cavata.
The luxury and the improvident policy of the
immediate successors of Augustus, and the civil
wars that raged under Galba, Otho, Vitellius
and Vespasian, diverted their attention from
works of peace and improvement; so that the
marshes had again increased and the waters
swelled, so as to render the Via Appia nearly

* Horace embarked in the evening, and arrived at Feronia about ten o'clock next morning; having travelled about
seven-and-twenty miles in sixteen hours. The muleteer
seems to have been as slow and as sleepy as modern German
drivers.
4
f Aqua . . teterrima . . .
mali culices, ranseque pahistres.
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At length Nerva resumed the
task, and his glorious successor Trajan carried
it on during ten years and with so much activity
that the whole extent of country from Treponti
to Terracina was drained, and the Via Appia
completely restored, in the third consulate of
that Emperor. This event is commemorated in
three inscriptions, one of which may be seen on
a marble slab at the village of Treponti; another
more explicit was found near the forty-second
mile stone on the Via Appia ; and the third
exists on a stone in one of the angles of the wall
of the cathedral at Terracina. During the con
vulsions of the following centuries the marshes
were again overflowed, and again drained by
Cecilius Decius in the reign of Theodoric. The
commencement of this work is announced in aii
epistle drawn up in the declamatory style of the
times, and addressed by the Gothic prince to the
senate. Its success is stated in another to Decius,

* Silius Italic us, who flourished in this interval, appears
to have given an accurate description of them as they were
in bis time, though he is speaking of the age of Annibal—
Et quos pestifera Poruptini uligine campi ;
Qua Saturae nebulosa palus restagnat, et atro
Liventes crciio per squalida turbidus arva
Cogit aquas Ufcns atque inficit aequora limo.
Stt; ltd. rib, vi«.
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containing a grant of the lands drained by him
free from taxes for ever.
Of the different popes who have revived this
useful enterprise, Boniface II., Martin V., and
Sixtus Quintus carried it on with a vigor ade
quate to its importance, and with a magnifi
cence worthy of the ancient Romans. But the
short reigns of these benevolent and enterprising
sovereigns did not permit them to accomplish
their grand designs ; and their successors of less
genius or less activity contented themselves with
issuing briefs and imposing obligations on the
communities and proprietors to support and re
pair the drains. The glory of finally terminat
ing this grand undertaking, so often attempted
and so often frustrated, was reserved for the late
pontiff Pius VI. who immediately on his eleva
tion to the papal throne turned his attention to
the Pomptine marshes. The level was taken
with precision, the depth of the different canals
and outlets sounded, the degree of declivity in
the beds of the rivers ascertained, and at length
the work was begun in the year 1778, It was
carried on with incredible ardor and vast ex
pense for the space of ten years ; and at length
it was crowned with complete success and closed
\n the year 1788,
The impartial reader will
readily acknowledge, that much praise is due to
{he pontiff, who in spite of every difficulty (and
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many occurred not only from the nature of the
work, but from the petty interests intrigues and
manoeuvres of the parties concerned) had the
courage to commence, and the perseverance to
complete, an undertaking of such magnitude.
The unproductive marsh forced to bear t/ie plough
and maintain the neighboring cities; the river
restrained from inundations and taught a better
course, are considered by Horace* as the most
glorious of Augustus's achievements, and with
reason, if glory be the result of utility. Yet
Augustus had the immense resources of the
Roman empire at his command ; he had idle
legions to employ instead of laborers, and his
success was partial only and temporary. In
truth the draining of the Pomptine marshes is
one of the most useful as well as most difficult
works ever executed, and reflects more lustre on
the reign of Pius VI. than the dome of the Vati
can, all glorious as it is, can confer on the memory
of Sixtus ftuintus.f
• Art. Poet. 64.
+ It is fortunate for the Pope, and indeed for Catholics in
general, that there is such clear and frequent mention of the
Pomptine marshes in ancient authors ; otherwise these de
structive swamps would undoubtedly have been attributed
by such travellers as Burnet, Addison, Misson, &c. to the
genius of the papal government, and to the nature of the
catholic religion, to indolence, superstition, ignorance, &c.
2
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I have said that the success was complete ; this
however must be understood upon the supposition
that the canals of communication be kept open
and the beds of the streams be cleared *. The
difference between the latter and all preceding
attempts is this ; on former occasions the level
was not taken in all parts with sufficient accu
racy, and of course the declivity necessary for
the flow of the waters not every-where equally
secured. This essential defect has been care
fully guarded against on the late occasion, and
the emissarii or great drains so conducted as to
insure a constant current. The principal fault
at present is said to be in the distribution of the
land drained, the greater part of which having
been purchased by the Camera Apostolica was
given over to the Duke of Braschi. Roman
noblemen have never been remarkable for their
attention to agriculture, and the duke content
probably with the present profit is not likely to
lay out much in repairs, particularly in times so
distressing as the present. Had the land been
divided into lesser portions, and given to indus
trious families, it might have been cultivated

* It is reported that since the last French invasion these
necessary precautions have been neglected, and that the
waters begin to stagnate again.
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better, and the drains cleansed and preserved
with more attention. The government indeed
ought to have charged itself with that concern ;
but in governments where the people have no
influence, public interests are seldom attended
to, with zeal, constancy, and effect.
When we crossed the Pomptine marshes, fine
crops of corn covered the country on our left,
and seemed to wave to the very foot of the moun
tains; while on the right numerous herds of
cattle and horses grazed in extensive and luxu
riant pastures.. Nor indeed is the reader to
imagine, that when the marshes were in their
worst state they presented in every direction a
dreary and forbidding aspect to the traveller or
the sportsman who ranged over them. On tfie
side towards the sea they are covered with ex
tensive forests, that enclose and shade the lakes
which border the coasts. These forests extend
with little interruption from Ostia to the pro
montory of Circe, and consist of oak, ilex, bay,
and numberless flowering shrubs. To the north
rises Monte Albano with all its tumuli, and all
the towns and cities glittering on their summits.
To the south, towers the promontory of Circe on
one side, and the shining rock of Anxur on the
other; while the Volscian mountains, sweeping
from north to south in a bold semicircle, close

soo
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On their sides the traveller

beholds Cora, Sezza, Piperno, like aerial
palaces shining in contrast with the brown
rugged rock that supports them. These towns
are all ancient, and nearly retain their ancient
names. The wall and two Doric temples still
attest the magnificence of Cora. Setia is cha
racteristically described in the well known lines
of Martial, which point out at once both its
situation and principal advantage.
Quae paludes deli^cata Pomptinas
Ex arce clivi spectat uva Selini.

";

The town is still as anciently little, but it no lon
ger possesses the delicate and wholesome wines
which it anciently boasted ; for although vine
yards cover the hills around and spread even over
the plains below, yet the grape is supposed to
have lost much of its flavor.
Piperno is the
Priverni aniiqua urls of Virgil, whence the
father of Camilla was expelled. The road from
Rome to Naples passed through these towns be
fore the late restoration of the Via Appia, and
the draining of the marshes.

The post-house called Mesa was the ancient
Admedias Paludes.
At the extremity of the
marshes we crossed the Amasenus, now united
With the Ufens, and falling with it into the
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canal on the right.
The bridge
and graced with an inscription, in
sical style, relative to the change
bed of the former river. It runs as

301
is handsome
a very clas
made in the
follows :

Qua leni resonans prius susurro
Molli durable sese agebat Oufens
Nunc rapax Auiasenus it lubens : et
Vias dedidicisse ait priores
Ut Sexto gereret Pio jubenti
Morem, neu sibi ut ante jure possit
Viator male dicere aut colonus.
The Amasenus is indeed here a deep and rapid
stream, and was when we passed it clear, though
it carried with it such a mass of water from
the marshes. The scenery around the bridge is
wooded, cool, and was to us particularly re
freshing. The stream was full and rapid as when
Metabus reached its banks.
Ecce fugae medio summit Amasenus abundans
Spumabat ripis; tantis se nubibus imber
Ruperat.
Virgil Mn. xi.
The woods and thickets around seem to present
the same scenery as anciently, and correspond
well with the rest of the history, the solitary
education and the half-savage life of Camilla.
We were now about to emerge from the Paludi,
the only marshes ever dignified by classic cele
brity. They have at length laid aside their
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horrors, and appeared to us clothed with harvest,
and likely again to become what they were in
the early ages of the Roman republic, the
granary of Latium. Titus Livius relates that
the Romans under the apprehension of scarcity
had recourse to the Pomptine territory for corn.
Now the hilly part of that territory produced
much wine indeed, but little coru ; the latter
must therefore have grown in the plains which
have since become the marshes *. They still
retain their forests, the haunt now as anciently
of wild boars, of stags, and sometimes of rob
bers \ ; and their numerous streams, the resort
of various kinds of excellent fish j hence they
are still much frequented by fishermen, and in
deed by sportsmen of all descriptions.
Between two and three miles from Terracina,
a few paces from the road, a little ancient bridge
crosses a streamlet^ issuing from the fountain of
Feronia.
Viridi gaudens Feroiiia luco.

* Liv. iv. 25.

l irgil, vii. 800.

f Juvenal, Sat. iii.

J The streamlet is mentioned by Horace :
Ora manusque tuii lavimus Feronia lyrupha.
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The grove in which this goddess was supposed to
delight has long since fallen ; one only solitary
ilex hangs over the fountain. The temple has
sunk into the dust, not even a stone remains !
Yet she had a better title to the veneration of the
benevolent than all the other goddesses united.
She delighted in freedom, and took deserving
slaves under her protection. They received their
liberty by being seated on a chair in her temple,
inscribed with these words, Bene meriti servi
sedeant : surgant libcri *\
The rocky eminence of Anxur now rose full
before us, seemed to advance towards the sea,
and as we approached presented to our view a
variety of steep cliffs. On the side of one of
these craggy hills stands the old town of Terracina looking towards the marshes (prona in
paludes) : the new town descends gradually to
wards the beach and lines the shore ; it was
considerably augmented by the late Pope, who
built a palace, and resided here during the
spring and autumn, in order to urge on his fa
vourite undertaking. On the ridge of the moun
tain stood the ancient Anxur, and on the summit
immediately over the sea, rose the temple of

* See Servius, quoted by Cluverius, 1014.
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Jupiter, on a conspicuous and commanding site,
whence he was supposed to preside over all the
circumjacent country *, and to regulate the
destiny of its inhabitants. On this pinnacle still
remain two vast squares, consisting each of a
number of arches, and forming probably the sub
struction of the temple of Jupiter and that of
Apollo. The colonnades of these two temples,
the color of the rock which supported them, and
the lofty walls and towers of the city which
enclosed them and crowned the cliff, gave Anxur
the splendor and majesty so often alluded to by
the poets ;
ImpositDm saxis late candentibus Anxur.
Superbus Anxur.
Arcesque superbi Auxuris.

Hor.

Mart.
Statins.

The situation of Terracina reclining on the
side of the mountain, and stretched along the
shore is very picturesque ; its long lines of white
edifices, and particularly the facade of the Pope's
palace, give it a general appearance of magni
ficence. However it possesses few objects of
curiosity. The cathedral is a dark and dismal
pile ; it contains some antique pillars and mo*

Queis Jupiter Auxurus arvis
Presidet ....
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numents, and suffered much from the French.
Some slight traces of the ancient port repaired
by Antoninus, are still visible. This town seems
to have been rising rapidly into consideration by
its increasing commerce, till the late invasion of
the French checked its growth and threw it
back into insignificance ; and indeed few places
seem better calculated for bathing and public
resort than Terracina ; its beach is flat ; its
sands are level and solid ; the sea is tranquil ; a
river bathes its walls; and the scenery around
is rich, bold, and variegated. Hence, in ancient
times, it was a place much frequented during
the summer, and noticed and celebrated by the
poets.
O Nemus, O fontes, solidumque madentis arenne
Littus, et aequoreis splendidus Anxur aquis ;
Et noo trains spectator lectulus undae
Qui videt hinc puppes fluminis, inde maris.
...... ... •.
Martial, Lib. x.
Martial elsewhere alludes to the salubrity of the
place, and its waters ; as when speaking of se
veral delightful retreats along the same coast he
mentions the two points that close on each side
the bay of Terracina. . . ,
Seu placet Eneia nutrix, seu filia soiis,
1 : Sive salutiferis candidus Anxur aquis.
: : . i i. '
:j ..*._,..' r . A fi
VOI.. U.

X

Lib. r.
j
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If the traveller can spare a day lie may hire
n bout, and sail along the coast to the promon
tory of Circe, which forms so conspicuous a
figure iu his prospect and appears from Terracina, as Iloiiier and Yirgil poetically describe
it, a real island. As he ranges over its lofty
cliff's he will recollect the splendid fictions cf the
one, and the harmonious lines of the other. He
may traverse the unfrequented groves ; but in
stead of the palace of Circe he will discover
ihe lowely village of Santa Felicita, a few solitary
towers liangmg over the sea, and perhaps some
faint traces ;of the ancient Circeia, covered with
bushed and overgrown with, shrubs. Nearly op
posite Terracina and the promontory of Circe,
but visible only from the hills, lie a cluster of
islands, the principal qf which, Ponza now, an
ciently Pontia, was little noticed under the re
public, but ennobled under the Caesars by the
exile and death of several illustrious victims of
imperial tyranny.
Five or six miles from Terracina at the foot
of a high liill, in a defile with the rock 6n onfc
side and Jthe Sfea 6n the other, Called' PaSSo (H
PorteUa, stands a tower with a gatej forming
the barrier between the Roman and Neapolitan
territories. It i^ealled Torre del JSpitqffio,. and
is occupied by a few Neapolitan troops, the com
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mander of which examines the passports. We
had now entered the territory of the Aurunei
or Alisonians, a people who nnder the latter
appellation gave their name to all Italy. Their
territory however was not extensive, nor was
their power ever great. A little beyond the
tower, the mountains seem to recede, the country
opens and gradually expands into the fertile
valley of Fondi. The Via Appia intersects it
nearly in the middle. On tfle right between the
road and the sea we beheld a fine expanse of wa
ter, the Lams Fundanus or Amyclanus *, formed
by several streams which, falling from the moun
tains, cross the plain and empty themselves in its
bosom. Its borders, towards the road, are covered
with myrtle, poplars, luxuriant shrubs and flowers.
Such was also its ancient dress f. It is separated
from the sea by a forest ; and indeed the whole
tale is beautifully adorned with orange and citron
frees, interspersed with cypress and poplars.
Fondi is a little town, consisting of one street
on the Via Appia which is here in its ancient
form, that is composed of large flags, fitted to
gether with wonderful art, although in their na,

r

t 'ii
• Still Lago di Fondi.
t Pliny xiv. 6.
X 2

—
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tural shape, and without cement. With regard
to the appearance of the town * I must observe,
that two circumstances must necessarily give al
most all southern towns a gloomy appearance ;
in the first place, the streets are generally nar
row ; and in the second, the windows are seldom
glazed. These deformities, for such they are in
our eyes, are the natural consequences of the
climate, and prevailed in ancient as well as in
modern Italy and Greece. In Rome itself, even
when embellished by Augustus, the streets were
narrow, and remained so till the city was rebuilt
by Nero after the conflagration f. The wines
of this territory, and indeed of this coast, were
anciently in high repute, and still enjoy some
reputation.
•
''.-.'[.•
' 1

.

:

•

-

. '.

,

- The mountain which the traveller beholds in
front as he is going out of Fondi, or rather a
little io the right, is Mount Ceecubus. I must
observe that the exhalations which arise from

. * Tlie most remarkable event perhaps in the history of
Fundi is an assault made upon it by a Turkish force, for the
purpose of carrying off its countess, Julia di Gonzaga, the
most beautiful princess of her age. The town was taken by
surprise, and plundered ; but the reader will learn with plea
sure that the Lady escaped.
•
f Tac. Annal. xv. 43.

- , . ..
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the lake, and from the marshes which it occasions
when it overflows, still continue as in ancient
times to render the fertile vale of Fondi un
healthy. At a little distance from it we began
to ascend the hills (Formiani Colles) the ramifi
cations of Mount Ceecubus, and found the country
improve, if possible in beauty, as we advanced
winding up the steep. The castle of Itri is when
seen at a distance picturesque, and a mausoleum
near it remarkable. The town itself is ugly, and
its name unknown to antiquity. When we had
reached the summit of the hills that continue to
rise beyond Itri, we were entertained with the
new and magnificent views, that opened upOn us
at every turn, of the town and bay of Gaieta and
its bounding promontories. The ground we trod
is truly poetical. We were descending Mount
Ceecubus, one of the Formian hills celebrated by
Horace ; beneath lay Mola di Gaieta, once
Formiee, the seat of the Tjserstrygons, and the
theatre of one of the greatest disasters of Ulysses.
Before us, over the bay at a considerable distance^
rose Prochyta, and towering
Inarime, Jovis imperils imposta Typlifeo.

JB». ix.—

On our right stood the mausoleum of Munatius
Plancus, Horace's friend, and beyond it ascended
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the bold promontory intrusted witb the fame and
the ashes of Gaieta.
Et nunc servat faonos sedem fuus, ossaqe nomen
Hespeha in magna, si qua est ea gloria signat.
En. vii.
We continued to roll over the, broad flags of
the Via Appia, and descending a steep from
jCastellone entered Mola (Formue *) in the even'r
ing. The town is in itself little and insignificant,
hut it derives interest, if not grandeur, from its
beautiful site, poetical scenery and classic re
collections. It consists of one street, formed by
the Via Appia on the sea side, at the foot of a
range of broken picturesque bijls and mountains,
covered with com, vines, and qlive-trees, and
topped with rocks, churches and towers. The
waters that stream from these hills unite and
gush forth in a fountain close to the town. This
fountain is said to be the fair jhoming Artacia
described by Ltomer ; if so, we may conclude
that the town of the l^Bstrygons bjy a little
higher on the hills, since the daughter of AntU
phates is described as coming down from it f.

* Close to the road on both sides were scattered the ruins
of the Formian villa, and the mausoleum of Ciicerw, . " .(' '
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The most conspicuous and striking object from
the town of Mola is the fortress of Gaieta,
crowning the rocky promontory of the same
name with its white ramparts, and presenting to
the eye, one above the other, its stages of angles
and batteries. The town itself is spread along
the shore, and extends nearly from the centre of
the bay to the point of the promontory,. The
harbor so well described by Homer is that of
Gaieta, and whoever ranges over it will iind all
the features painted by the poet*—the towering
rocks, the prominent shores, the narrow entrance,
and the hollow port. It is about four miles by
land and two by water from Mola. There i$
some difficulty in procuring admittance, as it is
a fortress, and not aware of this circumstance wo
presented ourselves at the gate without our pass
ports ; but after a few observations, we were as
Englishmen allowed to enter, conducted to the
governor then at church, received very politely,
and permitted to visit every part of the fortfiess
without further ceremony.
; ..
The cathedral though not large not; highly de
corated, is well proportioned, M'^U lighted, and
by the elevation of the choir admirabjy calculat
ed for publie worship. The font is a fin#; antique
vase of white marble, with basso relievos, re*
presenting Athamas, loo with a child ift her
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arms, and a group of Bacchantes. The sculp
tor was an Athenian ; but such a vase is better
calculated for a gallery of antiques than for the
place where it now stands. Opposite the great
portal of the cathedral rises an antique column
marked with the names of the Winds in Greek
and Latin. The streets of the town are neatly
built and well paved, its general appearance is
lively within and without, and extremely pic
turesque. I have already said that the fortress
crowns the point «r head of the promontory, or
rather peninsula of Gaieta.
On the narrow
neck that unites it to the main-land, but on a
bold eminence, stands the tomb of Munatius
Flancus. It is round like that of Hadrian, like
it stripped of its marble casing, and turned into
a battlemented tower, called, one might suppose
from the romantic hero of Ariosto, Torre d' Or
lando.
i
'.
- But neither the mausoleum of Plancus, nor
the towers of Gaieta; neither the wondrous
tales of Homer, nor the majestic verses of Virgil,
shed so much glory and interest on these coasts
as the Formian villa and the tomb of Cicero.
That Cicero had a villa here, and that it lay about
a mile from the shore, history informs us ; and at
that very distance on the left of the road the at
tentive traveller will observe the remains of
5
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ancient walls scattered over the fields, and half
covered with vines, olives and hedges. These
shapeless heaps tradition points to as the ruins
of Cicero's Formian villa. Again, history as
sures us that he was overtaken and beheaded in
the walks of a grove that lay between his villa
and the sea. On the opposite side of the road
rises, stripped of its decorations and indeed of
its very shape, a sort of obelisk in two stories,
and this disfigured pile the same tradition re
veres as his mausoleum, raised on the very spot
where he was butchered, and where his faithful
attendants immediately interred his headless
trunk. Lower down and near the sea, or rather
hanging over its waves, are shewn several vaults
and galleries which are supposed to have been
part of the Villa Inferior, as that which I
have described above was called Villa Superior.
It is a pity that excavations are not made (and
with what success might they not be made all
along this interesting coast) to give curiosity
some chance of acquiring greater evidence.
Of the fate of Cicero's remains we know no
thing, as history is silent with regard to his ob
sequies and sepulchre. It does not seem pro
bable that during Antony's life, the most zealous
friend would have dared to erect a monument to
the memory of his most active and deadly enemy ;
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ami after that Triumvir's death, Augustus seems
to have concealed his sentiments, if favorable to
Cicero, with so much care and success that his
very nephews did not venture to read that illus
trious Roman's Works in his presence. Before
the death of Augustus the personal and affection
ate interest inspired by affinity or friendship had
probably, subsided; few survived that Emperor
who could possibly have "enjoyed the happiness
of an intimate and familiar acquaintance with
Cicero, and fewer still could have had any par
ticular and urgent motive to step forward from
the crowd, and to pay due honors to his long
neglected memory. But notwithstanding these
reasons and the silence of history on the subject,
yet as his son escaped the proscription, and as he
was restored to his country and his rank when
the rage of civil war had given way to the tran•qutt domination of Augustus, it is possible that
he then might have raised a monument to the
memory of a father so affectionate to him, and
so illustrious in the eyes of the public. As Jong
therefore as popular belief, or tradition however
uncertain, attaches the name of Cicero to these
•fnms ;: and as long as even credulity can believe
that the one has been his residence and the other
his tomb; so long will every :traveller who values
frberty and-; reveres -genius, visit them with in
terest,1 and hang over thenv though nearly re*
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duced to ft heap of rubbish, with delight. I can
not turn from this subject without observing, that
many authors have related, but that Plutarch
albne has painted, the last tragical scene of Ci
cero's life.
•
• ..
• .
• ■
•
- About twelve o'clock, too late indeed for the
distance we had to go, we set out from Mola.
The road runs over a fine plain, bordered on the
left by distant mountains, and on the right by the
sea. About three miles from the Liris (Garigliano) an aqueduct, erected to convey water to
MintwncB, passes the road ; it is now in ruins*
but the remaining arches, at least a hundred,
lofty and solid, give a melancholy magnificence
to the plain which they seem to bestride..
. •• \
. i. •

• .

•• .

'". .•

On the banks of the Liris and to the right of
the road extend the ruins of Minturnee, spread
over a considerable space of ground, exhibitingsubstructions, arches, gateways, and shattered
walls, now utterly forsaken by human inhabitants,
and abandoned to owls, foxes, and serpents.
Many beautiful shafts, bases and capitals of mar
ble have been' 'found here and on the banks Of the
river, and more might possibly be discovered if
the ruins were removed. The delay occasioned
by the fewy aflbrds the traveller time enough to
range over the site and the remains of Minturna*
1
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This city is four miles from the sea ; the space
between was covered by the sacred groves of the
nymph Marica, sometimes called the Latian
Venus, the mother of Latinos ; and by the wellknown marshes, which, though they infected the
air with noxious exhalations, have acquired some
celebrity from the adventure of Marius. Hap
py had it been for Rome and for humanity if the
swamp had swallowed up for ever the withered
carcase and vengeful heart of that ruthless chief.
These marshes have lost something of their an
cient malignity, and are become a rich cultivated
plain. A tower stands on the bank to defend
the passage over the river ; its first story or lower
part is ancient, and built with great solidity and
beautiful proportion.
The Liris forms the
southern border of Latium, and separates it from
Campania ; as we glided slowly over its surface
We endeavoured in vain to conjecture the origin
of its modern name*. May it not possibly be

* The reader who delights in classical appellations will
learn with pleasure, that this river still bears its ancient
name till it passes the city of Sora. That the Fibrenus (stil
so called) falls into it a little below that city, and continues
to encircle the little island in which Cicero lays the scene of
the second dialogue De Legibus, and which he describes
with so much eloquence. I must add, that Arpinum also,
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formed from its original appellation Giants,
joined to its Roman name Liris, with an Italian
termination, thus Glaniliriano, afterwards al
tered in the Italian manner for euphony into
Gantiiriano and finally Gariliano ?
\"
W '
• .
Having crossed the river we entered Campa
nia*, and as we drove over the plain beyond, we
had a full view of the Liris, a wide and noble
river winding under the shadow of poplars
through a lovely vale, and then gliding gently
towards the sea. The river still retains its cha
racteristic silence and tranquillity, while the re
gions through which it flows still enjoy the beauty
and fertility which distinguished them of old.
These are, the Umbrosee Regna Maricee,
•.:''<.'...
' ' .
. Runt quae Liris quiets
Mordet aqua taciturnus amnis.
Some ragged mountains appeared at a distance,
but they only served as a magnificent frame to set

in the vicinity of the Fibrenus, stili retains its name, ennobled
by the birth of that most illustrious Roman.
* Hinc felix ilia Campania est. Ab hoc sinu incipiunt
vitiferi colles, et temulentia nobilis succo per omnes terras
inclyto, atque ut veteres dixere, summum Liberi patris cum
Cerere certamen.—C. Plin. Nat. Hist. iii. 5.
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off by cdntrast the rich scenery that adorned the
kilJs and the plains that border the streairt.
Though the ground rise* gradually from the
Liris to the next stage, yet the space between is
called from its comparative flatness the Plain of
Sessa, and few indeed are the plains that can vie
tvith it in beauty and fertility. . Ia: front or a
little to the right rises a bold and lofty mountain,
extending on that side to the sea 3 it is Mount
Massicus, once so famous! -for' its wines, and ft
ifrtill retains its ancient name*. On <be left fall
ing a little backwards to the north is Monfc
Ofeltio, and on the side swells Monti Aurnnco,
perpetuating in its original name the memory of
a very ancient people. On its side, covered with
its forests behind, and before open to the beau
ties of the valley and to the breezes of the sea, is
seated, Sessa, once Suessa Aurunca. The whole
scene is finely diversified by oaks rising some
times single, and sometimes in clumps in the mid
dle of corn-fields or vineyards ; woods girding
the sides of the hills and waving on their sum
mits; large villages with their towers shining iu

* Cluverius mistakes when he says, it is called Mondrdgone, which is the name of a village or fortress at its base
near the sea.
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the middle of orchards and thickets, forming al
together a view unusually rich and delightful.
Beyond St. Agatha the country becomes more
hilly and is shaded with thicker and larger woods.
A romantic dell with a streamlet tumbling
through it, forms a pretty diversity in the view.
We were now engaged in the defiles of Mount
Massicus, which communicate with those of the
Callicula, a mountain covered with forests and
crowned with Calvi, the ancient Coles. From
these defiles we emerged by a road cut through
the rock above Francolisi, and as we looked down
we beheld the plains of Campania spread before
us, bordered by the Apennines, with the craggy
point of Ischia towering to the sky on one side,
and in the centre Vesuvius, calmly lifting his dou
ble summit wreathed with smoke. Evening now
far advanced, shed a purple tint over the sides
and the summits of the mountains, that gave at
once a softness and a richness to the picture, amd
contrasted finely with the darkness of the plains
below, and the light colors of a few thin clouds
flitting above.
,'•/ ; , !o

From Francolisi we traversed the Falernus
Ager, which is the tract enclosed between the
sea, Mount Massicus, Catticula~,~an(l the river
Vulturnus ; a territory so much celebrated by the
ancient poets, and so well known to the modern
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reader for its delicious wines. It has often been
asked, why Italy does not now produce wines so
excellent, and in such variety as anciently ; and
it has been as often answered, either that the cli
mate has changed, or that the cultivation of the
grape has been neglected, and the vines allowed
to degenerate for want of skill and attention. As
for the first of these reasons, we find nothing in
ancient authors that can furnish the least reason
to suppose that any such revolution has happen
ed. The productions of the soil are the same,
and appear at the same stated periods ; the sea
sons correspond exactly with the descriptions of
the poets ; the air is in general genial and serene,
though chilled occasionally (at least in many pro
vinces) with hard wintry frosts, and sometimes
disturbed by sudden unseasonable storms full as
grand and as mischievous as that described by
Virgil*.
Neglect and ignorance are reasons
more plausible, but will not perhaps on exami
nation be found much more satisfactory. Arts
essential to the existence of man, when once
known are never forgotten, and articles so neces
sary as bread and wine cannot possibly be entirely
neglected. The science of tillage passes from
father to son, and cannot be obliterated unless

o

"* Georg. i.
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the whole papulation of a country be at once de
stroyed, and a link struck out of the chain of hu
man generation. Moreover the mode of gather
ing and pressing the grape ; of boiling and storing
the wine is nearly the same now as anciently.
Besides from the reasons given above it would
follow, that the culture of the vine was lost all
over Italy, Greece, and Sicily, and that the vine
itself had degenerated in all the countries that lie
south of the Alps, however favored in other respects
by nature. Very few indeed of the numberless
wines produced in these auspicious climates are
palatable to an English or a French traveller,
who is apt to find in them either a lusciousness or
a raciness, or an inexpressible something that dis
gusts him, and is not always removed even by fa
miliarity. Nor ought this circumstance to sur
prise us. Accustomed from our infancy to hear
the wines of Italy and Greece extolled by the an
cient poets, we expect to find them singularly de
licious : while we forget that the goodness of
wine depends upon taste, and that our taste has
been formed, I had nearly said vitiated, by wines
of a flavor very different from that of the classic
grape. If the Italian wines therefore are not in
so much repute how as they were formerly, it is
to be attributed not so much to the degeneracy of
the vine, as to ihe change of taste not only in
. Transalpine countries, but even in Italy itself.
vol. ir.
Y
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The modern Italians are extremely sober ; they
drink wine as Englishmen drink small beer, not
to flatter the palate but to quench the thirst; pro
vided it be neither new, flat, nor unwholesome, it
answers their purpose, and they require from it
nothing more. In the cultivation of the vine very
little attention is therefore paid to the quality or
perfection, but merely to the quantity of the pro
duce. Not so the ancients : they were fond of
convivial enjoyments : they loved wine, and
considered it not only as a gratification to the pa
late, but as a means of intellectual enjoyment, and
a vehicle of conversation. To heighten its flavor
therefore, to bring it to full maturity by age, in
short, to improve it by every method imaginable,
was with them an object of primary importance ;
nor can it occasion surprise that in circumstances
so favorable, the vine should flourish. Yet with
all this encouragement the two most celebrated
wines in Italy, the Ctucuban and the Palernian,
had lost much of their excellency and reputation
in Pliny's time ; the former in consequence of a
canal drawn across the vale of Amyclae by the
Emperor Nero ; and the latter from its very cele
brity, which occasioned so great a demand, that
the cultivators unable to resist the -temptation,
turned their attention from the quality to the quan
tity. This cause of decline is indeed considered
as common to both these species of wine ; but in
1
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the former it was only an accessary, in the latter
a principal agent.
u. ' •
•

.'.

' .

:

• .

The canal alluded to, was one of the extrava
gant whims of Nero, who had resolved to open
an inland communication between Ostia and the
Lake Avemus, by a navigable canal which might
afford all the pleasures without any of the incon
veniences of a voyage in the usual manner. This
work was begun but never finished ; and it -is
probable that the Lago Fundano or Amyclario,
which was to have formed part of the projected
canal, was lengthened and extended across the
little plain to the very foot of Mount Ceecubus-;
thus depriving the flats of a considerable part of
that moisture which perhaps caused their fer
tility.
., •
-.;.--•,
*-

••.

-
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•
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vi •
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The Ceecuban wine so much celebrated was
produced, according to Pliny, in the poplar groves
that rose in the marshes on the bay of Amyclse.
The same author gives a long list of Italian
wines, all good though of very different degrees
of excellence ; and I have no doubt that modern
Italy, if the cultivation of the vine had the same
encouragement now as anciently, would furnish a
catalogue equal to it both in excellence and in
variety. As it is not intended to expand a few
cursory remarks into a dissertation, it may finally
Y2
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be observed that several of the wines celebrated
in ancient times still retain, at least, some share of
their ancient reputation.

Thus a wine produced

in the very extremity of the Adriatic Gulph, on
the banks of the Timavus*, and in the vicinity of
Aquileia, is still in as great request at Trieste as
it was formerly in Rome ; as is the Rhetian wine
so much extolled by Virgil at Venice and Verona.
The wines of Luna and Florence are even now
much esteemed all over the north of Italy, as are
those of the Alhan Mount, including Frescati and
Gensano, in Rome. The vines that flourish on
the sides and around the base of Vesuvius still
continue to furnish a rich and delicious wine, well
known to all travellers, and to most readers un
der the appellation of Lachryma Christi. To
conclude, Horace has comprised with his usual
neatness the four principal wines of Italy, all the
produce of the coast which we have just tra
versed, in the following stanza :
Caecubum et prelo domitam Caleno
Tu bibes uvam, mea nec Falernae
Temperant vites, neque Formiani
. Pocula colle*.
./.'..
L <Mi.

* This wine was called Pucinum. The place now bears
the name of Castel Duino, and corresponds with the descrip
tion given of it by Pliny, salreo telle, maritimo afflatu.—
lib. xft.
• ;. . ,
:i „,..;,: .
2
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Before we arrived at Capua night had set in,
but it was night in all its charms ; bright, serene,
and odoriferous. The only object that could then
strike our eyes or excite our curiosity were the
indole, bright insects, many of which were flying
about in every direction like sparks of fire, cast
ing a vivid light around them, and seeming to
threaten the waving corn over which they flit
ted, with a conflagration. We entered Naples
at a late hour, and drove to the Gran Bretaam,
an excellent inn on the sea shore, and close to the
T©yal garden.
...)'....••
J ..
;.•'.: i . '.
.

Few scenes surpass in beauty that which burst
full upon me when I awoke next morning. In
front and under my windows, the bay of Naples
spread its azure surface smooth as glass, while a
thousand boats glided in different directions over
its shining bosom : on the right the town extended along the semicircular shore, and Posiliporose
close behind it, with churches and villas, vine,yards and pines scattered in confusion along its
sides and on its ridge, till, sloping as it advanced
the bold hill terminated in a craggy promontory.
On the left at the end of a walk that forms the
quay and skirts the sea, the Castel del Uovo
standing on an insulated rock caught the eye for
a moment ; while beyond it over a vast expanse
of water, a rugged line of mountains stretched

'»
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forward, and softening its features as it projected,
presented towns, villages and convents, lodged
amidst its forests and precipices, and at length
terminated in the cape of Minerva now of Surrentum. Opposite, and full in front rose the is
land of Capreee with its white cliffs and ridgy
summit, placed as a barrier to check the tempest
and protect the interior of the bay from its fury.
This scene illuminated by a sun that never shines
so bright on the less favored regions beyond the
Alps, is justly considered, as the most splendid
and beautiful exhibition which nature perhaps
presents to the human eye, and cannot but excite
in the spectator, when beheld for the first time,
emotions of delight and admiration, that border
on enthusiasm.* •
...

Nor are the charms of recollection, that are ca
pable of improving even the loveliest features of
nature, here wanting to complete the enchant
ment. Naples and its coasts have never been, it
is true, the theatre of heroic achievements, or the
Mage of grand and unusual incidents ; but they
.*•.'• • --' •• *
iu Li 10 Ji\l J/; t''■i O'l; <.'•■
* The bay of Lfucadia, bounded by the bald coasts of
that island on one side, and of Acarnania ou the other, and
interspersed with the Teleboides Insula rising in every shape
imaginable around, is, I think, more beautiful ; but it is now
a desert, peopled only by recollections !
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have been the residence of the great and of the
wise ; they have aided the meditations of the
sage, and have awakened the raptures of the poet ;
and as Ions: as the Latin muses continue to instruct
mankind, so long will travellers visit with delight
the academy of Cicero, the tomb of Virgil, and
the birth-place of Tasso.
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CHAP. X.
i

.

. .

' "

Naples — Its History — Public Buildings—
Churches—Hospitals—State of Literature at
Naples.
Naples occupies the site of both Paleepolis
and Neapolis in ancient times, though it inherits
the name of the latter. It is of Grecian origin,
and is first mentioned by Titus Livius as having
in conjunction with Paleepolis joined the Samnites
in a confederacy against the Romans *. Paleepolis
was taken two years after and Naples must have
shared its fate. The latter seems indeed to have
been of little consideration at that time, though
it continued to increase rapidly, and in the course
of not many years eclipsed the splendor, usurped
the territory and gradually obliterated the very
name of the former. It seems to have attached
itself closely to the Roman interest, in little more
than a century from the above-mentioned period,
and to have acquired under the protection of the

* Ap. U. C. 427.
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Roman republic no small degree of prosperity and
importance. It remained faithful to its allies
even after the carnage of Cannes and the revolt
of the Campanians ; and such was the strength of
its ramparts that Annibal himself shrunk from the
difficulties of an attack.* The generous offer
which they had previously made to the Roman
senate must naturally inspire a very favorable
idea of the opulence, and which is infinitely more
honorable, of the magnanimity of this city, f
This attachment to the Roman cause excited the
resentment of the Carthaginian, who ravaged the
Neapolitan territory with more than his usual
ferocity.

From this period little or no mention is made
of Naples for a long series of years, during which
it seems to have enjoyed in undisturbed tranquil
lity its original laws and language, and all the
advantages of its fertile soil, and unrivalled si
tuation. Its coasts during this interval became
the winter retreat of the luxurious Romans, and
there were few among the illustrious characters
which distinguished the fall of the republic and
the birth of the monarchy, who had not a villa on

* Liv. xxiii. 1.

t xxii. 32.
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its shores or amid the romantic recesses of its
mountains. The presence of Horace, Virgil,
and his imitator Silius Italicus, and their fond at
tachment to its delightful scenery were lasting
and honorable distinctions; whUe the foul indul
gences of Tiberius, and the wild and cruel freaks
of Caligula were its scandal and its scourge.
The first recorded eruption of Vesuvius* inter
rupted its enjoyments and wasted its coasts, and
the civil wars and barbaric incursions that suc
ceeded each other so rapidly during the ensuing
centuries, involved it in the general calamities of
Italy and of the empire. However it seems to
have suffered less than most other cities during
this disastrous era, as it retained longer its legi
timate sovereign, the Emperor of Constantino
ple, and with him its language and many of its
ancient laws, and by his power or rather by the
veneration still attached to his name, it was not
unfrequently protected from the ravages and in
sults of contending barbarians t.

When the

* A. D. 79.
+ It was taken by the Goths under Theodorie, but retaken
and restored to the Grecian empire by Belisarius. It seems
to have been attached to its Gothic rulers, and when assailed
by the Roman General made a vigorous but useless resistance.
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eastern empire sunk into a state of irretrievable
weakness and insignificance, Naples was threa
tened, harassed and plundered successively by the
Lombards, the Saracens and the Normans, who
in their turn became the prey of the Germans,
the French and the Spaniards. The latter at
length remained its acknowledged masters, go
verned it for many years by viceroys, and at
length gave it a king in the person of the present
sovereign Charles IV. Of all these different
tribes many traces may be discovered in the lan
guage, the manners and the appearance of its in
habitants. Greek its original language, remained
the prevailing dialect long after its submission to
the power of Rome; as appears from various cir
cumstances, but particularly from that of Greek
manuscripts only being discovered at Herculaneum. It may indeed be doubted whether pure
Latin ever was the vulgar language at Naples;
at present there are more Greek words inter
mingled with the common dialect than are to be
found in any other part of Italy. French pro
nunciation has communicated some share of its
infection, and Saracenic left considerable alloy
behind.
No vestiges remain of the ancient beauty or
magnificence of this city. Its temples, its theatr«s, its basilicas have been levelled by earth
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quakes, or destroyed by barbarians. Its modern
edifices, whether churches or palaces, are less
remarkable for their taste than for their magnitude
and riches. It is however highly probable that
Naples is at present more opulent, more populous,
and in every respect more flourishing than she
has ever before been even in the most brilliant
periods of her history.
•. . , .

Naples seated in the bosom of a capacious
haven, spreads her greatness and her population
along its shore, and covers its shelving coasts
and bordering mountains with her villas, her
gardens and her retreats. Containing within her
Own walls more than four hundred thousand in
habitants, shte sees one hnndred thousand more
enliven her suburbs, that stretch in a magnificent
and most extensive sweep from Portiei to the
promontory of Misenus, and fill a spacious line
of sixteen miles along the shore with life and ac
tivity. In size and number of inhabitants she
ranks as the third city in Europe, and from her
situation and superb show, she may justly be con
sidered as the Queen of the Mediterranean.*
* It is impossible not to smile in perusing Thomson's de
scription of the loneliness and devastation of this very coast,
ence, swarming with inhabitants, now, as he represents jfc
turned into a desert. But some allowance must be made
even for exaggeration, when the subject is so intoxicating.—
See Liberty, i. 280.
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The internal appearance of Naples is in general
pleasing; the edifices are lofty and solid; ths
streets as wide as in any continental city; the
Strada Toledo is a mile in length, and with the
quay which is very extensive and well-built,
forms the grand and distinguishing features of
the city. In fact, the Chiaia, with the royal
garden, Mergyllina and Sta. Lucia, which spread
along the coast for so considerable a space, and
present such an immense line of lofty edifices, are
sufficient to give an appearance of grandeur to
any city.
■ ,.'.

As for architectural magnificence Naples pos
sesses a very small share; the prevailing taste, if
a series of absurd fashions deserve that appella
tion, has always been bad. Moresco, Spanish
and Roman, corrupted and intermingled together
destroy all appearance of unity and symmetry,
and form a monstrous jumble of discordance.
The magnificence therefore of the churches and
palaces consists first in their magnitude, and then
in paintings, marbles, and decorations in general ;
which however are seldom disposed with judg
ment, and when best disposed, are scattered
around with a profusion that destroys their effect.
To describe the public edifices of Naples would
be to compose a guide.

I shall therefore content
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Inyself with a few observations on some remark
able objects in them, or connected with them.
Several churches are supposed to occupy the sites
•f ancient temples, the names and memory of
which have been preserved by this circumstance.
Thus the cathedral is said to stand on the
substructions of a temple of Apollo ; that of
the Santi Apostoli rises on the ruins of a
temple of Mercury.
St. Maria Magyiote.
was originally a temple of Diana, &o»
Of
these churches some are adorned with the pil
lars and the marbles of the temples to which they
have succeeded. Thus the cathedral is supported
by more than a hundred columns of granite,
which belonged to the edifice over which it is
erected ; as did the forty or more pillars that de
corated the treasury, or rather the chapel of
St. Januarius. The church itself was built by an
Angevin prince, and when scattered or rather de
stroyed by earthquakes, it was rebuilt by a
Spanish sovereign. It is Gothic, but strangely
disfigured by ornaments and reparations in dif
ferent styles. In the subterraneous chapel under
the choir is deposited the body of St. Januarius.
His supposed blood is kept in a vial in the Tesoro,
and is considered as the most valuable of its de
posits, and indeed as the glory and the ornament
of the cathedral and of the city itself. Into the
truth of the supposition little inquiry is made;
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and in this respect the Neapolitans seem to have
adopted the maxim of the ancient Germans,
" sanctins ac reverentius de Diis credere qtiara.
scire*/' The blood of St. Stephen in the church
of St. Gaudioso belonging to the Benedictine
Nuns, is said to liquefy in the same manner; but
only once a-year on the festival of the martyr,f
The Santi ApostoK is in its origin perhaps the
most ancient church in Naples, and was, if we
may credit tradition, erected by Constantiue
upon the ruins of a temple of Mercury ; it has
however been rebuilt partially more than once,
and finally with great magnificence. The church
of St. Paul occupies the site of a temple of Castor
and Pollux; the front of this temple, consisting
of eight Corinthian pillars, was destroyed by the
earthquake of 1688. Two only were restored,
and now form part of the frontispiece of the
church. The interior is spacious, well pro
portioned, and finely incrusted with marble. The
chancel is very extensive, and all supported by
antique pillars ; it is supposed to stand over the

*Tac. Germania, xxx. iv.
t The Author has been accused of a want of candor, in not
having expressed in a more explicit manner, his opinion of
the miiacle alluded to ; few readers, he conceives, will be at
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theatre where Nero first disgraced himself by ap
pearing as a public singer : some vestiges of this
theatre may still be traced by an observing anti
quary. The church of Si. Filippo Neri is re
markable for the number of ancient pillars that
support its triple row of aisles on both sides of the
nave. St. Lorenzo, belonging to a convent found
ed by Charles of Anjou, is a monument of the
hatred which that prince bore to popular repre
sentation. It stands on the site of the Basilica
Augusta, a noble and magnificent hall, which at
the period of the first entrance of the French was
the place of public assembly where the senate
and people of Naples met in council. Charles
suppressed the assemblies, demolished the hall,
and in the year 1 266 erected the church which now
occupies its place. The establishment of a free
and just government would have been a work
more agreeable to the will, and more conformable
to the attributes, of the common Father of all,
than the erection of a temple on the ruins of pub
lic property, and in defiance of justice,
t ■
Of all the Neapolitan churches, that De Spirito
Santo in the Strada Toledo is the most worthy

a loss to discover it; but, if a more open declaration can
give any satisfaction, he now declares, that he does not be
lieve the liquefying substance to be the blood of St. Januarius.
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of notice in my opinion, because the purest and
simplest in architecture. The exterior is indif
ferent, or rather, it was never finished, or at least
decorated. The interior is large, well propor
tioned, adorned with Corinthian pilasters, and
a regular entablature and cornice. It is well
lighted, perhaps indeed too much so, on account
of the whiteness of its walls and vault. It is
not, however, entirely exempt from the usual
defect, a superabundance of ornaments, and it
wants a softer and mellower color to please the
eye.
The chapel of St. John the Evangelist was
erected by the celebrated Pontanus, and is re
markable for the Latin sentences, moral and po
litical, engraved on its front. They are mis
placed, and ostentatious; though solid, and in
language not inelegant. The epitaph, composed
by Pontanus himself, has the merit of originality;
but his best and most durable epitaph is the tri
bute paid to him by Sannazarius*
i
m
.
.
In the cloister of the canons regular attached
to the parochial church of Sit. Agnelh, stands
the tomb of the poet Marini, ornamented with

* Eleg. i. 9.
VOIs. IX.

z
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a bronze statue; the whole erected at the reqnest of the celebrated Manso, the friend of
Tasso and of Milton, who left by will a sum of
money to defray the expencevi: ■,!'•
Itili) .r.•..'-''•.•
:.'i'> i:'
'.: .1 • .;ii i
'.; The sepulchral: ■chapel of the family San Se
vern deserves to be mentioned, not so much on
account
its architecture, or even of its decora
tion^ or of the order with which the monuments
are) disposed (though all these are worthy of notiice^as qn account of three particular statues,
two of which display the patient skill, the third,
the genius of the sculptor. The first is a repre
sentation of M&desty (Pudor) covered from head
to foot with a veil ^ but so delicate, s6 apparently
transparent is the veil, that through its texture
the spectator fancies ke- ca» traee not only the
general outlines of the figure, bnt the very fea
tures and expression of the countenance. It has
been asserted} that the ancients never veiled the
whole countenance -of etheir' statiles, and that the
art of making the form appear as it were through
the foldings, is a modern improvement. How
ever, there are antwjoe startups- even tlb the **drth
of the Alps, ih which tile same edfecti is visible,
and every traveller .who has visited' the gallery
at Dresden, will immediately recoliect some fe
male figures (Vestals, I think) where the knee,
the arm, the breast, appear as if visible through
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the beautiful drapery thrown over them. It
must, however, be acknowledged, that in the
art of producing this illusion, the moderns equal
the ancients ; and of their skill in this respect,
no better instances can be produced than the
above-mentioned statue; a most beautiful one
of St. Cecilia, in Rome ; and a third in the cha
pel which I am now describing. It represents
over Saviour extended in the sepulchre ; it is co
vered like the preceding with a veil, and like it
exhibits the form which it infolds, with all its
features majestic and almost divine even in
death. This is, indeed, an exquisite piece of
workmanship ; it displays not only as much art
and patience as that of Modesty, but the very
soul, the genius, the sublime conceptions of the
sculptor. It is generally attributed to Corradini,
as is the latter, and suffices alone to establish his
reputation, and rank him among the first of art
ists. But the Neapolitans, who are a little jea
lous of the merit of strangers, ascribe it and the
two others to Giuseppe San Martino, their coun
tryman, whom they represent as the best sculptor
of the times. The attention of strangers is ge
nerally directed to another statue or groupe in
the same chapel, representing a man entangled
in a net, and endeavoring, with the aid of a
genius, to disengage himself. It is called 11
Disinganato, and is supposed to represent, under
z 2
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this allegorical symbol, the conversion of one of
the princes of tho family to which the chapel
belongs. The allegory is forced ; and the exe
cution of the work shews only the patience and
nicety, with which the sculptor managed the
chissel.
ii
. ;.■ .•■■..-■ ,

.

To this catalogue, one church more must be
added, though it is inferior to most in Naples,
in size, materials, and decorations. But it has
a more powerful claim to our attention than
either marble or architecture can give it ; it has
the genius of Sannazarius to recommend it, and
its name is interwoven with the title of one of
the most beautiful poems* which have appeared

* The poem opens with the following magnificent proemiuni :
• • | . ,,
. '
•
Virginei partus, magnoque aequaeva parent i
. Progenies, superas caeli quae inissa per auras,
Antiquum generis labem mortalibus aegris
Abluit, obstructique viam patel'ecit olympi,
Sit mihi, Caelicolae, primus labor: hoc mihi prinuuu
Surgat opus : vos aiiditas ab origiue causas
Et tanti seriem, si fas, cvolvite facti.
. .
' •
1:
....
. .: • •
In the following verses, the Poet describes the situation
-and the object of the church' wliich he had erected : they
are inserted not only on account of their connexion with the
subject and their rich poetical , coloring, but because with
' V
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in the Latin language, since the revival^ of let
ters. The church is called, from the poem, Del
Parto; it was erected, with the little convent
annexed to it, on the site of his favorite Villa,
Mcrgyllina, and was endowed by the poet; H
took its name from the quarter in which it stood,
which; is still called Mergyllina, occupying the
brow and side of a hill that slopes gently to the
bay. Its situation is delicious, and the view,
from it as extensive, as varied, and as beautiful
as the eye of a poet, in fine phrenzy rolling, can
contemplate. Its value was moreover enhanced
by the dignity of the donor ; and in the eyes of

Tuque adeo spes fida hominum, spes fida Deoruin, ,cl
Alma parens, quam inille acies, quaequeaetheris alti
Militia est, tot idem currus, tot signa tubaeque,
Tot litui comitantur, ovantique agmiqa gyro
Adglomerant : niveis tibi si solennia tempi is
Serta damus : si maiisuras tibi ponindis aras
Exciso in scopulo, fluctus unde aurea canos
Despiciens, celsa se culmine Mergilline
Adtollit, nautisque procul veniehtibus offert :
Si laudes de more tuas; si sacra, diemque,
Ac coetus late insignes, ritusque dicamus; . T
Annua felicis colinvus dum gaudia partus:- '
Tu vatem ignarumque viae, insuetumque labor),
Diva, mone, & pavidis jam laeta adlabere coeptis.
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the poet', without doubt, the smiles of the royal
patron added new lustre to the native beauties
of the scenery. He accordingly frequently al
ludes to his beloved retreat Of Mergyllina in his
different poems, and devotes one entire ode to
its charms.* This villa was destroyed by the
Prince of Orange, who commanded the garrison
during the celebrated siege of Naples by the
French. Whether this act of destruction was
necessary or not, it is impossible for us to deter
mine ; but it is not probable that it was, or could
be intended as a personal injury. However the
indignant poet resented it as such, and con
ceived an unrelenting hatred towards that ge
neral. On the ruins of the villa, the church of
which we now speak was erected, and dedicated
Virgini parienti, or De Partu.
It is neither
large, nor remarkable for its architecture or or
naments. ' The sole object of curiosity m it is

* Rupis O sacra?, pelagique custos
Villa nympharuna clonus, et propinquaj •- Doridos, regum dec*J una quondam
in..,:
. ; • ... r. 'i Deliiaaeque . ,
Tu mini solos mraoruoi recessus -. i ,r■
Das, et bserentes per opaca laurus . ':
\
Sana ; tu fontes, Aganippidumqqe ,t;.
Antra recludis I
•■.••. :,. . •-i
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the tomb of the founder, adorned with statues
and basso relievos, representing the subject of
his poems; the materials are rich, and the exe*
cution good ; but figures representing pagan di
vinities, satyrs, and nymphs, are ornaments illadapted to. the tomb of a christian poet,, and
strangely misplaced in a christian church. - It
is impossible, however, not to smile at the awk
ward attempt of the good fathers to remedy this
incongruity, by inscribing the name of David
under the statue of Apollo/ and ithat of Judith
under Minerva.
Bembo.
.

The epitaph was composed by
.
; ii
.it-)fi /,i'
;

Da sacro cineri flores. Hie
Maron! '' '
Sincerus musa proximus ut tumulo. ;'- '':;
In one of the little chapel? .there id; a; picture
of St. Michael trampling on Satan. It is ob
servable, that the latter is represented with the
face of a beautiful female, and the reason given
is whimsical enough. The countenance of the
devil is the picture of a /very beautiful lady, who
unfortunately fell in love with Diomedes Ca^
raffhi Bishop of Ariam^ whip, to shew his abhorreJice of her sacrilegious passion, when fitting
up this chapel for his mausoleum, ordered the
painter to degrade her into the infernal spirit,
and place her prostrate under the spear of the
archangel. For the satisfaction of the ladies* I
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must add, that this ungallant prelate has not been
canonized. A Last Supper in another chapel is
supposed to be a master-piece, though the name
of the painter is not known.
- ; •' •

I must observe, in closing these few cursory
observations on the churches of Naples, that not
withstanding the bad taste which prevails very
generally in the architecture and the decorations
of these edifices, the traveller will find in most
of them something that merits observation. In
paintings in particular the Neapolitan churches
are very rich, and there are few among them that
cannot boast of one or ,more exquisite specimens
of this art.
But if the churches do no credit to the taste of
the Neapolitans, the hospitals reflect much honor
on their charity. These establishments are very
numerous, and adapted to every species of distress
to which man is subject in mind or body. Many
of them are richly endowed, and all clean, well
attended and well regulated. One circumstance
almost peculiar to Italian hospitals and charitable
foundations, contributes essentially to their splen
dor and prosperity ; it is, that tbey are not only
attended by persons who devote themselves en
tirely and without any interested views to the
relief of suffering humanity ; but that tbey are
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governed and inspected not nominally, but really,
by persons of the first rank and education, who
manage the interests of the establishments with
a prudence and assiduity which they seldom per
haps display in their own domestic economy.
Besides, to almost every hospital is attached one
and sometimes more confraternities, or pious
associations, formed for the purpose of relieving
some particular species of distress, or of averting
or remedying some evil. These confraternities
though founded upon the basis of equality, and
of course open to all ranks, generally contain a
very considerable proportion of noble persons,
who make it a point to fulfil the duties of the as
sociation with an exactness as honorable to
themselves, as it is exemplary and beneficial to
the public. These persons visit the respective
hospitals almost daily, inquire into the situation
and circumstances of every patient, and oftentimes
attend on them personally, and render them the
most humble services. They perform these duties
in disguise, and generally in the dress or uniform
worn by the confraternity, for the express purpose
of diverting public attention from the individuals^
and fixing it on the object only of the association;
Instead of description, which would be here mis
placed, I shall insert a few observations. . . .\.

Of charitable foundations in Naples, the num
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ber is above sixty. Of these seven are hospitals
properly so called : thirty at least are conserva
tories or receptacles for helpless orphans, found
lings, &c. : five are banks for the relief of such
industrious poor as are distressed by the occa
sional want of small sums of money : the others
are either schools or confraternities. The in
comes of most of these establishments, particularly
of the hospitals, are in general very considerable,
but seldom equal to the expenditure. The annual
deficiency, how great soever it may be, is abund
antly supplied by donations, most of which come
from unknown benefactors. > •

The two principal hospitals are that called
Degli Incurabili, which notwithstanding its title
is open to sick persons of all descriptions, and
constantly relieves more than eighteen hundred ;
and that Delia Strut. Annunziata, which is im
mensely rich, and destined to receive foundlings,
penitent females, &c. and said sometimes to har
bor two thousand. To each belong in the first
place a villa, and in the second a cemetery. The
villa of the first is situated at Torre del Greco,
and is destined for the benefit of convalescents,
and such as labor under distempers that require
free air and -exercise. A similar rural retreat
ought to belong to every great hospital established
in large cities, where half the distempers to which
5
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the poorer classes are liable, arise from constant
confinement, and the want of pure air. The ce
metery is in a different way* of at least equal
advan'a.■e to public health. It was apprehended,
and not without reason, that so many bodies as
must be carried out from an hospital, especially
in unhealthy seasons, might if deposited in any
church or church-yard, within the city, infect the
air and produce or propagate contagious diseases.
To prevent such evils, the sum of forty-eight
thousand five hundred ducats, raised by voluntary
contribution,waslaid out in purchasing and fitting
up for the purpose a field about half a mile from
the walls of the city on a rising ground. A little
neat church is annexed to it, with apartments
for the officiating clergy, and the persons at
tached to the service of the cemetery, and the
voad that winds up the hill ttt it is lined with
cypresses. The burial ground is divided into
three hundred and sixty six large and deep vaults,
one of which is opened every day in the year,
and the bodies to be interred deposited in order.
These vaults are covered with flags of lava that
fit exactly, and completely close every aperture.
The bodies are carried out at night time, by
persons appointed for the purpose, and every
precaution taken to prevent even the slightest
chance of infection. All is done gratis and -the
expences requisite supplied by public charity.
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It is to be regretted that this method of burying
the dead has not been adopted in every hospital
and parish in Naples, and indeed in every town
and city not in Italy only but all over Europe.
It is really lamentable that a practice so dis
gusting, not to say so pernicious, as that of heap
ing up putrid carcases in churches, where the
air is necessarily confined, and in church-yards
in cities, where it cannot have a very free cir
culation, should be so long and so obstinately
retained. It would be difficult to discover one
single argument drawn either from the principles
of religion or from the dictates of reason in its
favor ; while its inconveniencies and mischiefs
are visible and almost tangible.
In the early ages of Christianity the honor of
being deposited in the church was reserved to
martyrs ; and the Emperor Coustantine only re
quested to be allowed to lie in the porch of the
Basilica of the apostles, which he himself had
erected in Constantinople. Hence the eloquent
Chrysostom when speaking of the triumph of
Christianity, exultingly observes, that the Caesars
subdued by the humble fishermen whom they
had persecuted, now appeared as suppliants be
fore them, and gloried in occupying the place
of porters at the doors of their sepulchres* Bishops
and priests distinguished by their learning, zeal
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and sanctity, were gradually permitted to share
the honors of martyrs, and to repose with them
in the sanctuary itself. A pious wish in some to
be deposited in the neighborhood of such holy
persons, and to rest under the shadow of the
altars ; and in others an absurd love of distinction
even beyond the grave ; to which may be added,
I fear, the avarice of the clergy, who by making
such a distinction expensive, rendered it en
viable ; by degrees broke through all the whole
some restrictions of antiquity, and at length
converted the noblest of public edifices, the Basilicae, the temples of the Eternal, the seats of
holiness and purity, into so many dormitories of
the dead, receptacles of putridity, and vast in
fected charnel houses.
, :,.
. ' ' ''' '
'•qi.n
Notwithstanding the decrees of synods and the
representations of the faculty ; notwithstanding
the dictates of reason and the interests ,of health,
this abuse went on increasing and continued for
ages in force and fashion. The first attempt I
believe to check or rather to remove it entirely,
was made by the Emperor Joseph, who pro
hibited by edict the interment of bodies not in
churches only, but even in towns and their su
burbs. This edict still prevails in the Low
Countries, and if I mistake not in the Austrian
territories in general, though certain clauses gave
considerable offence, and suspended for some
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time its full effect. The Emperor who in his
/.eal for reformation, often forgot that opinion
will not always bend even to power, conceived
it seems that the sooner the carcase is reduced to
dost the better ; he therefore proscribed the use
of coffins, as calculated to prolong. the state of
putrefaction, and ordered lime to be strewed
over the corps to accelerate its dissolution. This
regulation excited universal disgust, not only be
cause unusual and contrary to the natural feelings,
Or which is nearly the same thing, to the uni
versal practice of mankind ; but because very
opposite to that tenderness and respect even for
the ruins of the human form, which if not en
forced by the precepts, has at all times been in
spired by the genius of Christianity. Not per
haps without reason. That divine religion is
ever intent on the grand object of raising, ag
grandising and perfecting our nature ; while it
teaches us to consider ourselves as destined to
act in a much higher and more glorious sphere
than our present state, it naturally prompts us to
look with some degree of veneration even on our
bodies *, which though doomed to death and
putrefaction, shall yet one day shake off the dust
•

—

:tT?

^TTFit

* Honoro in cineribus semina aetternitatis, saj/s &i Anibrese.
' ' '. '
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of the tomb, and though corruptible put on mcorruption, and though mortal put on immortality.
The offensive clause was therefore suppressed,
and the useful and laudable provisions of -the
decree carried very generally into execution.'
.--.1
/ . !• . : . .1 •
• . .
.'i
't
Some regulation of the same kind was I think
made in France, but it was not so comprehensive.
To bury in churches was prohibited, but vaults
were allowed, provided they did not open into
the church, or into any covered court or building.
This was a partial remedy to the evil, but still
better than none ; and it cannot but appear sur
prising- that the example of two such preponderant
Powers as France and Austria should not have
been more generally imitated. It is still more
astonishing that in a country governed by public
reason and guided by public interest as England
is (excepting in a few instances when the in
fluence of the court or the spirit of patty may
accidentally bias the legislature) no attempts
have been made to put an end to a practice sb
absurd and prejudicial ; especially as this prac
tice is more evidently dangerous in protestant
than in catholic countries ; as 4n the forme*,
churches in general are only opened for a few
hours on one day in the week 5 while: in the. latter
they are never shut, and have the additional ad
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vantage of being fumigated with incense and
sprinkled with holy water*.
It cannot but appear strange that a people so
dull and unenlightended as the Turks, should in
this respect show more sense and even more taste
than nations in every other respect their superiors.
Their cemeteries are in general out of the pre
cincts of their cities, most commonly on a rising
ground, and always planted with cedars, cy
presses, and odoriferous shrubs, whose deep ver
dure and graceful forms bending to every breeze,
give a melancholy beauty to the place, and in
spire sentiments very congenial to its destination.
I have seen some christian cemeteries (as at
Brussels for instance) situate and laid out in the
same advantageous and picturesque manner, with
some additional precautions in the division, so
as to preclude the possibility of heaping bodies on
each other, or of crowding them indecently to
gether. But even this arrangement is open to
improvements} and it is. to be hoped that such
improvements will ere long be made by the wis
dom of a British legislature.
.
.

* As holy water has always a considerable quantity of
salt mixed with it, its effect when sprinkled about a church
or room must be salubrious.
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-'. One remark more upon the .Neapolitan -llbsipTtals and I drop the subject. Wheri-a patient has
recovered his health and strength, and is about
to return to his usual occupations he receives
from the establishment a sum of money sufficient
to compensate for the loss of time and labor una
voidable during his illness ; a most benevolent
custom and highly worthy of imitation. A long
illness or dangerous accident deprives a poor la
borer or artisan so long of his ordinary wages;
and throws him so far back in his little economy,
that he cannot without great difficulty recover
himself and regain a state of comfort. From this
inconvenience the small sum granted by the cha
rity of the hospital relieves him, and restores him
to his trade in health, strength and spirits.'
The Conservatorii are schools opened for poor
children of both sexes, where they are educated^
fed, and taught some handicraft or other. Some
are in the nature of working houses and employ
a prodigious number of indigent persons of both
sexes in separate buildings, while others are de
voted entirely to children educated principally
for music. These latter institutions have pro
duced some or rather most of the great performers
and masters of the art, who have figured in the
churches or on the stages of the different capitals
of Europe for the last hundred years. Paesielli,
VOL. II.
AA
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Caffarelliand Pergokse were formed in these se
minaries. And indeed Naples is to Italy, what
Italy is to the world at large, the great school of
music, where that fascinating art is cultivated
with the greatest ardor ; an ardor oftentimes
carried to an extreme and productive of conse
quences highly mischievous and degrading to hu
manity. It is true that the castration of boys is
rigorosly prohibited by the laws both of church
and state j but as long as the fashionable classes
in London and Paris think proper to encourage
and reward by enormous wages such performers ;
so long venal parents in Naples will find means
to evade the laws, and still continue to sacrifice
their unfortunate children to the hopes, or rather
the certainty of profit. But this practice is on
the decline even here ; and in justice to the Nea
politans I must observe, that, if we may believe
them, the operation alluded to, is not permitted,
nor indeed ever practised in their schools ; but
such unhappy children when sent from other
places are not excluded. :
Of the numberless confraternities I shall only
specify such as have some unusual and very sin
gular object : such as that whose motto is Succurrere Miseris, the members of which make it
their duty to visit condemned criminals, to pre
pare them for death, to accompany them to «xe
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cution, and to give thein a decent burial. They
carry their charitable attentions still farther, and
provide for the widows and children of these un
happy wretches. This society was originally
composed of some of the first nobility of the city ;
but the tyrant Philip, influenced it seems by mo
tives of political suspicion, forbid the nobles to
enter into stitch associations, and in particular,
confined the one we are speaking of to the
clergy. :i[ '" '.'
1
i Y >;- • .
"'
." ' •
.'. :
. '' '
'
The congregation De S. Ivone consists of
lawyers, who undertake to plead the causes of
the poor gratis, and to furnish all the expenses
necessary to carry their suits through the courts
with effect. To be entitled to the assistance and
support of this association, no recommendation or
introduction is• 'required ; the person applying has
onry to disclose his poverty, and to give a full
and fair statement of his case.
Gongregazione della Croce, is composed prin
cipally of nobility, and its object is to relieve the
poor, and imprisoned ; and particularly to bury
the bodies of such distressed and forsaken per
sons when dead.
.. - i .•
•
.•
The congregation Delia Sta. Trinita dei Pel
legrini is destined, as its name imports, more par
A A 2
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ticularly for the relief of strangers, and is com
posed of persons of all classes who meet in its as
semblies and fulfil, its duties without distinction.
It is governed by five persons, one of whom pre
sides and is generally a prelate or high, officer of
state j the others are a nobleman, a citizen, a
lawyer, and an artisan. All the members attend
the: hospital, in rotation, each for a week, during
which they receive strangers, wash their :feet, at
tend them at table, and serve them with the hu
mility and with more than the assiduity of meT»ials- .....
V >. ;A ,: .•.-..
..!i.
Ui •i.:;..'* -..'. .1 .'|
.-ry.ia\
. .The congregation ,pf Nobles, for the relief of
the bashful poor: the object of this association is
to discover and to . relieve such industrious per
sons as are reduced to poverty by misfortune and
have too much spirit, or too much modesty, tp
solicit public- assistance.. The members of this,
association, it is said, discharge its benevolent du
ties with a zeal^a sagacity, and what is still more
necessary for the accomplishment of their object,
with a, delicacy and kindness truly admirable.
•-'.-.,- . '
i i'u. ; '.-.] • ; l". to-.: •':•..•, •',;:,'' :<;
All these confraternities have halls, churches,
and hospitals, more or less grand and extensive
as their object may require, or their means allow.
I need not; enlarge further upon this subject, as
the,institutions already mentioned are sufficient
i

t

5
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to g ive the reader an idea of these confraternities,
and to shew at the same time the extent and the
activity of Neapolitan benevolence. Much has'
been said and, though exaggerations are not un
common on this subject, much more may be
said against the voluptuousness and debauchery of
the inhabitants of this city ; yet it must at the
same time be confessed, that in the first and most
useful of virtues, the grand characteristic quality
of the Christian, in Charity, she surpasses many'
and yields to no city in the world.*
Of the royal palaces, and of those of the nobi
lity, the same may be said as of the churches ; that
the style of architecture is hot pure, nor of course
majestic ; that they are in general too much en-

* Even in the very respect in which Naples is supposed to
be most deficient, I mean in regard to chastity, there are in
stances of attention to morality not to be equalled in any
transalpine capital. For instance, there are more retreats
open to repentant females, and more means employed to se
cure the innocence.of girls exposed to the dangers of seduc
tion by their age, their poverty, or by the loss, the neglect,
or the wickedness, of. their parents, than are to be found in
London, Paris, Vienna and Petersburgh united. Of this latter
description th^re are four hundred educated in one conserva
tor™, and not only educated, but- when fit for marriage, por
tioned out according to their talents.
, .• r- •' '.'•.} . i
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cumbered with ornaments, though in several the
apartments are on a grand scale, and ornamented
with many fine paintings. In the garden of one,
the Palazzo Berrio, is a groupe representing Ve
nus and Adonis by Canova of exquisite work
manship and beauty. The collection of pictures
formerly at the Capo di Monte had been remov
ed on the approach of the French, and not re
placed. This edifice is a royal palace of great
extent, and in a delightful situation, commanding
a fine view of the town, and of the bay with all
its islands and surrounding scenery. It was ne
ver finished, and is not inhabited. Its apartments
were employed as picture galleries, and the col
lection is numerous and rich in master-pieces.
But as the access to this palace is inconvenient on
account of its elevation, it is the intention of go
vernment to transport the whole to the Studii or
University, a very spacious edifice, where is al
ready a noble collection of statues. Among these
the celebrated Hercules by Glycon is the most
remarkable. All these statues and monuments
once adorned the Farnesian palace in Rome, and
were transported thence by the king of Naples,
who succeeded to the rich inheritance of the Far
nesian family. The library of the Studii con
tains more than fifty thousand volumes and some
valuable manuscripts. Neither this library nor
the collection of statues suffered much from the
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rapacity of the French during their late invasion.
This establishment is planned on a vast scale, and
intended to contain all the royal museums and li
braries, and to comprise the instruments and ap
paratus of all the arts and sciences.
Naples is very well supplied with the means of
instruction as far as depends upon public establish
ments. It has four public libraries, the University
which I have just mentioned, and six colleges,
besides schools and conservatory beyond number.
The advantages arising from so many literary es
tablishments are accordingly very perceptible, and
the number of learned men produced by Naples
is equal perhaps to that of any city of the same
population.
Some Neapolitan authors carry
their pretensions so far as to place the number
and merit of their writers upon a level with those
of Paris, and from the list of publications which
they produce, an impartial man would find it dif
ficult to decide against them. Their Parisian ri
vals object, that even the names of their authors,
not to say their works, have scarcely passed the
Alps, and are not known even in Italy, beyond
the narrow circle of academicians, while the
names of Voltaire, Marmontel,$x.c. are celebrated
in every capital of Europe, and their works pe
rused in every circle. To this observation th«
Neapolitans reply, that the superior fame of
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French authors is owing to the prevalence of the
French language, and that that prevalence is cer
tainly not to be ascribed either to its intrinsic me
rit,, or to the superior. excellence of its- literature,
but to the preponderance of French power.
Thus, say they, the French dress has been gene
rally adopted at courts, and was during a consi
derable par|t of the last century the dress of Eu
rope ; but nobody surely can be so absurd as to
pretend that it owed its universality either to its
gracefulness or its convenience. The literature
therefore like the fashions of France, was recom
mended first by power and afterwards by custom;
and .when we add to its intrinsic merits, a great
deal, of intrigue, of trick aud of noise, we shall
discover the real causes of its , ill-acquired supe
riority. .. ,'
:.i
. ;
, .' -. ..
t'
o o'i • '.. !. i i -•i i-.'■,^ - • •.~ " . . • .
. .
,; In truth, .Frenchmen of every description' are
never panting in . .the praises of every thing
French,' and whatever their differences in other
tespjects may be, all agree in asserting their na
tional pretensions to universal superiority. The
Italians are more modest, because they have more
solidity j they write to please their own taste and
that of those who choose to read them : they em
ploy no journals : to puff off their compositions,
send no emissaries to spread their fame over dis
tant .cpunjrjes, and pay no agents in foreign
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courts. They leave their language and their
works to their own native merit, and rest their
claim to glory on the undisputed excellence of
their predecessors; As for the present . reputa
tion of French literature, our Neapolitans consi
der it as the fashion of the day. the delirium of
the times, and doubt not that it will ere long sub
side in contempt and indifference. n Such indeed
has been the fate of that absurd fondness for
French dress which disgraced our ancestors ; and
as we now smile at their want of taste in giving
the preference to garments so stiff, graceless and
unnatural : so our descendants may possibly con
template with equal ridicule and surprise, the
preposterous partiality which the present age has
shewn to the frippery and the tinsel of French
literature.
.

.•

. i" «

In justice to the Neapolitans it must be admit
ted, that the progress of French literature has
been considerably ad vanced by the spirit and in
trigues of the philosophic party. The French
language was the medium by which they were
to disseminate their opinions ; no expence there
fore was spared, no exertion was wanting to ex
tend its use and influence. Teachers were hired
and sent to the most distant towns, to disseminate
its principles, and to facilitate its acquisition.
Attempts were made to undermine, at least se
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cretly to lessen the respect paid to the ancient
languages, particularly Latin ; and the Gallic
idiom with its lumber of auxiliaries, its nasal dis
sonance, and truncated syllables was compared,
nay almost preferred to the simplicity, harmony
and fulness of that divine dialect. But inde
pendent of language, the Neapolitans certainly
have the advantage in point of science and of an
cient literature, particularly Greek, a language
much neglected in France, and indeed in most
continental universities*. But whatever may be

* The writer happened to be present in a large party
when the conversation turned upon modern literature, a dis
cussion arose between two persons about the comparative
merit of Italian and French literature. One, a gentleman of
very general information and a traveller, well acquainted
with the scenery and antiquities of Italy, expressed however
great contempt for its literature, and seemed astonished that
his opponent could even think of putting it in competition
with the master-pieces with which the French language
abounded. This brought on a comparison of poets, his
torians, essayists, &c. &c. in which the Italians must always
have the advantage, both in numbers and excellence. Some
month* after the two disputants happened accidentally to
meet again, when the same subject being slightly hinted, it
appeared that the champion for French literature had en
tirely changed his opinion. The truth, it seems was, that he
had devoted his time and attention to the French language,
and had imbibed among that vain people a contempt for their
more learned and more modest neighbors. He had never
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our opinion of the claims of our Neapolitan lite
rati to precedence on this occasion, we must ac
knowledge, that there exist in this capital a vast
mass of information, a great activity of mind and
a wonderful aptitude, fostered by the serenity of
the climate, to excellence in every branch of sci
ence and composition.
Few cities stand in less need of architectural
magnificence or internal attractions than Naples ;
had it even fewer artificial recommendations, it
would still be a most desirable residence. So
beautiful is its neighborhood ! so delicious its
climate !
Before it, spreads the sea with its
bays, promontories and islands ; behind it, rise
mountains and rocks in every fantastic form, and
always clothed with verdure ; on each side swell
hills and hillocks covered with groves, and gar
dens, and orchards blooming with fruits and

heard the names, nor even suspected the existence of three
fourths of the Italian writers, and was surprised when he
turned his attention that way to find a mine so rich and inex
haustible. The situation of this gentleman is perhaps that of
many readers well acquainted with French writers, but total
strangers to the Italian. Yet these latter have been, as Vol
taire very candidly acknowledges, their masters, and have
imparted to them that share of taste, science, and refinement,
in which they glory, and vainly affect to equal their teachers.
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flowers. Every Morning, a gale springing from
the sea brings vigor and coolness with it and
tempers the greatest heats of summer with its'
freshness.
Every evening, a breeze blowing
fipm the hills and sweeping all the perfumes of
the country before it, fills the nightly atmosphere
with fragrance.
• '

It is not surprising therefore, that to such a
country and such a climate the appellation of FeKx should have been so often given ; that its
sweets should be supposed to have enervated an
army of barbarians ; that the Romans covered its
coasts with their villas ; and that so many poets
should have made the delicious Parthenope their
theme and their retreat.' * • •
: .' '
..'•••..,::
. . .
Nunc molles urbi ritus atque hospita musis
. Otia, et excmptum curis gravioribus acvum
,
'. ...
Sirenum dedit una, suum et memorabile nomen
Partheuope
fiil. Itat. Lib. xii.
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Virgil's Tomb—Grotto of Posilipo—Lago cCAgnano— Grotto del Cane—Astroni—Nisida—
Pozzuolo— Cicero's Academia and Cuman
. Villa. '.

Under our windows and bordering on the
beach is the royal garden, laid out in parterres,
and walks shaded by rows of. orange trees. In
the middle stands the Toro Farnese, the cele
brated Farnesian bull, a group representing Amphion, and Zethus binding Dirce to the horns of
a bull. It was discovered in the midst of a heap
of rubbish in one of the halls of the baths of Caracalla at Rome, first deposited in the Farnesian
palace, and thence transported to Naples. The
bull is considered as the finest sculptured quadru
ped in existence j the other figures are modern.
Tlu\s garden has not the luxuriance of shade that
promises coolness during the sultry hours of the
day ; but in the evening it affords a delicious, re^
treat, to the traveller who,, as he reclines over the
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waves that bathe the terrace wall, enjoys at once
their freshness and their murmurs.
Proceeding westward along the Chiaia and
keeping towards the beach, we came to the quar*
ter called Mergyllina. To ascend the hill of
Posilipo over whose sides this quarter spreads, we
turned to the right, and followed a street winding
as a staircase up the steep, and terminating at a
garden gate. Having entered, we pursued a
path through a vineyard, and descending a little
we came to a small square building, flat-roofed,
placed on a sort of platform on the brow of a pre
cipice on one side, and on the other sheltered by
a super-incumbent rock. An aged ilex spread
ing from the sides of the rock, and bending over
the edifice covers the roof with its ever verdaut
foliage. Numberless shrubs spring around, and
interwoven with ivy clothe the walls, and hang in
festoons over the precipice. The edifice before
us was an ancient tomb—the tomb of Virgil !
We entered ; a vaulted cell and two modern win
dows alone present themselves to view : the poet's
name is the only ornament of the place. No sar
cophagus, no urn, and even no inscription to feed
the devotion of the classical pilgrim. The epi
taph which though not genuine is yet ancient,
was inscribed by order of the Duke of Pescolangiano, then proprietor of the place, on a marble
3
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slab placed in the side of the rock opposite the
entrance of the tomb, where it still remains.
Every body is acquainted with it+^ . ••
Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc
Parthenope, cecini pascua, rura, duces.
: . ' /' . . i
" ii .' .• ' . ' :
•
. .'
An Italian author, I think Pietro de Steffano,
assures us that he himself had seen about the year
1526, the urn supposed to contain the poet's
ashes, standing in the middle of the sepulchre
supported by nine little marble pillars, with the
inscription just quoted on the frieze. He adds
that Robert of Anjou apprehensive lest such
a precious relic should be carried off or destroyed
during the wars then raging in the kingdom,
took the urn and the pillars from the tomb and
deposited them in the Castel Nuovo. This ex
treme precaution had an effect very different from
that intended, and occasioned the loss it was
meant to prevent ; for notwithstanding the most
laborious search and the frequent inquiries made
by the orders of Alphonio of Arragon, they were
never more discovered.*

' .* One Eugenio, an author of 1625, informs us, upon what
authority I know not, that a stone was found in a neighbor
ing villa, inscribed with these words :
:. i):i''
r• i .

Siste viator pauca legito,
Hie Marp situs est^,
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The story is related in a different manner by
Alphonsvs Heredia, Bishop of Ariano. According
to this author, the urn, the pillars, and some little
statues that adorned the sepulchre were presented
by the Neapolitan government to the cardinal of
Mantua, who proceeding homewards by sea, was
taken ill and died at Genoa. Of the urn and
pillars no further mention is made. Perhaps in
deed they never existed ; their number and their
size seem inconsistent with the plain and simple
style prevalent in the time of Augustus ; besides,
ifi!they had been the original ornaments of the
place they would scarce have survived so many
centuries of war and devastation, or escaped the
rage of so many barbarous invaders, indifferent
to the glory, and frequently unacquainted even
with the very name of Virgil;
i.iii,-iiu.
■

But there are authors who go still further, and
venture to assert, that the tomb of which we are
now speaking, is not the sepulchre of Virgil. Of
this number are the classic Addison and the labo
rious and accurate Cluverius. The authority- of
two such eminent persons, jvithou£.doubt,. carries
great weight with it, but that weight is upon this
.occasion considerably lessened by the weakness
of the arguments on which their . opinion -is
grounded. These arguments may be found in
Cluverius, as Addison merely expresses his opi
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nion without entering into any discussion. They
are drawn, from a few verses of Statiusj which I
cite the more willingly as they describe the sur
rounding scenery.*
En egomet somnum et geniale secutus
Littus, ubi Ausonid se condidit hospita pOrtu
Parthenope, tenues ignavo pollice chordas
Pulso, Maroneique sedens in margine templi
Sumo animum, et magni tumulis adcanto magistri.
And farther on,
Hoc ego Cbalcidicis, ad te, Marcelle sonabam
Littoribus, fractas ubi Vesbius egerit iras,
^Emula Trinacriis volvens incendia flammmis.
Stat, Syl. lib. iv, 4.
According to the geographer, Statius here as
serts, that Virgil's tomb stood on the beach, and
at the foot of Vesuvius. He who follows the
shore, says Cluverius, cannot be supposed to as
cend the hills, and yet by following the shore,
Statius arrives at the temple (or tomb of Maro)
and reclines within its precincts. Again, the
poet, when within the verge itself of the temple of
Maro says that he wrote there, " ubi Vesbius ege
rit iras," fyc. therefore Virgil's tomb must have

VOL. ir.

* Syl. iv. Carm. 4.
B B
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been at the foot of Vesuvius. In the first place,
the word secutus is here taken in a figurative
sense, as is evident from the word somnum, and
means following the genius, or in other words
yielding to the influence of the coast. This mode
of reasoning, drawn from the strict sense or ra
ther the sound of the words, is barely admissible
gven in logical and metaphysical discussions ; it
is not certainly conformable to the latitude allow
ed in ordinary description, whether in conversa
tion or writing ; much less is it applicable to
the boldness of poetical composition. The ex
pressions alluded to seem evidently to describe
the general features of the country, and not the
particular spot where stood the tomb of Virgil.
Besides the word littus does not mean the beach
only, but extends to the immediate neighborhood
of the sea ; now the road to Virgil's tomb runs ac
tually along the beach, and though it turns from
it in ascending the hills, yet it is always within
sight of it, and in reality never deviates half a
quarter of a mile from it, even When it terminates
in the sepulchre itself. In following such a road
a poet may literally say, that he traverses the
beach, and always remains on the shore itself.
Surely, a sepulchre standing upon an eminence a
quarter of a mile from the sea, and looking down
upon it, may be said to be upon the coast.
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The argument drawn from the neighborhood
of Vesuvius has less foundation than even the ex
planation given to the word littus ; the conjunction
ubi is very different from the preposition sub,
which the geographer substitutes as synonimous;
as the latter marks an immediate vicinity and al
most contiguity, while the former, unless re
stricted by an additional word or circumstance,
merely implies a general neighborhood, as in
the same country or district. Thus Sub tegmine
fagi—Forte sub arguta—Hinc altd sub rupe, tyc.
-—are instances of the one, while the following
verse sufficiently points out the sense given to the
other.
Ad terrain Hesperiam venies, ubi Lydius arva
Inter opium virum kni Suit agmine Tybris.
JEnud. ii. 701.

The poet therefore here alludes to the general
and most striking features of the country, and
not to the particular site of Virgil's tomb, as
must appear evident to any reader, who peruses
the passage above cited with a mind unbiassed
by previous opinions ; especially as Statius posi
tively says, that he was on the hills when at
Virgil's tomb, tnagni tumulis adcanto magistri.

As for the two epigrams of Martial, quoted by
B B2
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Cluverius, they only seem to insinuate that Silius
Italicus was proprietor both of the tomb of Vir
gil and of the villa of Cicero ; a circumstance
very immaterial to the present discussion, but ra
ther favorable than contrary to the common opi
nion j for we know that Cicero's villa lay on the
same side of Naples as Posilipo, and as Virgil's
tomb belonged to the same master as the villa, it
may be supposed that they were not very distant
from each other. In fine, in opposition to these
arguments, or rather conjectures founded upon
the vague expression of a single poet (a poet
often censured for his obscurity) we have the
constant and uninterrupted tradition of the coun
try supported by the authority of a numerous
host of learned and ingenious antiquaries ; and
upon such grounds we may still continue to
cherish the conviction, that we have visited the
tomb of Virgil, and hailed his sacred shade on
the spot where his ashes long reposed.*

* The reader will observe, that in this discussion, neither
the testimony of Donatus, nor that of St. Jerom in the Chro
nicle of Euscbius, has been produced ; as the life of Virgil,
bearing the name of that grammarian, is generally rejected
as spurious, and the chronicle is considered at best as sus
picious, and the passage alluding to Virgil supposed to be an
interpolation. The learned German editor of Virgil, Heyne,
accuses the monks of this double imposition, and represents
1
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The laurel which (it is said) sprung up at the
base, and covered the roof with its luxuriant
branches, now flourishes only in the verses of
youthful bards, or in the descriptions of early
travellers; myrtle, ivy and ilex, plants equally
adapted to the genius of the place, and to the
themes of the poet, now supply the absence of
the withered bay, and encircle the tomb with
verdure and perfume.
The sepulchre of Virgil, it may be imagined,
must have long remained an object of interest and
veneration, especially as his works had excited
universal admiration even in his life time, and
were very soon after his death put into the hands
of children, and made with Homer a part of the
rudiments of early education*.

Yet Martial de-

them as employing all their accustomed machinery of magic
and miracles to raise and emblazon the fame of the Roman
poet. Alas ! the charge is too complimentary. The poor
monks, I fear, employed very little of their time or talents
upon either the works or the reputation of Virgil. They
perhaps transcribed him as they found him ; the rest was
probably the invention of the grammarians of the fifth and
sixth centuries, with some additions and improvements by
those of the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth,
. •
* The reason given by Quintilian is honorable to both these
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clares that it bad been neglected in bis time, and
that Silius Italieus alone restored its long forgot
ten honors.
Jam prope, desertos cineres, et sancta Maronis
Numioa qui coleret, pauper et uuus erat.
Silius Andino tandem succurrit agello, ,
Silius et vatem, Don minor ipse, colit *. Lib. ix. 49.
This negligence in an age of so much refine-

exalted Poets : —Caetera admonitions magna egent ; in primis
ut tenerie mentes, tracturaeque altius quit-quid rudibus et
omnium ignaris insederit, non modo quae diserta, sed ye-1
magis quae honesta sunt, discant. Ideoque optin^e instita-.
tum est ut ab Homero atque Virgilio lectio inciperet ; quanquam ad intelligendas eorum virtutes firmiore judicio opus
esset. Sed huic rei superest tempus ; nec enim semel legentur. Interim et sublimitate heroici carminus animus aseurgat, et ex magnitudine rerum spiritum ducat, et optimis
imbuatur.—Quintil : Lib. 1. 5.
* This honorable testimon yto the judgment and the taste
of Silius is confirmed by Pliny, " Virgilii (imaginem venerabatur) ante omnes, cujus natalem religiosius quam suam celebrabat Neapoli uiaxime, ubi monumentum ejus adire, ut templum solebat. Lib. iii. Ep. 7.—The custom of honoring
Virgil's birth-day does not seem to have h«en peculiar to
this poet, as Martial alludes to it more than once, if I do not
mistake.
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raent cannot but appear astonishing, even though
we are informed that the same age had been
terrified by the cruelties of four successive
tyrants, and distracted by two most destructive
wars raging in the very heart of Italy. Our
surprise however may cease when we recol
lect, that in the present most polished and en
lightened century, in tess than sixty years after
Pope's death, at a time when his works were
in the hands of every child, and had been
translated into every language, his house was
levelled with the ground, his grotto defaced,
the trees planted by his own hand rooted up,
and his whole retreat, the seat of genius and of
the British muse, ravaged and stript of the very
ornaments which endeared them to the pub
lic, because they were the creation of the
poet's fancy, and still seemed to bear the impres
sion of his mind. Houses and gardens, grottos
and sepulchres, are, it is true, the most perishable
of monuments, and the Hero and the Poet must
finally rest their hopes of fame on their virtues
and on their talents, the sole memorial eere perennius, superior to time and barbarism. Yet the
longer even such frail monuments as the former
are preserved the better ; the attention paid to
their conversation is a tribute to genius, and a
proof of the influence of the arts, and of the pre2
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valence of information, honorable to the country
itself.*
The reader will learn with regret that Virgil's
tomb, consecrated as it ought to be to genius
and to meditation, is sometimes converted into
the retreat of assassins, or the lurking place of
Sbirri. Such at least it was the last time we
visited it, when wandering that way about sun-

-

* Ah ! si dans vos travaux est toujours respecté
Le lieu par un grand homme autrefois habité,
Combien doit l'être un sol embelli par lui même !
Dans ses sites fameux c'est leur maitre qu'on aime
Loin donc l'audacieux, qui pour le corriger, '
Profane un lieu célèbre en voulant le chauger :
. Le grand homme au tombeau se plaint de cet outrage :
Et les ans seuls ont droit d'embellir son ouvrage.
.
Gardez donc d'attenter a ces lieux révérés ;
Leur debris sont divins, leurs défauts sont sacrés.
Conservez leurs euclos, leurs jardins, leurs murailles ; . . .
Tel j'ai vu ce Twickenham, dont Pope est createur ;
Le gout le défendit d'un art profanateur,
Et ses maîtres nouveaux revérant sa mémoire,
Dans l'œuvre de ses mains ont respecté sa gloire
Ciel ! avec quel transport j'ai visité ce lieu
Pont Mendip est le maître, et dont Pope est le dieu !
Abbe De Lille, Jardins, iiî.
This passage will, I suppose, be expunged in the next edi
tion.
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set, we found it filled with armed men. We were
surprised on both sides, and on our's not very
agreeably at the unexpected rencounter ; so lone
ly the place and so threatening the aspects of these
strangers. Their manners however were courteous : and on inquiry we were informed that they
were Sbirri, lying in wait for a murderer, who
was supposed to make that spot his nightly asy
lum. It would be unjust to accuse the Neapo
litans of indifference towards this or any other
monument of antiquity ; but it is incumbent on
the proprietor or the public, to secure them against
such profanation.

On the whole, few places are in themselves
more picturesque, and from the recollection in
separably interwoven with it, no spot is more in
teresting than the tomb of Virgil,
Tunc sacrum felix aluisti, Terra, Maronem I
Tunc pio celas ossa beata sinu ?
Anne etiam, ut fama est, Vatis placidissima saepe
Inter odoratum cernitur umbra nemus 1
Flaminius.
In truth, the hill or mountain of Posilipo* on

* It took its name from a villa of Vedius Pollio, erected
in the time of Augustus, and called Pausilypum, from the
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which the sepulchre stands is beautiful in the ex
treme, and is justly honored with its appellation,
for no scene is better calculated to banish melan
choly and exhilarate the mind.
On the second of June after dinner we made
an excursion to the Lago cCAgnano: the road
is along the Chiaia, and the Strada Puzzuolana
(Via Puteokma ) through the grotto of the same
name. Doubt and obscurity hang over the
origin and the author of this celebrated excava
tion: some have ascribed it to Lucullus, who in
deed opened a communication between his fish
ponds and the sea, but differing widely both in
form and direction from the grotto. Strabo at
tributes it to Cocceius, who is supposed by a
learned Italian (Pontanus) to be the same who
was appointed to superintend the Roman aque
ducts, and was in high repute for his skill in that
species of architecture. It is probable, that it
was originally opened as a quarry, like many
similar excavations in its immediate neighbor
hood, and under the very same mountain, and
when considerably advanced it might have been
continued and completed by public authority, as

effect which its beauty was supposed to produce in suspend
ing sorrow and anxiety.
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a road well calculated to facilitate the communi
cation between Naples and the towns that lay
eastward on one side, and Puteoli, Baiae, and
Cumae on the other. It was at first, and seems
long to have remained, a dark, dusty and incon
venient passage. " Nihil," says Seneca, " illo
carcere longius, nihil illis faucibus obscuris, quae
nobis preestant, non ut per tenebras videamus,
sed ut ipsas;" that is, in the language of Milton,
it rendered darkness visible. Great allowance
must be made for the turgid style of this declaimer, as Strabo, a plain unaffected author,
prior to Seneca, does not speak of these inconveniencies. However, we may fairly suppose it to
have been at that time both gloomy and narrow,
as it owes its present breadth and elevation to
modern labor. Alphonsus I. began, and Charles
V. completed its improvement, and converted it
into a wide and convenient passage. Its length
is nearly three qftarters of a mile, its breadth is
about twenty-four feet, its height is unequal, as
the entrance at each end is extremely lofty to ad
mit the light, while the vault lowers as it ad
vances towards the middle, where it is about
twenty-five feet from the ground. It is paved
with large flags of lava, and in many places lined,
and I believe, vaulted with stone- work. During
the day, two circular apertures bored through
the mountain admit a dim glimmering light from
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above ; and at night a lamp burning' before an
image of the blessed Virgin placed in a recess
in the middle, casts a feeble gleam over the
gloomiest part of the passage. Such, however,
is the obscurity towards evening that nobody
ventures to go through it without a torch, and
even with a torch one feels a sort of joy on escap
ing from these subterraneous horrors.
This
grotto is, on the whole, a very singular and strik
ing object; and the approach to it on both sides
between two walls of solid rock, and its lofty
entrances like the gates into the regions of the
dead, and the shrubs and tufts of wild flowers
that wave in loose festoons from the top of the
precipice as if to soften the terrors of the chasm
beneath, form altogether a picturesque and ex
traordinary combination.
No prospect can be more truly Elysian than
that which presented itself, when we emerged
from the grotto and passed the little suburb be
yond it. The road runs in a straight line to the
sea through a valley formed by two branches of
Monte Posilipo. On both sides rise groves of
poplars and mulberry-trees, united by vines in
terwoven in thick clustering garlands, suspended
over rich harvests of wheat and maize all waving
to the sea breeze. On the right a road turns off
and leads through a dell to the Layo <VAgnanos
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A hill on one side, and a mountain on the other,
shaded with poplars, give freshness and verdure
to the walk. ' '
'• ' ii" ' '

The lake, though it is a fine expanse of Water
of a circular form, about two miles in circum
ference, yet derives its greatest beauty from the
verdure that borders its margin, and from the
noble hills that rise around it and crown its basin.
As there is no mention made of this lake among
the ancients, we may be allowed to suppose that
it is an artificial hollow, and perhaps the cele
brated fish-pond sunk by Lucullus. His villa
stood in the neighborhood or rather close to the
lake, and the communication which he opened
between his ponds and the sea is still discernible.
The situation corresponds with the account, and
the extent is by no means too considerable, as
Pliny the Elder assures us, that the ponds were
more expensive than the villa itself, and must
consequently have been prodigious sheets of
water.* The silence of the ancients with regard
to this lake is not, it must be acknowledged, a
sufficient proof that it was originally a fish-pond;
it may have been produced since by natural
causes, and in a country so agitated by the work-

* ix. 54.
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ing of subterraneous fires, such changes may be
supposed, without improbability, to have occurred.
But if such a phenomenon had taken place, it
would have been l'ecorded, like the origin of
Monte Nuovo, in the annals or at least in the tra
ditions of the times. Now, no mention is made,
no memorial occurs, of any such revolution;
while of the pond of Lucullus, so often alluded
to by the ancients, not the least trace is to be
found, if we except the vestiges of its communi
cation with the sea. It is not therefore unrea
sonable to conjecture, that the lake of Agnano
may be the pond of Lucullus, as it occupies
nearly the same site, and in magnitude conesponds with the grandeur and the opulence of that
luxurious Roman.
As the traveller advances he finds on his right,
a few paces from the borders of the lake, the
Grotto del Cane, a small aperture in the side of
the mountain, remarkable for a deadly vapor
that rises from its bottom, and for the perpetual
experiment of its efficacy on dogs. If we may
credit Cluverius, the force of this exhalation has
not been felt by dogs only, but sometimes tried
with a result more destructive upon Turkish cap-?
tives, and condemned criminals.
Sometimes
however it is said to have failed on the human
species. The effects seem to vary perhaps with
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the weather and the season, and perhaps, with
the working of the subterraneous ingredients
from which it rises. It existed in the same neigh
borhood and perhaps in the same place in ancient
times ; it is alluded to by the elder Pliny, and
the spots that emit it are called by him in his
lofty manner Charoneie scrobts*, and spiracula
Ditii.

Turning to the left the traveller will observe
an edifice intended for the purpose of vaper baths ;
the vapor rises hot from the earth, and when con*
fined to a room, very soon throws the person ex
posed to its action into a violent perspiration, it
is supposed to be of peculiar efficacy in rheumatic
and gouty complaints. The air in the vicinity
of this lake is considered as extremely insalubri
ous during the heats of summer ; but this dan
gerous quality is ascribed not so much to the na
ture of the place itself, or to the exhalations that
arise from the soil, as to the stench occasioned by
the quantity of flax put into the water to steep
at that season ; a circumstance that will astonish
the reader not a little, as it is natural to suppose
that the government would prohibit a pra-ctkie
which even in cold countries is offensive, and
which in hot climates must be pestilential.
* Plin. ii. 93.
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From the baths we proceeded between two rows
of trees, for some time along the margin of the
lake, and then up a steep hill to Astroni, once
the crater of a volcano, now a royal chase or
forest. The sides and bottom of this i ast orifice
are covered with large trees, and form a scene
very refreshing and beautiful. The circumference
above may be about two miles and a half, and
the descent a quarter of a mile. It is enclosed
by a stone wall, and reserved for royal amuse
ment. It is said to be well stocked with game
of every kind. These objects furnished enter
tainment for a long and delightful afternoon : we
returned by the same road, and entered Naples
in the dusk of the evening. . .
On the third of June we set out on an excur
sion to Puteoli, Baiae, &c. We took the same
road as in our last excursion, but instead of turn
ing off to Agnano, proceeded to the shore. When
we arrived there, another view opened upon us,
varied, rich, and beautiful : on our left, the rocky
promontory of Posilipo, and the little island of
Nisida rising steep from the waves ; on our right
the road ran along steep precipices formed of
lava, and terminated in Pozzuolo. Before us
appeared in succession the high coast and the
castle of Baiee, the promontory of 31isenus, and
the peak of Inarime (Ischia). This union of
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islands, promontories, rocks, or castles forms the
enchanting bay of Pozzuolo. The point of the
promontory of Posilipo is naturally broken, and
wrought into various bays, islands, and caverns,
and these again are hollowed by art into grottos,
baths, and recesses, forming a scene singular,
grotesque, and resembling the work of enchant
ment. Hence the Neapolitans call it the Scuola
di Virgilio, and ascribe it to the magical powers
of the poet. We may with more probability
attribute it in part to Vedius Pollio, whose villa,
so famed for its ponds, stood on the hill behind
at a little distance ; and to Augustus who inhe
rited it after the death of Pollio. Lucullus may
have had his share in the work, as well as num
berless other Romans of equal opulence, who
successively inhabited this delicious coast.
The island of Nisida, that lies at a little
distance from the promontory, was anciently
Nesis, and is represented as enveloped in noxious
steams, and emitting pestilential exhalations.
—
.. ,
...
Nesis
Emittit stygium nebulosis aera saxis
Antraque lethiferi rabieni Typhonis anhelaut.
Lucan. yi.
\i t • • . ,, .
Its situation and modern appearance, however,
are such as to give an idea of coolness and saluVOL. II.
C C
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hf&fi and-accOrdingly- it' enjoys- Wbetter reputa
tion, ; arid -in at present: made tinei kea* 'o'f ^the
bui; ..'hii

' .ii . .)'i;in7 ol.-i iH^ .•i^-

•-'1Sh*fcce pfdceeding aioug tbe coast we entered
Pitsikuolo, anciently Putedlif a town of Greek
origin, : and first called IHceearchiU.
it was
ejected by the inhabitants of Cumae as a sea
port, aaid is by some supposed to have derived
its' original appellation from the fexcellence of its
govetnmeht, an - advantage ' which few colonies
have ever' enjoyed. ', However, it owes its pre
sent name, and indeed its fame and prosperity
to the Romans, who abOnt two centnries before
the Christian era fortified it, and made it the
emporium Of i the commerce of the east.
Its
situation as a 'sea-port is indeed unrivalled. It'
stands on a point that juts out a little into the
sea, 'nearly in the centre of a fine bay, called
from it PuiMand or Pttzzolano.'- Its promi
nence1 'forms' a -nattiral -port, if :a' port can be
wanting iii a bay So well; covered by the sur
rounding coasts, and divided into so many creeks
and harbors.
...
,;' .... -.i.i . ~

'It is- easy to guess what the animation and
splendor of Puteoli must have been at the time
wfaenthe riches of the east were poured into its
bosWr, aiid' when its climate, bMhs/ and beauty,
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allured the most opulent Romans to its vicinity.
Commerce has long since forsaken it; the at
traction of its climate and its situation still re*
main, but operate very feebly on the feelings of
a people little given to, rural enjoyments. Its
population which formerly spread over the
neighboring hills, and covered them with pub
lic and private edifices, is now confined to .the
little prominent point which formed the ancient
port: and all the magnificence of antiquity has
either been undermined by time, demolished by
barbarism, or levelled in the dust by earth
quakes.
Vestiges however remain, shapeless
indeed and deformed, but numerous and' vast
enough to give some idea of its former extent
and grandeur. In the square stands a beautiful
marble pedestal with basso relievos on its paniiels, representing the fourteen cities 'of Asia
Minor, which 'had been destroyed by an earth
quake and rebuilt by Tiberius. It supported a
statue of that Emperor, erected by the same
cities as a monument of their gratitude. Each
city is represented by a figure bearing in its
hand some characteristic emblem. The cathe
dral is supposed to stand on the ruins of a tem
ple, and is undoubtedly built in a great degree
of ancient materials, as appears by the blocks of
marble which in many places form its walls.',
'.• ; :x '.' : .;. •.: • .' ci.c 2 '.. , • ; o... i'-j
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On the hill behind the town are the remains of
an amphitheatre, called after that at Rome the
Coliseum ; it was of considerable magnitude, but
not comparable to that whose name it assumes,
The gates and a large portion of the vaults and
under apartments remain. One of these apart
ments, or rather dungeons, in which St. Januarius, the patron of Naples, is said to have been
confined, is now turned into a damp and gloomy
chapel ; the arena is a garden : vines, figtrees,
and pomegranates have gradually crept up the
circumference, and now cover the steps and
wave over the ruins—a melancholy yet pleasing
picture! Close to the amphitheatre are other
vast fragments, probably of the baths that stood
in this neighborhood* ,
.
; ,
But the most striking monuments of Puteoli
are the remains of the temple of Jupiter Serapis,
and those of the mole that formed the port ; the
former stands in the precincts of the town,
partly in a garden and partly in the barracks,
but surrounded and almost concealed by petty
uninteresting buildings.
The form of this
edifice Was nearly square, of about one hundred
and thirty feet in length, and somewhat Jess in
breadth. It was enclosed in a court divided into
small apartments, several of which still exist.
Of the four columns of the portico three are
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standing, the fourth lies extended on the pave
ment ; they are of marble, forty feet high, and
Corinthian ; the cell in the centre was round,
and its roof supported by sixteen pillars ; the
pedestals remain ; the shafts were transported to
the palace of Caserta, and form I believe, the
beautiful colonnade of the chapel. The marble
pavement of ihe court is nearly entire, but
covered with mud and stagnant water. The
vapors that rise from this infected pool during
the heats of summer are not unfrequently fatal
to the soldiers in the neighboring barracks.
Yet a few laborers could remove the mnd in one
day, and a pump might carry off the water 1
Some beautiful statues have been found buried
in the earth or under the ruins and many fine
fragments of capitals, cornices, and sculptured
friezes still remain scattered around in the midst
of dirt and rnbbisb.
The Mole was a work of inferior beauty, but
of far greater difficulty ; several of its piles still
stand unshaken : they are sunk in deep water,
and once supported arches, parts; of which re
main suspended in shattered grandeur over the
waves. This method of forming a mole Tike a
bridge of arches instead pf sohd wall, is much
cheaper, and equally useful, and deserves to b«
imitated in similar works. When this vast maw
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.wafc/irsfc fliefltedx or by whom, it is difficult to
j^^er^iiae. Seneca speaks of a mole undet\tbe
Da#ie?of pilae*, aod.Strabo mentions walls car
ried f>j#, 'jnto the, />ea to enable ships of burden
£©fUflload with eonvenie'Uce, But whoever built
jfo. we, Jjppjsv i fro^v an inscripfckm at Pobzuok),
^ba^ ^u^inus. r^paiv^d tit when damaged ; of
tb,rown,;;dowu; by the fory ,of , the waves, vlts
$oljdity jafld/dojcability is; ,vwiog,: in; a great degeee, to, the quality pf. t^e, icement,.,madP: 9f
JPozzolano jsand, which hardens under water,
and acquires ,tbte- strength and consistency of
marble. '.These arches bear at present the name
of Caligula, and , are supposed by the people at
Pozzvtolq to:be the remains.of the bridge which
that prince, i,in, one of his fits of phjen^y, threw
pye$..the^ bay, ..from Puleofi\to Bairn or Baulis.
B;ttljjjth©; learned; reader, 'need not be informed,
that Caligula's bridge was 1 Use .that of Xerxes,
whom he mtended to imitate, a temporary bridge
fffgctedi upon boats, formed. priucipallySof wdod,
flT»d caffied,;ft)9mi/1^^*treto«t^iOfvthe..imQle to
the ppposite^cgajj^ ..'fto jength, solidity,|. and
decpratioo, it probably, surpassed its model, as it
did alsp in.emiftYagawiftttd inutility.".,*,;* r.tt.ta
♦ lip. 17.
p
f
' • • i
l! i+' Suet: 6aniuW; 10 ; W For a' 'fuller' description of ' the
fcridge, - krta the'exli'iftitions dtfptaydNpoA it; see Dio. W\il
pal jiretitr''s Tacitus, Skipplenktd viii. Anml. cuni. Notis; i
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r On the road that leads along the coast from'
Pozzuola :to(the. Latcrine lake stood Cicero's
villa, called by' him Putedldnum and Amdenvia.
Pliny relates that it was on the shore, . and
adorned with a grove,, and'' a portico, which
seems to have been remarkable for its beauty ;
he adds, that Cicero erected hdre a; 'monument,
and that shortly5 after 'his death a fountain of
wai'm- water, very wholesome for the eyes, burst
forth, and gave occasion to an 'epigram; whitfh
the philosopher quotes with applause*. ; i,The
portico is .fallen, the groves are withered^ the
fountain' dried up, and not a vestige of the
Academic retreat left behind to mark itssituationv fTheL versesi remaip, and perpetuatie at
once the . glory bf the orator, the fame of the
fountain, the beauty of'tTie villa, and what is
more honorable than all united, the gratitude of
the/writer IuauTea;TuHius, Cicero's freed-man.
fii,-: . \i. Lilh ,;.i'. •'ll* -i:i■ ,'-Y ■■ "*'
.1;'.'... '.'
:. It appears from various passages in Cicero's
letters- that;. he had two villas on this coast, the
one which I have 'just'mentioned, on the shore 5
the . other, on the ihiHs beyond the Lucrine lake,
called tlie Cumanum, 'as; lying towards that city,
and nearer to it than to Puteoli. Perhaps the

* Plin. xxxi. Cap. 3.
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latter was a mere lodge or summer-house, of
course on a much smaller scale. Of these villas
one stood on the hills, and commanded the
Campi PMegreei, the bay of Puteoii with its
islands Misenus and Bairn; the other on the
beach enjoyed the breezes and murmurs on the
sea, so delightful to a contemplative mind;
Cicero knew not which of the two he preferred,
but complained that the crowd of visitors that
interrupted his leisure in these retreats contri
buted not a little to counterbalance their attrac
tions.
Cicero's Academics do not, however,
take their name from his Academia, but from
the subject itself ; as the dialogue which the
first book relates took place at the villa of Varro,
somewhere in the neighborhood, and within the
distance of a walk. The scene of the two first
books, De Finibus, is laid in the Cuman villa.
The dialogue De Fato took place in the Aca
demia.
The spot, the subject, the speakers
both fated to perish in so short a time during
the contest which tbey both foresaw, and en
deavored in vain to avert, were circumstances
which give a peculiar interest to this dialogue,
and increase our regret that it has not reached
us in a less mutilated state.
' or
: •f
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Partus Julius—Lacus iMcrinus—Avernus, Ob
servations on its original State—Bay and
Castle of Baiee—Port of Misenus—Mare
Morto — Elysian Fields— Promontory and
Town of Misenus — Solfatara — Liternum,
Sripio's Retreat— Cumee— Grotto of the Sybil.
It is usual to take a boat at Pozzuoh, and row
across the bay to the Lucrine lake. Passing
near the shore our guide shewed us the remains
of a mole, which is still called Lanterna di
Porto Giulio, and is the only monument of the
walls or substructions erected by Agrippa to
form a harbor in the Lucrine lake, and of the
name which it received when finished. I need
not observe, that both Horace and Virgil have
celebrated this magnificent undertaking, the one
turning it as if incidentally mentioned into a
delicate compliment ; the other describing it in
all the splendor of poetry, as one of the distin
guishing features of Italy. This work, on the
one side, opened a communication between the
lakes Avernus and Lucrinus ; and on the other,
3
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seems to have enclosed a certain space of the
hay itself to add to the last-mentioned lake and
form it into a capacious harbor. Before this
undertaking, the Lucrinus was protected by a
mole of such antiquity that it was attributed to
Hercules. It bordered on the beach, and formed
a r^ad as wellas a; mole. Of the Luc^ine lake
a small oart .only remains, now a muddy pool
half covered .with reecls .and bull-rushes. The
centre, though re^markabl^ for its depth^was in
one short, nijrht changed into a conical tnountain*, The mountain is a ^vast mass^of cinders,
black and barren, and is called Monte Nuovo.
^he ipool, .' howe,v^rt,xUminished,injij^s si,ze and
appearance, ptjll retains the. name. and honprspf
ti^: L*ipri«e lak«ri V .:i, ,..ir,. •.,„, .,•„i.{•
' -i
\V. m« i\i.\^\ ii
!in<
li ii,i// .••l.i|f| : ij
. s^te, landedj^^tsj^anks, a^follpffljflgt a^path
that, winded ^hr^ugh a vineyard. , .cani^tQ.ifche
^p;fdors(.of: theijake, A,y.<jrnufr n .;TJu>, .hfke
firc#l»r shfi«ti;pf w^ter,; .q£ ; about a ,mih>/a^d,.a,
mfii'ntci^wferpnccf fmd of {immense depths
sur)roui^e.di;w^
o.tbefihigbvb;ut Pft* '8tfi«^i' iwUivafe4 , al} WttHfHlt
Jff1 J
:wh, | .wopded, ; a ;speu#. qn:J Jth,e ^ofo
light, ajrjf, .andpexbilasatiDg. : Hpjy, jinlike %
'.lilt fiii ,Ai~'it /ii! I' .vl.ill to ^4 ,ii f i'''k't
i.
iiai/Miii in.,' iU'i:iiiffrtiiio o i: iij;iii|o ,j(i;;'' ,.u
.Tirito silt uo bru: *cA*i 1638! bin; *urm' A *••>';'!
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abodes of the Cimmerians, the darkened lake,
the. gloomy forests, the blasts•..'exhaled'"fr'&m the
infernal regions, the funereal cypress, the.:feeble
streams, the fitting ghosts~r*Dqes Avernusithen
owe all its hon ors to poetical fiction r? or isatlifl
face of nature entirely altered since the tune of
Homer? : .To. i both these causes much is to be
attributedir.'o:
u 'S''ut ^pvkj h.i,ii'^',rii Ihv;
,*• ii ' . '":':..'' \
or
.:•* Ji'lii •:''. ' J:; ,oil H
The Greeks in Homer's time knew ibut little
of Italy, and what little ;lHeyi knewi bordered
'greatly on the marvellous. They had heard
perhaps of its numerous islands, its rocky coasts,
and, above all, of its volcanos possibly; at art
earlier period very, numerous and destructive in
their eruptions. , Some exaggerated account of
the: wonders iof the Campi Phiegreev had reached
their ears, .jand while their sulphureous vapors
ajid; agitated surface seemed to them.to announce
the vicinity of..hell,r their cavernsxeouldi not but
appear .as so many avenues to ithat region ;of
horror.
Such an opiaiom. however/ absurd/ vit
may appear to us, is still v^DyinaturaL'rrA'ivolcanb
is the most fremendous I phenomenon .piieseiU»d
to the eyes of mortals.
All the agitation' i<df
earthquakes, all the crash of thnnder, all the
horrors of darkness, all the blaze of lightning,
and all the : rage of.couflagration, areOunifed' and
armed with tenfold terror in an eruption. Its
2
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appearance and effects seem not 'to announce the
arm of the Almighty extended from heaven to
chastise and to correct at the same time ; but
resemble the rage of demons broke loose from
their prison, armed with the Jiames of hell to
disfigure nature and to ravage the creation.
Hence in an age far more refined, and among a
well informed people, there were found several
who, at the first celebrated eruption of Vesuvius*,
imagined that the whole frame of nature was in
the act of dissolution, and that both gods and
men were about to perish in one common ruinj\
Even in modern times, when enlightened by the
rays of the gospel, and better acquainted with
the destiny of man both here and hereafter, the
common people feel a propensity to suppose that
a volcano is a sort of inlet into hell, through
which demons move to and fro when commis
sioned to execute the decrees of divine justice.
No wonder therefore that the Greeks, ignorant
and half barbarous as they then were, should
have believed, or that poets should have feigned,
that a region of which such terrific tales were
told, was the vestibule of hell, atri januee
Ditis.. .'.
J.'
.'ii:
lu
.
Ili.
r...:'.\
''
;„:, i.'i . •) ' Vi; i.i i- "i >
i • ' '
'
'
iii
;
' I 1
t;.
; . .
:i.. i' . ,'i"
' 1
!,.» ! An. 79.
,u' i
f Plin. Job. lib. vi. Ep. 20.
?'A
.Iii.:i;jHii if: i:i •]i i : 't iA'S'v.: ih'.N
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; To this we may add, that the Avermis, which
probably occupies the . crater of an extinguished
volcano, might at that period and long after,
merely cover the lower part of the abyss, while
the steep rocky banks towering to a prodigious
elevation above it, were shaded with shrubs, and
its orifice was almost closed with a whole forest of
trees hanging over the precipice and increasing
its gloom. At the same time, in a place so im
pregnated with fire, it is probable that various
sulphureous steams rising from the bottom or
bursting from the sides of the cavern, might fill
the vast hollow, and undisturbed by the action of
the air brood in pestilential clouds over its sur
face.. ,.. : ..; :.
,
r)'.'!•i.••• „'.
...'' ; ;• .,
i, •.
•. i
i ri'/ii v rvA •
Such may have been the original state of the
lake A vernus, corresponding sufficiently with the
description given by the poets, and when accom
panied by the supernumerary horrors which the
superstition of the times threw around it, an ob
ject in a very high degree, awful and terrific. Af
terwards, the water may have increased (and in
the neighborhood of the Lucrine lake, and so near
the sea it may easily be supposed to increase)
and have approached nearer the margin ; at the
same time, the woods may have been diminished
by the growing population of the towns of Cumee,
Puteoli, and Misenus, and of course the Avernus
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must have gradually lost much of its horrors and
its malignity'. Tne impression however had been
made, temples had been built, priests established,
and the worships bfWie infernal deities, religio dira
foci, still continued to attract crowds to the banks
of the Avernus. The fashion was prevalent
enough even in Annibal's time to afford that
crafty Carthaginian an opportunity of reconnoi-i
tring the ramparts of Puteoli, under pretext of
offering sacrifice on the banks of Avernus.*
!'
I, .;!. ,t' : .,. ;
'.ill ' . • i." .'. r'•.'•;; ')'.''
'i (At length in the' 'reign of Augustus the forma
tion of the' Fortus Julius dispelled the few horrors
that continued to',brood over the infernal lake ;
the sacred groves that still shaded its banks and
hung over its margin were cut down ; the barrier
that separated it from the Lucrinus was removed,
and not only the waters of the latter but the
waves 'of'tho neighboring Sea were admitted into
i„

,ii I.,. iivu; (j "II -in ;; ,ali .o ii';'1; i •.''..jiui

.IV .'irt: i
i''.n
i/•;
(1 •m,jt.LiF.^xiy.,j?..;

.'• Ai : i n t i' .'.'i >mi
. '.a
'i•';
'•''j'

Isr. .
•i.
' .'di'fo
' L .: :'
Speaking of this visit Silius says,
i i,'^': "'? ' i r • ' i' i'•
• ;, i ' ' ' '•
.
Turn 'ttlsti nemore, atqne urnbris riigrantibus liorreris w
'A Et fbrtfiid»ius volucri, letfiale vomebat * <'•* •'''•'i;'•'
„ , Strffiiso virus coelb, Stvgiaqueper urbes' / '
:.! ./«
Itelligione sacer saev.ujn retinebat Jiondre^—-^ , •, ' \
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the stagnant gulph of Avernus. This ^h'Eerp'rize
however was contemplated with some awe and
apprehension : and the agitation of the Waters,
occasioned probably by the descent 'of those' 'bf
the former luke into the lower basin of the latter,
was magnified into a tempest, and ascribed to the
anger of the infernal divinities. The statue of
one shewed by a profuse sweat either its fear" or
its indignation; that of another leaped, it was
said, from its pedestal ; and recourse was had as
usual to sacrifices, in order to appease the irritated
Manes. In the mean time, the port was finish
ed j the Avernus Was stripped of its infernal hor
rors, and ever after ranked among ordinary
lakes.
' .
i '■ - •'. : i:••:.-'s
!•
.
. '• j
./ ••,y.-"r\\
. . Stagna inter cclebrem nunc mitia.
: .
■
.

SU.Ital."
., •! > :!
• '.

On the southern bank stands a large ami lofty
octagonal edifice, with niches in the w.alls, and
with halls adjoining. It is vaulted, and of brick,
and is supposed by some to be the temple of Pro-,
serpine, by others, that of Avernus itself, whose
statue, as appears from the circumstance mention
ed above, stood in the immediate vicinity of the
Jake. This building was probably incrusted with
marble, and decorated with pillars^ if. {is now
surrounded by a. vineyard, and pleasqs ]the,eye by
its magnitude, site, and proportions. Jt would
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not be difficult to repair it, if the government or
proprietors were disposed so to do. Many anti
quaries imagine it to have been a bath ; but
though its form be well adapted to such an object,
we do not find that the waters of the Avernus
were employed for that purpose.
.i

.... V
On the opposite side of the lake, under a steep

overhung with shrubs and brambles, is the open
ing of a subterraneous gallery, called by the
guides, and indeed by the people, the Grotto
della Sibilla. The first gallery runs under the
Monte Grillo, and its direction is towards Baiae,
but it opens into another on the right tending to
wards Cuma ; after some progress in this second
passage we came to a piece of water now called
the bath of the Sybil, and were transported over
it on the backs of our guides. On the opposite
side the ground, rises rapidly, and all further pro
gress is precluded by the fallen walls. The situ
ation and appearance of this cavern correspond
exactly with the description of Virgil, and are suf
ficient to authorize us in supposing it to be the
same to which he alludes, if he had any real ob
ject in view, and not merely a general imitation
of Homer;

; '

Spelunca alta fuit, vastoque immanis hiatu
Scrupea, tuta lacu nigro, nemommque tenebris.
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It probably branched out into several other galle
ries, and may have communicated with many
large caverns, as well as with the various vales
and lakes that lie so thick on this peninsula, and once
perhaps formed the whole scenery of the infernal
regions, so beautifully colored by VirguV Jn this
case, the stream which we passed might possibly
have represented the Acheron ; and indeed the
black surface of the water ; the feeble glimmering
of the torches, and their red smouldering flames
half lost in their own smoke and in the vapors of
the place ; the craggy vaults closing over us and
losing themselves in darkness ; the squalid forms
of our guides and attendants, appearing and dis
appearing with their torches, as they carried us
over one by one, all seemed well adapted to infer
nal scenery, and were appropriate appendage*
of the entrance into the regions of the dead.

Per speluncas, saxis structas asperis, pendentibus,
Matimis ; ubi rigida constat crassa caligo ioferum.
Etm. ap. Cic. Tuk.
Homer places the Cimmerians in these subter
raneous abodes.
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♦

'
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j

This 'description notwithstanding its poetical'
splendor, may possibly be grounded on reality.*
We may easily conceive that in an early and halfsavage state of society, men might have preferred
caverns so large and commodious to such hovels as
tney were then capable of erecting ; and there are
many instances on record of human beings in
(Considerable numbers inhabiting such receptacles.
Jtfdt'to speak of the barbarous inhabitants of the
north, nor of some of the semi-barbarians of the
*duth, Who have chosen to live under ground;
eVen the polished Romans themselves seem some-

* Pliny places the cityof the Cimmerians on the banks of
thft./fw£*SWSi auii Festus represents them as a real people
who inhabited deep and gloomy dells. Cimmerii dicuntur ho
mines,, qui fri£»rib.us..o,qcupatas terras incolunt, quales fue~
runt inter Duias et Cumas, in ea regione in qua cpnvallis sa
tis eminenti jugo circumdata est, quae neque matutino neque
vespertino tempore sole contegitiir. Such cold aud sunless
vallies are, common enough in Wales and Scotland, but we
are rather surprised to find them discovered by this gram
marian in the neighborhood of Naples.
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times to have preferred grottos to their palaces*,
as We may collect from atti; expression of Senecaf ; and from the account Which Straho gives
of a plate' «n dr : near the road from Rome
t<y Naples, called Spelunck,
This place i9
now by dorrupticm turned into Sperlonga, and
lies at the fotffc »»f Mbukt Cacahm, on the pro
montory' ne&r the southern extremity of the
EaeA^ FuiidBnUs, a$out sixteen mileW frdm Tertitbrna. .Of' the many . caverns here situate, con-'
taining magnificent and sumptuous villas, ae-<
cording to Strabo no trace remains. Tacitus
speaks of aft' accident which happened, and the
danger7 to whltih Tiberius was exposed while
dining' in one of them. f

!

-

In Malta hear the Citta Vecchia are still shewn
the vestiges >of a subterraneous city, for the ex
tent of the galleries and the regularity of the
streets almost entitle the place to this appellation.
.£1 n JiJ', ~i ^ T—*—r-•—
. t•1~. .
...J.. ^
; . . : , . .1 '. 1 -i*
i) t? .'I ji '. 'In'.'.. * )~ v,: V: ■)-•..•
■'. |t■ :;.'V-'
* Of these summer grottos some specimens may be seen
on the iqrders of the lake ofAlbano.
f The expression of Seneca alluded to, "ex quo depressius
(istivbs specusfoderint. ' Con's- ddHehtarri, ix.
c; ^" - :,'v I •. •.;::: \. ' . •::.•.. ,. .'a ;•
<
. I.Aanal, Lib. iv. 69V , xr a 2

1

• •' vi .„.;
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The rock is not only cut into spacious passages,
but hollowed out into separate houses with their
different apartments, and seems to have been ca
pable of containing a considerable number of fa
milies. Such an abode must without doubt have
been gloomy ; but in a country like Malta, where
the heat is intense, and the reflection from the
chalky soil is painful j where there is little ver
dure and still less shade ; gloom and coolness
under ground are perhaps preferable to glare and
beat above.
The Cimmerians seem to have been given to
the worship of the infernal deities, and to have
acted as priests and interpreters of the oracle
established in the centre of their subterraneous
abode. This superstition was probably of a very
lucrative nature, and accordingly survived the
fall of those who first established it, and seems to
have continued, though gradually declining, al
most down to the time of the Caesars. No coun
try is better adapted to the practice of such a
system of imposition, or more favorable to the
illusions by which it is carried on. Deep ca
verns, the extent and outlets of which were
known only to the priests who inhabited them ;
subterraneous waters, sometimes collected in cold
stagnant pools, and at other times boiling up in
hot fountains ; hollow sounds, sulphureous vapors,
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and sudden flames, tbe natural effects of fire al
ways active though not always visible in this vol
canic region, are circumstances wonderfully caN
culated to work strongly upon the imagination,
and aid the operations of necromantic art. How
ever, about the era of Augustus, the Jight.of sci
ence had penetrated even these recesses, and ba
nished thence the priests, the oracle, and all the
phantoms they had conjured up ; and the grotto
of Avernus formerly the haunt of the dead, was
turned to the advantage of the living, and con
verted by Cocceius into a subterraneous comnnijiication between Puteoli and Cumee. How long
this passage remained open, or whetherobstrucfced by time or by volcanic convulsions, it is not
easy to conjectures to re-open .it would be an
operation probably of no great difficulty, though
of considerable expence ; an evit perhaps of too
great a magnitude to be counterbalanced by the
gratification which it might afford to public cuw&tyv?

- si

We returned by the path by which we came,
leaving the Lucrinus on our right, and Monte

* The lake of Avernus with the neighboring Lucrinus are
like that of Agnano, infected in the hot months by the flax
deposited in them ; an evil which calls loudly for the inter
ference of the government.
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Nnovo rising on our left, and crossing the mole of
Hercules we re-embarked, and proceeded along
the coast to Baiee. The bay of Bake is a semi
circular recess just opposite the harbor of Pozzu*
oh, and about three miles distant from it. It is
lined with ruins, the remains of the villas and the
baths of the Romans ; some advance a consider
able way cut, and though now under the wavei?
are easily distinguishable in fine weather. The
taste for building in the waters and encroaching
oh the sea, to which-' Horace alludes, is exempli
fied in a very striking manner all along this
coast*. The first object that attracts the atten
tion, and is pointed out by the guides, are the
baths called the Tetme di Nerone. This empe
ror had here a magnificent' villa,: and had projected'or, as Suetoniusf says, commended, a! re
servoir in which he intended to correct all the hot
wat&fs 'that spring up at or near Bat*. This
edifice wasi to have extended from Misenustothe
lake Avernus, a distance of three miles and a half
in a direct line, and more than four including the
winding^ lk the' coast ; • it Was t6 have been fined
A'.ioW \,
,Jl!»ti i'.,,
; I • . ii'T .. t
Vfc;'

* Marisque Baiis obstrepentis urges
Suinmovere litlora,
Parum locuples cohtinfrife ripa.'
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with porticos and roofed. However, th;ere is no
particular reason (unless we admit the tradition
ary appellation of the place to be such) for sup
posing that the baths in question belonged t.o this
work, or .formed any part of the villa of Nero.
This villa was at or near Baulis.
• :mm r •>} . >-l :
%niv- • .~~ '*•> fi.o-•-!I
" The baths we are now- contemplating-, consist
of several galleries worked through the rock, and
terminating in a' fountain of boiling water.i*The
vapor that arises from this fountain fills the whole
cavern and is so hot and oppressive as to render
the approach difficult to persons not accustomed
to the effects of steam. The guides however run to
it to fetch some of 'its water. The galleries are
high, and wide enough to aMdw two person^to
pass without itteohvtihience. There are also some
apartments but out of the dohd stone for the ac
commodation of bathers. These miftefal waters
Seem to pervade the whole region ; they ooze
through the rocks, work their way under the
sands, and heat them even to a considerable dis
tance from the shore. They have been kriown,
and their utility has been ekpeVieftced for nk*e
than, two thousand years j 'th'ey weiie'neyeFjrt?oibably more neglected than .they are at present^
no care is taken to collect theimj- no. buildings
have been ereoted for the accommodation of visit
ants. The Neap61itans beh61tf tfi?h4ndiffei'en>e
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all the beauties and all the treasures of their
coasts.
Varia circom oblectaraina vitas
Vaporiferas, blandissima littora, Baias.
Stafius. Sylu. iii.
From the Therme we advanced to a little pro
jection of the shore, on which stands an edifice
Octagonal on the outside, but within circular,
caLItjl at present Templo di Venerea Behind
this edifice are a range of apartments called the
Camere di Ventre ; they are ornamented with
basso relievos in stucco, which are said to have
some merit in point of execution, but are of too
obscene a nature to admit examination. Venus
had a temple on this coast, and it was so placed
between theLucrine lake and Baipe as to take its
name occasionlly from either, as indeed the bay
itself in which it stood was sometimes called Baianus and sometimes Lucrinys*. We have no
. ' '-' '-••' '

. . ,•

.
.

;

:_
\ \| ■:

. ! .

* I must here observe, that Cluverius upon this as upo»
another occasion which I noticed above, seems to take the
expression of poetry in the strict acceptation of geographical
prose. He must have perceived that Baice, Curtice, Lucrinus, and Avernus extend their appellation far beyond their
natural limits, and sometimes include the whole vicinity. He
Jiimsclf observes, that the springs of Baice were once called
Aqua Cumanx, and quotes Lucretius to prove it.
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data to enable us to ascertain the precise spot on
which this edifice stood, but we may confidently
aver that no site could be better adapted to it
than that assigned by popular tradition. Venus
presided over this coast and all its bays, its baths»_
its fountains, and its lakes ; she had deserted Paphos and Cythera, and settled with all her train
of loves and sports, on the delicious shore of Baiee.
A sky for ever serene, seas never ruffled, perpe
tual spring and eternal verdure, may be supposed
to have allured the goddess to her new abode ;
but her actual influence appeared in the general
manners and amusements of the place,—in scenes
of revelry, bacchanalian songs, wanton groups
and effeminate music. " Videre ebrios per lij^tora errantes, et commessationes navigantium et
symphoniarum cantibus perstrepentes lacus et
alia, quae velut soluta legibus luxuria non tantum
peccat, sed publicat, quid necesse est*,"
No situation is more appropriate to the temple
of this presiding divinity than this little promon
tory, whose jutting point commands the whole
bay, with all its scenery of hills, towns, lakes,
and villas.

* Seneca, Epist. li.
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Baiae superbae blanda dona, naturae.
. ,
'
Martial.

,

Xtfa littte' distance from the temple of Venus
rises another circular edifice, faulted and lighted
From above like the Pantheon, 'arid still farther
on,' another 'nearly siriiilaf • this latter is 'called
the temple of Diana, as the former is termed the
temple of Mercury; the traces of' conduits for
conveying; water to all their apartments, and
their situation on a coast where baths were pro
bably in more estimation and request than tem
ples, furnish a Very plausible pretext to the sup
position of their being Thermee. Their shattered
forms, shaded here and there with shrubs and
flowers, rising on the margin of the seabil a
coast so beautiful, yet so solitary, produce a fine
and uncommon effect.
Advancing southward, we passed under the
castle of Baiae ; * a fortress" on the brow of a
rocky precipice, rising to a considerable eleva
tion above the sea, and forming the point of a
little' promontory. Its appearance at a' distance

* Baiis is said to derive its name from one of the com',
panions of Ulysses.
Sedes Itbacesia Baii.

Silius.
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is rather splendid and majestic, owing to' its
size and the rich color of the• stone of which it
is built. •

'

tv:. •. 7..

• . U •- a Ah

Somewhat more than a quarter of a mile be
yond Baiee, there rises almost on the beach, a
semicircular building, with a gallery within*
adorned with basso relievos in stucco ; popular
tradition ennobles this edifice with, the appella
tion of the tomb of Agrippina. The reader may
recollect that this empress, after having escaped
the fate intended for her at sea on her return
from Bam, was conveyed to her own villa on
the Lucrine lake, and shortly after murdered
there : she was burnt privately, and her tomb,
which was erected after the death of Nero, in
the neighborhood, and on the hill near thBiraad
to Misenus, corresponded rather with her mis-'
fortunes than with her rank.*
0? i.x.'t m
\,"\- * i, -i,
•
}''-'', i
iHliJi'-*.
irk
Bam, indeed, was not only the seat of volup
tuousness, but sometimes also the theatre of
•1 . a*-*: ■■' ••. ' •;;■ ,'i.jv,; r-,: ' . to .. . m.:..si

- * Tac. Ana. xiv. 4, 5, 6, and 7.—There is something
awful and terrific in the sound of the trumpet heard on the
neighboring hills; and iu the nightly lamentations, sup
posed to issue from the tomb of .Agrippina. (Cap. 10.)
Nero' fled—Obversabatur maris" 'illius et Iitorum gravis aspectmil .'i■■0"f- 'i••1
^ *Vi'^ v TI «;XiqOi! i3 i
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cruelty ; two vices intimately allied, and not unfrequently most notoriously displayed in places
whence the smiling features of nature might
seem to have banished at least the latter. The
murder of a parent, the barbarous termination
of the feast of Caracalla, and the secret execu
tions of the island of Caprem, only shew what a
monster man becomes when his power is equal
to his malignity. The supposed tomb of Agrippina may possibly be a part, perhaps the theatre,
of the villa of Baulis, which once belonged to
Hortensius, and was afterwards the favorite re-<
sort of some of the Emperors, and, upon this
occasion^ the scene of the last interview between
Nero and his mother.
.
, j
•:,■..
I . i •• ■•■ • - • i ,•..-:'/ ,: m
Under the little promontory of Bauli$,, are
the Cento Camerelle, a number of grottos, open
ing in front to the sea, communicating with each
other within, and branching out into several
long galleries, that form a sort of labyrinth.
Their object is not known ; they may have been
reservoirs of fresh water, or perhaps mere sub
structions supporting some edifice. Ascending
the hill, we came, to the Piscina 3Iirabile, a
subterraneous edifice, vaulted, and divided by
four rows of arcades. Jts date, author, and des
tination, are equally unknown. Some antiqua-1
ries suppose it to have been a fish-pond, as its
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present appellation imports, belonging to one of
the great villas that rose on this eminence, per
haps to that of Lucullus, who is said to have
spared no expense in the erection of such re
ceptacles. Others imagine, that it was intended
as a cistern of fresh water for the supply of the
fleet, while it lay in the port of Misenus, situ
ated immediately under the hill, on which the
Piscina Mirabile stands. If I might be allowed
to add one conjecture more to the preceding, I
should be tempted to ask, whether this artificial
cavern, and many similar works in the same di
rection, may not be parts of that vast reservoir
(to which I have already alluded) planned and
commenced by Nero, but never finished. Its mag
nitude, proportions, and elevation, are all on a
grand scale, and announce the opulence and
magnificence of its author ; while its vaults and
arcades correspond precisely with the account
given of that Emperor's projected edifice—" Inchoabat," says Suetonius, " piscinam a Miseno
ad Avernum lacum, contectam, porlicibus conelusam, quo quidquid totis Baiis calidarum esset,
converteretur." *
At the foot of the hill on which we stood, the

* Nero, 31.

ili
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port of Mrsenns expands inwards, and protected
by high lands on either side, forms a haven, tran
quil, tkough not very, capacious. It was made,
by Augustus, the principal station of the Roman
fleet in the. Mediterranean, and by its central
and commanding situation, is extremely well
calculated for every naval . object. It is sepa
rated at its extremity by a narrow neck of land
from the Mare morta; through this neck a ca
nal, over which there is a bridge, Opens a com
munication between the two basins, which an
ciently, may probably have formed parts of the
same port. On the side opposite this canal to
the west, another bed of sand protects the Mare
morto from the incursions of the sea ; while the
lofty promontory of Misenus on the south, and
the mountains called Procida and Selvaggi on
the north, cover it from every rougher breeze.
•
ii''
i
' i
«
•
Along its shores, under the shelter of these
hills, lay extended the Elysian fields, Campi
Elisi! They are shaded by mulberries and pop
lars, garlanded by festoons of vines, fanned by
sea breezes from the south, refreshed by the
waves of the Mare morto that eat into the
shore, and form numberless creeks and recesses;
and their lonely paths are lined on all sides by
tombs intermingled with cypresses.
Such a
scene, by its secluded beauty, its silence, and its

auxir.

TwmvuwmkiKi?,

m

tranquillity; ■- kpi^Wr ••attract ••1heb'l?wiq| ;: 'yet it
seems to havienbeen at 'all' times abandoned to
tfee'dead* a«d from the seprtkhres that adorn it,
and the undisturbed repose that seems to reign
over ity it resembles a region secluded from the
intrusion of' mortals, and placed above the in
fluence of human vicissitude and agitation
Semota a nostris rebus sejuactaque Iouge.
Luc. i. 59.
-''/.
• .-. . . •:'
. . . r
The solitude of the place, its destination, and
the recollection of Virgil's description, diffuse a
certain melancholy over the mind, and dispose
it imperceptibly to reflection and musingi1 .
Such are the Elysian fields, a name that
sounds so harmoniously to the ears of the classic
youth, and opens so many enchanting scenes to
his: imagination. He will be disappointed in
reading the description, arid little lessso'in con
templating 'the reality. In the splendor of a
Neapolitan 'firmament, he will seek in vain for
that purple 'light so delightful to his boyish
fancy ';• and 6n " the- sandy3 beach of the .Mare
morto, he will discover no traces of the crysta'P
Eridanusr ; he will look to no purpose for mea
dows ever green, rills always full, and banks
and hillocks of doiwny moss.
The truth is"
Virgil improves and embellishes whatever he
1
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touches; kindled by the contemplation of na
ture, his genius rises above her, and gives to her
features, charms and beauties of his own cre
ation. The hills, the groves, the paths, he co
pied from the scenery now before us ; but he
waters them with purer streams ; he calls up
unfading flowers to grace them; and he lights
them with a new sun, and milder constellations.
We turned with regret from a spot so cele
brated, and came to the rocky promontory of
Misenus. It is hollowed into vast grots and
caverns, intended anciently perhaps for baths,
and perhaps for docks for ship-building. The
town, it is supposed, stood on the summit of the
promontory ; its site is marked by masses of
ruins, and the vestiges of a theatre ; unless, with
some antiquaries, we choose to consider these
scattered heaps as the remains of one or other
of the villas so numerous in the immediate neigh
borhood of 31isemis. The principal and most
extensive of these seats was that of Lucullus,
afterwards occupied by Tiberius. Phaedrus in
forms us that it was situate on the very pinnacle
of the hill, as it not only commanded the adja
cent coasts, but extended its view to the seas of
Sicily:* This villa, with its gardens and por* Caesar Tiberius, quum petens Neapolim
In MiseneDsem villain venisset suara
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ticos, must have occupied a considerable space,
and left but little room for the town, which of
course must have been situated lower down and
probably on the sea shore. That such indeed
was its real site, we may infer in opposition to
the common opinion, from Pliny the yourigef>
who says that the house which he and his . mou
ther inhabited, was separated by a small court
from the sea. " Residimus in area domus, ' quae
mare a tectis modico spatio dividebat."* The
hill that forms the point of the promontory is
steep and lofty. It does not appear to me to
bear, as is frequently represented, any appear*
ance of a mausoleum, nor can I believe that
Virgil had any such imaginary resemblance in
view ; he probably adopted a popular tradition,
when he placed the : tomb of Misenus on its
base.f . .'-•I. ':,J
.

;

.' '

' v

'b

••' Qua; inonte suinnio posita Luculli maim '' '"- (iProspectat Siculum et prospieit I'uscum mare.-'~ "
j,-:'
. '. "
•- '.' .i• •|( : v
iu. F&i v.:.

vi'. 20.

: •

" .' ,:

:'

'

" - :

t SoJinus, Mela, and Strabo ascribe this appellation ,t»
the same origin as Virgil ; and as they were nearly (jonteny
poraries with that poet, they cannot be supposed to have
adopted one of his poetical fictions as an historical anec
dote.
TOL. II.
EE
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Monte sub aerio qui nunc Misenus ab illo
Dicitur, aeternumque tenet per sxcula nomen.

It is not a little remarkable, that most of the
points and promontories represented by the Ro
man poet as monuments of great personages or
illustrious events, still retain their ancient appel
lations, while so many other titles and names, in
many respects more important, have gradually
yielded to modern substitutions and sunk into ob
livion. Is this difference to be ascribed to the
influence of poetry, and have the latter perished
because not recorded in verse? " Carent quia
Vate sacro." They had no poet, and they died.
As the evening approached we re-embarked,
and crossing the bay landed at Pozzuolo, and
thence proceeded to the Solfatara, which lies
about a mile north-east of the town. This appel
lation, is a corruption of Sulphurata, and is given
to an oval plain, extending on an eminence, but
surrounded on all sides by an elevated border re
sembling a rampart. The shattered hills that
form this rampart are impregnated with sulphur,
and heated by a subterranean fire. They are des
titute of all verdure and all appearances of vege
tation. The plain below is a pale yellovr surface
of sulphureous marie, thrown like a vault over
an abyss of fire. Its heat almost scorches the
2

.»
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feet of those who pass over it, and the workings
of the furnace beneath are heard distinctly through
it. A stamp or the rolling of a stone over it re
bellows in hollow murmurs, weakening as they
descend till they lose themselves in the vastness
of the abyss below.
Sulphureous exhalations
rise from the crevices ; and from an orifice at one
of the extremities a thick vapor by day, and a
pale blue flame by night, burst forth with a mur
muring sound and great impetuosity. This ever
burning plain is supposed to have been anciently
called the Forum Vulcani. It is described in a
poetical but accurate manner by Petronius Arbiter,
and very appropriately made the scene of a tre
mendous apparition of Pluto. ..'
! .ii ': .'
''Ii .. . . ' .
...
ili i .' : ' ' . |! ' i '.
Est locus exciso penitus demersus hiatu,
Farthenopen inter magnaeque Dicarchidos arva,
Cocytia perfusus aqua, nam spiritus extra
Qui furit effusus, fuhesto spargitur aestu. ; '
r '• ' Non haecautumno tellus viret, aut alit herbas • 'i: '••i
• ii
Cespite laetus agcr: non verno persona caatit
Mollia discordi strepitu virgulta loquuntur ;
, . Sed chaos et nigra squallentia pumice saxa
^ •
Gaudent, ferali circumtumulata cupressu. \l
Has inter sedes, Ditis pater exfulit ora
Bustorum flammis et cana sparsa favilla.
The tombs and the cypresses to which the poet
alludes bordered the road that leads from Puteoli
to Naples, as also that called the Via Campana,
EE 2
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now Strada di Campagna, which enclose the
Solfatara between them, and are at no great dis
tance, from its southern and western extremities.
Milton seems to have taken some features of his
infernal regions from this repository of fire and
«ulphnr.i. The dreary plains—the seat of desola
tion—the land that burned with solid, as the lake
with, liquid, Jire-—the singed bottom all involved
with stench and smoke—the uneasy steps over the
burning marie— the fiery deluge, fed with ever
burning sulphur, compose when united a picture
poetical and sublime indeed, but not inaccurate,
of the Solfatara. The truth is that all the great
poets, from the days of Virgil down to the present
period, have borrowed some of their imagery
from the scenery which now surrounds us, and
have graced their poems with its beauties, or
raised them with its sublimity. Every reader
knows that SiHus Italicus has, described most of
them, and particularly the latter, with studied
and blameable minuteness; that Martial alludes
to them with rapture, and that Statius devotes the
most pleasing of his poems to their charms.
Dante has borrowed some of the horrors of his
Inferno from their fires and agitations ; and
Tasso has spread their freshness, their verdure,
and thei£ sgfenjty over the enchanted gardens of
Us Armida,
/
^ ;....„,.„„.;
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Acque stagnant!, mobili cristalli,
'. • •,=•,,;
Fior vari et varie piante, herbe diversfe,
Apriche collinette, ombrose valli,
Selve, e speluiiclie in una vista offerse.
Canto xvi. 9.
. , |.
•i :•
. . . ' s
•

Some days after, we made an excursion to
Cumee. The road leads first to Pozzuolo, and
thence ascending the hills passes by the site of
Cicero's Academic villa, runs at the foot of
Mount Gaums on the right, then crosses the
mountains that command the Avernus on the
left, and traversing the site of the ancient forest
that surrounded that lake, terminates at the Arco
J'elice. This ancient mass is a sort of lofty wall,
with a gateway through it; supposed by some,
to be one of the gates of Cumee, and by others,
the remains of the temple of Apollo. The view,
which to the south commands all the scenery de
scribed in our last excursion, fixes the attention
however on an object of no great beauty, a white
tower to the north-west, standing on the flat
shore, about four miles and a half distant, near a
lake and almost surrounded with a forest. That
tower stands on the site of the ancient Liternum ;
the neighboring lake is the Liternina palus and
the forest the Gallihana Pinus.

, , The situation, of Liternum, is neither beautiful
nor healthy, but its name is ennobled by the re
sidence of Scipio Africanus, who passed there the
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latter years of his life, a voluntary exile, in ob
scurity, rural labor, and philosophical studies.
Whether he was buried at Litern una or not, was
a subject of doubt even in Livius's time; however,
either a tomb or cenotaph was erected to him
there, and a stone on which the word Patria is
still legible, is supposed to have contained part
of the inscription*, «f In grata patria," &c. and
gives to the modem tower the appellation of
Torre di Patria. His villa remained in the time
of Seneca, and seems to have been built with
great solidity, and surrounded like a gothic castle
with a wall and towers. A rampart was indeed
necessary, as it ylood on the confines of the Gallinaria Pinus, a forest, at one time the abode,
And at all times, the occasional resort of banditti f .
Valerius Maxiinns relates an anecdote which
shews both the necessity of the rampart, and the
veneration shewn to the person of the great Africanus \. The same author mentions his death as

• Liv. xxxviii. 53.
f As Seneca's description is curious, it may not be im
proper to insert the passage. " Vidi villain gtructara lapide
quadrato ; murum circuindatmn sylvas—-turreis quoque in
propugnaculum villa?, utrimque subrectas ; cisternam aedificiis,
ac viridibus subditam, quae sufficere in usiun vel exercitus
posset : balneolam angustum, tenetnicosutri, ex consuetudinc
antiqua," &c.—Sen. Epht. Ixxxvi. ' ■" .
•„'• . i'i i 1 ' \, ,
, |i. r •r . .
>••'■ ' i '
t See Val. Max. Lib. v. cap. 3.
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having taken place at Liternum, and cites bis
well-known epitaph; Perhaps his ashes were
first interred' at his villa, and afterwards conveyed
to the family sepulchre in Rome, onithe Via Capena, where a sarcophagus was found a few years
ago inscribed with his name. Pliny the elder
speaks of some olive trees, and of a very flourish
ing Myrtle planted by Scipio Africanus as still
existing at Liternum in his time f: i The Torre
di Patria may not only occupy the site, but pos
sibly be built of the materials of Scipio's villa.
As we proceeded we were shewn a temple, de
dicated, it is said, to the giants whom Hercules
defeated on the neighboring Campi Phlegreei.
The size of this temple does not correspond with
its title. Continuing to advance towards the sea,
we came to a high craggy rock near the shore.
On the top of the precipice stands the castle,
erected in the middle ages on the ruins of an
ancient fortress. In the side of this rock are two
great chasms; in one, there are several steps
leading upwards; the other tends downwards,
was formerly lined with brick, and seems to have
opened into several galleries. This cavern is now
called the Grotto of the Sybil, and is probably

,* xvi. 44.
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part of that celebrated cavern. The grotto ex
isted in all its splendor in the year one hundred
and five of the Christian era, and is described by
Justin the Martyr, an author of that period, and
represented by hiin as an immense cavity cut out
of the solid rock, large as a Basilica, highly po
lished, and adorned with a recess or sanctuary m
which the Sybil, seated on a lofty tribunal or
throne, uttered her oracles. It may have been
stript of its ornaments, disfigured and perhaps
materially damaged in the reign of Constantiue,
when the greater temples, and more peculiar seats
of Pagan superstition, were demolished as objects
likely to foster the ancient delusions. However,
though despoiled and neglected, the cavern still
remained entire, till the fatal and most destructive
war carried on by Justinian against the Goths;
when Narses, the imperial general, in order to
undermine the ramparts of the fortress erected on
the summit of the rock, ordered his engineers to
work through the roof of the cavern beneath, and
thus brought down the wall* towers, and even
gates, of the fortress into the cavity, which in
part destroyed, and in part filled
rubbish*. . ; '
• .. . :\.
V•
.
. . . . 1

it
• '

with
'.)

The grotto, as I have already observed,
branched out into various subterranean galleries,

• Vide Agathias Hist. i. npud Cluv.
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alluded to by Virgil under the appellation of
approaches and portals, which furnished the
►Sybil with the means of forming those tremendous
sounds, that in the moment of inspiration issued
from the depths of the cavern *. Of these com
munications two only are now visible; all the
others, with the body and the recesses or sanctuary
of the temple, are filled with the ruins of the
roof, and of the walls.
Excavations might here be made to advantage \
the very materials, where sea carriage is at hand,
are doubtless sufficient to pay the expense, and'
the discoveries might be interesting beyond ex
pression. I must again repeat it, if Warburton's
conjecture can be admitted, and if the Eleusinian
mysteries contained such scenes as those described
in the sixth book of the Eneid, no region can be
better calculated forthe exhibition than that which;
we are now treading. In a country, where rocks.
are hollowed by nature into grottos and caverns j
where there are several deep dells, and hidden
recesses, as Astroui now, and once perhaps
Avernus; where various lakes lie concealed in the
•
- '•
'
i'v.v^
* Excisura Euboicae latus iugens rupis in antrum
, .
Quo lati ducunt aditus centum, ostia centum
Unde ruiint totidein voces, responsa Sibylla.
r> ••jEneid, \\. 42. 44.
vol; II. • '

'

' i»•»/i: ' t-

' : ''*

•.
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depths of forests and in the cavities of mountains;
where fires and waters are ever working-, under
all their possible forms; where the land sometimes
stretches out into the sea, and at other times the
sea winds itself into the very bosom of the land;
in such a country, particularly when thinly inha
bited as in the early ages, how easy would it be
to open secret communications, and to conduct
the adept through successive scenes of wonder,
now buried in darkness, and now gleaming
with light ; here infected with sulphureous ex
halations, and there refreshed with gales of per
fume ; sometimes exhibiting the horrors of Tar
tarus, and at other times displaying the delights,
©f Elysium?
*
.

. .. i ,

'

; <
•} i i!• •

. :,„
•

I Cumee was founded at a very early period by
a colony of Greeks from Chalets in Eubeea, and
from Cumce in Eolis ; as it was the first Grecian
establishment in Italy in point of time, so itwas considered for many ages as the first also
in power, opulence, and population. Its over
flowing prosperity spread over - the neighboring
coasts, and first Puteoli,' and, afterwards Naples,
owed their origin to the energy and the enterprize of its inhabitants. Its situation was favor
able to commerce and general communication,
and its oracle, its sybil, and its temple, attracted
votaries and visitanis. As the Roman power ex
tended, that of Cumee declined ; till without con-
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test or warfare the city gradually adopted the
interests of Rome, and its inhabitants were ho
nored with the title of Roman citizens. The
principal cause, however, of the decay of Cumee
was the well-founded partiality of the Romans
to the neighboring coasts of Baiee, Puteoli, and
Naples, so superior in beauty and salubrity to
the flat, marshy vicinity of the former city.
Though Juvenal's* expression may imply only a
comparative desertion and emptiness, yet the de
cline of Cumae was so rapid, that in the sixth cen
tury it appears to have been reduced to a mere
fortress seated on the rock, which formed indeed
a military position, but could not be denominated
a city. Its name however still remained, and
we find it mentioned in the thirteenth century as
the resort of robbers, rebels, and banditti, whose
depredations at length provoked the vengeance
of the neighboring cities, and occasioned its total
destruction.

Now the once opulent and populous Cumee is a
solitary wood ; its once busy streets are now silent
alleys j its only inhabitants are stags and wild
boars. Here and there a range of broad smooth
stones reminds the sportsman of its pavement,'
and some mouldering walls overgrown with vines,
^

r

.

—I—

. j

* Vacuis . . . Cumis. Juvenal, iii;

—

.
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and myrtles are the only vestiges of its ex
istence.
Tot decora, artificumque manus, tot nota sepulchra
Totquc pios cineres una ruina premit. ....
Et querimur, cito si nostra; data tempora vita:
Diffiigiunt ? tubes mors violenta rapit \
Ncc tu semper eris, quae septein araplccteris arces ;
Nec tu quae mediis aemula surgis aquis
Et te (quis putet hoc?) altrix mea, durus arator
Vertet ; et Urbs, dicet, haec quoque clara fuit.
Sannaz. Eleg. Lib. ii. 9.
The forest which covers Cumee is a royal chace,
extends far beyond the limits of that city, and
borders the lake of Fusaro, the ancient Acherusia palm, lying to the south towards Misenus.
This lake is a long and shallow sheet of water.
It answers very exactly the description of it given,
by Straho, who calls it a muddy irruption of the
sea, and differs as widely from the splendid pic
ture of Lycophron, who represents it, .

,.

It has a small island with a castle, and terminates
in a pool called L'Acqua Morta. We proceeded
along its banks to Baiee, ranged once more over
the delicious scenery in its vicinity, and embark
ing bent our course to. Procida.

■.• i) m
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